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INTRODUCTION: TA-YA (TIME-SPACE): THE BIRTH OF AN
INDIGENOUS MOANA THEORY

Tevita O. Ka'ili (MauiTdvd-He-Ako)
Brigham Young Uni,oersity H awai.'i.

'Okusitino Mdhina (Hufanga)
Moana Uni,oersi,ty of Technology and

Vatsa'u Academg for Cri,tical Inqui.ry and Applied Research

Ping-Ann Addo (Kula-He-Fonua)
Unioersity of Massachuselts Boston

Tun orspurn between ontology (ways of being) and epistemology (ways of
knowing) is a dispute over reality as it is and reality as we know it. The issue

is, therefore, not how you know what you know, nor when you know what you
know, norwhere you knowwhatyou know, norwhyyou knowwhatyou know,
but rather what you really know.

In paradoxical ways, it is, in the Moana, symbolically thought that peo-
ple walk forward into the past and, contemporaneously, walk backward into
the future, both in the present, where the elusive, already-taken-place past

and illusive, yet-to-take-place future are, and in the social process, constantly
mediated in the ever-changing present.

In historical ways, howevea it logically follows that the past, which has

stood the test of time-space, is placed in the front of people in the present
as guidance, and the unknown future is located in their back in the present,
informed by past experiences, with the past and future permanently negoti-
ated in the conflicting present.

Pacif,c Stuclies, Vol. 40, Nos. l/Z-Apn/Aug.2017
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Ta-Va (Time-Space) Theory of Reality

This collection of critical essays emerged from an Association of Social
Anthropologr in Ocezrnia (ASAO) session that was first convened by Tcvita
O. Ka'ili (Maui-Tdvd-He-Ako)1 and'Okusitino Mahina (Hufanga)' in 2009
in Santa Cruz, where they held a Working Session entitled 'Ta-Va (Tinie-
Space): The Birth of An Indigenous Moana Theory." The session was

Iater joined by Ping-Ann Addo (Kula-He-Fonua)3 at the ASAO meeting in
Honolulu in 2011. At that time-spnce, a total of thirteen papers were pre-
sented, most of which are represented here, together with three additional
paperu presented on their behalfin absentia.

As the title of the session indicates, the formulation of the Td-Vd (Time-
Space) Tlieory of Reality n-rarked tlie birtli of an indigenous Moerna theory,
based on the Moana notions of "tirne" and "space," locally v:rriously known
across the Moana (Oceania./Pacific, including Tonga)a as fd and oa <>r lea

and toa. As a groundbreaking Moana theory its formulation around 2000

was originally developed, in close collaboration, by Tongan cultural anthro-
pologist Tcvita O Ka'ili (Maui-Tdvd-He-Ako) and Tongan historical anthro-
pologist 'Okusitino Mahina (Hufanga). The Ta-Va (Tin're-Space) Theory of
Reality was first introduced to the academic world when zr paper entitled
"Ta, Va and Faioa: Time, Space and Art"s was presented by Mahina at a

Philosophy conference in Chico, CA, in 2001 (Ka'ili 2008). Apart from a

range of extensive and diverse writings on Tavaism as a Moana theory on
a multiplicity of subject n-iatters across disciplinary practices and forms of
socinl activity, solre twelve PhDs, Masters, and BA (Hons) tavaist scholars
have used the Ta-Va (Time-Space) Theory of Reality, as well as an increas-
ing number of current ones, in the production of their theses, mainly in the
fields of anthropokrgy, architecture, art, dance studies, education, healtli,
and philosophy.

The chief rationale behind the session, as strictly suggested by its
title, was to provide an acaderlic environrnent for scholars generally and
anthropologists specifically to actively and collectively engage in the ongo-
ing critique of the newly born Ta-Va (Tinie-Space) of Reality. That is, the
rationale was that the modu.s operandi of the indigenous Ta-Va (Time-
Space) of Re:rlity, based on the locally led concepts and practices of ta
(time) and va (space)-as opposed to the imposition of externnlly driven
Western tempo-spatial concepts and practices on the Moana cultures
(and languages)-be rigorously critiqued across disciplines in general and
anthropology in particular. In addition to this ongoing collective but uni-
fied critique and peer-review of papers over a number of ASAO meet-
ings, in view of both thematic theoretical and ethnographical, formal and
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substantial (and functional) coherence and relevance, the participants in
the session were urged to variously critically engage by responding to the
Td-Va (Time-Space) of Reality generally and responding to their specific
use of ta (time) and va (space) in the investigation of their respective top-
ics within and across disciplinary boundaries, including anthropology and
forms of social activity.

As one of the tdvdist tenets states, that l<nowledge is knowledge of (skills

in) ta (time) and va (space), which are critically acquired through the intel-
lectual process of education, that is, knowledge investigation, which is then
used for practical purposes, that is, knowledge appliczrtion. This is most evi-
dent in the classicist, realist, or tavaist Tongan theory of ako (education),
which is a tempo-spatial, substantial-forrnal (and functional) transformation
of the human intellect, mind, or thinking from oale (ignorance) to'ilo (knowl-

edge) to poto (skills), in that logical yet dialectical order (Mahina 2008). Such
knowledge zrnd skills are tempo-spatially composed or constituted in culture
as a human spectacle and historically comrnunicated or transmitted in lan-
guage as a social vehicle in ta (time) and vd (space).

The philosophically driven, Moana-based Ta-Va (Time-Space) of Reality
is general in form, content (and function) tliat it enters all disciplinary prac-
tices and forms of social activity across the whole spectrum, as largely dem-
onstrated by the diversity of subject rnatters of investigation in this collection
of critical essays. The Ta-Va (Time-Space) of Reality has a number of general
and specific ontological and epistemological tenets, which include, inte'r alia,
the following (Mahina 2010):

' that ta (time) and va (space) as ontological entities are the common
medium in which all things exist, in a single level of reality;

' that td (time) and vd (space) as epistemological entities are socio-cul-
turally organized in different ways across cultures;

. theit ta (tinie) and vd (space) are the abstract dimensions of fuo (form)
and uho (content), which are, in turn, the concrete dimensions of ta
(tirne) and va (space);

' that ta (time) and va (space), Iike fuo (forrn) and uho (content), are
inseparable in reality, as in nature, n'rind, :rnd society;

' that the inseparability of ta (tirne) and vd (spzice), like fuo (form) and
uho (content), renders reality or ta-va (time-space) to be four-dimen-
sional and not three-dimensional;

' that it is in the nature of mind to know or be aware or conscious of
things out there in reality, including nind;

, that all forms of knowledge are knowledge of ta (time) and vd (space);

' that errors in thinking are a problem of rnind but not of reality;
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. that errors in thinhng are caused by the separation of mind from reality
and its failure to comprehend conflicts (that is, intersection or connec-

tion and separation) in the transcultural arrangement of ta (time) and va
(space);

. that all things in reality stand in eternal relations of exchange (that

is, intersection or connection and separation), giving rise to order or
conflict; and

. that order is when equal and opposite forces or energies intersect or
connect and separate at a common point.

As inseparable ontological entities, ta (time) and va (space) are the common
medium in which all things are, in a single level of reality, as in nature, mind,
and society. It justly points to reality or td-vd (time-space) as having four dimen-
sions and not three dimensions (Anderson2}}7; Potauaine 2010). Quite sirnply,

ta (time) is correspondent to fuo (form) and va (space) to uho (content), which
is composed of laloa (length), mnoleupu/falahi (\ /idth), and loloto/mn'olunga
(depth/height), thereby malcing reality or ta-va (time-space) four-dimensional
rather than three-dimensional (Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mahina 2011).

To regard reality or ta-va (time-space) as three-dimensional (and not four-

dimensional) is to privilege va (space) over ta (time), on the abstract level and,

by extension, to privilege uho (content) over fuo (form), on the concrete level,

when they as abstract and concrete manifestations are indivisible (and of equal
logical status) in reality, as in nature, mind, and society.

On the other hand, as indivisible epistemological entities, ta (time) and
vd (space), like fuo (form) and uho (content), are culturally and historically
organized in different ways across societies. Ta (time) and vd (space) are

arranged in plural, cultural, collectivistic, holistic, intertwining, and circular
ways in the Moana-as opposed to their arrangement in singular, techno-

teleological, individualistic, atomistic, analytic, and linear modes in the West
(Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina 2011; Mahina 2008). The Moana

way of organization of ta (time) and va (space) is witnessed in their treatment
of the past, present, and future, where, in paradoxical yet circular modes, the

past is put in front of people and the future is placed in the back of people,
both in the present, where the past and future are constantly mediated in
the process (Hau'ofa 2008; Mahina 2010). In historical but circular ways, the
knowledge and skills frorn the past, which have stood the test of ta-va (time-

space), are situated as guidance in front of people in the present, and the
future, which is yet to take place, is put in the back of people in the present,
informed by the refined experiences of the past, with a sense of realism and

aestheticism. This is in stark contrast to the predominant Western manner
in which the past, present, and future are problematically arranged, with the
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past in the back, present in the middle, and future in the front, dictated by a
state of linearism, informed by a sense of both evolutionism and rationalism,

One of the tenets of Tavaism states that ta (time) and va (space), like fuo
(form) and uho (content), are inseparable in reality, as in nature, mind, and
society. By this, the tenet simply points to ta (time) as a temporal marker
or definer of va (space), and va (space) a spatial composer of ta (time)
(Anderson 2007; Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mahina 2011). From a
Tongan perspective, ta (time) is verb-led, action-oriented in nature, and v6
(space) is noun-based, object-driven in character (see Ka'ili in this volume),
as in tala matangi. and tanu hala, which mean "telling the conditions of
winds" and "making roads," respectively, with the former as tempo-marking
of winds as a speciffc space and the latter as tempo-marking of roads as a
certain space.

In a temporal sense, ta signifies the marking of tirne, in terms of tempo,
beat, pace, rhythm, and social act. For example, in Tongan, torofa (rhyth-
mic beating of drums), andtasrpinga, setting (tempo-marking) examples, are
both processes of marking time in space. Va, on the other hand, signifies a
relational space between time-rnarkers (ta). It is a space that is fashioned
through the relationship between time-markers such as beats, markings,
objects, or people. Furthermore, vd signifies the nature or quality of the
relationship. For example, in Tongan, DAmama'o indicates a distant physical
space between things, andoalelei signifies a good (harmonious) social space
(relations) between people.

The Ta-Va Theory of Reality argues that td (time) and va (space) are
inseparable in reality and both dimensions must be examined together, and
in relation to one another, in order to gain a deeper understanding ofnatu-
ral, mental, and socio-cultural concepts and practices. As mentioned above,
td and vd are (epistemologically) arranged in various ways across cultures,
and ta and va are conflicting in nature. In Tonga, as well as most Moana
cultures, artists mediate/reconcile conflicting times-spaces by symmetri-
cally or rhythmically marking tirne (ta) in space (va) to give rise to ,nalie/
faka'ofo'ofo (beauty). This indigenous and artistic marking of ta (time) in
vd (space) is visually displayed in the kupesi, intricate and elaborate geo-
metrical designs, that adorn Moana tattoos, carvings, fine mats, decorated
barkcloths, sennit lashings, jewelry and garlands. Furthermore, it is acous-
tically expressed in the rhythmic patterns that are the defining signature
of Moana drumbeats, music, dance movements, and poetic compositions
(myths, legends, folktales, proverbs, poems), Last, ta-vd (time-space), con-
figuration is manifested in social relations, especially within tauhi oa, the
indigenous Tongan art of sustaining harmonious and beautiful sociospatial
relations (Ka'ili 2005, 2008).
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Major Themes in the PaPers

The collection of papers critically examines a diversity of themes across dis-

ciplinary practices and forms of social activity at the common intersection or

connection and separation of ethnography and the Td-Vd Theory of Reality.

Ka'ili identifies the intertwining nature of time and space in Moanan ontol-

ogi and epistemolog;r and its linguistic expression in the Tongan language.

Hlrein, Mahina puts forward a new form of Moana anthropolog;2, informed

by time and space zrs both ontological and epistemological entities, in addi-

ti,on to his second paper, where he, in both theoretical zrnd ethnographical

ways, examines the Tongan concepts and practices td-va (time-space) and

tuliohi (drawing). Likewise, Potauaine continues with the tempo-spatial con-

cept and practice tatan (symnetry), the subject matter of investigtrtion by

Mahina-Tuai in her paper on the work of Potauaine. Refiti and van der R1m

examine architecture, technicity, and bodily ascriptions in space construc-

tions in space. Va'a, Georgina, Ka'ili, and Refiti unpack power, chiefliness,

and rituafinteractions in Oceania. Addo reexamines exchzrnges and econom-

ics in contemportlry Tonga. Kalavite, Williams, Rosi, and Addo critique art

and education in the context of diaspora and identity. Williams and Kalavite

delve into Pacific (Moana) education and Pasifika (Mozrna) ways of knowing.

Finally, Addo, Rosi, and Mahina criticzrlly obsele visual art, performing arts,

and expressive culture, with Addo dealing with her case as a response to

transnationalism and place-making or identity, that is, ternpo-marking self's

sociospatial relations.

Summary of the Papers

As one of the Ta-Va theorists, Mahinas paper sets both the tone and the

direction of this volume. Mdhina explores ta, vd, culture, :rnd anthropology
(as both discipline and practice)o and challenges how we rnove conceptually

from data to iheory when the theorists are also the subjects of power-laden

historical constructions of time, place, identity, and knowledge. He states:
..culture, like all historical occurrences within and across nature, mind and

society, takes place in tine and space, i.e., reality. By extension,,culture is, in

actuaiity, n rputio-t"*poral human entity. A subject of anthropological inves-

tigation, culture is a social process, underlined by botli complexity and histo-

rlcity." This essay investigates what is valued in Moanan culture and, drawing

heavily on the Tongan tradition, the analysis presented is one that suggests

that harmony, or balance of give and take, in social relations is valued above

all else in Tongan society. Such harmony is termed/ak a'ofo'ofa-often trans-

lated as beautiful-and suggests the constantly changing form of relationships
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that, ideally, return to a state of balance, only to be shifted fron this with fur-
ther social interaction. The history ofTongan people can be described as one
ofacting and reacting in order to return to (an often unpredictable place or
form of) beauty. Other authors in the volume likewise examine their people's
own day-to-day ontology and epistemology, using them to broaden Mahina's
theory into one of Moana societies more generally.

Albert Refiti's (Lealiifano)7 paper is firmly grounded in the Western
philosophical tradition, but it applies ethnographic lenses to the bodtly
hexis and social interactions that traditionally took place in Samoa and that
still do pertain today. Refiti grapples with what he, borrowing from Leroi-
Gourhan, refers to as the work of "teclinicity"-the creation of lines in space
by our gestures and movements (Leroi-Gourhan 1993). Such lines serve to
orient us and those we interact witli to the relations that we coconstruct.
Refiti considers the technicity of the ntfunga-or artist-whose role it is in
Mozrna cultures to produce things of value, thereby facilitating the produc-
tion of relertions and society. This paper is, therefore, very much drawing on
a Weberian and constructivist notion of the world col'ring into being through
the subjects. To illustrate, he presents a "spatial exposition" of Samoan archi-
tecture as the work ol the tufitnga-fau-fale in order to demonstrate such
material movements, for they make n-ranifest the Ta-Va theory in action. He
furtlrer employs the specific Samoan concepts of ta and va, which are teu (to
decorate) and vd (space), to explain "the affects and effects in the system of
actions and intentions" that produce subjects/objects in space and, through
particular rituals, produce (a local sense of) time as well.

Related directly to the exposition of architecture as physical manifes-
tation of spatial relationships interacting with intentionality with the built
environment is Micah van der Ryn s paper. In it, he exzrmines the underly-
ing cultural assumptions about the constitution and production of space and
time in Samoan culture as they are embedded in language, architecture, and
social practices. The paper addresses how these concepts and the physical
constructions of homes and other buildings are integrally related to Samoan
ways of dealing with conflict and developing and maintaining social order.

Scmisi Fetokai Potauaine's paper deals with tatau, translated as sylnme-
try wliich also means mirror image, irnage, copy, likeness, sane, and equal
(Potauaine 2010, Potauaine and Mdhina 2011). As an artistic device, tatau
(symnretry) is used for the mediation of leohi-aa (line-space) intersection,
defined as connection and separation-in the broader tavdist context, where
all things in reality or ta-v6 (time-space) stand in eternal relations of exchange.
This point of intersection of kohi (line) and va (space) gives rise to the mata
(eye) as a form of connection or, its rnirror image, aoa (hole) as a type of
separation, for exarlple, nwta'ifa'o (eye of the nail) andaaa'ifa'o (hole of the
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nail). A point, that is, mata (eye) or ava (hole), is the common place or space

of intersection of two or more kohi (lines), a kohi (line) a collection of mata

(eyes) or ava (holes) and vd (space) a set ofkohi (lines). In artistic ways, the

symmetrical mediation of kohi (line) and va (space) intersection, like all types

of conflict on the natural, psychological, and social levels, is done through

sustained harmony to create beauty.

Moving the volume toward a discussion of the spiritual relevance of exam-

ining td and va in culture, Felise Va'a (Unasa Leulu) presents a treatise on td

and va as one unified concept in Samoan culture. Samoan ta-va is a daily real-

ity in his life. He argues that Samoans further integrate ta and vd_in relation-

ships with each other and the natural environment "to provide a harmonious

balance in Samoan culture and society" as well as in the proper relationships

between humans and supernatural spirits. His essays is also a linguistic expo-

sition of how time-space categories for where subjects are situated in the

course of the day-morning, afternoon, and evening, for example-shape

their shifting sense of connection to place, people, and activities like sub-

sistence in rhythmic, cyclical fashion. The import of this discussion is the

reminder that all significant activity is ritualized in the mind and body and,

in turn, produces time as subjects come to know it through their interactions

in the space ofsociety.
The final paper on Samoan ways of knowing and being through ta and va

is by Dianna Georgina. Georgina examines how va constitutes both notions

of (diffuse) boundaries and space between people. She considers mana-the
potency and influence-that is both encountered and mediated by particular
iituahzed use of space as a marker for rank differences between subjects. In
the ethnography of Samoan dance she provides an example of how person-

hood-the recognized state of being a respectable human being in a given

society-emanates from interaction in time and in space. When ato/Ypou-
highest ranking woman in villages, traditionally the daughter of a chiefs-
dances, she embodies what Georgina refers to as "controlled mana," whereas

clowns who mimic respectable dance with deliberately inelegant movements

embody "uncontrolled mana." The space between these two categories of
persons becomes, in a sense, charged with the movements that each cre-

ites in concert with the other-a form of "technicity' to borrow from Refiti
and Leroi-Gourhan. Thus, Georgina presents a microcosmic look at Samoan

socio-spatial practices through the lens of rank, age, gender, power, aldprag-
tice. The discussion is a useful counterexample to Refiti's analysis of chiefly

and tufunga powers of creativity radiating outward from chiefs who organize

labor in the production of Samoan society. :

Pamela Rosi's paper, an analysis of the art practice of Shugeiyuki Kihara,

is an interdisciplinary exploration of how vA-and its relationship to td-has
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existed in different contexts and times for Moanan cultures. A Samoan-

Japanesefa'afffine,Kihara challenges the notions that male and female-
and past and present-cannot exist in a single subject or a single va. Kihara's
work, which is in the visual, performance, and installation veins, thereby
challenges negative theorizing about Samoan Third Gender liminality as

being either recently derivative or lacking indigenous cultural value for "va"
as the space in between.

Ping-Ann Addo's paper follows the discussion of Sarnoan diasporic visual
art with one about Tongan diasporic visual art: barkcloth made by Tongan
women in NewZealand (Addo 2009,2013). The paper demonstrates howtra-
ditional temporal and spatial concepts are particularly applicable to analyzing
material culture as the focal point of the (re)crystalization of contemporary
diasporic identities. In her paper for this volume, Addo argues that women
nitnamnab koka'anga (makers, artists) of this most sacred object (re)create
Moanan sacred social space in assembling and exchanging barkcloth, ffne
mats, and other traditional valuables as gifts. They also fill space with evolv-
ing materiality of plaited fine mats, echoing Refiti's notion that the gift-both
as object and as form and force of relationship-is vd, or a connection forged
between people.

Mdhina's second paper in the volume theoretically and ethnographlcally
examines the Tongan concept and praxis takohi, translated as drawing. He
argues that, since all social activity takes place in space and time, it follows
that art can be generally defined as ta-va transformation, a stance echoed by
Reffti, Ka'ili, Mdhina-Tuai, and Potauaine. Drawing ethnographically from
the three divisions of Tongan art-material (or carving and sennit rope lash-
ing) arts, performance, and fine (textile) arts-Mahina describes takohi as

a "tool of line-space intersection." Mahina extends his approach in the first
essay by arguing, in this paper, that various forms of conflict are mediated
in the creative process. The notion of conflict applied here is an idea remi-
niscent of the Manchester School of Social Anthropologr but also deeply
reflects Moana philosophies of seeking the broader benefit over gain for
oneself. Such conflicts are regular features of society and manifest in artistic
subject matters, Mahina argues, whose symmetrical forms rnediate conflict
in the creative process itself.

Kolokesa Mahina-Tirai's paper presents a specific analysis in the vein of
Mdhina's paper on takohi. Mdhina-Tuai discusses recent works of Scmisi
Fetokai Potauaine, a male contemporary visual artist practicing in diaspora-
primarily in New Zealand, but also in his recent residency at the Cambridge
Museum. The author uses these works to explore the role of symmetry
or tatau, an essential aspect of all Tongan traditional arts, be they visual
or performing arts. As Addo discusses for barkcloth, art-mahng creates a
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connection between past and present, and Mahina-Tuai argues for an analy-

sis of the time-space movement created by Potauaine as he depicts his mes-

sage using the intersecting lines and spaces, mediated through the concept

of tatau (symmetry) to produce that suprerne Tongan "value": harmony or

beaufz.
The papers then turn to the theme of education and Moana ways was

of knowing. The next two papers grapple with the much remarked-on "low

achievement" of students of Moana background in diaspora in rnajority

white nations. Examining the competing expectations put on Tongan-New

Zealander students by their families, churches, and schools, Telesia Kalavite

suggests that it is not the educatioual system per se that students struggle with
orln, b,tt theirveryleainga (families). She uses kainga as ern umbrella term for
communities in which students are embedded with concornitant responsibili-

ties toward the needs and directives ofothers: educational bureaucracy, their
farnilies, churches, and teachers. She sees each of these contexts as a set of
time-space relationships that overlap and intertwine in students' Iives, each

context having its own sort of pull, challenge, and reward-in short, there

are tensions within and between these different contexts, and students expe-

rience them all while trying to achieve academically. Kalavite also engages

thoughtfully with diaspora as a space for identity construction.

Nuhisi{'a Seve Williams's paper provides data from ethnographic interwiews

with such students-Pasifika (Moana), or students of Pacific Islander herit-
age, in New Zealand. Williams thinks about space in the ta-vd construction

hlerally as the locus within the university classrootn, but her analysis neces-

sarily engages with the fact tliat physical spaces manifest a sense of belonging

or outsiderness, depending on how students inhabit them (Williams 2009)'

Thus, Pasifika (Moana) students who populate the back rows of lecture thea-

tres are not necessarily disengaged in a university lecture hall but are often

embodying respect for the lecturer and solidarity with one another. Some are

quiet out ofrespect, and others are vocal in tutorials out ofa sense ofcollec-
tive "face" for their Pasifika (Moana) brothers and sisters. Her discussiol is

rich with analysis of the displacernent felt by Pasifika students whose families

and teachers often expect and hope for different outcornes from the stu-

dents' educational experiences. She highlights how homeland and hostland,

family house and lecture theatre, self and group achievement all infhrence

the choices a student makes in positioning herself-physically and socially-
within a given educational context.

Tcvita O, Ka'ili, the author of the final paper in the volume, is perhaps the

author who most directly uses the Td-Vd Theory of Reality in his own' Ka'ili'.s

paper returns our attention to the production of rank in Moana societies with
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its focus on Tongan use of tine and space in the trrunwfo kaaa (royallchiefly
kaaa ceremony) and the lakalaka (dance) performing art. More specifically,
it contends witli the taoani,, intertwinedness, of ta with va in specific Tongan
Ianguage terms and, thus, he argues, in Tongan consciousness. Like Re{iti,
Ka'ili shows how people s positioning and circumscription (spatiality) of their
movements (temporality) in space during particular rituals is directly related
to tlreir ranl<: chiefs sit at the front (nru.'a) of the kava circle or perform at
the front-and-center position between the rows of dancers in the lakalaka,
The terms used to describe these positions clearly indicate the tempo-spa-
tiality of the experience of rank: people of high rank (chiefs, also known as

nru'a) trump those on or from the outside (cornmoners, known as tu'a,"ottt-
side" and nruli,"following or coming frorn outside"; a term that also means
"foreigner").

Critiquing the Privileging of Space over Time

The TA-Va Theory of Reality takes a strong position that td (time) and va
(space) are both ontologically and epistemologically inseparzrble in realirys
and both dimensions must be examined together, and in relation to one
another, in order to gain a holistic understanding of our natural, mental,
and socio-cultural world. Moreover, the Td-Vd Theory maintains that td-vd
(time-space) simultaneously connects and separates or intersects. Although
scholarly writings have contributed to our understanding and appreciation
of Moana concepts and practices, they have failed to take into account both
time and space. Most of the writings focus solely on spatiality with almost no
critical attention to temporality; a form of privileging space over time. This is
the case with the writings of Wendt (1999), Halapua (2000, 2003), Thaman
(2004), Taufe'ulungaki (2004), and Hau'ofa (2003). Wendt, Halapua, and
Thaman focus solely on the spatiality (va) of social relations with no account
of temporality (ta). The writings of Taufe'ulungaki concentrate on fonua as

comrnunity and space, and Hau'ofa emphasizes oceania as a vast space. Both
provide little analysis of the time dimension of fonua and oceania. In addition
to the exclusive focus on space and the neglect of time, rnost of the scholars
view space as connecting or relating, with no account ofspace as separating,
when they are, in realiry two sides of space as intersecting. Tliis is contrary
to tavaism, which argues that all things in reality or nature, mind, and society
stand in relations of exchange, giving rise to order and/or conflict, that is, that
all things intersect (fakafelaoai) or connect (fakahoko) and separate (faleama-
oalrc)-as in the case of mata (eye) and ava (hole), for example, mata'i fa'o
(eye of the nail) and ava'i fa'o (hole of the nail) (see Mahina, Mahina-Tuai,
and Potauaine this volume).
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Like the privileging of space (vd) over time (ta), there is also the privileg-
ing of fakahoko (connection) over fakamavahe (separation), when both time

und rp^"", Iike both connection and separation, are inseparable in reality, as

in nature, mind, and society. The treatment of the Moana as space (va) that

connects or relates (fakahoko) but not space (va) that separates or divides

(fakamavahe) attributes/endpasi (order), a privileged position, ovet fepaki,
(conflict), informed by a sense of idealism of both the rationalist and func-

tionalist sort (Hau'ofa 2008; Wendt 1999). As a fact of history (and of life),

the Moana is a place of both mo'ui (life) and mate (death), a place where

people are connected or related through life (and oflife sustenance) and, at

lh" oth"r times-spaces, a place where they are separated or divided through

death (and of life crisis) (Mahina 2010). A classic case would be folru. (voy'

aging), which can be either afokru mo'ui/folau hao/folu tonu (safe 
1o7aqe)

or Tit*t m,crte/fokru mole/folan he (Iostvoyage). This was most probably the

case with the settlement of the huge Moana by our ancestors in the past, as

is the seascape movement of our people in the present, where voyages were

either saved or lost along the way, with some arriving and others not arriving

at their points of destination after leaving their points of origin. The same

applies to what can be called model infestation of Moana scholarship, specifi-

"u[ly 
i" the fields of art, education, health, and peace studies arnong others

(see, for example, Thaman 1997; Halapua 2003), where motolo (models) are

drawn from Moana cultures (and languages), taken as vehicles, paradigms,

or frameworks for Moana education and research, including teaching and

learning (Thaman 1997; Taufe'ulungaki 2004). The use of models assuilres

the exchange between two states of affairs, where one is deployed as a model

for the other, when there is commonly a failure of establishing the actual

temporal-spatial, formal-substantial, and functional connections or relations

between them as separate or distinct entities, Like the privileging of space

(vd) over time (ta) and of fakahoko (connection) over fakamavahe (separa-

tion) or, for that matter, fenapasi (order) over fepaki (conflict), there is, in
modeling, a privileged position attributed to separation over connection, in
view of the fact that states of aftairs are, by nature, separate or distinct in
themselves, thereby leaving the task of making their time-space, form-con-

tent, and function connections or relations unresolved in the process, both

theoretically and practically (Thaman 2004; Manu'atu 2000; Vaioleti 2006).

The academic fixation with only space is still dominating in recent schol-

arly writings in Moana. The recent Ethos "special Issue: Senses of Space:

Multlple Models of Spatial Cognition in Oceania and Indonesia" (Mawyer

and Feinberg }OIQ is a case in point. The authors of thls special issue,

which also emerged from an ASAO conference session, engage primarily
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with only the spatial dimension of cognition, They argue for the value of
a "multiple-models" approach to "space-in-culture" and "culture-in-spatial
cognition" (Mawyer and Feinberg 2014,243). There are no explanations of
"time-in-culture" or "culture-in-temporal cognition." Moreover, the authors

provide spatial conceptualization of navigation, orientation, and experience
with almost no examination of ternporality. For example, Bennardo (2014)

discusses mainly the spatial, linguistics, and localized knowledge of the way
Tongans give directions. His account on the way Tongans give directions pro-
vides no investigation of the temporality of giving directions or on moving in
a certain direction as a form of time. Mawyer (2014) examines Mangarevan
orientation and the multiplicity of spatial models with minor attention to
the time-space in Mangarevan grammar. Mawyer is the only author in the
collection who provides a section on time and space, specifically the multi-
ple models for the location of time and space. Feinberg (2014) explores the
multiplicity of spatial models on Taumako, a Polynesian community in the
Solomon Islands. He focuses on models based on a binary/linear conceptu-
alization of space, a Taumako form of radiality. There is no exarnination of
the relationship between temporality and radiality. Likewise, Genz (2014)
examines Marshallese models of hydrodlnamics in relation to spatial layout
in the Marshall Islands and how navigators use those models to navigate
landscapes and seascapes. Even though navigation involves both time and
space, Genz only focuses on the spatial dimension of navigation. In a similar
approach, Ammarell (20L4) explores the conflicts between indigenous spa-

tial models and the global capital spatial models in the Indonesian island of
Balobaloang. He provides no analysis of indigenous temporal models or the
global capital temporal models. Lastly, Shore (2014) summarizes the three
main areas of spatiality: (1) the close relations between spatial cognition and
social cognition, (2) the relevance ofallocentric and egocentric perspectives
for cultural models of space, and (3) the importance in cognitive anthropol-
ogy of studying multiple models. Shore provides no consideration to tempo-
ral cognition, cultural models of time, or the studying of multiple models of
time. All the authors primarily see only space. Tirne appears to be invisible
and insignificant.

In contrast, our collection ofcritical essays bringvisibility and significance to
both time and space, ta and va, as fundamental and inseparable dimensions of
realigr. The authors herein share-and prove-the theoretical assumption that
time and space are ontologically equal and one should not be privileged over tlle
other. The topics and approaches covered in these essays underscore the abiding
importance of ancestral guidance across time, privileging indigenous people's
own analysis of their current lived realities. Thus, even when nonindigenous
individuals write about indigenous processes-among them Addo, Georgina,
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Rosi, and van der Ryn-they foreground indigenous ontology and epistemol-

ogl about indigenous things, like other indigenous analyses that have emerged
from Moana relationships that recognize genealogies and harmoniously inter-

weave talk. A prime example of this remzrins Tengan, Ka'ili, and Fonotis (2010)

edited collection, which also ernerged from a series of ASAO sessions in the

early 2000s. The editors seek to affect the anthropology done in and of Moana

by suggesting that "articulating visions of anthropologr's future . . . can be done

only through genealogical work-the search for, production, and transforma-

tion of connections across time and space" (f O). They clarify that "genealogies

lead us to seek far into our past for answers to modern-day questions of who we

are, where we belong, and where we are going" (141). These conversations and

cosrnological reconnections are basic, crucial, and reality-affirming for Moana

peoples. It is no suqprise that many of the authors in this Ta-Va volume inter-
wove tlreir voices in that previous Genealogies volume: Addo, Ka'ili, Mdhina,

and Va'a. Thus, we invite you to join our "talanoa, talking-critically-yet-harmoni-

ously' (Mahina 2008) of the indigenous Moana T6-Vd Theory of Reality.

NOTES

1. Mtrui-Tdv5-I-Ie-Ako is amatapule (master of ceremony) title. Bestowed by Hufanga, a

chief of Ma'ofanga, in recognition of Tovita O. Ka'ili's work il formulating and advancing

the Td-Vd Theory of Reality in ako (academia). Ka'ili completed iris PhD fielclwork among

the Tongans in Maui, Hawai'i. He is a descendar-rt of Maui, the fau'tous Moaua./Oceauian

culture helo, liberator', fieedom ffghter', and trickster.

2. Hufanga is a chiefly title. Bestowed by Fakafanu:r, the chief of Ma'ofanga, Tongatapu,

in recogr-rition of 'Okusitino Mdhina and the ways in which his scholarly writings (e.g.,

Ta-Ve Theory of Reality) provide ahufanga (refuge, sanctuary) for stuclents f'ron'r Moana./

Ocennia.

3. Kula-He-Fonua is a natdpule (master of ceremony) title. Bestorved by Hiifanga, a chief
of Ma'ofanga, in recognition of Ping-Ann Addo's tireless work to promote the fonutr (land

and its people; nation) olTonga, botli in the Tonga and in the diaspora, in her acaden-ric

writings (Addo 2013). Addo was adopted by a Ma'ofanga farnily during her {ieldwork. Kula
is a matdpule title fi'om Ma'ofanga.

4, Moana is the Indigenous Pol)nesian name for Oceania/Pzici{ic Ocean, the inhabitants

of which are also called tlie Moana people.

5. As zr result ofongoing research in the field, Tongtin art is now established to have three
n-rain divisions, narnely, foiua (perfornance), tufunga (naterial) and ni,nrunrca'a (lflne)
afts). There is no Tongan rvold for art, which is translated as'aati.

6. Culture (fonua) and language (tala/lea), like time and space, are inseparable in reality,

with culture as a receptacle for the dialectical composition or constitution of refined 'ilo
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(knowledge) and poto (skills) and language trs a vehicle fol their'histolical transmission or
cornmunication ( Mahina 2008),

7. Leali'ifano is Albert Reffti's Samoan title.

8. While that is the case, the epistenological questions are of secondary in-rporttrnce to the
prin-rary questions, given that reality as we know it is depender-rt on reality as it is, in that
logical order of plecedence.
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GEOGRAPHIES OF TEXTILE AUTHENTICITY: MARKING
TONGAN TEMPORAL AND SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN

DIASPORIC CULTURAL PRODUCTION

Ping-Ann Addo
U ni,a ersity of M as s acluts etts B o st on

Aruouc ToNceN woMEN who live in the diaspora but who were born in
Tonga, naking leoloa (tradilional barkcloths and {ine mats) is often a cher-
ished mernory of their younger days living in their ethnic homeland. In part,
this is because-even though ceremonial exchange ol koloa in the diaspora
continues at increasing rates (Herda 1999)-most leoloa exchanged there
is transported from the horleland in completed form. One exception to
this has been the work of elderly Tongan women in the diaspora who have

been reviving the practice of making leoloa in Auckland, New Zealand, in
tlre past two decades. Of particulzrr note to analpts like me is ngatu pepa,

a textile employing syrthetic fibers and dyes that was invented in diaspora
by Tongan women who lived in the United States and that has been increas-
ingly a source of the valuable and highly desired barkclothlike textile (Addo

2007, 2013; see also Dral<e 2002). Tongans conceptualize their textiles as

both (exchangeable) wealth and (visual) art, and each kind of leoloa-bark-
cloth, fine mats, hand- and machine-made fabric cloths-occupy a place on
a conceptual hierarchy. Likewise, Tongans themselves interrelate through a

hierarchy ofage, gender, and rank, and the degree ofdeference or familiarity
and modes of speaking with whlch people interact is guided by the principle
of the oa, or the spatioternporal distance between individuals and kin groups
(Ka'ili, forthcoming). Here, I present an ethnograpliic analysis of how Tongan
women of different generations engage in seemingly hierarchal relations to
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produce symmetry to borrow from Ka'ili (fbrthcoming; see also Ka'ili in tliis
issue), and thus harmony in their social relations with Tongans globally and
with their own ancestors. They hereby realize their culturalfatongia (duty) to
produce beauty in the oa, social space between themselves (Ka'ili, forthcom-
ing) in order to effect appropriate time-space transformations (Mahina2004;
see also Mahina in this volume), and they do so by authenticating textiles
through production and exchange.

In tlris analysis, I consider two forms of barkcloth: ngatu (made from the
beaten, felted and hand-decorated inner barl< of the paper niulberry tree)
and ngailt pepa (a textile with color, weight, and hand-applied decoration
sinrilar to ngatu but made from slmthetic fabric sheets and, thus, devoid of
any bark content). Women often characterize their choice of what kind of
barkcloth to produce and to offer in ceremonial exchange based on where
they are located: ngaht. ngatu, for Tonga versusngatu pepa andother "hybrid"
barkcloth for the diaspora (see Addo 2007). Moreover, when wornen who
were raised in the diaspora experience koloa-nal<tng, they contribute to inter-
generational knowledge and brldge their present and future with ancestral
pasts. The effect can be a seen as a time-space transforrnation that is at once
postmodern - specifically characterized as time-space compression (I{arvey
1990) - and as ancient as ancestral belief itself. This essay explores how inter-
generational relationships involved in diasporic textile making encompass the
bridging or crossing of the oa, space, between women in different genera-
tions and different geographical locations. I analyze the way time and space
transformations are effected by elderly urban-dwelling women migrants who
define themselves in part through wealth production and, more irnportant,
through gift exchange. I argue that as they move to new places and continue
to alter such ferninized processes, they remake the scale of the territory over
wlrich they and their comnunities l;ioe out a lifu bei.ng au.thentically Tongan.

Ta and Va in Material Culture Production

Scholars of Tongan culture emphasize thzrt social relations are made harmo-
nious-that is, symbolically and rnaterially balanced-by the space between
people being crossed by the presentation ofgifts ofkoloa, feast foods, l<ava,

and n-roney (Ka'ili, forthcoming; Kaeppler 1998a; Young Leslie 2004; Evans
2001). Such objects have been said to constitute things of great material
value, objects of aesthetic worth, and works of art (Kaeppler 1998b). Here, I
am concerned wlth the artistic qualities olkoloa: textiles made and deployed
by Tongan women. However, I am not interested in confirming obje;ts iike
barkcloths and fine mats as arts in a Western vein: providing intellectual,
sensual, and (in the case of cornmodity art) economic experiences that may
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be "effective" only or prirnarily on the individual level. I attribute the grow-

ing clarity of my own analysis as a cultural outsider to 'Okusitino Mdhina's

ta<:a theory of time-space reality and Tcvita Ka'ili's theory of tauhi oa as the
creation of beauty through sociospatial relationships. It is not "beauty [as1

in tlre eye of a holder" that I examine but rather the/ak"'ofu'ofu, beauty,

rendered by symmetry and balance in social relationships between people
(Ka'ili 2005). Whatever the rnaterial accomplishrnents that accrue-for
when someone offers a gift, they almost invariably receive some sort of mate-

rial reciprocatisn-147e11s1 undertake the production of leoloa as a process of
reorganization of their own and others' interactions in time and space with
the express aim of creating beauty (Mahina 2004). These are, inherently and

preferably, a set ofsocial processes.

What elderlywomen do in time and space when consciously imparting the

traditional skills of barkcloth making, even in the context of producing hybrid
cloth, is particularly interesting in understanding the how and why of Tongan

material culture. The object they create is more likely to be considered

faka'ofo'ofo (beautiful) ifthe process ofcreation enhances the gendered and

intergenerationaloa (or space) betr,veen the women themselves. Moreover,

teaching younger women and girls to produce (giftable) objects constitutes

a culturally efficacious way for women to employ their skills because it both
fulfills women's fatongi,a (duty) of teaching youngers lo be poto (skilled) in
Tonganness (Young Leslie 2004) and effects trmhi oa between the women

thernselves. Thus, even if they do not rnake barkcloth themselves,knowledge

of textile making is a prescribedfatongi,a, duty, of Tongan women.

Gift exchange also constitttes tauhi oa, and gifting koloa is particularly
efficacious because recognizing people with textiles regenerates Tongans

culturally (Kaeppler 199Sb). Ka'ili (forthcoming) would say that the events

at which gifts are presented and reciprocated constitute periods of time (ta)

during which Tongan individuals create syrnmetry or beauty, in the spaces

between them. The Tongan women I met during fieldwork in New Zealand
(2000-2002) believed in the efficacy of cloth production and exchange on

their relationships with non-Tongans as well, such as the relations between

Tongan communities and New Zealand political authorities (Addo 2013),

thus their intentionality in pursuing cloth production as ttwhi oa deserves

some comtrent.
As noted above, the raw materials for making barkcloths and ffne mats are

not grown in New Zealand, so these diasporic women had to find and make

use of resources available in their immediate surroundings to fulfill their

fatongia. One such way involved depending on the relationship with-or
crossing the oa between-themselves and the New Zealand authorities' The
women applied for and accepted government funding, using it to finance
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local development schemes that require that cloth be produced primarily
as a commodity. The women also fulfill a relatedfatongia to present textiles
as gifts by resourcefully using the materials at hand, Rather than erpressly
selling the koloa they produce through these local government-sponsored
development schernes, worren prefer to deploy them as gifts (Horan 2002).
Several groups of Tongan women in Auckland have been making textiles like
barkcloths since the late lggOs. Below, I discuss their methods of making
ngatu pepa as well as the more traditional method for making barkcloth frorn
natural materials grown in the horneland.

Ngatu PepaProduction: Cloth Making as Knowledge Production

Tiftu

There are three main stages to producing ngatu, barkcloth, fromhiapo, the
inner barl< of the paper mulberry tree. Tongan women engage intutu, or the
beating of the bark with hear,y wooden mallets whose parallel grooves help to
break the tough fibers of the stiff, off-white inner bark. After twenty to thirty
minutes of beating, the hiapo is sufficiently soft and has increased in width
frorn a few inches to about a foot or a foot and a half. The strips are then dried
and joined to form larger strips that are calledfeta'aki. These will be stored
until it is time to assemble ng&tu.

Ngatu pe1ta, the barkclothJike textile made today withouthiapo, circum-
vents the arduous beating that constitutes tutrt, and supplies diasporic women
a material with which to produce koloa.The name ngatu pepa means ngatu
made from "paper," which is what Tongan women dubbed "vylene" when
they first incorporated it into their cloth production, Vylene has a similar
weight and dye-holding quality to beaten hiapo, paper mulberry bark, and
women's groups I met in Auckland during my fieldwork had to purchase
many meters of it-with New Zealand governnent-sourced or some other
funds-from local stores in town (Addo 2007). It is important to point out
that ngatu pepa is only one material rnanifestation of a series of changes that
have long been taking place in the production and aesthetics ofTongan bark-
cloth. Indeed, ngatu pepa is not the first "barkcloth" to be the subject of
debate about the authenticity of continually emerging categories of Tongan
cloth. Around the sarne time that ngatu pepa was first being produced in the
Tongan diaspora, Cathy Srnall (i997) documented a variety of barkcloth that
Tongan women in villages in Tonga made with a top layer of feta'aki and a
lower layer of vylene. Vylene had a similar weight and held rubbed-in dye
just as well as feta'aki, but the greatest advantage was that women could
produce twice as much barkcloth in the same amount of time and were thus
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able to begin meeting the demands of their own ritual needs at home as well

as those of women in the diaspora.

Koka'anga

The second stage is the one during which the textile actually takes shape and

itskrtpesi, patterns, are applied. Wonen work in groups calledtoular-tganga

for this stzrge, seated in facing pairs at the papa, a long, low worktable to

which they have affixed relief pattern boards calledkupesi,. If in Tonga and if
making ngatu fromhiapo,women will place thefeta'aki strips parallel to the

pupa (ioil<able) pasting the strips edge to edge with cooked flour-and-water

purt". th"y will place the top layer of feta'aki in a direction perpendicular
io the papa, rub6ing dye over the surface of the textile such that the relief

patterns on the kupesi below imprint clearly on the upperlayer.-They use a

nattrral dye called koka.t Becarrse of the traditional ]use of leoka for decorat-

ingngaht,this second major stage of ngcdn, production is callecl /coka'&nga, or
"what one does with koka."

When women in Auckland make ngatu pepa, they sit at the papa and

paste tlre pieces of vylene together in a similar way to womer makingngatu

in Tonga.-sometimes they will have stitched the pieces of vylene for the

lower layer into one large piece whose dimensions will determine the size

of the {inished textile. Just as they do for ngatu, women in Auckland paste

the strips for the upper layer at right angles to the seams of the lower layer,

and they rub the ,tpper surface with dyes so that the kuTtesi' (patterns) show

up on the mata (face) of the cloth. The dyes used by diasporic-forulangangrt.

(clloth-rnr*ing groups) are typically synthetic. The women in the Auckland

toulanganga groups are very resourceful. I know one grouP who had their
husbands a.rd roni bring home bags of discarded red brick powder frorl the

construction sites on which the rnen worked. This powder was mixed with
water to a consistency like that of koka.

It is rnore or less agreed on in the literature that because koka'anga is

tlre stage at which ngatu and ngatu paper are given their ntata, face, it is the

most important phase of the making the textiles (Addo 2013; Teilhet Fisk

1991). There is olher evidence for this claim. Often, when koloa is gifted, a

nran fronr the receiving side calls out "rnald e koka'anga," praising women

(in genertrl) for assembling such a thing of appropriate beauty.z Moreover, in

the diaspora, elderly women desire to be included in this stage of ngatu-pepa

production. They sit behlnd yet symbolically above the younger women,

providing instruction, which reifies notions of duty (fatongia) as ideally

accomplished in the social space between members of different generations.

The sense and performance of duty Iills the space. Also crossing this space
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physically are gifts, which transform the garage (tradltlonally n'rale space),
church hall, or family's back backyard where the women assemble for the
cooperative textile work.

The younger women receive "gifts" of the older wornen's guidance and
reciprocate with their obedience and witli food that they have prepared
ahead of time. The leoka'anga thereby becomes a space of beau$, and of
beauty creation. In Auckland's koka'anga groups in the early 2000s, some
of which still function today, younger women perform their fatongia both
by continuing to make the textiles and by relying on the expertise of elderly
women. This results in a creation of both relationships and objects that are

faka'ofo'ofo, beautiful. By working together, Tongan women ful{ill their
fatongia (duty) to meet respectfully and productively in the space, the oa,
between themselves.3 Koka'ar"tga does more than alter space, then: it also
alters relationships.

Toh,i

The final stage of decoration of ngatu and ngahr Ttepa is called tohi. During
this stage, women sit together and retrace the rubbed-in leupesi (designs)
on the rnata (face) of the ngatu or ngatu. pepa using a darker dye. Y<runger
wo[rerl perform tohi ngatu in their homes along with relatives or even in a
group themselves. Tohi does not require all the women in lhe toulanganga
to be working together simultaneously. Neitlier does tohi require the pres-
ence of skilled older wornen. Elderly women are indispensabl e atleoka'anga,
however, lrighlighting the importance of koka'anga overfitttt, andtohi as a key
stage in barkcloth making, one that encodes a sense ofrealness or authenticity.

Shifting Forms of Authenticityt Ngatu Pepa as Fakq,lakalaka
(Development) and as TquhiYa

One other type of event that elderly women volunteer to attend are 'a'ahi
(showing, viewing), or the formal displays of newly made leoloa that atoulan-
ganga wiII have made at the end of a several-month stretch of textile making.
The elderly women are included in those thanked for their ngaue lahi (hard
work) and 'ofo (Iove, devotion) in lending their knowledge, if not their hands,
to the production of these tliings of beauty (Addo 2007).

Lt'a'ahi in Auckland, Tongan womerl often present gifts to Auckland City
Council or New Zealand government liaisons who attend these formal events
in order to ascertain how the women have used the public funding they have
received. Moreover, the women represent the role played by these objects
in proper social relations-as gifts irnbued with their spirits and as objects
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indexing their ability to effect certain kinds of time-space transformations. In
this case, women compress time, embodying the gifts of their women ances-

tors who beat the mana of Pulotu, the ancestral homeland, into them (Filihia

2001). Not only are time and space altered for these worrlen, but they make

central a different epistemology from the one in which their modern and

diasporic lives are embedded. These women make efforts to live by important

indilenous Tongan principles, even when interacting with dominant_cultural

outsiders (i.e.,\taketta, or whites) among whom Tongans live in the diaspora.

From a policy perspective, greater understanding of the centrality of Moana

notions bf ug"n"y of people sharing gendered and generational knowledge

(poto) and responsibility (fatongia) at the intersections of time and space is

highly advantigeous, Recognizing that Tongan material priorities reflect

cricial social piiorities has the potential to empower New Zealand's various

human seryices institutions in assisting these ethnic communities in more cul-

turally appropriate ways. Furthermore, Tongan women are also empowered

to help themselves and their communities on their own terms.

That the women I interwiewed in the early 2000s perceive themselves as

having a choice in how they contribute to their families' monetary and tradi-

tional wealth is key to their identities and their well-being (Addo 2013). In
the competitive modern political economy of New Zealand, Tongan women

are increasingly called on to perform as the main breadwinners in their fami-

lies. In the gendered division oflabor, they have the choice both to engage

in textile production in order to bring earn money (the aim of the Auckland

City Council) and to procure and gift textiles. eldelll women, especially,

are indispensable in the relations of production of koloa in the diaspora.

Thus, they must be recognized for their contributions to family productivity

and must not be considered simply marginal in the political economy of the

Tongan diaspora. Even though they are usually dependents, requiring care

and assistance from younger people in their families, they themselves often

care for children and have leadership roles in church congregations. They

are indispensable to the production of material and symbolic wealth as well

as to human capital, yet they are often-in state discourses of who consti-

tutes a productive, laboring body-omitted from analyses of Pacific Islander

production.
Producing or exchanging textiles on behalfoftheir kin groups,affects how

Tongans experience the temporal and spatial dimensions of their identi-

ties.-Other icholars of Tonga, such as Meredith Filihia, have suggested that

tutu, the act of beating out (fa) paper mulberry bark makes present in both

time and space the mana of Pulotu - the ancestral homeland (Filihia 2001).

Restraint from beating tutu (tae tutu,tae fa) is one indication that a funeral

is being observed in a community or a village (Teilhet-Fisk 1991). So beating
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mulberry bark is shown to be a signiffcant activity such that its cessation
marks a liminal time period. Yet how do we think of the time-beating activity
of Tongan women who make barklike cloth from raw materials that require
no beating? By producing appropriate social relations and hlghly desired
and treasured objects-that is, by engaging in koka'anga, doing so collec-
tively, with prayer and joy and commitment-women afford Tongans a way
of bridging or creating symmetry in social relations, These are highly desired
and constitute a form of resistance to the modern state's expectation that
people labor autonomously and individually to provide their own sustenance
and, thus, earn their personhood.

It is from such modern state discourses-a common accompaniment to
aid money and international recognition of emerging states by the long-
standing modern nations-that we derive the current meanings of the
Tongan termfakalakalaka (to develop; development; improvement). In addi-
tion to mandating modern wealth as currency, states have tended to usher in
a consciousness toward linear time-space conceptualization, and linear time
is now a foundational experience of modernity the world over (Kofman 2005,
526). The modern state has also reproduced gendered constructions ofspace
(where public/private map onto male/female), time (where linear time vs.
cyclical time map onto male-vs.-feminized approaches), and bodies (where
male bodies are empowered and female bodies seem to require control) (see
McClintock among others). Yet today, the state has long been transcended by
feminized processes, such as labor migration (Kofman 2005,522; for Tongan
women's role as early pioneers on transnational migration, cf. Gailey Igg2).
One way women have effected this is through their undeniable agency in
the "behind the scenes" work of the informal economy, which is so closely
hnked with the economy of affect (see Addo and Besnier 2008). As Ka'ili
states in his own promulgation of the ffira theory, shifting the emotional
state between people effects a decoration ofthe (social) space between them
(Ka'ili, forthcoming).

Networks developed and facilitated by migration intersect foundationally,
crucially, sensually, and emotionally with the "informal economy'' (Addo and
Besnier 2008). For contemporary Tongans, the greatest currency remains
social relations, and Tongan women's wealth is still "queen," even though
money and commodities are absolute necessities for life today. It has been
important here to try to think about how elderly urban-dwelling women
migrants who define themselves in part through art making and, more impor-
tant, through gift exchange continue to alter such feminized processes, thus
remahng the scale over which they and their communities liae out a lifu
beingTongan Whether producing or exchangin gkoloa, or ceasing cloth-pro-
duction for a particular ritual period, women transform how their co-ethnics
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experience their own ontological realities. In the ta-ua lheoretical vein, I
theorize that wornen decorate the space between them and even shift their
experience oftirne and transform spaces they inhabit through barkcloth pro-

duction and exchange, regardless of the textile's material makeup or final

form. This is the reason I consider ng atu pepa an ernbodiment of key modern

Tongan processes of identity production: by characterizing therr as modern,

I mean to suggest that these processes both transform and transcend time
(then, now) and space (there, here).

Diasporic Authenticity: Crossing theVa with a'Hybrid" Textile

Scholars have long been leery of the employrnent of "hybrid" as a catchall

term for n-rulticultural forms and mixed-ethnicity people (Coombes 2002;

Kamehiro 2007; Kraidy 2002). Indeed, "hybrid" may be an inadequate

ternr for describing the qualities and the appeal of ngatu' pepa. Elsewhete,
I have argued lhat ngatu pepa en'rbodies authentic cultural processes

and is thus authentic leoloa (Lddo 2007). Young Leslie and Addo (2007)

have suggested the term "pragmatic creativity" as a more productive and

accurate term for how Moanan people produce their cultural world from
locally efficacious combinations of cultural forms' A pragmatically crea-

tive approach to the material aspects of life means that Moanans srrch as

Tongans do not eschew materials like vylene and crushed red bricks in

producing koloa or in otherwise performing their fatongia, cultural duty
or obligations,

Indeed, Tongans have historically sought out foreign rnaterials in produc-
ing things of value, thus also embracing thing with elements of authenticated

foieignness.Implicating for the oa between people, Tongans' resourceful-

ness directly challenges the artificial, power-laden, market-driven barrier

that constructs hierarchical dichotomies between Tongan and Western cul-

tural forrns. Rather than saying that new materials have been introduced into

ngatu, mal<rng by diasporic women, Tongan women I have interviewed have

mostly said that r,ylene and slmthetic dyes work just as well for or indeed

constitute "Tongan things." Yet, in order for these meanings to be readable

as Tongan-by Tongans and non-Tongans alike-an aesthetic based on that

o{ngatu is retained.a

Otr" *oy this is achieved is through maintaining the centrality of the

cultural aesthetic of leupesi (beautiful pattern), which is retained when

Tongan women in the diaspora make ngatu pepa. The textile can serve as

a gift and can thus index tradition in form and in deployment. In gifting a

ngatu pepa, a giver elevates the relative status of the recipient and compels

the recipient to reciprocate with a gift, thus reestablishing symmetry in
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the aa between them. As the koloa gifts are placed before him, the per-
son charged with receiving gifts for a family at a life cerenony such as a
funeral announces "Malo a koka'anga!" Onlookers further affinn women
with the verbal response: -Iof' (bt it be so!"). Women are hereby lzruded
publicly for their work at tuming strips of fiber and bottles of dye into
textiles wlrose ntata (faces) feature ku,pesi (beautiful patterns) and create
beauty in social spaces. Thus, the term poto he koka (and not poto he tutu)
is used to articulate appreciation for women who perform well and create
beauty in relationships and on cloth from the process of koka'anga: irnbu-
ing the cloths with the ntana of their forenothers. These women are also
being praised for performing the desired fatongia toward their elders and
chiefs and creating symmetry in their textiles and in their social and spir-
itual relationships.

Another way this is effected is through another fully Tongan practice:
Christian prayer in groups. The rnaking of koloa, a precontact tradition, was
integrated into late nineteenth-and twentieth-century Tongan modernity as

a fundarnental part of the bodily discipline and industriousness espoused by
Methodist ministries (Addo 2013). The enduring integration of religiosity
and textile making is clearly indicated by the fact that Tongan women's group
rneetings for pulposes of making cloth almost always begin and end with
one women leading the others in a prayer. Such meetings also often fea-
ture a shared meal and rotating credit activity (Addo 2013; Small 1997) and
other activities that can be accornplished only in a group context. As I have
suggested elsewhere, worren frorr many Paci{ic societies find it undesirable
to produce and impossible to fathom textiles and other culturally valuable
objects outside ofa group context because their agency emerges from inter-
subjective relations, which includes communal communication with deities
(Addo 2013; Jolly 2003, 136).

Conclusion: Living Out a Life Being Authentically Tongan

In other work, I argue that diasporic peoples effectively re-create their
ethnic homelands through working on, with, and through particular gen-
dered forms of cultural production (Addo 2013). Here, drawing on insights
fronr feminist geography, I argue that such women em,place themselves in
the rninds and hearts of fellow Tongans-the social memory of their com-
munities, if you will-by the very act of making and exchanging cloth (things
of value) in physical space. They also sensually and emotionally shift how
interlocutors experience space and time. Finally women are marked as the
conduits of gendered and generationalm,ana and themselves enjoy an altered
experience of history the present, community, and self. They engage in the
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coproduction of emotion, experience, and context, and there is certainly

authentic self-positioning in this.

NOTES

1. The tree that Tongans callkoka has the scientific name: Bishofi'a jaoanica' ltsbark,
when scraped, "bleeds" a reddish-brown liquid that is mixed with water for dye mahng.

2. Note that I have never heard "malo e tutu" or "mal6 e tuhi" fttered in recognition of
barkcloth-making activity.

3. Among the indigenous women quilt workers and quilt rnakers of the Fort Berthold res-

ervation (American Indians belonging to the Hidatsa, Mandan, and Arikra tribes), the art

form "carries speciffc ritual obligation and compensation on the part of the learner to her

teacher" (Berrnan 2003, 40). Similarly, Tongan women who produce koloa are beholden

to honor and compensate older women who have trained or who continue to train and

support them.

4. For example , the lione kupesi on ngatu is said to represent King Taufa'ahau Tupou I,
George the First ofTonga, who dubbed himselfthe "lion ofTonga" (see Kaeppler 1998a)

and uied an eagle as an important spnbol of his power and might. These symbols have

resonance still today in Tonga's international diplomatic relationships, and the rugby team

is called Ikale Tonga (Tongan tragles). These designs remain central in one of the most

admired and recognized ngatu designs, the hala paini',but they are not the British Lion
and the American Eagle; they are the Tongan Lion and the Tongan Eagle. Local associa-

tions have been subsisted for any older (extra-Tongan) meanings they ever had. Similarly,

the crown, three swords, and a cross have been "appropriated" to symbolize concepts of
importance to monarchical Tonga: the Tongan monarchy, the three bloodlines in-the cur-

rent dynasty, and Christianity in all its Tongan variety (Kaeppler, 1998a). This imbuing of
Iocal meanings onto imported images and materials is a process of Tonganizing modernity

and foreign things as well as one of authenticating what might otherwise be called hybrid

cultural forms. To borrow from Ka'ili (forthcoming), it is, to Tongans, a way of creating

balance between the power relations in which their communities are engaged with the

rest of the world.
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CIRCLES OF SELF: TA-VAEXPRESSED IN TRADITIONAL
SAMOAN DANCE, CULTURE AND SELF

Dianna M. Georgina
Ge o r gi,a Guinn ett C oll e ge

Circles of Self Expressed in the Taualuga: Introduction

SevroeN DANCE is an ephemeral perforrnance of rhythm, harmony, and
beauty, occurring in time and space. In the symmetrical, concentric arrange-
ment of dancers during the traditional Samoan tualuga,lhe taupou dance
that culminates a performance, and the movernent within this dance, are
performative expressions of ta-aa as a symmetrical idealization of social
life. Ta-va, a Moana (Oceanic) concept of time-space, according to Mahina
(2005), is ultimately invoked to create harmony and beauty:

Both harmony and beauty are dependent on the degree of symme-
try relating to the intensification of ta "fime" and rearrangement of
Da "space", as is the distinction between good and bad works art or
literature. By transforming chaos to order, poetry undergoes a sym-
metrical re-arrangement of the ordinary language, the outcome of
which creates harmony and beauty (138).

A prirnary feature of hurnan experience, the Moana concept of ta-va
(time-space), defined and described by indigenous Moana writers (see, for
example Mahina, Potauaine, and Ka'ili, this volume), contrasts with Western
views of time, space, and existence. The latter view historically has been
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imposed upon descriptions of Pacific cultures by Western anthropologists,
sociologists, philosophers, and artists, likely because this concept has been
so deeply examined for the West by its philosophers, it was believed to be
understood similarly for all humanity. We are coming to appreciate now
by examining indigenous approaches, multiple loci of understanding, all
equally valid.

I admit that I am not ethnically Moana (although my friends insist that I
am a reincarnated Samoan); I have been enculturated for more than a half
century as an American of Slavic background, and therefore must bring an

outsider's perspective to td-va theory. Interestingly, prior to my formal intro-
duction to this theory my dissertation (Georgina 2007) had included these

concepts without naming them t5-v5. Much of the discussion below echoes

ideas presented in that dissertation.
My fieldwork experience, from which I draw my ethnographic examples,

took place on Tutuila, American Sarnoa, from 2002 to 2004. The examples I
use here may or may not apply to independent Samoa, which has led a sepa-

rate life for the past 150 years or so. Here I refer to "Samoan" culture, but
recognize the distinction.

As a psychological anthropologist interested in indigenous concepts of
selfhood, I see self as the most basic human experience; all elements of cul-
ture must integrate harmoniously with that society's understanding of its
fundamental subjectivity. The work of Swiss psychologist Carl |ung provides
an explanatory platform that, in my opinion, translates cross-culturally. This
perspective frames my interpretation of ta-va theory.

Td-vd theory has several tenets, the most important to this discussion
(explained in detail by Mahina) are that "td and oa (tirne and space), are

the abstract dimensions of fuo (form) anduho (content) of reality' (this vol-
ume), which I understand to be roughly equivalent to the time-space matrix
in which human activity takes place, encompassing all of nature and human
experience, physically, psychologically, and historically. Next, according
to Mahina, "the eternal relations of exchange fof all things in realityl are

expressed by means of mata (eye) or aoa (hole), defined as points of intersec-
tion of opposite tendencies"r (this volume), where ava is a copy of mata and

vice versa; this intersection is where energ/ or force is most intense. Conflict
occurs where mata and ava are in a state of crisis; order occurs where they are

in a state of stasis. This state of stasis is beautiful, symmetrical, and harmoni-
ous, and, according to Mahina, "the symmetrical arrangement of ta-va gives

rise to malie (beaity) while the asymmetrical conffguration of ta-va leads

b ffimaki (disharmony)" (this volume). Beauty, symmetry and harmony are

themselves "a state olnoa (zero-point, that is, '0'), which is, like order, a form
of conflict" (this volume). In other words, as I intelpret it, ta-va describes a
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cultural semiosphere (and natural, noncultural sphere) in which everything

in time and space exists in relation to everyrthing else, a system of pairs of
opposites that stand either in stasis, which is considered beautiful and har-

monious, or in "crisis," that is, chaos/movement, considered disharmonious.
Balance ("symrnetrical arrangement") is beautiful, while imbalance ("asym-

metrical configuration") is disharmonious,
The cultural semiosphere, as defined by Yuri Lotman (1990), is a mean-

ing-generating space-time that is bounded both geographically and psycho-

logically, and, I would add, historically. I use this term similarly to Mahina's
use of "matrix" (this volume) to mean the cultural space-time medium. This

chapter takes a psychological and semiotic approach to ta-va's explanatory

power and its expression in the Samoan taupou dance, the taualuga, which is
examined as a performance social product and embodiment of ta-va literally,
psychologically, and {iguratively. I argue that the circular performance space

matrix of the traditional Samoan taualuga, and the movement within this

dance, are central manifestations of the Samoan ta-va (time-space) semio-

sphere with echoes in geographic space, interpersonal relationships, perfor-
mance, and the movernent of power and energlz within and outside of the
village. I conclude that these interlinked concepts may have their origins in
Samoan concepts of the self.

The Greater Samoan Cultural Semiosphere

Island life has either forced or encouraged the development of a tightly
bounded semiosphere on American Samoa. The deep waters of the Pacific
are a natural boundary between islands, within which culture cannot exist,

at least not without life support. This forms a dichotomy between the space

within which humans can live (that is, cultural space), and the space reserved

primarily for nature (the fish, octopus, and so on)-a dangerous location
(perhaps better described as a medium) into which humans can foray only
briefly and for specific pulposes, well-prepared.

Within the cultural semiosphere, t6-va defines the spatio-temporal locus

for human activity. Perhaps it is a morning's walk to the next village (with

one's feet beating the ta measuring out the vd), space measured by time,
time measured by the beating of the feet on the path, or perhaps the thump-
thump of the flip-flops against the soles of the feet. The concept of space is

measured out in time, in footsteps, in one's tu ffi le fatu (heartbeat) as one

walks the path.
In Samoan culture, an apparent center-periphery-center conversation

exists in geographic, performative, and psychological domains; that is, tem-
porally demarcated and spatially constituted in reality, across nature, mind,
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and society. These can be understood as rnata and ava-mata at the center of
human life, and ava the center of nature, beyond the periphery of the space

de{ined by mata and existing as its mirror reflection.

C ent er- P eriphery / M at a- At., a

The Samoan center-periphery described as a dichotomy (Lotman 1990;
Feinberg 1980) or a point-field (Lehrnan and Herdrich 2002), may be both
of these or none. A holistic model may be rnore descriptive, one in which
there are multiple centers and multiple boundary spaces where their edges
meet. Some centers are mata while other centers are ava; the space where
they meet is in constant flux, frequently contested. To maintain the balance
harmoniously is totausi oa (Yan Der Ryn, this volume).

The Moana model sulpasses linearity: the time-space of ta-va conjoins
space and time in a manner not foreseen by Nietzsche (1966). Beauty is
balance; balance is the give-and-take of human life, of the beat of slippers
against the soles of the feet and the silence between the beats; yet, imbal-
ance, asymnetry is beauty's mirror image.

In this ta-va model, the center is emphasized. There are two centers, the
mata center and the ava center. The geographic, cultural, or psychological
center-the mata-is tlie point of greatest hurnan-controlled natural power,
and, according to Lotrnan (1990), is also the site of greatest stzrsis:

II]n the centre of the cultural space, sections of the semiosphere
aspiring to the level of self-description become rigidly organized
and self-regulating. But at the same time, they lose dprarnism and
having once exhausted tlieir reserye of indeterrninacy they became
inflexible and incapable of further developrnent (134).

Self-description, here, indicates a condition in which the culture has

achieved the integration of all elernents (all of reality) by whlch it then defines
itself.z In Samoan culture, the loss of dynamism at the center is apparent in
a literal as well as figurative sense, particularly in the case of movement and
performance (discussed in the upcoming text), and perhaps for reasons addi-
tional to Lotrnan's. In the center, in a figurative sense, old meanings, history
stands still.

The uncontrolled (by humans) center-the ava-is the point of great-
est natural power. The ava lies at the center of the uninhabited areas of
the islands and is not culturally defined: it lies in that place where cul-
tural meanings do not exist. It is not a serniosphere because it does not
engage in human semiotic (cultural) practices. It is not human; therefore
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its beauty-which is disharmony to the hun-ran mind-is in asyn'rmetry and
chaos, nature growing in wild abandon. At the center, there is no stasis.

Time moves differently, on a different scale: days, lunar rnonths, seasons,3

years, geologic ages.

The hurnan and natural spheres do not exist in opposition to each other,
rather they are each different conditions of life, time, and space moving
at different speeds, different tirne scales. In tlie active transition zone

between the edges of mata and ava power/influence, the periphery of the
cultural semiosphere, the nonhuman (natural) brushes against and creeps

up on culture; in Samoa, the periphery is the locus of greatest movement
and disorder.

Bou.nd,aries: I Tai, I Uta

While no human rnay be an island, the island of Tutuila embodies a defini-
tion of humanness. Samoan culture clearly etlbraces the concept expressed

in John Donne's Meditation XVII, from which the now famous quote origi-
nates; yet Samoans live on an island that, perhaps for others, might represent
the isolation of individualism. On the contrary it signi{ies the oneness of
humanity, the concept of individuals understanding and defining thernselves

by their harmonious connections to others, belonging to family, church, vil-
lage, as if part of a body-and the dangers of slipping beyond the boundaries
of the group and into isolation, or worse.

Early Moana adventurers sailed the uncharted waters of the Pacific
thousands of years ago without compasses; Western sailors and adventur-
ers used the cardinal directions to discuss their trajectory and location.
Early Proto-Oceanic speakers 4,200 years ago used tr,vo sets of directions
on the horizontal axis, however; one land based and one sea based (Ross,

Pawley, and Osmond 2007). The land-based directions were inland,/sea-

ward; the sea-based directions were northwest/southezrst (the direction of
the trade winds), Ethnographically, Samoan spatiotemporal orientation has

been characterized as a dualism between seaward, or tai (toward the sea,/

tide; from the Proto-Oceanic (PO) word otasik, "sea, salt water") and inland,
toward the bush, or uta (from "qutan) (Shore 1982). "1fai suggests primar-
ily the more populated and ordered areas of Samoan life" (49), the area

of wornen's work, and with "the maintenance of decorous and controlled
behavior under the gaze of a dense population and watchful chiefs" (ag).

Toward the bush, i uta, stggests areas populated by aitu. (nature spirits,
demons, or ghosts) rather than people, "To go i uta commonly suggests leav-

ing a center oforder and population, and thus leaving the area ofthe control
of chiefs and village regulations" (49), It is the area of danger, chaos, zrnd
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lack ofcontrol. "To live in the bush is to live alone, out ofreach and control
of society" (49). It means leaving the cultural semiosphere and entering the
realm of the wild and the natural.

If we consider the island itself as the greater encornpassing semiosphere,
with each village constituting srnaller semiospheres within it, this appar-
ent seaward-landward binarisrn may be alternatively interpreted as part of
the mata-ava distinction. The word "Samoa" can be translated as "sacred

center" (Mageo 1989); the shallow waters between the beach and the coral
reef form a transition or boundary zone, with the reef forming the periph-
ery and the land as a complex center that includes multiple srnaller cent-
ers. There is archaeological evidence associating the island's geographic
center (which is now wild and overgrown; the majority of villages are situ-
ated along the coast) with chiefly power. Prehistorically, inland areas deep
within the forest were associated with chiefs and ceremonial activities,
including pigeon catching and sacred ceremonies (Wallin and Martinsson-
Wallin 2007; Herdrich 1991), a pattern that apparently changed after
Western contact.

Deep sea, unpredictable and inhabited by dangerous sea creatures, lies

outside, beyond the island periphery; its terrestrial counterpart, the bush-
wild, uncontrollable domain of aitu-constitutes the interstices between vil-
lage semiospheres and the unpopulated (by humans) mountainous areas of
the island interior,

The boundary zones of island and village are, temporo-spatially and geo-

graphically, areas of greatest movement and change within the human cul-
tural semiosphere. The natural rhythm of tides, mediated by the coral ring,
mark lunar time and change the shape of the sandy and roc\y beaches over
geological time; wave action is constant movement. These boundary areas can
be treacherous: while within the serniosphere everything has its place, those

things that exist outside are beyond hurnan control. The sea can be danger-

ous and unpredictable; galu zzf (tsunamis) can invade the orderly village and
island semiospheres; the 2009 tsunami killed more than one hundred people:
seventy-seven in Samoa, more than twenty-five in American Samoa, and at
least six in Tonga.a Nature itself, powerful and dangerous, behaves unpre-
dictably, existing outside of human laws and norms. The rainforest grows
in chaotic wild abandon and, when viewed through culturally conditioned
human eyes, apparent disorder; if the boundary between rainforest and vil-
lage is not carefully maintained, the bush itself can also invade the village.
The least controllable denizens of the wild, the spirits (aitu),s invade with
the village with impunity; stories of aitu crossing the malae (village green)
at night demonstrate the willfulness of aitu and their refusal to obey human
attempts to asseft order. Like a galu afi, according to Ortner (1974) "left to
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Frcunn r. Yin-Yang Symbol.

its own devices, pollution ffor our purposes defined as the spread of unregu-
lated natural energies into the cultural semiosphere] spreads and overpow-
ers all that it comes in contact \ /ith" (72). Galu afi,6 the Samoan term for a

tsunami, also indicates waves of intense, fiery masculine, power (O. Mahina,
pers. comm.).

Like a )nn-yangsymbol (see Fig. 1), ta-va acknowledges the beauty of the
chaos in the order, and the order in the chaos. According to Mahina "The
eternal relations of exchange are expressed by rneans of mata (eye) or ava
(hole), defined as points ofintersection ofopposite tendencies, where ava is
a copy of mata and vice versa" (this volume). The boundaries between vil-
lage and bush, island and sea, are thus contested and, in the case ofthe for-
mer, must be rnaintained. One must carefully tend, tausi vd, the boundaries
between natural and cultural space and time. Things beyond the boundary
in the bush or the deep sea, "do not exist" in the sense ofbeing beyond the
semiosphere and therefore have no cultural meanings; to venture beyond the
borders of village or island is equivalent to a journey to the afterlife (Lotman
1990); to travel outside the semiosphere is to become temporarily dead
(leave signifying existence). People who choose to live on the outskirts of the
village, or outside the village, close to or in the bush, are considered "crazy,"

according to my informants.
The boundary according to Lotman (1990), functions as a transformative

device, as individuals and cultures individuate. It is
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[T]he place where what is "external" is transformed into what is

"internal;" it is a filtering n-rembrane which so transforms foreign
texts that they become part of the semiosphere's internal semiotics
while still retaining their own characteristics (136).

In the legend of the origin of Samoan tattooing, the protagonists are two
sisters, Tilzifaiga and Taema. In sorne versions they are human; in others,

they are atua,l brt that doesn't n'ratter; both sisters and atua are sacred. The

two sisters/atuzr venture outside of the semiosphere (in at least one version,
the sisters originate outside of it) and bring back a gift from beyond the
boundary The sisters leave Manu'a to visit the king of Fill and bring a tat-
tooing instrument and knowledge of the practice. While swimn-ring home

they carefully liold onto their precious gift while singing a chant, "tattoo

the women but not the rnen." Near the shore of Savai'i, they are distracted
by a pu (trumpet shell) (in Wendt's [1999] telling, the women find a clam)
at the bottom of the sea, which they dive for-entering the loloto (depths)

of the sea. The Samoan word for sea is oasa: sc (sacred) oa (space) (Wendt

1999). In Jungian psychology, the sea is symbolic of the unconscious,s which
holds much unexamined content (Jacobl 1959); we could say that this activ-
ity within the myth is related to the individuation process, where retrieval of
the treasure-the pu-signifies integration of unconscious elements; it is a

reduplication (used in Sarnoan language for emphasis) of the theme of the
myth. This has a transformative effect on the "gift" they carry: when they
surface, they have reversed the chant to "tattoo the men but not the women'"
Elements from outside are often changed in their integration into a culture;
it is the men in Samoan culture who must experience this painful rite of
passage into adulthood, not the women (although women do receive atatan
called a nralu Ihat is less extensive and more delicate). The gift the sisters

bring back from the outside, tattooing, ultimately becomes an important sig-

nifying cultural practice in Samoa.e The pu, while used to call meetings and
to announce the safe arrival of deep-sea fishermen, also represented the god
Fa'amalu and was kept in the temple as a sacred object (Turner 1984 [lBBa];
Buck 1930). By passing through the deep sea, the tatau is transformed and

sanctified; the pu is sanctified, made numinous, by its origins in the sea's

depths. Both take on n numinous quality. They then become integrated into
the culture, that is, made human, beautiful, and harmonious, yet retaining
their nurninosity.

Throughout many cultures, the most significant and dangerous bound-
aries form the intersection of culture and nature, with something sacred

at their centers/depths. Nature can be significantly more powerful than
hurnans and beyond human control. Cyclones and tsunamis are extreme
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examples of nature crossing the boundary and entering the cultural semio-
sphere. Samoans on Tutuila were still talking about Cyclone Val years later;
the approach of Cyclone Heta in January 2004 caused significant psycholog-
iczrl trauma, even though the resulting damage was minirnal when compared
to the devastation and loss of life left by Val. The tsunami of 200g caused
considerable damage and was still affecting people's lives more than a year
later; the subsequent incrense in stress accompanied a significant spike in
adolescent suicide ideation, bullying on high school carnpuses, and a general
feeling of danger and despair expressed by adolescents in an unpublished
survey my colleagues and I conducted in high schools on Tutuila two years
later (early 2011).'o

Arguably, "boundaries" in Samoa are not nouns but verbs. Here I have
been using a slightly inadequate English word to indicate the dynamic pro-
cess of integration or rejection, of chaos or order, that is enacted, according
to Mahina, at "the point of intersection of opposite tendencies, where energy
or force is nost intense" (this volume). Most important in the nature/culture
mlhologies of a number of cultures within and outside of the Moana culture
area, we see that this point of intersection is not a physical boundary between
nature and culture but a process in which that which is natural (wild, uncon-
trolled, chaotic, dangerous) is transformed into cultural (tan-re, controlled,
harmonious, beautiful) (for example, Levi-Strauss 1969); that is, the process
of relations of exchange, giving rise to fepaki (conflict) or fenapasi, (order).
Similarly, The Western psychiatrist Carl Jung stressed individuation: the
process of incorporation of those things that are outside (unconscious) into
conscious awareness, whereby individuals constantly reenact the journey of
Tilafaiga and Taema. For Samoa, the nature,/culture schema includes ele-
ments of the sacred: there is mana (greal power) in nature (the sea, the jun-
gle); its impenetrable depths and fecundity demonstrate its connection to
the atua. The atua, as we shall see, dwells in the center of both the mata and
the ava.

New ideas and objects from outside the semiosphere, passing through
the boundary just inside the border of the periph ery, are the most powerful
and dangerous, becorning decreasingly dangerous/powerful the nearer to the
center, until the center-the area of maxirnum integration-is reached. At
that point, the idea/object is fully integrated and no longer poses a threat.

There can be danger if the process is reversed; to eject or project psy-
chological elements onto external objects is a sign ofneurosis. And as stated
above, someone who chooses to leave the village and live in the bush is con-
sidered a social deviant who is up to no good, according to my informants.
Ejection from the village was considered a terrible punishment in Samoa
(Shore 1982).
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FrcunB z. Schematic of Traditional Village Layout. Artwork by the
Author:

Honte Is Wh,ere the Mata ls

The center of human life in American Samoa is the village. An orderly, har-

monious life is an essential goal of a village's residents. Villages traditionally

were arranged in a pattern of concentric circles in which the central point is

an open grassy area called the malae or village green (see Fig. 2)' The center

of the malae is called the mata, or eye (see Potauaine, this volume, for a dis-

cussion of mata as the line-space intersection). Nearest to the mata, around

the malae, are the chiefs'guest houses. In the next ring are the chiefs'houses,

then family sleeping houses, followed by the young men's sleeping houses,

then the cook houses, and finally, at the farthest point from the center, are

thefale oco (outhouses) and the pigsties (Shore 1982; Lehman and Herdrich

2002). The center of the village is the place of the most orderliness and clean-

liness, and on the periphery are disorder and dirt.
Traditlonally, all of the houses, including the chiefs'houses, faced the malae,

as a mark of respect. At the very center of the malae lies the mata, an appar-

ently syrnbolic point that is the rnost sacred space of the village. Why would
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Frcunn 3. Samoan Temple at the Center of the Malae (Stair l8g7); im-
age used with permission from the publisher, Lutterworth Publisher).

an empty space be respected and treated as sacredP Perhaps it was not always
empty. Stair (1897) reported that, in some villages , thefale atua (House of the
Gods) was erected in the center of the malae; perhaps the mata at the center
was the mata of the atua, thus locating in the center of natural power and deep-
time connections to tlle ancestors (Fig. 3). Survivals of the belief that gods or
power{ul spirits dwelled in the center continued to exist after Christianization;
the malae of some villages are said to have powerful aitu (perhaps a modern
reference to pre-Christian atua) at their centers (Mageo 1989).

To continue our diagram of the village, then, we know that Stair locates
the atua at the center of the village, with the chiefs nearest them in the
human world. The mana (power) emanates from the gods and dissipates with

C

tlt
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distance; the most powerful humans, those most able to withstand or tolerate

it, live closest to its source; weaker hutnerns must live farther away, a point we

will return to later. The atua at the center of the village echo the atua in the

center ofthe jungle and the sea; they stand in relationship to each other and

to humans as rnata and ava.

In the innerrnost ring of the village, meetings of village riralai (chiefs) terke

place in the fale fono (meeting house). A circle or oval of house posts holds up

a thatched roof, beneath which the high chiefs sit, each to his post (both liter-

ally and {iguratively). The highest chief present sits at the most important post,

at one end of tlie fale fono. He slowly and meticulously sewes krwa to each

matai by name, and in order of importance, the kava bowl in the center Lesser

matai sit between the posts, while the young untitled rnen of the village skirt the

periphery busily serving food to or assisting the matai sitting inside the fale fono.

Van Der Rpi, this volutle, observes that each house post forms another rlata:
signifying tlie eyes and center of the extended family of each matai. Outside the

fzrle fono, a disorderly crowd n'ray gather to witness the proceedings.

The intermediate rings of the village are formed by family houses. Houses

traditionally were circular and centered on a main set of posts upon which

shelves were built to house family heirlooms. Houses had impermanent,
movable walls in the forrn of shades that were rolled up during the day, forn-r-

ing a permeable (and movable) boundary between families. Heirlooms at

the center connected the family temporally to the past ar-rd to family ances-

tors, who were associated with power; when families gathered under the roof
(according to Refiti 2002,I0), they formed a circle facing the center, "the

place of the divine," and a "space-towards-the-ancestors."

The shape of Samoan traditional dwellings is explained h a legend that

describes a primordial chaos of house shapes, as each builder adopted his

own unique, individual style. A high chief was cousulted, who decided that

construciion would from then on be uniform and reflect the shape of the
don-re of the slcy and the horizon. This legend semiotically depicts the Samoan

de-emphasis of individuality in the service of harmony and uniformity (ta-va)

within the built environment.

Ta-Va in the Psychologi,cal Setniosphere

The Setf. The self can be thought of as an overall sense of being that has

continuity over time; a sense of the person as a whole. Carl Jungs description
of the self will be considered here; while his theories are somewhat contro-
versial, they provide a meaningful framework within which to discuss the
features of ta-va. Jungs definition of the Self (Jung 1959) sounds very much
like the mata:
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. . . the centre of personality, a l<ind of central point within the psy-
che, to which everything is related, bywhich eveS,thing is arranged,
and which itself is a source of energy. [, . .] This centre is not felt
or thought of as the ego but, if one may so express it, as the Self.
Although the centre is represented by an innermost point, it is sur-
rounded by a periphery containing everything that belongs to the
Self-the paired opposites that make up the total personality (357).

Jung (1959) used the term "individuation" to mean "the process by
which a person becomes a psychological 'in-dividual,' that is, a separate,
indivisible unity or'whole"' (275). During the individuation process, which
is continual throughout a person's life, the Selfll is expressedlz collectively
and individually in recurring motifs. One of the most prominent motifs is
the mandala, variously elaborated as circular, spherical, or egg-shaped pat-
terns, with the Imago Deir3 at their center. Like all archetypes, the Self has
a numinous (supernatural, sometimes uncanny) quality.

According to Jung, then, a person's Self is an organizing principle, a
numinous point at the center of the psyche. Shore (1982) argues that while
the Western self is an "integrated, coherent and 'rounded' personality sug-
gesting the metaphor of a sphere . . . the contrasting Samoan metaphor .

. . is a many-faceted gem" (141). Both Western and Samoan selves have
centers, however; rather than presence or absence, it is more a matter of
attribute or emphasis.

In Samoa, the center of the psyche is deemphasized. To be whole is to
be part of something larger: farnily, church, village, culture. The goal of
individuation, then, would be to become a harmonious part of the greater
whole, to create beauty and order out of (psychological and interpersonal)
chaos.

What is believed to occupy the center is a person's /oro (depths), which,
according to Mageo (1991), is the source of strong, repressed emotions, per-
ceptions, and willfulness. It therefore is desirable that this center remain
unexamined and unexpressed, One must not think, but do as one is told,
without question.

Mageo (199f ) connects the loto with aitu, which she describes as projec-
tions of subjective sentiments:

Because the loto is repressed in Samoa, it is not well integrated into
conscious personality and tends to take an autonomous and pro-
jected forrn as a spirit. Thus, the composure that lototele [coura-
geous] people exercise before aitu is indicative of their control over
personal thoughts and feelings (409).
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The loto (from PO, oloto,"inner self, feelings, mind") is not only the seat

of willfulness, passion, and suppressed strong emotions (including love), but
also it has meanings that connect it to the flipside of mat4 that is, ava: a deep

hole in the lagoon; the interior, as of a house; in the midst of; Iotoala, the
middle of the road; lotofuati'aifu, conscience; andlotomaulalo, which means

both "deep holes within a lagoon" and "profound, thoughtful." Mageo (1995)

correlates the depths of the loto with nature: "not in the sense of constitu-

tive being, but in the Hobbesian sense of that which is intrinsically wild and

incorrigible" @f7).If the loto is connected to ava, what then is the corre-

sponding mata equivalent for loto? It is notfai'ai' (the head), which is also the

word for coconut juice, but tu' i lou tulaga (to stand at one's post, that is, to

play one's proper role).- 
Within ta-va, during the transformative process of individuation, we rnight

expect to find an Imago Dei at the center: the atua, not the mischievous aitu,

who belong on the outside (or are projected there).

The Samoan word aitu, according to Pratt, translates as "a spirit" or "a

god." Older meanings connect it to ghosts: the Proto-Malayo-Po\mesian

word"qanitu means ghost or ancestral spirit. Tracing its roots back to Proto-

Austronesian, we get oqaNiCu', meaning ghost, spirit of the dead, and owl.

For Moana people, aitu seem to have always been earthbound things, willful,
often dangerous, uncontrollable, and outside of the social hierarchy; they

occupy and control the areas beyond the cultural periphery' Samoans do not

rvutrd"r into the woods alone for fear of being attacked or possessed by the

aitu who live there. Stair (1897) mentions that aitu are thought to inhabit or

frequent certain meadows, trees, bushes, or rock formations; he reports a

series of unpleasant encounters that the locals attributed to mischievous spir-

its. An informant told me that, when he was a child, there was a specific area

along the shortcut path he and his friends took to get horne from school that

was thought to be the special place for an aitu; they would run fast along this

part of the path because every time they used it, the aitu would throw stones

at them. My first night on Tutuila, in2002,I stayed at the Rainmaker Hotel
in Utulei, once a famous Pollnesian architectural beauty, but by then falling

into decay. The phone in my room rang several times over the course of the

night, but there was never anyone on the other end, and no one knew I was

staying there that night. The following day, I was told by a prorninent Samoan

that the hotel is haunted. "It rvas probably just the aitu saying hello," he said.

Why, then, is the human "center" associated with aitu? Why not atua? Atua

are "gods" (Pratt 2005 [1862]) "not known to be of human origin" (Hocart

19151, and more powerful and numinous than aitu (the atua created the

aitu), One might argue that perhaps atua once occupied the center but were

dernoted or left out of the conversation after the adoption of Christiani$2.
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Christianity relegated the old Samoan gods to the world of ghosts and nature
spirits (Mageo 1998; Holmes 1974). According to Hamilton (1998),

The pre-Christian religion of Samoa was one of worship of and
dealings with gods and spirits. There rnay have been a division
between atua, the high gods, and aitu, the lesser-perhaps created
or formerly human-spirits. Atua may have been somewhat remote
from the general affairs of humans, but ai.tu were certainly greatly
involved in them and needed to be invoked, placated or contacted
frequently (164).

It is equally likely that the high gods, atua, were reselved for the chiefs,

visible in the word atu.alagi. (gods of the heavens-lagi), the chiefly word for
gods. The lesser gods, aitu, were caught up in the lives of ordinary people.
Pratt, writing his dictionary in 1893, has atua and aitu as s)monyms.

Phenomenologically, the aitu might stand as objective in a relation of
exchange with the inner depths, loto, as subjective (O. Mahina, pers. comm.).
In other words, the loto, being subjective, involves the subjective imaginings
of things as we would like thern to be, rather than as they are, The loto is dis-

credited as being, more often than not, in direct conflict with reality, which
accounts at least in part for its vilification in Samoan culture. Both loto and
aitu are associated \ rith -wild nature," with ava and those things that stand in
relationships of exchange with mata.

Self Boundaries. Boundaries of self, a phrase borrowed from family sys-

tems theory (Kramer 1985; Satir 1972), is the experience of a flexible perim-
eter marking the distinction between the individual's personality or sense

of self and what exists outside that perimeter, within other people. It is the
feeling of a psychological distinction between the individual and others. The
selfboundary is not necessarily a barrier, according to Polster (1983), but "a

dialectical process of separation and inclusion that mediates a person's com-
plex relationship with the world" (247).

The Western metaphor for healthy self boundaries is of an enclosed con-
tainer. In contrast, the Samoan self has more flexible, perrneable boundaries.
Individuality is important to identity in Western culture; in Samoa, relation-
ships and interdependence are more strongly emphasized. Mageo (1998)

refers to this as corporate identity, "a tendency to experience oneself as a

member of a colporate body, rather than as an individual rigidly bounded by
one's own skin" (43). The Samoan self is concerned with maintenance of har-
monious interfaces, which implies less the preservation of solid walls than the
creation and re-creation of beautiful merged and interstitial spaces through
harmonious interactions.
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According to Albert Wendt (1999):

Va is the space between, ofbehveenness, not empty space, not space

that separates, but space that relates, tliat holds separate entities
and things together in the Unity-that-is-All, the space that is context,
giving meaning to things. The meanings change as the relationships
and the contexts change. . . . A well*nown Samoan expression is "Ia
teu le va"-cherish, nurse, care for the aa, the relationships. Tliis is

critical in communal cultures that value group unity rnore than indi-
vidualism, that perceive the individual person, or creature, or thing
in terms of group, in terms of oa, relationships (402).

The space between people, then, is not an enipty void but a tangible
connective force. It is the thing that connects people, but also, in ta-v5, the
thing that separates them. The connection and separation are both present
in each other, and in a phenomenological sense, the space has a dividing
power; regardless of a culture's ontological premises, people still experience
themselves as individuals, separate from others. Yet, the maintenance of har-
monious boundaries and interactions, beautifying the space between indi-
viduals and families, remains of primary significance to Samoans. This space

between is constantly shifting and ephemeral, occasionally contested, and
marks the intersection of fields of energr or power that emanate from the
center, the ava, of the human being, of the Self, the Imago Dei.

Vaaau or,d Morro

We can define two kinds of power in Western Pol)mesia: natural power and
poliUcal power. Natural (or godlike) power, referred to in Samoan as nlana,
emanates from the atualagi, the creator god, usually Tagaloa (Fraser 1892).14

According to ta-va theory mana should emanate from nature, Mana is held by
the ali'i (high chiefs) and connects them to fruitfulness, fertility, and potency,
a power tied to the powers of the atua, According to Firth (1940): "a . . . chief
is . . . considered to be able through his relations with his ancestors and gods
to control natural fertility, health, and economic conditions" (490); according
to Shore (1989) "either directly or indirectly, mana is linked to generative
potency, to the sources oforganic creation" (138). These links are supported
linguistically by tlie Proto-Oceanic word otnanals (according to Blust 2007):

Cognates meaning "thunder" and "wind" suggest that Proto-Oceanic
ontana did not refer to a detachable spiritual or supernatural power
that could be possessed by hurnans, but rather to powerful forces of
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nature such as thunder and storm winds that were conceived as the
expression ofan unseen supernatural agency (404).

In time, Blust (2007) concludes, many Po\.'nesian cultures began to think
of rnana as a kind of supernatural force, and it became associated with hered-
itary rank.

Its most striking manifestation undoubtedly was the sacral aura con-
ferred on hereditary chiefs, causing comrroners to observe great
caution in approaching them or coming into contact with anything
they had touched (such as food scraps). It was widely believed that
such contact would be dangerous or even fatal to anyone who him-
self lacked the nmna to withstand the mana of tlie chief (409).

Secular power or authority is pule. The ali'i is the repository of pule, but
the tulafole (orator) has the role of executing the commands of the ali'i (who
rnust rnaintain his dignity by remaining still), that is, activating the pule
(Shore 1982).16 While the ali'i must remain immobile, the tulafale are active.
The pule of the tulafale is connected by this activity to aitu, lower supernatu-
ral beings (nature spirits, by some descriptions), who are part of creation,
originating on earth, lalolagi (literally, "beneath the slcy" (Pratt)): and the
ghosts ofdeceased hurnans and the offspring or creations ofthe atua.

The word atua is derived from the Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) "qahnn,
(deity), connecting this concept with the deep past of human as well as my'tho-
logical time.17 Considered in this way, we can see the connection between atua
and deep time, ancestors, andfa'aaaoan (eternlty): "eternif, relationship with
the distant past" (Milner), which connects back to the rnata; in Samoa, td-vd
eternity lool<s backward into deep time rather than forward into the future.
Atua time is the slow td of eternal, deep time, time on a universal scale, lagl.
Aitu time, on the other hand, is time on an earthly, human scale, lalolagi.

Dignity and chiefly power have a long association with the atua and still-
ness. Tagaloa himself, according to a Samoan creation story did not begin to
create the physical world until he became still (Fraser 1892):

The god Tagaloa dwelt in the Expanse; he made all things; he alone
was [there]; not any slcy, not any country; he only went to and fro in
the Erpanse; there was also no sea, and no earth; but, at the place
uhere lw stoodthere greu up a rock. Tangaloa-fa'a-tutupu-nu'u was

his name; all things were about to be rnade, by hlm, for all things
were not yet rnade; the s\y was not made nor anything else; but
there grew up a rock on which he stood (emphasis added) (176).
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Tagaloa creates the first rhythm of ta-va as he travels to and fro in the
expanse prior to creation.

The power of mana, corning as it does from the atua and eternity (deep

time), can be dangerous to humans; powerful, dangerous things must be

bound or contained (Georgina unpubl. data). Mana is linked with the con-
cepts of tapu and noa, which Shore (1989) defines as "alternative conditions
of mana" (148). According to Shore, tapu is associated with order, contain-
ment, and perfection of form; it is the binding of supernatural power, In td-vd

theory tapu is a form of artificial equilibrium imposed upon mana from the
outside. Tapu has a binding effect on mana. According to Shore (1989) "To

be tapu was to be empowered, but it was also to be immobilized-literally
and figuratively tied up" (15a). All people have some mana, but the rnost

sacred people, the chiefs, have the most mana; they also exhibit the most
stasis, particularly high chiefs and taupou.

Milner's definition of noa includes the concept "to tie or bind," in contrast
to Shore, but Pratt apparently agrees ("spronyrn of fua, without fastening"):
According to Shore (1939) "LNoal suggests action that is unguided, without
purpose or destination" (150). Td-vd theory defines noa as the "zero-point,

that is, '0'," the balance point between order and conflict, a state of equilib-
rium that holds movement within it as a potential. Tapu is control, a stasis

externally applied; noa is balance, a natural stasis.

Mana and pule were held primarily by ali'i and tulafale, but they were not
alone. Brothers held political power (pule), while sisters held natural power
(mana) (Mageo 1993, 137). Sisters were sacred (tapu), the exemplification
of femaleness; a woman remained a sister until she married, at which time
she lost her sacredness by becoming a source of fertility that needed to be

externally controlled. A high-ranking sister, the village taupou being the most
prominent, was to remain a virgin until her marriage, usually to an equally
high or higher ranking chief or chief's son, her imposed virginity (tapu) a

means of binding and,controlling her mana. According to Shore (1989)

The association of the honored status of woman-as-sister in western
Polynesia with artificial restriction of reproduction . . . constitutes
a social and cosmological redirection of her fertilif and an implicit
recognition of its power and potential danger (162).

The taupou, the most sacred sister, might be the "central house post"
(Pratt: pou, "a post"; toua,"precious, valuable";poutu, "central house post");
she is the future sacred ancestor of the family.

In the village center, the mata of the malae (where once the fale atua

stood), tapu is strongest and mana is bound by it into the serwice of humans.
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Far from the center, on the boundaries with the bush, tapu is weakest and

noa (equilibrium) prevails. In the bush, rnana originates from many points-
wherever there are aitu or atua, and from nature itself-and is unbound, evi-

denced by the fertile lushness and wildness, and in human terms, the danger,

Iawlessness, and chaos, of the jungle.

The Ta-Va of the Tau.aluga

The most important traditional Samoan dance, the taualuga, is an artistic

expression of the td-va of time, society, and nature. The stasis in the center

stands in relation to the chaotic activity of the periphery.
The village taupou, an adolescent or young adult and the most sacred sis-

ter (Mageo 1991), dances in place of the high chief during the taualuga; both
taupou and chief hold mana (sacred power) and are bound by tapu, restrict-
ing their movement to near stasis.

All of the girls in high-status families are expected to be able to perform
the taualuga according to Georgina (2007).

In my family, we were expected to be able to dance and to learn the
moves at an early age. I started dancing when I was three. If you
don't know how to dance, you're considered stupid by the family.

The taualuga connects with deep tirne, with eternity, and with tlle ances-

tors, through the taupou, and through its recreation ofthe social and cosmic

order. Young dancers talked to me about the way that dancing connects them

to their ancestors, especially if their mothers and grandmothers also danced,

maintaining a chain of dancers back into time. The fact that a girl no longer

has to be the daughter of a chief to be a taupou but can becorne one by
embodying the principles of taupou-ness (having the characteristics essential

to a taupou: humiligz, dignity, gracefulness, calm, poise) allows each girl to
feel this connection, and to touch a bit of mana, of the sacred. Many of the

girls I spoke with experienced a sacred connection in dance (Georgina 2007):

[Samoan dance] is something, you can't take it for granted. It's

something you have to be very careful with. I thinl< it can be sacred

at times, sacred.

(D.G.) How is it sacred?

The tot"rpou dance? The trruahtga? When the tau.pou is doing
the twaluga, presenting her dance to those in the audience, for
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instance, her family, you cant just do it just to do it. You're lil<e, each
and every move you do, has special meaning to it (Leslie, age 16).

Each ofthe choreographers I talked with also agreed that Sarnoan dance,
and especially the taualuga, maintains this connection to family, ancestors,
and deep time. Taloga Tupai Drabble, choreographer at Sadie Thompson's
Hotel, said she preferred her troupe to dance to old Samoan songs, rather
than modern music; she sziid she took great pride in the old ways and old
Samoan dance styles.

The dance space of the taualuga is a semiotic, temporal performance
of the cosmos, village, and person/faniily. It is the most important of the
graceful dances and certainly the most important surviving dance, not
only due to its age (it is described by Stair in 1897) but because it is the
only dance that features the most powerful or highest status person in
the village-tlie chief, his daughter, or his son (Shore 1982). The taua-
luga is described by Moyle (1988) as "a standing dance focused on an
individual of hlgh rank, which typically ended an evening's performance"
(209). Today, the girl or young woman dancing the taupou role is fre-
quently chosen from among the troupe of dancers based on her family's
status vis-)-vis the occasion for the dance performance. The taupou for
dances held in honor of the StarKist cannery anniversary in 2004, for
example, was chosen because her father was an important rnanager for
the cannery.

The taupou dances at the center of the taualuga and the dance space
(Fig. a). As the chief's daughter, she is the rnost sacred person in the perfor-
mance, her location echoing the mata at the center of the malae, and express-
ing her connection to deep time and the ancestors, The center is the locus
of control, stasis, and order, and the taupou's movements are always slow,
graceful, controlled, and orderly. She does not lift her feet, even when she
moves horizontally across the dance plane; she shuffles across the floor, She
will slowly stoop, or sit with legs outstretched, gesturing gracefully, wearing
a regal smile. Music for the taualuga, whether performed live or recorded, is
chosen for its slower tempo. The taupou moves slowly and gracefully even if
the tempo is faster.

Behind her, usually in a semicircle, is her retinue of dancers, forming the
inner ring of the dance space. They sit, in a posture of respect, sometimes
singing, and sway, their hand gestures marking the flow of time and the beat
of the n-rusic. Musicians, when present, stand behind or beside the seated
dancers. Other persons ofelevated status can dance in support ofthe taupou,
as part of the circle around her, but she remains the sole occupant of the
center.
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On the very outskirts of the dance space, beyond the periphery formed by
the seated dancers, clowns leap zrnd squat, roll on the ground, slap or climb
trees, and grunt.ls The tulafale traditionally performs in the clown role, danc-
ing wildly in counterpoint to the taupou's dignity arnd grace, his behavior rep-
resenting disorder, chaos, lawlessness, and unseemliness. He does not keep
time with the singers or musicians; on the periphery far from the center, he

moves at a different speed: the pace of lush, fertile nzrture, and of aitu. I sus-

pect his behavior is also an analog for the loto, the center of the individual,
whence corres willfulness and disobedience (and therefore disorder), which
has its expression in the bush, where the "crazy" people live. During the
taualuga, it is only the clown who energetically uses the vertical zrs well as

the horizontal plane. He plays the role of an aitu to the taupou's controlled
dignity and power. During this dance, the clown is zrlways in his place, how-
ever, either on the periphery where the wild things are, or under the foot of
the taupou. The clown only leaves the perlphery and approaches the taupou
in order to throw liimself on the ground in front of her in an expression of
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subservience and respect, for her to place her foot on his back, symbolic of
the triumph of order over chaos, of culture over nature, and the integra-
tion of something "outside" into the cultural semiosphere. His performance
echoes the after-dark rnovement of aitu across the borders of the village and
onto the malae.

To complete the circle begun by the retinue, the audience sits, sometimes
quietly watching the performance, sometimes singing along and clapping
time. Beyond the audience, that is, beyond the periphery of the performance
space, people who are not watching the performance move about randomly.
Toddlers may also move about erratically; at a performance, I witnessed one
toddler approaching and entering the dance space unimpeded, rerniniscent
of the tulafale. A slightly older child, possibly a sibling, rescued him only after
his presence both interrupted the dance and put him in a position in which
he might fall off the stage and get hurt.

Dance, an ephemeral art form, moves through time and space. During
the taualuga, performers mark time more slowly at the center and more
swiftly at the perimeter of the dance space; beyond the periphery it is not
the slow shuffle of eternity but the busy tatau of daily life. Dance also con-
nects with the ancestors and the deep past as an ancient art form with its
roots in history.

The Ta-Va of Day anrl Night

Da1'time is the time when humans move about, but at night, people retire
to their homes and close the shades. While the bush is the place of aitu and
disorder, night is the time.

In precontact Samoa, dances were performed when visitors arrived from
another village, and after ceremonies such as the rnarriages of chiefs. They
were divided into ao si.oa (day dances) andpoula (night dances). Day dances,
which typically followed the ceremonies of the day, were slnchronized,
graceful, and dignified. Turner (1884) compared the day dances to "dress-

balls of other countries." Stair (1897) describes the ao siva as "much less

objectionable than the po-ula. This dance was practiced exclusively by the
higher ranks, and, unlike most of the other dances, consisted of a variety of
graceful movements and gestures" (134).

While the night dances are now extinct, they demonstrate the ta-va prin-
ciple of everything in time and space existing in relation to everything else,

a system of pairs of opposites that stand either in stasis or in crisis. Poula
took place after dusk to provided entertainment for the untitled visitors from
other villages. These dances, especially their finale, attracted negative atten-
tion from the missionaries, who found them too lascivious and fought to
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eradicate them. Churchward (1887) wrote of the dancers during final dance

of the poula, "they appear at last more like a lot of demons let loose from

below' (230). Today, all that survives are the ao siva dances, and the mimetic

theater form ofthe poula.
While ao siva reflected the grace and dignity of the day, that is, part of the

cultural, human semiosphere and centered on atua, their counterpoint, the

poula dances, grew wilder, the tempo faster, and the dancing more frenzied

d""p"t into the night. The performance ended around midnight with the

spirit frenzy, 'ale'aleaihr' (loosely translated as "the aitu are coming!") before

*hi"h 
"u"ryone 

but the young people departed. They would "tear the eye

off the spirit," shedding their clothes. The 'ale'aleaitu provided an occasion

for elopement, as couples ran off together into the night (Mageo 1998). The

mata, the eye at the center of the malae, was the locus of control; tearing

the eye off the aitu is perhaps a trope for the removal of control (tapu) on

mana (expressed as fecundity) and allowing not only chaos and license but
the releaie of generative power, as the couples slipped off into the bush

together.
The sequence of these dances denoted a temporal rnovement from the

dignity ofthe day into the chaos ofthe night. Stair (1397) describes a dance

,"q.,"r-r"" in which, after completion of the singing portion of the perfor-
toatrce, a children's dance commenced, to the amusement of the audience.

Mead also describes children's dances as being more individualistic and

chaotic than the dancing of the adults. In this way, the performance begins

with chaos. I have witnessed a number of performances that commenced

with either lhe sasa (slap dance) or 'ailao (club or knife dance), both of
which are also very fast paced and energetic. The sequential center of the

dances-the noa fulcrum, like the eye of the hurricane-is the taualuga, at

the culmination of the ao siva. The energetic movement of the periphery
contrasts with the stasis at the center, which then moves again toward the

uncontrolled dances at the temporal and social periphery expressed in the

culminating dance of the poula, the 'ale'aleaitu. Here again, the central

dance connects to deep time, the ancestors, and the atua through the per-

son of the taupou and its central location at the mata of the performance,
while the peripheral dances connect to the present, children/fecundity,re
and the aitu.

Most of the poula dances are now extinct; however, modern dances, such

as the 'ailao (the knife or club dance) and ma'ulu'uht' (gtacefii dances),

belong to ordinary people and reflect the pace of human life. Chiefs and

taupou tlpically do not dance the 'ailao,2o for example. These dances also all

have in common a faster tempo generally than the taualuga and use of space

that is based on parallel lines of dancers moving sl.nchronously. There are no
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circles and there is no center, a fact emphasizedby all of the choreographers
with whom l spoke. Only tlie taualuga has a center.

Ta-Va of the Temporal Sentiosphere

Even time was experienced as a ta-va circle. We have seen that the most
powerful beings, the atua, reside in theloa and are represented on earth by
the chiefs of the family (Hocart 1915; Shore 1989; Firth 1940). Earthbound
supernatural beings, the aitu, are associated with tulafale (orators), a connec-
tion we observe primarily during the taualuga. The atua are associated with
the slow beat, t5, of deep time, with eternity, while the aitu are associated
with the faster td of the present, of daily life. The association between aitu,
who are earthly but outside of the semiosphere, and the ta of the present, can
also be observed in concepts of day and night.

Temporal boundaries characterize the semiosphere. It must be noted that
concepts of tirne in Samoa have changed dramatically with the introduction
of clocks. According to Ross, Pawley, and Osmond (2007), in most Proto-
Oceanic languages, the tirnes of the day were

1. Night (PO .bor1i "night"; Samoan po).
2. Daytinre (PO oqaco "sun, da;,time"; Samoan aso,"day").

(a) Early morning, from dawn to 9 or 10 a.m. (PO -bor1i-bo7i; Samoan
ytor1i,-por1i "be dusly, twilight" (Pratt and Milner give segisegi for early
morning and pogi-poge for evening) ),

(b) Middle of the day, from g or 10 a.m. to about 3 p.m. (Proto-Malayo-
Pollmesian o 

q aho- ateo.; Samoan aoatea "midday').
(c) Late afternoon and evening, frorn 3 p.m. to sunset (PO .Rapi, "Rapi-

Rapi; Samoan afl-afi "evening").

Day, during tlie light, is the time for people to move about; night time,
during the dark, people stay indoors. Nighttinie lies outside the borders of
the ternporal semiosphere; it is the time of the aitu and of disorder, of dan-
gerous encounters with spirits and ofnefarious deeds (and lascivious dances)
performed under cover of darkness. Noon is the rnata of day; midnight is
the ava of the night. Mortals who rnove about the village at night step across
the boundary into dangerous space and risk getting "hit" by an aitu, causing
illness or spirit possession. Afi-afi (twilight), the boundary ternporal space,
between darkness and light, especially the period of the day as it merges
with the night, is the rnoment of greatest ambiguity; it is sa, things rendered
sacred, when human movement ceases (under pain of a beating) and prayers
and religious songs emanate from homes within the village.
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Conclusions

The td-va of Samoan cultural reality is expressed as intersecting serniospheres
of person, village, and island and is performed in dance. At the center of
these serniospheres is the Self, a numinous archetype representing the total-
ity of the psyche, often represented as the Imago Dei. The Samoan psyche is

decentralized; a person's center is vili{ied as the seat of willfulness and strong,
uncontrollable emotion-disruptive factors in a collective society-and pro-
jected outward as aitu. The exception to this are the ali'i and other chiefly
persons, whose centers are controlled by the tapu that controls the rest of
their behavior. What is emphasized in all cases is the boundaries between
individuals; obserwing the proper behaviors for one's station, an outward
rather than inward focus, contributes to harrnonious interactions. This cre-
ates not an individual but a "composite person" who is really the family or the
village, with the ali'i at the center.

Ta-va is also represented in village layout and the movement of power and
energy within and outside of the village. Traditional Samoan villages were
circular, with the malae at the center, and the rnata, the greatest point of
rrana and tapu, at the center; power and control weakens with distance from
the center.

The island is a similar semiosphere, where it is likely that in the distant
past, the Imago Dei was the center of Samoan culture; here the chiefs con-
ducted rituals including pigeon catching. This changed with contact, and the
island itself lost its Sa Moa (sacred center). Forming the periphery are the
beach and shallow waters witliin the reef; outside lies the dangerous and
unpredictable deep sea.

Villages were arranged similarly, expressing this idea. The space between
villages, Iike the space between individuals, is far frorn empty; the bush is a
wild place occupied by aitu. On the boundary are things that people thrust
away frorn thernselves: disorder, dirt, outhouses, pigsties. The boundary
zones between things and periods of tirne can be contested or dangerous.
At its boundaries, the village's semiosphere interconnects with the semio-
spheres of adjacent villages or with the wild, natural regions claimed by aitu.
The uncontrolled mana in the bush is dangerous to people; however, the
jungle is a dangerous place to walk, especially alone, and people avoid the
boundaries between village and bush. While villages can negotiate bounda-
ries with each other, it is impossible to negotiate with aitu; such boundaries
remain hazardous. The interplay of time and space in til-re-space, linking
things in nature, mind, and society, is always conflicting and unpredictable,
especially when the errors in thinking are a problem of mind but not of
reality.
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The heart of the village is the mata at the center of the malae, where
once stood tlie fale atua: the literal Imago Dei at the center of the village.
Christianity demoted this atua to mischievous aitu, but during Stair's visit in
the nineteenth century the atua still held their original place at the center.

Indeed, the atua Tagaloalogi stood at the center ofeternity, according to
legend, and came to rest before creating the universe. Tagaloalogi stands

still at the origin point and center of eternity, like the hub of a wheel, and
the universe rotates slowly around liim. Similarly, the hurnan world moves

more quickly with distance from the center. Through the ancestors and
through mana, spiritual power that emanates from the atua, ali'i are con-
nected with the atua. Nonchiefly persons are not similarly connected; the
ali'i function as the center of the corporate psyche, Sisters are sacred and
have mana (brothers have pule, political power), and the most sacred sister,

the taupou, usually the daughter of the ali'i, is the precious central pillar,
connecting the family to the ancestors and deep tin-re, She is the most fit-
ting person to dance the central role in the taualuga, the ritual performance
ofthis connection.

The pre-Christian performance sequence, with ao siva and poula, also

expressed this td-vd, The day dances were statelier, while the night dances

were more uncontrolled and raucous. The beginning of the dance sequence,

during the day, began with children's dances, which were individualistic and

chaotic, culminating in the central dance, the stately taualuga. Afterward, the
night dances became increasingly wild, culminating in the 'ale'aleaitu, the
virtual opposite of the taualuga, late into the night, the time of the aitu. Like
a gyroscope, at the center ofthe entire perfortnance dances the taupou, the
pivot point of the wheel of horizontal human time, who vertically connects

the present with the ancestors and deep tirne.
The taualuga performance space reflects the ideal psychological and polit-

ical seniosphere. The taupou, who holds natural power (mana), stands at

the central point. Her movements are slow and graceful, controlled by tapu.
Clowns, at the periphery display inteuse horizontal and vertical movement,
reflecting the uncontrolled mana of the aitu.

Time moves differently at the center than at the periphery; time at the
center rroves more slowly, as the stasis of tapu effectively controls mana.

Dancers rnark time by clapping and swaying while they sing or hum, and

musicians mark time with drun-ibeats.
Time at the periphery moves at a different pace, with nothing to mark it

or control it. Clowns behave chaotically, leaping into the air one minute and
throwing themselves on the ground the next; slapping tree trunks or pound-
ing the earth with their fists, in a perforrnance that resides beyond the limits
of the music s timing and beat.
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In the Samoan universe, living people must exist and move in present
time with its bustle of daily activity but can maintain a connection to deep
time, the atua, and the ancestors not by behaving as willful and chaotic indi-
viduals, but by understanding their place as harmonious parts of a whole
centered on eternity. It is the harrnony and beauty ofeternity that is recre-
ated ln ta-va_

NOTES

1. According to Ross, Pawley, and Osmond (2007), "The original and basic meanings of
'mata[-] and onako[-] were 'eye' and 'face' respectively. Nonetheless, reflexes of these
terms occur with great frequency in the meaning'front'. Scattered reflexes below suggest
that oi mata was a PO expression meaning 'in front', and other modern uses suggest that it
has long been used for the front of an inanimate object" (259),

2. Because cultures are always in a state of change, they never reach the level of total
stasis, much as Jung described for the individual; individuation is a process, but a person
is never completely individuated. I suppose a point of total individuation would be a forrn
of enlightenment; for a culture, it might rnean death. Even Medievai Japanese culture,
which strove to isolate itself frorn the outside world and remain unchanged, couidn't do so.
The inevitable death ofits citizens and birth ofnew generations themselves create culture
change.

3. There are only two seasons on American Samoa: hurricane season and the rest ofthe
year.

4. See http://www.nytimes.com,/2009/09/30/world./asia./30tsunami,html?_r=0.

5. Probably from Proto-Oceanic aqanitu "ghost, spirit of the dead" (Blust 2007). This
origin would contradict Prattt and Milnert assertions that aitu is a synonym of atua. I
have heard the word aitu being used for human ghosts as well as nature spirits and those
who were once local gods but were dernoted into semidemonic {igures by Christianity.
Throughout this chapter I will use aitu to mean nature spir.its and,/or ghosts and atua for
gods.

6. Calu, wave, breaker. Afr,PO *api, fire.

7. Atua, frorn Proto-Malayo-Polynesian *qatua.n, deity.

B, Unconscious and conscious are not considered "places" in the mind but processes of
the mind, just as fuo and uho (forrn and content) are processes ofreality.

9. The tattooing (tatau) process is a perfect example of ta-va; see Mahina, Ka'ili, and Van
Der Ryr, this volume.

10. San-roan adolescents, who are powerless and are themselves living on the temporal
and social boundary between childhood and adulthood, are barometers ofthe unexpressed
emotions of their families (Kramer 1985).
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11. Following Jungian tradition, words referring to archetypes ale capitalized to distin-

guish them fron-r ordinary usage.

12. Here we mean the psychological expression of the arclietlpe, ol collective represen-

tation, ofthe selfns a unifying centel ofthe psyche, rather than "selfe4rlession" as that

tern'r is popularly used.

13, The term hnago Dei lefers to God's own self-actualization through humanhnd, the

God within; this is part of what Jung meant when he used the term

14. Pratt defines mana as "supernatur.al power," but given Firtht and Shore's descliptions

of chiefly rnana, "natural power" seems more fitting, particularly as the other side of pule,

political power.

15. Tire asterisk indicates that this is a recoDstructed word.

16. See Shore (1982) for an in-depth analysis of the relationship between orators and

high chiefs.

17. PMP speakers lived approximately 4,200 years ago.

18. If this dance has its roots in antiquity, as Samoans assert, this behtrvior could be in

irlitation of southeast Asian monkeys.

19. This focus on fecundity may have originally connected this dance to the atua rather'

than aitu. Because none of the early descliptions of the 'ale'aleaitu mention atua or the

presence ofa taupou or ali'i, I have been unable to find evidence to support that assertion

other than the atua/ali'i,4ecundity connection discussed earlier.

20. A frequent criticisrn of one of the dance groups I wor*ed with-"The taupou only

dances the taualugal"-was in response to one choreographer who created a knife dance

called "Nafanua" after the war goddess; dancers wele dressed in the headdress and shrts

of a taupou.
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TAVANII INTERTWINING TA AND VA IN TONGAN REALITY
AND PHILOLOGY

Tcvita O. Ka'ili
B ri ghant Youn g U nio e rs ity H aw ai' i

Selected Tenets of the Ta-Va Theory of Reality

THn ra-va rHEoRy oF REALITv is philosopliically all encompassing in
addressing both the ontology and the epistemolog;r of reality. The td-vd
theory maintains that, ontologically, td (time) and od (space) are the cou-
mon medium of all things in reality and that, epistemologically, td and va are

socioculturally arranged in different ways across various societies. In other
words, all things in reality consist of time and space, and time and space

are reshziped by people according to their various cultures. The td-vd theory
also proposes that ta and va are the abstract dimensions of/uo (form) and
uho (content) and that fuo and uho are the concrete dimensions ofta and va
(Mahina 2010, 16e) (Fig. 1).

Furthermore, ta and v5, Iike fuo and uho, are inseparable in reality. Lastly,

all things in nature, mind, and society stand in constant relation of exchange,

giving rise to conflict or order (Fig. 2).

These selected tenets of the ta-va theory of reality provide deep
insights into the integral connection between Tongan reality and Tongan

philology.
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Frcunn r. Fuo or Ta and Uho or Va

Kamata'anga: Tempo Marking the Beginning Space

During my initiation-conducting ethnographic fieldwork for my PhD dis-
sertation-into cultural anthropologlz, I came to realize the way Tongan terms
signify the intertwining nature of ta and va in Tongan reality. In the Tongan
language, tarsani is one of the words for intertwine. Tavani is a compound
word from the terms td and va.l During rny doctoral fieldwork, I began an
arnbitious task of searching and documenting all Tongan terrns, phrases, and

proverbs with the root stem ta or va (Ka'ili 2008: 23747).I diligently kept
a meticulous record of ta and va words in a notebook. Every time, I heard,
read, or recalled a Tongan term, phrase, or proverb with the root stem ta or
vd, I wrote it down. After months of collecting and analyzing these terms, I
noticed that other Tongan terms that had no apparent root stern of ta or va
also pointed to the intertwining of time and space-that is, the tavani of tirne
and space through the ta (tempo marking) of vd. For example, the Tongan
wordnofo'anga (seating place or space) signifies the tempo marking (through
the act of nofo, "sitting") of a'anga (place or space), and the Tongan term
hafanga (place of sanctuary) points to the ternporal marking (through the act
of hu, "entering") of afanga (place or space). The t6-vd linguistic structure of
nofo'anga and hufanga is quite common in the Tongan language. There are
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Frcunn z. Nature, Mind, and Society.

thousands of words with this linguistic structure in the Tongan language, as

well as other Moana (Polynesian) languages. The structure consists of a verb
(ta) and a noun (vd), such as -'anga, -nga, -langa, and -fanga (Churchward
1953).'z From a td-vd theoryperspective, the verb (action) is a reference to td
or fuo and the noun is a pointer to va or uho (Figs. 3-5).

This td-vd philological structure also undelpins many of the words with the
root stem td. For instance, ftpopao (carving a canoe) is literally the temporal
demarcation (ta, carving) of wood (v6, space) through thetufunga (aesthetic

process) of carving a canoe, and tanafa (beating a drum) is the rhythmic
marking (ta, beating) of sound (va, space) through the artistic process of pro-
ducing beats. This structure points not only to td and vd but also to the tavani
nature of time and space in Tonga, as well as in Moana or Oceania.

Ta Loto: Tempo Marking the Middle Space

MarkingTi,me and Locati,ng Space

The tavani nature of spatiality and temporality ls also evident in the temporal
marking and spatial locating of past, present, and future in Moana cultures
(Fig.6).

Native Hawaiian historian Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa explains that in the
Hawaiian language, the past is ka ua malraur (the time in front or before)

T
Socret\
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FrcunB 3. Moana Linguistic Structure.

and the future is ka wa mahope (the time that comes after or behind)
(Kame'eleihiwa 1992, 22; Trask 2000, 260).3 The tdvani nature of spati-
otemporality is expressed in the way that time (before and after) is located
or marked in space (front and behind). In other words, time and space

are inseparable in Hawaiian reality. As mentioned earlier, the idea that td
and va are inseparable is supported by tenets ofthe td-vd theory of reality
(Mahina 2010, 169). Kame'eleihiwa argues that Hawaiians spatially locate
the past as the time in front and the future as the time that comes behind
(1992: 22-23). She explains that "Hawaiian stands firmly in the pres-
ent, with his back to the future, and his eyes fixed upon the past, seeking
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Frcunn 4. Nofo'anga: A Ta-Va Linguistic Structure.

historical answers for present-day dilemmas" (Kame'eleihiwa 1992: 22-23).
She maintains that "such an orientation is to the Hawaiian an eminently
practical one, for the future is alwzrys unknown, whereas the past is rich in
glory and knowledge. It also bestows upon us fHawaiians] a natural pro-
pensity for the study of history" (Kame'eleihiwa 1992: 22-23). This ta-va
orientation is found in all Moana cultures. Moana people spatially locate
or marl< the past in front and ahead of them and the future behind, follow-
ing after (Hau'ofa 2000). Renowned Oceanian anthropologist :rnd writer
Epeli Hau'ofa (2000) argues that this cultural arrangement of time-space
helps Oceanians retain memories of the past and awareness of its presence,
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Frcunn 5. Nofo'anga: A Fuo-Uho Linguistic Structure.

He points out that "in the Fijian and Tongan languages, the terms for peist

ate gauna i liu, and kuonga rrut'a, respectively-gauna and kuongo mean-
ing 'time' or 'age' or 'era,' and liu and nut a meaning 'front' or 'ahead"'
(Hau'ofa 2008, 66). It is interesting to note the tavani nature of spatiality
and ternporality in combining temporal terms (gauna and kuonga) and spa-
tial terms (liu and mu'a) in the indigenous words for past. Hau'ofzr explains
the cultural logic for this time-space orientation:

That the past is ahead, in front of us, is a conception of time that helps
us fOceanians] retain our menories and be aware of its presence,
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Frcune 6. Future or Behind and Past or Front.

What is behind us cannot be seen and is liable to be forgotten readily.

What is ahead of us cannot be forgotten so readily or ignored, for it is
in front of our minds' eyes, alwa;a reminding us of its presence. Since

the past is alive in us, the dead are alive-we are our history (2008, 67).

Similar to Kame'eleihiwa and Hau'ofa, noted historian-anthropolo-
gist Hilfanga'Okusitino Mahina,a explains that Moana or Oceanian "peo-
ple are thought to walk forward into the past and walk backward into the
future, both taking place in the present, where the past and future are con-
stantly mediated in the ever-transforming present. The past has stood the
test of time and space, and it must therefore be placed in front of people
as a guidance in the present, and because the future has yet to happen, it
must he placed to the back of or behind people in the present, where both
past and future are symmetrically negotiated in the process" (2010, 170).

Again, the intertwining of time and space is clearly evident in the spa-
tialization of time through the marking of past and future (time) in front and
behind (space).

Mu'a, Loto, and Mui: Former, Present, and Latter

In the Tongan language, past is kuonga mu'a (time in the front, time before, and
former), present iskuongalolotonga (time in the middle or center),s and future
iskuongamui (time in the back, time after, latter, and later). These terms signify
time (before, now, and after), as well as space (front, center, and back). They
are tempo-spatial terms. Mu'a points to both before (time) and front (space),

loto is areference to both now (time) and center (space), and,mui signifies both
after (time) and back or behind (space). From a td-vd theory perspective, the td
is temporally marked in the front, middle, and back va (Fig. 7),
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Frcunn 7.}'lui and Muoa.

Mu'a and mui, as spatiotemporal terms, also form names and words such
as oaimu,'a or oaimai. (early rain or late run),lihamu'a or liha.mui (early nit
or late nit),6 sina'e ki mu'a or sina'e ki mui (sina'e before or sina'e after), and
tdma'a or tomai (to arrive before or early and after or late). The preffx fo-- in
tdmu'a and tomui appears to be a variant of ta (O. Mdhina, pers. comm.,
September 10, 2003).? Again, these terms point to the tdvani of time-space.
Mui also provides spatiotemporal references to terms such as mui (young;
not ripe or mature) and finemai (young woman or maiden). In contrast,
matu'a is a temporal reference to senior, elder, or older and a spatial refer-
ence to someone who is located in mu'a (Bennardo 1999; Fig. 8). In Tongan
mflhology, Maui Motu'a (Maui the Elder) is a title for the senior member of
the Maui clan. He is also considered the 'ulum.otu'a (senior head and patri-
arch) of the Maui lineage.

Frcunp 8. Mui and Motuoa.
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Frcunn g. Muli and Tangataoifonua, Muoaki.

Muli,8 avariant of mui, is a reference to the back or to a foreigner. Muli,
from a time perspective, probably signifies people who are latecomers or

recent arrivals. In contrast, tangata'rfo*o,indigenous people, is a tempo-

ral reference to first settlers, first peoples, and original inhabitants and a

spatial reference to people who are located in front (Fig. 9). Tangata'ifonua

or fefi,ne'rfonua (indigenous male or indigenous female) is also known as a

mu'aki, (a first, to be the first, or to lead the way). Mu'aki is based on the

Tongan root word mu'a (front, past, earlier, fore, or first)' By exarnining

tangita'ifonua and muli within the t6-vd theory we gain deeper insights into

theii time-space dimensions. In addition, we can infer that motu'a-mui' and

t&ngata'tfunua-muli signify the tdvani of time and space in Tongan reality.

This spatiotemporal unity also appears in the term tu'a' In a spa-

tial sense, tu'a means back, outside, external, exterior, etc. In a tempo-

ral sense, it signifies the time that comes behind (after or future). This

temporal sense is evident in Tongan terms such astu'anaki' (to anticipate

the ]uture with hope); tu'ameli'e or fakatu'ameli.e (to anticipate or hope

for good things in the future); tu'atamaki or fakatu'atamaki (to think
of the future with apprehension or to anticipate bad things);fakatetu'a,

fakatu'a, or fakatu'otu'a (to look to the future with hope or apprehen-

sion); Tu 'apulelulu (Thursday, the day after Pulelulu, Wednesday); uike ki
tu'a (the followingweek); andmahi,nakitu'a (the following month). The

term tu'a points to the tempo marking of ta in the back vd. Tu'a is also the

term for commoners, In a spatial sense, it probably means an outsider-
a person outside (space) the chiefly inner circle' In a temporal sense, it
piobably refers to a person who came after (latecomers or recent settlers)

o. u p"tro.r who was born 'i he tu'a (after) the eldest sibling (onewith the

high status). This td-va analysis provides additional insights into the social
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Ftcune ro. 'Eiki and Tuoa: Inner Space and Outer Space.

categories of 'eiki and tu'a (chief and comrroners). If tu'a refers to zr late-
comer or younger: sibling, then 'eiki rnust be a reference to the first settler
or first born (senior). This meiining of 'eiki zippears to be the cnse. Tongzrn
linguist Melenaite Tirumoefoltru (1996) argues that 'eiki ('ariki, a.li'i, and
ari'i) originally meernt first born, senior, zrnd origineil ancestor. In Tongan
mythology, Tangalo:r 'Eiki is the first born of the Tangeiloa clan. He is also
considered the 'ulumotu'tr of the Tangaloa lineage and the one with the
rrost 'eiki status. In a spatial sense, the 'eiki are located in the inner circles
of power and the tu'a:rre placed in the outside and on the margin of power
(Fig. 10). In zi sp:rtial sense, it places 'eiki in front and the tu.a behind (Fig.
11). In Tongan, tu'atotatt, is a reference to the spiice outside (tu,a) of the
divider (tatau) that separates tu' a eind ' eiki. Loto tatau is a reference to the
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Frcunn rr. 'Eiki and Tuoa: Front Space and Back Space

space loto the divider that separates 'eiki from tu'a (commoners or outsid-

ers), and tu'a tatau points to the space outside of the place of power. The

English translation of 'eiki as chiefs and tu'a as commoners masks the true
ta-va dimension of 'eiki and tu'a.

This spatiotemporal reference is not unique to Tongans. We find simi-

Iar references in the English prefixes fore-, ante-, or pre- (front or earlier

time); mid- (middle time); and post- or hind- (behind, back, or time after).

These linguistic references point to both time and space. Fore-, ante-, or pre-

means boih front (space) and earlier time; mid- signifies both middle (space)

and a midpoint of time; and post- or hind- refers to behind (space) and time

after. Hau-'ofa points out that the English phrase "let us pay tribute to those

who have gott" b"fot" us" Iocates the past as ahead and the future as behind
(2008, 67). Again, these linguistic references, both in Tongan and in English,

point to the tavani nature of time and space in reality.
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Frcunn rz.Y* Interwal of Space and Time.

Other terms that point to the intertwine nature of ta-va are mata (eye,
face) and iku (end, tail). Even though mata (front space) and iku (end space)
are points in space, they are also used to reference time in tenns such as

kamata or kamata'anga (start or begin) and iku or iku'anga (end), This is
also the case with root words such as 'ulu (head) and mui (back)-points in
space-that appear in words like 'uluaki (first) and rnzimui (last) to reference
time. The highest ranking male in a Tonga kin is known as the'ulum.otu'a
(senior head). He is the eldest senior.

Va: A Space Between and An Interval of Time

Va refers to space and an interval of time (space of time). Most scholarly
writings on va focus exclusively on its spatial dimension without addressing
the temporal dimension of v6. In a temporal sense,oaha (a space in time),
oahat;aha (space it out in time), andpaha'a (a space in time or an interval of
time) all point to time (Fig. 12). Again, these words point to the tavani of time
and space in Tongan reality and philology.

Ranking Time and Space

In Tonga, the cultural rule for assigning rank applies to both space and time,
In a spatial context, mu'a (front) is ranked higher than mui (back) and loto
(center or middle) is ranked higher than mui and tu'a (outside). In terms of
time, mu'a (past or time before) is ranked higher than mui and tu.a (future
or time after). 'Eikl are also ranked higher than tu'a. Chiefs are referred to
as mu'a or nw'offw'a (ahead)e (Gifford 19291 109, 120). Elders or seniors
(mu'a, mftu'e, motu'a, and 'ulumotu'a) are ranked higher than adults and
mui (youths) (Flg. t3).
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Frcunn r3. Space: 'Eiki, Mu'a, or Motu'a and Tu'a or Mui.

In temporal contexts, mu'a (the past) is privilegedovetlolotonga (thepres-

ent) and mui (the future), because mu'a is the repository of valuable ances-

tral knowledge. This is the reason why mu'a (elders, seniors, and chiefs) are

ranked higher than mui and tu'a (latecomers). Within the family, 'ulumotu'a
(the eldest male sibling) andfahu (the eldest female sibling) are selected as

the leaders of thekainga (hn). Tongans deem the eldest male and female as

the most fit to lead the kin because of their possession of ancestral knowl-
edge. Likewise, mu'a (indigenous peoples or original settlers) are treated
with high regard in relations to muli (later settlers or newcomers) because of
their profound ancestral knowledge.

In social spaces, front-and-center and front-and-corner positions are con-

sidered to be the highest and most prestigious spatial locations. This is exem-

plifled in the oahenga (front and center) position of a lakalaka performance.

The vahenga is considered by Tongans to be the highest and most prestigious

position in a lakalaka perforrnance, and it is often occupied by a mernber
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Frcunc 14, Princess Pilolevu Tuita, Vahenga, at the Lakalaka Dance
for the King Tupou IV's 70th Birthday. (Source:https://upload.
wikimedia. org/wikipedia./commons/thumb/5i5cllakalaka jp g/5 I 3px-
r,akalakajpg).

of the chiefly class (Kaeppler 1993: 35-38; Fig. la). Other positions within
the lakalaka dance, such as taofi odhenga andmalie taha, are also front-and-
center positions. Lastly, the position/akapotu in the lakalaka performance is

a front-and-corner position. All of these positions within the lakalaka perfor-
mance are deerned high-ranking places and are often occupied by chiefs or
people ofstatus.

This cultural rule also plays out intcrumafakaoa (royalkava ceremonies).
In a kava ceremony, the olooaha (front-and-center position) is the space of
honor and rank. The location of the olovaha is also called the tounan'a (front
of the boat or prow), and the location of the tou'a (kava mixer) is referred
to as the taunw,li (rear or back of the boat or stern). The two sides of the
kava ceremony are known asthe 'alofi (the rowers) (Fig. 15). Fundamentally,
the spatiotemporal arrangement of the kalla (double-hulled canoe) is repli-
cated in the kava ceremony ('Okusitino Mdhina, pers. comm., 2008). In other
words, the kava ceremony is a kalia on land.

Ta Tuku: Tempo Marking the End Space

This paper provides evidence to support the tdvani of ta-va in reality and
in Tongan philologr. The intertwine of ta-va is linguistically signified by the
Tongan word tavani-a word that is formed from the terms ta, va, and ni,
(ta-va-ni). The general td-va theory of reality argues that ta (time) and oa
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Frcunn r5. King George Tupou V Sitting in the Olovaha Position in
the Coronation Kava Ceremony (July 30,2008). (Source: http://www.
daylife. com/photo/O4al6GseZocMK)

(space) are inseparable in reality (Mahina 2010). This intertwining of ta-va

is reflected in several terms in the Tongan language. For example, words

such as mu'a (front and past or before), loto (middle, center, or interior and

present or now), mui (back or behind and latter, future, or afterward), and

tu'a (outside and after or future) are references to time and to space. This

linguistic reference is not unique to Tongans. We find similar references in
the English prefixes fore-, ante-, or pre-; mid-; and post- or hind-. This paper
argues that these linguistic terrns all point to the tavani of time and space in
reality. In addition, these terms indicate that space is critical for making sense

of time and time is vital for understanding space. The unity of td-vd in Tongan

reality and philologr are also evident in the application of the same cultural
rule to both time and space. For instance, the rule of status applies to both
space and time. In Tongan, mu'a is given more status and respectability than

mui, and loto holds more privileges and chiefliness over tu'a (outside and

later or after). This finding provides deeper insights into why Tongans call

commoners tu'a and chiefs mu'a and why front-and-center positions, such as
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vahenga and olovaha, are venerated over-and-above positions located in the
'otu mai (back or rear),

NOTES

l. Tavani is made up of three words: tE (time), va (space), and ni (here). Tavani literally
rneans to beat (tempo mark) the space right here (O. Mahina, pers. cornm., November 5,
2oo2).

2. Churchward (1953) refers to the noun as "noun-producing sufffx," because the suflix
(-'anga, -nga, -langa, or -fanga) transforms the word into a noun.

S.WAis a Hawaiian reference to time, as well as to space (Pukui and Elbert 1986,375).

4. Hiifanga (Refuge, Sanctuary) is a chiefly title from the village of Ma'ofanga in Tonga-
tapu. It was bestowed upon Mdhina by high chief Fakafanua in recognition of the way in
which Mahina's scholarly works act as a refuge or a sanctuary for Tongans.

5. Lolotonga is a partial reduplication ofloto, a spatial reference to center, middle, inte-
rior, or inside. Lolotonga is aiso based onloloto. This may be an indication that there are
different levels ofthe present. One is loto (inner present), and another is loloto (inner-core

present).

6. Vairnu'a or Vaimui and Lihamu'a or Lihamui are names of Tongan months in the
ancient Tongan calendar that was based on ufi, (yam) cultivation. It was probably created
by the Hawaiian-Tongan high chief Lo'au.

7. Sirnilar variants appear in words such as ta'u. (generation) and fo? andinfanua (land)
andfonua.

8. Muli is a variant of mui (i.e., both taumuli and taumui refer to the stern of a boat).

9. Mu'omu'a is a reduplication of mu'a.
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TA-VA KAINGA, TIME.SPACE RELATIONSHIPS THEORY OF
REALITY AND TONGAN STUDENTS JOURNEY TO
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN NEW ZEALAND

TERTIARY EDUCATION

Telesia Kalavite
Uni.aersi,ty of S outhern Qu.e ensland

Tongan students' academic achievernent results when the different contexts of
kainga fi-Da, time-space lelationships intersect or interact disharn-roniously or
harmoniously within and between the Tongan and Western cultures, especially
between tlre students and the bureaucracy (1:ule'anga), their f'amilies (fanti.li),
chnrch (siasi), and wider group (their foruta/kainga). Fu'-therrnole, inflexibility
or flexibility within the two cultural relationships in terms of ta (time) and oa
(space) by all parties could release social tensions, which can, if left to their
own devices, provide obstacles to critical learning, ol by niediating them
thlough sustained harrnony, can consequently enhance academic achievement.
Supporting a two-way process, which allows Tongan students to move freely
yet carefully within the two cultures, especially ifthey understand how varying
senses ofte and vii are manifested in tensional kainga relationships and rneanings
within their learning environments, enhance educational achievement.

Introduction

HuraNce Pnopnsson MasrNe (rg Aucusr zoos), A ToNGAN ACADEMIC,

introduced me to the "Ta-Va, Time-Space Theory of Reality" when I
explored the views of twenty-five Tongan-born participants on the sociocul-
tural aspects that irnpact on their academic achievement in New Zealand

Pacific Stu.rlies, Vol. 40, Nos. I/2-Lpr./Arg.2017
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tertiary education. My interest in the ta-va, (time-space) theory of real-
ity (see Ka'ili 2008; Mdhina 2008) recornmended to use it as one of the
theoretical frameworks or lens to interpret the Tongan students' intercul-
tural learning experiences at two levels of reality: the students' individual
and sociaVglobal realities. The students' individual realities include their
individual attitudes and choices based on their cultural worldviews that
impact on their acadernic achievernent. The students' sociaVglobal reali-
ties include the trends of postrrodernisn,l biculturalisrn,2 multicultural-
ism,3 modernization and globalization,a development and governance, and
persistance and change that are beyond the students' control. The data
interpretation was conducted through exploring the students' universal,
group and personal cultures and the manifestation of ta-va time-space
within the relationships between the Tongan students and their supporters
in the bureaucracy, their farnilies, churches, and the wider group (leai,nga).

The significance of the extension of the ta-va tirne-space theory of reality in
this context is to endorse the addition of kainga relationship to what I refer
to as ta-vd kainga time-space relationship theory of reality' that arises from
my research. This is because a thorough understanding of the discourse
of kalnga in its multifarious but conflicting meanings and relationships at
various levels is seen to be very irnportant for Tongan students' academic
achievement.

The Ta-Va Time-Space Theory of Reality

Mdhina (2008) and leading proponents of the ta-va, time-space, theory
of reality (for example, see Ka'ili, 2008 among others) similar to other
Tongan researchers, such as Thaman (1988, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 2002),

Taufe'ulungaki (2000, 2002, 2003), Mafile'o (2005), Manu'atu (2000a),

Koloto (2003b), and Vaioleti (2001, 2003, 2006), believed that the recogni-
tion and use ofa Tongan worldview in education enhance Tongan students'
academic achievement. Most of the research in Tongan education deals
with the "what is education", whereas the "what does of education" deals
with utility (function) of education. Mahina (2008) and Thaman (1988)

argue that the quality of education is more important than the utility of
education. The push for the recognition and utilization of Tongan culture
and language in the curriculum has been popularised by Thaman (1988,

1994, 1995a, 1995b, 2002), in the field of education. Finau and Finau
(2006) in the field of health have a "cultural democracy" view stating the
notion that Tongan education is predominantly Western in form, content,
and function. Mahina explains that:
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In Tonga we emphasize the collective more than the individual
while in the West generally speaking they ernphasise the individual
more than the collective and this impacts on education and how
we make use of that reality, the reality of education. All of us, from
different cultures are here to do education in just one country
New Zealand (one reality), We approach education from differ-
ent cultures because we were brought up in different ways where
we organise time and space differently ('O. Mahina, pers. comm.,
August 19,2005).

81

This rneans that Tongans organize time and space differently from other
cultures, which can affect their social relationships in all educational con-
texts. The ta-va theory of reality advances a view that is based on the onto-
logical (philosophy of existence) and epistemological (philosophy of mind)
organization of time and space (Mahina, 2008; Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili
2008). Ontologically, Mdhina (2008) suggests that ta and vd are the common
medium of all things that exist, in a single level of reality, that is, nature,
mind, and society. Epistemologically, he also believes that tin're and space

are arranged differently within and across cultures (Ka'ili, 2008; Mdhina,
2008). For example, New Zealand is one way of arranging td and va (episte-
mological), and Tonga is another way of arranging t5 and v6 (epistemolgical).
Tongans living in New Zealand share New Zealand as one reality, and we
create and recreate our lives in New Zealand in our own respective cultural
ways (ontological dimension of time and space). This implies that Tongan
students' social-cultural realities are based on how they culturally relate to td
and va in contemporary New Zealand. Therefore, the problems for Tongan
students in tertiary education stem from these cultural differences in ta-va
tirne-space relationships between the Tongan and New Zealand cultures,
Hence, the Ta-Vd Time-Space Theory of Reality rnakes sense of why Tongan
students from a culture that is predominantly plural, collectivistic, holistic,
and circular in character struggled in a New ZealandWestern education sys-

tem, dictated by a dominant culture that is generally linear, individualistic,
singular, technological, and analytical in nature (Mahina, 2008).

However, while using the td-vd time-space theory of reality in the process
of data analysis in my research, the concept of kainga "meanings" and "rela-
tionships" emerged very strongly throughout. Therefore, I believe that an

extension of the ta-vd tine-space theory of reality to embrace kdinga deemed
fitting on a nurnber of distinct yet related levels in this educational context.
First I will discuss the relevant concepts of ta, va, and ta-va kainga relation-
ships, then the methods used for data collection, and finally the findings of
this research.
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The Signiffcance of the Extension of the Ta-Va Theory of Reality
into Ta-Va Kainga Theory of Reality

Ta (Thne)

Callender and Edney (2001), believed that tirne is as much a mystery now as

it was for St. Augustine in AD354-430 where science and philosophy have

largely contributed to it, stating that time might be absolute, relational, con-
ventional, tensed or tense less, or unreal. Einstein (1938 cited in Siegfried,
2008) believed that time is illusionary where the separation between past,

present, and future is only an illusion. Anderson (2007) and Hawking (1988)

believed that time (and space) is inseparable entities in that space is three
dimensional (Iength-J al a a; and width --nm okupu /f alahi ; heightJ depth-
nra'olunga/loloto) and time is the fourth dimension. Tliat is, tlpically three
spatial dimensions (length, width, height) and one temporal dimension
(time) are required. They argued that in space-time, a coordinate grid that
spans the 3 + 1 dimensions locates events (rather than just points in space),

that is, time is added as another dimension to the coordinate grid. This way
the coordinates specify where and when events occur. They took the in-rage

of time (and space) to be the ontological reality. This is where time is one
dimension and space is three dirnensions (Mahina, 2008), Nevertheless,
time is, in one instance, associated with social activities and is thought to
be socially constructed (Birth 2004; Lippincott, Eco, and Gombrich 1999;

Maclcenzie, f997). This is where, epistemologically, time (and space) are

organized differently across cultures. Therefore, "not all cultures define or
experience time in the same way, lbecause] nearly every major culture on
Earth seems to have a unique understanding of what time is" (Lippincott,
Eco and Gombrich 1999, 17). Jonsson (1999) states that people believe they
are becoming less able to control their time*eeping because human crea-
tivity increasingly has to adjust to the den'rands of machinery and technol-
ogr. Furthermore, he stated that Western capitalist democracy and scientific
technological culture have been largely responsible for the shift in Western
sense of time and space toward a singular, techno-teleological, individualistic,
analytical, and linear rnode of living. The Western relationship with time is
the keystone in the structure of human lives. Jonsson (1999, 28) also suggests

that:

In the past, time was sovereign in nature. Its rule was a wonder-
ful way of preventing disorderly events. Nowadays, it is as though
the ordering function of time has been cancelled out by demands
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that aln'rost every,thing should happen simultaneously. The invisible
pressure, which used to sort the temporary from the lasting, has lost
its effectiveness. . Our attempts to speculate about the distant
future seern irrelevant now, because the distance in fzict seens so

short (28).

That is, the world is becoming very complex and busy, and Western con-
cept of time (clock tinie) is becol'ring very in'rportant (Peace 2001). Tliis
Western concept of time (clock time) is problem:rtic for the Tongan students
in their struggled within the Western educational context that differs frorr
their own Tongan physical, mental, social reality.

In the Tongan language, time according to Ka'ili (2008) td mezrns to be:rt,
to mark, to form, or to perform as in the heart bezrt marl<s the time, rhythm,
pace, and frequency of the pulse; ta nafa (beating drum), rliythrnic beating
of drurns that is marking time through drum beats; and ffi s-tpi,nga (setting
examples), marking time through social acts or behavior for others to follow.
The indivisibility of ta and va, where the former is the "definer" of the latter,
such ta nafa (ta, l'inte;nafo, space, that is, td-v6, time-space), and ta s-rpinga
(t4 time; sTping4 space, that is t6-v5, time-space), which is pointing to their
existence, as well as to their being four-sided dimensionality (Mahina, 2008;
Ka'ili, 2008). Tongans as Pacific people are renowned for doing things late or
dragging and prolonging occasions according to clockAVestern time. And the
expression Pacific Time or Tongan Tine (tainri faka-Tonga) is alluded to in
any problem with time, especially when things are late according to Western
tirne (Bain 1967, 1993; Mahina 2004a). Nevertheless, Tongan people have
their own perception of time, where:

[I]n a circular style, people walk forward into the past, and walk
backward into the future, both in the present, where the seem-
ingly fixed past and elusively, yet-to-take-place future are constantly
rnediated in the conflicting, ever-changing present. . . . It is para-
doxically yet philosophically, like looking forward into the past, and
looking baclcward into the future. . . . [T]his is reflected in Tongzrn

thinking which allegorically characterises the past as ono'alw (age-
of-light) and present as onopo (age-of-darkness), pointing to tlie
respective actual, yet opposing, states of enlightenn'rent and igno-
rance (Mahina 2008, 79).

There is also a Tongan perception about a/co (educating/schooling or
formal education) and time whereby it is believed there is a time to study
or attend forrnal schooling. That is, people can only go to school (formal
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education) when they are still young and single. Once they get married, then

they need to stay home and look after their farnilies. The many responsibili-

ties expected of an adult Tongan toward their kainga mean that they would
not have enough tirne to study successfully. This attitude about only going to

school or formal education while one is still single has changed, and today

married people are going back to formal education/schooling again to better
themselves. However, some of these students can find it difficult to com-
plete their courses because they have their family commitments on top of
their study. For many Tongans, this justifies the belief that it is better to fin-
ish tertiary education before one gets married because Tongan students can

achieve better when they do not have too many responsibilities and cultural
obligations (fatongi.a). This is a conflict betr,veen Western, Iinear and Tongan,

cyclic ways of thinking, that was introduced by Western contact with islands

of the Pacific (including Tonga).

Va (Space)

Space is the boundless, three-dimensional extent in which objects and

events occur and have relative position and direction (Richardson and

Jensen 2003). Rightlythree dimensional, in the case of Tonga: loloa (length);

ma'olunga,/loloto (height/depth); and maokupu/falahi (width), collectively
referred to as uho (content). In spatial practice with reference to places

there is a:

relationship oflocal and global; the re-presentation ofthat relation-
ship; actions and signs; the trivialised spaces of everyday life; and, in
opposition to these last, spaces made special by symbolic means as

desirable or undesirable, benevolent or malevolent, sanctioned or
forbidden to particular groups (Lefebvre 1974 cited in Richardson
and Jensen (2003, 10).

Isaac Newton (1953, 1968) viewed space as absolute. The philosopher,
Gottfried Leibniz (1987) believed that space was a collection of relations

between objects, given by their distance and direction from one another in
the world. Similarly, Bourdieu (1991, 230) stated that agents or groups of
agents in the social world are "defined by their relati'ae positi'ons in space

[where] each of them is confined to a position or a precise class of neighbour-

ing positions."Therefore, even in Western constructions, space is constructed
in different ways by different people (Richardson and fensen 2003).

However, va space in the Tongan language means the "distance between

[or] distance apart; [or] attitude, feeling [or] relationship, towards each other"
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(Churchward, 1959, 528). This definition shows that space is related to peo-
ple's physical and social place with respect to one another and is "not isolated
and bounded entities, but material and symbolic constructions that work as

meaningful and practical settings for social actions because of their relations
to other spaces and places" (Richardson and Jensen 2003, 1f). Therefore, the
concept ofspace is connected to relationships. In terms ofthe social context,
according to Ka'ili (2008: 16-17):

Va is a space that is formed through the rnutual relations between
persons or groups, and it is also an indicator of the quality of the
relationships fwhere] aalelei refers to harmonious and beautiful
social space between people, and oatamnki signifies a disharmoni-
ous social space between people [italics added],

The words aalelei, and oatutnaki/oakot:i are indivisibly made up of va
(space) and ta (time); for example, va (space) andlelei (good) and vd (space)

and tamaki/kooi (bad) are temporally defining a certain vd (space), deemed
as "good" and "bad", respectively. V4 as in keeping good relationships among
the Tongan people, is very irnportant. It is important for Tongan students to
understand how to keep their va space with their farnili, siasi, pule'anga, and

forrua so that they vdlelei (have good relationship) all the time which could
enhance support for their education.

Kain ga ( Rel ati, o n shi.p )

Relationship when translated into Tongan rneans kainga;s fetu'utaki;6
fetu utaki'anga;1 kaunga;8 kaunga;s vd;r0 or aaha'a;rr fekrru'akl|z felaoe'i,;t3
fekalnga'aki;ta or totol' as in relative (Churchward 1959, 753). Some addi-
tional words that carry relationship connotation arefe'ofo'aki;r6 feki,tengaki;r1
feaaheoahe'akl.)8 fefua'aki;ts fetoli'aki;2o feoeitokai'alei. or feoatoka'iaki;zr
fefolala'akl;2z fetokoni.'aki;23 fefaka'apa'apa'aki;2a fengarc'aki;zs fe'arseaki;26
femeli.no'aki,;'7 fe'alu'aki;'8 and so on. Because I am Tongan and my research
was on Tongan students, it is essential to theorize in Tongan cultural patterns
of thinking so the word kainga meaning relationship-and a cornmon term
for people to whorn one is related is also kainga-is fitting in this discus-
sion. This is because the Tongan society and civilization is based on Tongan
relationships within their kainga (Bain 1967, 1993; Blamires 1939). Kainga
as a Tongan constmct of relationship is based on a communal extended life-
style and is uniquely different from the Western construct of relationship;
therefore, it is fundamental to understanding Tongan students' academic
achievement (Blamires 1939; Bott 1982; Campbell1992;2001; Crane 1g7B).
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The irnportance and in-rpact of relationships in this research on Tongan

students' academic achievement in New Zealand tertiary education reso-

nzrtes with the literature on Pncific and Tongan students in New Zealandby
researchers such as Anae et al. (2002), Bishop and Berrymzrn (2006), Coxon

et al. (2002), Fletcher and et al. (2009), Fusitu'a (1992), Fusitu'a and Coxon
(1998), Kalavite and Hoogland (2005), and Manu'atu (2000b). Tliis foregoing

research strongly indicated that the nornal life of the Tongans and Pacific

Islanders, more widely, is their cultural reciprocal roles in keeping good rela-

tionships among themselves through fatongia (Farmer 1976; Gailey 1987;

Gifford 1985).
Fatongia is "fulfilling cultural obligations" and is a significant part of stu-

dents' rel:rtionships with the bureaucracy, their families, church, and the

wider group. Ka'ili (2008), for example, critiques collective, circultrr values

mentioned above through the exchange of fatongia (social obligations) by
means of tauhioa (keeping sociospatial relations), where conflicts are rnedi-

ated or the lack of it can antount to either valelei (good sociosp:rtial relations)

or vdtam:*i./vdkovi (bad sociospatial relations). This means that it is dlfficrrlt
for them to achieve education:rlly beczruse there is a mismatch between the

ways they keep Tongan kalnga relationships and how they are required to

keep kainga relationships in the Western education system. This research

found that karnga, relationships at different levels, are very important for
Tongan students' ercadetlic achievement because people's lives are intetwo-
ven within their spiritual, social, and physical environments. Relationship,

kainga, therefore, is the core of the Tongan culture that amalgtrmates all

zrspects of their human existence.

Ta-Va Kainga Tinte-Space Relati,onshi,p Tlwory of Reality

Epistemologically, t6-va (time-space) is a boundless, four-dimensional con-

tinuum where everyone moves serially and sequentially from one stage to

the next over time and sp:rce, through building upon and absorbing each

preceding stage, which is thereafter reproduced throughout the joint influ-
ence of heredity and socialization (Wilson 1999)' Sociologically, Kant (1929)

described space and time as elements of a systematic framework that humans

use to structure their experience; and Einstein and Infeld (1938), in their

theory of general relativity proposed that space and time should be combined

into a single construct known as spacetime, pointing toward the inseparabil-

ity of tim; and space. Siegfiled (2008) stated that nobody has ever noticed

a place except at a time, or a time except at a place. In that sense, time and

rpo"" a.e joined not because that is the way the world is, but because that is

the only way that hun'rans cau comprehend it, ontologically in a single level of
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reality (that is, the one and only reality in which we all live). Furthermore, in
this postmodern world (after the modern age), the information network and
the social network overlap and intertwine with time-space (Gotved 2006).
Spaces and places are not isolated entities because they are material and
symbolic constructions that work as meaningful and practical settings for
social action. This is because of their relations to other spaces and places
through time (Richardson and Jensen 2003).

The eminence of extending the Ta-Va Theory of Reality into T6-Vd
Kdinga Theory of Reality (for example, see Ka'ili 2008; Mahina 2008) in this
research on Tongan students acaderric achievement stem frorn five signifi-
cant reasons. First, kdinga, wliich is a plural, collective, and communal ta-va
arrangernent in the Tongan society, is a very irrportant concept in the Tongan
culture. This is because the overarching core value in the lives of Tongans is

nto'uifakatokolahi (livittgtogether in a cooperative lifestyle) andfetokoni'aki
(lrelp each other)where theytauhi oa (keep good relationships) toward each
other among their kainga (fanily or social relationships), through the cultural
reciprocal roles of faifatongia (cultural obligations). Thus, the Tongan stu-
dents are nurtured through a close knit extended faniily kainga where they are
mould to tauhi vd (keep good relationships) within the practice of the Tongan
core values of fetokoni'ah, toka'1, and feveitokai'aki (cooperation, consensus
and n-iaintenance of good relationships):'ofo,fe'ofo'ofani or fe'ofa'aki (mutual
love, caring, and generosity); faka'apa'apa or fefalea'apa'apa'aki (mtfiual
respect);fatongia, faifatongia, fua fatongia, or fua kaoenga (responsibilities
and commitments to fulfilment of mutual prescribed obligations); ntamahi'i
me'a andtalangofu.a (loyalty, commitment, and obedience); and Falatakilalo
(humility and generosity). These core values are the breath of Tongan soci-
ety, in the homes, the churches and the schools. They were expected to live
these core values and believed that commitment to them would benefit their
kainga. Therefore, for us Tongans, the goal for our education is to be able to
help our kainga, Education then, is a journey that suggests tauhi va (keeping
good relationships) and fetokoni'aki (helping each other) or ngaue fakataha
(working together) through fulfilling certain fatongia (obligations) toward
academic achievement for the collective benefit of everyone in the kainga
(extended farnily) (Wood 1943;Wood and Ellem 1977). This is an expression
of collective/communal ta-va which according to Mdhina (2008), the purpose
of education is to gain knowledge ('ilo) and that the higher the quality of
knowledge the better you are in helping your kdinga.

Second, research to date suggests that Tongan tertiary students are trying
to be successful in their learning in New Zealand, which has a different ta-va
(time-space) configuration to them as Tongans in this conternporary age. This
is where the Tongan students learn through the construction of knowledge
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within their sociocultural contexts that is heavily based on their relationships

within their kainga. They are constructing and coconstructing knowledge

within their sociocultural context or kainga where they position themselves in
multlple realities. This multiple positioning is where they operate in tertiary
education and this has a profound impact on their achievement.

Third, some people understand that Tongan culture impacts on education,

but fewer people understand that social relationships kainga among the soci-

ety are the focal point of Tongan culture that impact on students' academic

achievement. None have stressed the importance of working within certain

cultural limits of practicing cooperation to ma,titnize academic success that my
research on Tongan students has found, There is a certain ta-va, time-space

within the kainga blood/kin relationships of which those involved need to be

aware of. The itlportant question that remained unanswered was, "What is

the nature of the impact of kainga relationships on academic achievement?"
Fourth, Tongan students' academic achievement in New Zealand tertiary

education is vested in their capababilities to cope harmoniously within the

interface of the Tongan and New Zealand cultures. The harmonious inter-
face between the two cultures depends on Tongan students' judicious prac-

tice of keeping good relationships within their personal, group, and universal

cultures, especially within their kainga. When ta-va kainga, time-space rela-

ticlnships are in serenity with both cultures, they support Tongan students'

academic achievement; but when they are not, they become constraints' This

means that, although Tongans primarily engage in tauhi va to create har-

monious beauty, and experience feelings of warmth, joy, or houour as Ka'ili
(2003) stated, ifstudents and their supporters do not perform tauhi va within
the students' limits or boundaries with relationships to their studies, then it
creates confusions and tensions that can jeopardize their education.

Finally, throughout my research on Tongan students, I have related

Mdhina's (2008) and Ka'ili's (2008) existing ta-va time-space theory of real-

ity to Tongan tertiary students' academic achievement in New Zealand, in a

more practical way. This is by exploring the relationships kainga between the

Tongan students and their Tongan and non-Tongan supporters. My research

has enriched this theory because it has attended to common and necessary

relationships between Tongan students, their families, and non-Tongan pro-
fessionals who create the context for their relationships (kainga) in their New
Zealand homeland.

These reasons are the rationale for the extension of the ta-vd time-space

theory of reality to a new theory of ta-va kainga time-space relationship

theory of reality unique to my study. This new theory gave meanings to

the perceived social cultural aspects that impact on Tongan students' aca-

demic achievement in New Zealand tertiary education. These meanings are
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discussed in the Research Results section, after the research methodologl in
the following section.

Research Methodology

Because culture counts in education, the theoretical framework, paradigm
or "net that contains frny] episterrological, ontological, and methodological
premises" (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003b, 33) are sociocultural with an orien-
tation toward postmodernism within the Tongan framework of ta-va (time-
space) theory of reality.

The methodolog;z used is described as Tongan, Pasifika, qualitative, phe-
nornenological, ethnographic, and auto-ethnographlc. It involves Tongans, as

participants (phenomenological ethnography) and also includes the Tongan
researcher's experiences as one of the participants (auto-ethnography),
Therefore, although the research is driven by Tongan and Pasifika methodol-
ogies, it has also borrowed from Western methodologies of qualitative, phe-
nomenological, and auto-ethnographical methodologies. Using both Tongan
and Western methodologies was appropriate, as the Tongan participants are
operating within a New Zealand context and this provided insights into the
different cultures. The Tongan research methodologies are just emerging in
academia and the significant works of Tongan researchers such as Thaman's
(2002) model of Kakala';zs Ka'ilis (2008) and Mahina's (2008), rnodel of
Tauhi Va;30 Manu'atu's (2000a), model of Mali,e-Mafana;31 Vaioleti's (2003,
2006) and Prescott's (2008) model of Talanoa,sz were used and discussed in
the research. In the sarlle research on Tongan students, I also introduce a
rnodel of Tonngau,e (working together) as a contribution to Tongan research
methodologlr ( Kalavite 20 10).

The research method for data generation in the research was basically
talanoa, through semistructured and unstructured interviewing in a formal
and informal situation. Formal talanoa is where a time and place is set for
the particular talanoa to be conducted on a particular topic. Informal talanoa
occurs when the topic under investigation has emerged from a talano4 or the
topic is initiated during a gathering that was not meant for the pulpose of dis-
cussing the research topic. For example, a discussion at a birthday celebra-
tion or at a conference where the issues about the research topic emerged.
The Tongan method of talanoa led the research but was anchored within
the Western methods of sernistructured and unstructured interwiewing. In
other words, talanoa worked alongside semi- and unstructured interviewing
and was integral to the interwiews (Kalavite, 2010). Talanoa is the preferred
means of communication because it captures the traditions and protocols
of Pacific islands including the Tongans (Prescott 2008). In Tonga, talanoa
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literally means to talk or to tell stories or relate experiences (Churchward

1959). It is also "consistent with the conveyance of knowledge, stories, views

and feelings both in the personal and formal sense" (Prescott 2008, 128).

Using talanoa, which is a collective/corlmunal expression of ta-va as a Tongan

research rnethod, n'reant that the conversation with the participants was more

meaningful. In particular when Tongan cultural protocol was followed as

well as when Tongan language is being used for clarification of concepts and

ideas. The experiences on the research topic were able to be comfortably

shared without cultural impediments. During the talanoa, I tried to draw

fron-r participants' in-depth knowledge of factors about my research topic
(Blaxter, Hughes, and Tight 2001; Cohen, Manion, and Morrison 2000; May

2001; Neu'rin 2000). However, the research methodology and methods of
data generzrtion informed my understanding on the extension of the ta-va,

time-ipace of reality into ta-va kainga, time-space relationship discussed in

the fbllowing section ofresearch results.

Research Results

My study found that, as Mahina (2003) argued, Tongan students' academic

aclievement is vested in their capabability to cope harmoniously at the inter-

face of the Tongan and New Zealand cultures. What is unique to my study

that adds to our knowledge is that, to cope harmoniously at the interface

of these two cultures, relationships kainga at different levels of the Tongan

society are very important. The findings also give support to the position

that a Tongan worldview, similar to other Pacific epistemologies, provides

a relevant pathway for understanding Tongan students' academic achieve-

ment in New Zealand tertiary education (Mafile'o, 2005). Therefore, the key

points of the findlngs are expressed in three Tongan relationship metaphors

if fakatoukatea, mo'ui fetokoni'aki', and mo'ui fakapotoTtoto discussed in the

following paragraphs.
Fakatoukatea in the context of this research refers to Tongan students

who are skilful in both cultures; that is, the Tongan and the Western have

become bicultural. Fakatoukatea also means "when two people or things are

conrpatible in every way'' ( Mahin a 2004b, 57). Mafile'o (2005) also referred

to fakatoukatea as the diversity of skills and knowledge across the Tongan and

the Pdlangi contexts. Diversities stitnulate, challenge, and increase the range

of posslbilities and responses to enhance the intellectual enterprises (Stiehm

lg04). ,e.lternatively, although previous research has strongly proposed that

Tongan students need to retain their Tongan cultural knowledge (group) for

academic success, what emerged strongly in the findings that is unique to my

research is that there is a need for Tongan students to understand the New
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Zealand acadernic culture and other cultures (universal) to become bicul-
tural so as to enhance their learning. One of the comments made by one of
the participants with a doctoral degree who is a successful Tongan in aca-
demia with a doctoral degree said:

In ternrs of western culture I came to New Zealand seeking for
western knowledge and basically I did that. Everything I did at the
university, there was hardly anlthing Tongan about the institution.
Therefore, I had to learn the ways of interacting with other stu-
dents in my class as well as my lecturers. Socially, Iike going out for
dinner and developing my social skills that I required to learn to
deal with that situation. The other thing is like talking in class, like
class discussions I had to participate, study skills such as time rnan-
agen-rent, computer skills and so on. These were not Tongan, and I
think I, need to acquire the sl<ills necessary to sulive in a tertiary
institrrtion.

Therefore, those who are fakatoul<atea are harmoniously positioned
within the interface of the Tongan and New Zealand culture where they "Ta
lei. li.ku ffi ki fanga"s3 as they move fluidly within the interface of the tr,vo cul-
tures using the best of both worlds for academic achievement. The Tongan
students who appeared to be able to n'rove fluidly between the two cultures
said they found it easier to commit to their studies and be successful. Hence,
a proposed way forward is for the Tongan students to be versatile, flexible,
and do things efficiently. For example, for Tongan students to pass their
courses, they have to be adaptable and multipurpose in terms of their tin-re
so that they could efficiently cornmit to their cultural obligations as well as

commitment to their study. This could be done by just showing up at cul-
tural events such as funeral, weddings, and so on for a short period of tirne
and then leave to attend to their assignments. One of the parent participants
stated that:

Keeping good relationship is good but students have to understand
that they have study commitments and they need to n'rake time for
it. It was the students themselves to make the decision because from
my own experiences families and comrnunities do not put that much
pressure on students if they front up and explain why they could
not attend certain occasions. So I think it is down to the individual
to make their own choices, But yes it could be culture thing as not
letting families and friends down and to keep good relationships and
feeling obhgated to o:ut* leainga.
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This means that students allow space for both events to be accomplished

for their own benefit. There are also evidences of a wide generation gap

between the students and their parents (Morton 1996, Morton Lee 2003,

2007), which is another dimension of ta-va kainga, time-space relationship to

be critically considered. In terms of child-rearing practices, they are different
in New zealandfrom Tonga. New Zealand laws give children rights to leave

home at a certain age. This acted as a constraint on parents pushing their
children too hard to be successful in their studies for fear that they would
leave home as soon as the law allowed. One of the parent participants' com-

ments illustrate this point by saying that:

Our parents here are totally lost, They cannot discipline their
children; sotnetimes because of language barriers and sometimes

because of children's rights. They just do not know what to do any-

more because they cannot do what they used to do in the islands in
terms of discipline. They are helpless.

This stated that the way that Tongans live in New Zealand makes it dif-
ficult for some of the parents to discipline their children. Therefore, it is very

important for Tongan parents to have a sense of balance and be sensitive

on what to do to discipline their children so that they can commit to their
studies.

Mo'ui Fetokoni'aki is supportive livelihood. It is through mo'ui fetokoni'aki

that Tongan students are taking their kainga (pule'anga famili, siasi, and

fonua) with them during their academic journey. Mo'ui fetokoni'aki is

the strength and core of the Tongan culture; it should be the basic asset

to enhance Tongan students' academic achievement. Fetokoni'aki among

the students' famili can help them to achieve if the famili work as a team

(toungaue), even to the extent of sharing students' academic work such as

ryphg up assignments to allow them time to complete their work (Koloto

2003a). One twenty-eight-year-old male student participant commented on

how he completed his degree with this tlpe of support from his family. Here

is his reflection on what happened:

My final semester was very tough and I could not have made it with-
out the help of my family. Something had gone very wrong during
the semester and I realised that I had less than two months to com-

plete eight assignments [45 days to be exact], for the four courses

ihat I took. I told my family that I had a major problem so all of them
decided to help, As soon as I had permission from my lecturers to
hand in my assignments late, tasks were quickly allocated amongst
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all the members of my family: My brother who was also a univer-
sity student helped loohng for information both in the library and
the internet: My dad did all the household chores while my mother
helped in discussing my assignments, gMng me ideas of what I
should write about: My wife typed my assignments and she helped
my mother in proofreading: What I did was reading, thinking, and
putting my thinking down on paper. I realised that this part of my
study was like a race against time. I knew what I should put down on
paper but I did not have the time to do it so the help of rny family got
me to beat the time. Time was every,thing in this situation. I needed
time to look for information, time to read and write my thoughts,
time for personal tasks, time to rest when I was mentally tired, and
all that. However, this team work not only saved a lot of time but
enabled me to hand in all my assignments, passed my courses and
graduated, I owe this to them and I cannot thank them enough for
what they did. I will never forget this, ever!

93

The students' fetokoni'aki with their famili, siasi, pule'anga, and fonua,
especially in tertiary education institutions, are essential in developing a

more nuitnring, reflective and people-oriented learning environment. ftrir it
where everyone understands the Tongan students' tasks in negotiating their
relationships within the tertiary education culture and their Tongan culture.
This is because, for the Tongan students, their achievement is something for
their family, church, village, and the country as one of the participants said:

I think that this is the kind of value (attributing success to fami-
lies and others) that we should look at as foundations to support us
in our education. . . . It is rightfully our responsibility to speak on
behalf of our people and we should not look at our Tongan culture as

an excuse for our shortcomings but as strengths to help us. We grew
up in a place'oku fe'amokaki mo faingata'a 'a e mo'ui [where life is
hard]. These should mould and encourage us to do even better for
our families, church and the community.

It is recommended that the non-Tongan supporters such as lecturers in
tertiary education institutions need to be versatile and flexible in the way that
they connect with Tongan students. For example, lecturers should be rnore
understanding about Tongan students' cultural obligations to their families,
church, and communities; hence, lecturers should be flexible to grant exten-
sions for assignments when asked for genuinely.

M o'ui. fakap ot opt o is sustainable livelihood :
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[It] is a life tliat is worthwhile and is able to use existing and limited
resources wisely. [It] encompasses spiritual, emotional, physical and

intellectual capabilities [where] people are multi-talented with a

range of skills, wide understanding of their environment :rnd strong
bellef in maintaining relationships and fulfilling cultural obligations
(Johansson-Fua, M anu, and Tapakau tolo 2007, 12).

Therefbre, rno'ui fakapotopoto signalled that Tongan students and their
supporters should have boundaries or ta-vd, time-space limits on the relation-
ships witliin their physical and social environments. This enables the Tongan

students to have better resources in tertns of physical, social, spiritual, and
n-rental skills such that they can be he:ilthy in body slno, spirit krum'alie, and
mind'atanmi to study effectively.

Mo'ui {'akapotopoto is similar to the concept of "topono" which means to
feel satisfied and contented with whatever one has and whatever one can

give. The Tongan financial hardships impacted on Tongan students' edtrczr-

tion severely mainly because of fua kaoenga fakaaaleaale , (unrealistic finan-
cial commitrlents). One of the parent participants said:

Some Tongan families do not prioritise their financial spending care-

fully and sometimes they spent their money unrealistically. Some

families sent money to families in Tonga, to church donzrtions and

other family obligations wliich deprive them from giving priority to
their children's education. I also questioned how families in Tonga

disposed of the money that was sent thel-r, They should have seen

how we struggled here making sacrifices to help them.

Therefore, it is recommended that Tongan students and their families
need to feel at peace with what they can give in terrns of money zrnd other
material wealth to their kainga (pule'anga, famili, siasi, zind fonua). They
should neither be embarrassed with what they can give nor compete with
each other because it can exhaust their resources and get them into finan-
cizrl trouble. It is also advisable for Tongan students and their supporters
to recognize the trends of globalization and improved information com-
munication technology such that they are able to decide the limits of their
involvement with the wrder kaoengafakafanili (fanily obligations), kaoenga

fakasi.asi (church obligations), andkooengtt, fakrfomra (country obligations)
to enable them to have time, space and resources for their education. There
are big cultural differences for Tongan students living in New Zealand and
often they flnd it difficult to adapt to the New Zealand lifestyle. Sorne of the
students ran into trouble because they did not know the limit of their certain
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worlds. As one of the acadernic educators, who was also a church minister
stated:

I believe that our children here in New Zealand cannot handle
all their social, cultural, emotional and spiritual problerns at once
which impact on their studies. And I see it many times when kids
are capable and they are on top of the world and then it changed
entirely, and it was not good for them. I think they need to minimise
the conflicts between these different worlds.

On a related note, ifthe students are to succeed, then education needs to
be their top priority; other affairs such as their fai fatongi,a and fua kavenga
have to take lower priority. It should also be made known that as education
is top priority Tongan students should not feel guilty about not being able to
fulfil their cultural obligations fatongia to their kainga. This is not a matter
of ignoring or avoiding fai fatongia or fua kavenga to focus on educational
achievement but of managing them differently. Some parents in this study
ensured that they gave their children time and they put considerable empha-
sis on time. One of them saidr "Whenever my children said that they will not
attend any church activity or Tongan cultural occasions because they have
school work to do I let therr stay home and do it." This means that Tongan
students had to change the td-va, time-space aspects of their relationships
with their kainga to commit to their studies. They had to spend less time
with their fatongia to pule'anga famili, siasi, and fonua and to dedicate more
to their study. Their families must understand the demands of cko, which
requires a differenVexpanded constructions ofta and vd and kdinga relation-
sliips within a particular contexts that of school semesters, exarn periods, and
so on. To achieve academic success, Tongan students had to temporarily put
more distance between themselves and their relationships with their fan-rily,
church, and wider cotrrnunity. One of the parent participants who is also an
academic stated that sorne students "were wasting their times doing other
things like going to church, going to celebrations that they should not attend,
watched TV, talked to their friends, went to parties and so on other than
studying." This means that the Tongan students have to prioritize their stud-
ies at that point in time to be able to complete their study requirements.
They have to know that they need to achieve in Western education as well as

keeping their own Tongan identity. Tongan students have to be both theoreti-
cally (analysis) and practically (praxis) projected beyond the "imagined" and
the "real" to achieve in Western education. This supports Manu'atu (2000a)
and Manu'atu and Kepa (2001), who noted that the Tongan culture does
not need to be a barrier to students' study and can be used to their own
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advantage. The effective relationship between Tongan students' and both
their Tongan and non-Tongan supporters', and their understanding and will-
ingness to help, is a way forward for academic success. This means that it
is imperative for Tongan tertiary students, as well as their supporters, to be

fakatoukatea andfetokoni'aki fakapotopoto in their ta-va kainga time-space

relationships among themselves for academic achievement in New Zealand

tertiary education.

Conclusion

All of what has happened to the world through physical evolution and social

interactions are related (kainga), and their relationships are fundamental to

the existence of the world today. In particular, for the Tongans, their exist-

ence as Tongans rests in their relationships within their kainga, which are

influenced by the changing New Zealand context. Therefore, a key conclu-

sion of my research is that the problerns of underachievement among Tongan

tertiary students were perceived to be situated in their capabability, or inca-

pability, to function within the interface (space) of the Tongan and the New
lealand culture in this contemporary age. This is an implication for a high
level ta-va, time-space to include kainga relationships in its different dis-

courses where fetokoni'aki, fakapotopoto and fakatoukatea in both Tongan

and New Zealandcultures are vital for academic achievement. That is, when

Tongan students and their supporters are at the same ta-va kainga, time-
space relationships, then there is a mutual understanding among the group

that could support students'education. Therefore, it is significant to extend

this theory from the Ta-YaTime-Space into what I have caTledTa-Ya Kainga

Time-Space Relationship Theory of Reality as discussed in this article.

NOTES

1. Postmodernism is a broad term encornpassing a number of theoretical positions and

interrelated concepts that refer to tr form of contemporary culture (Eagleton 1996).

According to Mikula, (2008, f59) "postmodernism is characterised by its investment in
culturally situated knowledge, libidinal economy, fragmentation, dispersion, co-Presence

and ernpty sin-rulation." Everything is contested in the postmodern world, and there is
uncertainty, fragrnentation, diversity, and plurality that are characterized by an abundance

of micro narlatives (Lyotard, ISS4,7). There are many truths, and all generalizations, Ilier-

archies, typologies, and binades are contested, troubled, or challenged (Melriam 2002;

Atkir-rson'2003). In a postniodern stance "thele are no absolutes, no single theoretical
framework for examining social and political issues" (Merriam 2002, 374). Postmodernists
"celebrate diversity among people, ideas, and institutions, [and byJ accepting the diversi$'

and plurality of the world, no one element is privileged or ilrore powerful than another"
(Meiriarn 2n02,275). Postrnodernism is a collection of looselylinked ideas that combine
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ancl recombine in numerous ways and contexts (Atkinson 2003). It is a time of tremendous

conflict alrd confusion because there is no absolute truth (Plvonka 2004). Lyotard (1984)

posited that it is nore helpful to think of postmodernism ns an intellectual trend or contli-

iion during the postmoclern era after the Second World War'. This is "a period of rnultiple-

changes in society, involving information advances, consurneristtt, the ornnipresence of
simul-ations, and the rise of a postindustrial order . . . globalizatlon, r'apid scientilic and

technological change . . . and terrorism" (Bloland 2005, 123)'

2. Relating to, consisting of, or participating in hvo cultules of two different couutries

or. ethnic giorpr. Advocating or encouraging tire integration of people of two diff'erent

cultural groups into all areas ofsociety.

3. Relating to, consisting of, or participating in more than hvo cultures of different coun-

tries or ethnic gloups. Advocating or encoul'aging the irrtegr:ition ofpeople ofrnore than

hvo different cultural groups into all areas of society.

4. Globalization is defined as the rnovement of values, icleologies, goods, serwices, and

practices across national bound4ries (Taufe'ulungah 2003).

5. Tribe or village; large social unit based on kinship ancl heacled by a chief, or relating to

one another

6. Contact, or contacting one another, ol comnunicating.

7. Point of conrnunicating, or couuecting point.

8. Relationship, connectioir, connecting, or link.

9. Together, ol to wolk together, fellow rvorkmen or rvor*ing relationship.

10. Attitude, feeling, relationship toward each other'.

11. Intervening space or- time; relationship, nutual feeling or attitude, especially of a bad

knrd.

12. To be connected or interrelated, interrelationship, connection with one another'.

13. To be connected or related.

14. To be relatecl to each other as in blood relation.

15. Blood relation.

16. To love or be kind to one another.

17. To appear to, or be in sight of, each other

18. To divide out to other people.

19, To help carry each other's obligations.
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20. To lielp each other,

21. To respect or honour one another,

22.To rely on each other.

23. To help etrch other.

24. To respect each other

25. To work together

26. To take or calry hither and thither or to trudge backward and forward, in or over
between people or places.

27."fobave peace between each other

28. To visit one another'.

29. Sweet-smelling flowers, or trees or plants bearing srveet-srnelling flowers, of any kind
(Churchward 1959); a garland of sweet-srnelling flowers.

30. Keeping good relationships.

31 Aestlietically pleasing state and the emotional feeling of warmth.

32. To talk (in both formal and informal ways), to tell stories or relate experiences etc.
(Churchward 1959)

33. A Tongan proverb: 'Oku 'uhinga ki lm taha'oku 'i.kai hann ha nre'a, meaning when
someone is proficient in lrany ways.
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TIME, SPACE, AND CULTURE: A NEW TA.VA THEORY OF
MOANA ANTHROPOLOGY

'Ol<usitino Mahina (Hufanga)
Moana Unioersi.ty of Technology and

Vaoau Academy for Critical Inquiry ancl Applied Research

This paper is primarily concerned with the formulation of a t6-vd theory of
Moana anthropologr. It does so by investigating the narrower conflicting
formal and substantial relationships between Moana cultures as a form oT
social activity and Moana anthr.opology as a q?e of disciplinary practice in the
broader complex interplay of ternporality and spatiality. As a way forward, the
paper calls into question the Moana phenornenon, exploring the formality,
substantiality, and functionality of things within and a".oss ttatrlre, mind and
society, in the wider context of the td-va theory of reality. On this philosophical
basis, the formulation of a td-va theory of Moana anthropology rnuit be brought
to bear on its fonnal and substantial afffliations with Moana cultures, whereby
real intellectual and ethnographical unity is theoretically and practically
established between them, thereby bringing the logicality of the mutually
s)rnbiotic coexistence of mind and reality into a colnmon cr.itical focus.

In remembrance of my good andtrue anthropologist, artist, andliterary
critic, friend, teacher, and colleague, the late Professor Epeli Hau'ofa,
uho has passed on from Iifu to legend. May his soul, now in the past
yet in front of us in the present, linger on, into the future behind us.

TuBnn sEEMS To BE A coMMoNLy HELD, ALBEIT MISTAKEN, BELIEF that
things have intrinsic practical value, and there are no requirements for think-
ing to bring about their use for the satisfaction of human wants. There has
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been, then, a tendency in this view to be belligerent and indifferent to the-

ory the constant search for the independent operations of things in nature,

including society and mind. This has led to the running together of the inde-

pendent working of things and their application and of quality and utility,

Ultlmately, practlce is made to precede theory even to the point of it being

disn'rissed as a forrn of unnecessary and unconnected abstraction,

Tl'reory ancl Proctice in, Artthropology: Pacific Anthropology an'd Pacific

Islanclers

In the Moana generally, and Tonga specifically, it is thought that, contern-

poraneously, people walk forward into the past and walk backward into the

luture, where the seemingly fixed past and the elusively, yet-to-take-place

future are constantly mediated in the conflicting, ever-changing present.

Fronr Vale (lgnorance) to 'llo (Ihowleclge) to Potrt (Sk[ll), the Tongart

Theory of Ako (Educati,on): Theorizi,ttgOlcl, Problents Anew

Introduction: Issues and Problems

This paper will examine the problen'ratic forrnal and substantial relzition-

ships-between time, space, and culture generally, and ta, oa, and Moana

anthropology specifically. The chief aim of this exercise is to formulate an

alternative la-,ra theory of Moana anthropology, informed by the newly

developed ta-vd theory of reality. The primary focus of this examination

will be the conflicting tendencies beneath the form and content of Moana

cultures and Moana anthropologlz, in the context of the contradictory for-

mal and substantial connections between time and space. Herein, the

indigenous, localized name Moana is used in preference overthe foreign,

imposed labels Pacific and Oceania (Ka'ili 2005, 2007; Mdhina 1999a,

2008b).1 In the existing anthropological literature, much of Moana cultures

are formally, substzrntially, and functionally subsumed in Western egocen-

tric, evolutionistic, and rationalistic thinking and practice, undermining
their intrinsic realism, historicism and aestheticisni (Mahina 1999a; Mdhina

zrnd Nabobo-Baba 2004).
This paper will for the satne purpose, use the Moatla words ta and va

in place of their English equivalents time and space (Harvey 1990, 2000a,

ZOOOb; Ka'ili 2007; Mahina 2004c,2008a, 2008b). Moana cultures will be

explored as a social activity, on the one hand, and Moana anthropologr as a

diiciplinary practice, on the other. Culture as a social activity is the subject

matter of investigation of the discipline of anthropology. The same applies

to the universal and particular social and disciplinary relationships between
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Moana cultures and Moana anthropologlz. By extension, both culture and
anthropologr are spatioternporal, historico-dialectical entities; they both
take place in ta and va. To view both culture and anthropology as historical
processes beyond the single level of reality, spatiotemporality or four-sided
din'rensionality would be to subject them to a theological order of no causal
relations (Anderson 2007; Maliina 1999a, 2004c; Helu 1999).

Time, Space and Dimensionality: Toward a General Ta-Va Theory
of Reality

By integrating Moana concepts nnd practices, the proposed alternative ta-vd
theory of Moana anthropologlr is derived from our new general ta-va theory
of reality. Given both its formality and generality, it is applicable to erll dis-
ciplinary practices, ers it does to all forrns of social activity. I have published
extensively on this ta-va theory of reality on a number of interdisciplinary
topics (e.g., Mdhina 1999b, 2002a,2003b, 2004a, 2005b, 2007a,2008b).
Tevita O. Ka'ili (2005,2007; Mdhina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili, 2006) and Nuhisifa
Seve-Williams (2009), two of the leading proponents of the theory have
been in the forefront further developing it. Ka'ili, formerly of the University
of Wasliington, Seattle, and Seve-Willians, University of Auckland, suc-
cessively applied the tlieory in their doctoral studies in anthropology and
education. Semisi Fetokai Potauaine (2005), Aucldand University's master's
scholar in architecture, has also joined the ranks. Several other PhD scholars
in Aotearoa, New Zealand; Australia; and Tlie Netherlands have embraced
the theory in their respective fields.

The newly emergent general ta-vd theory of reality has a number of tenets
(e.g,, Mdhina 2008a, 2008b; Ka'ili 2007; also Potauaine 2005; Seve-Williams
2009), which include inter alia, the following: that t6 and va are ontologically
the common nredirrm of reality; that td and va are epistemologically arranged
differently across cultures; that the relative coalition ofta and vd across cul-
tures is conflicting; that the indivisibility of ta and va renders reality as four
dimensional; that td and va are the abstract dimensions of fuo anduho, form
and content; thzrt fuo and uho are the concrete dimensions of ta and va; that
ta and va, like fuo and uho, are inseparable in mind as in reality; that fuo and
uho ofall things precede their social function;2 that td and va, fuo and uho, of
all things are the primary concerns of theory; that the four dimensions of ta
and vd are indivisible in mind as in reality; that reality is divided into nature,
mind, and society, with mind and society in nature; that all things stand in
eternal relations ofexchange, giving rise to order or conflict; that conflict and
order are permanent features ofreality; and that conflict and order are logi-
cally the sarne, with order itself a forrn of conflict.
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Ontologically, ta and va are as old as the so-called Global Village,

Spaceship, Earth, in which we live, let alone the Universe of which we are a

part. Being inherently spatiotemporal, and strictly being in time and space,

is itself a historical fact universally shared by all things, physical, intellec-

tual, and social, in a single level of reality, spatiotemporality or four-sided

dimensionality. The hurnan comprehension of quality and utility, ontology

and epistemologr, or theory and practice of time and space is as prirnordial

as the history of humanity. On the epistemological level, however, ta and va

are organized in the Moana in plural, cultural, collective, holistic, and circu-

lar wap, as opposed to their arrangement in singular, techno-teleological,

individualistic, analytical, and linear modes in the West.3

The Moana, in a circular fashion, puts both the past in front, and the future

in the back, of the present, where the set past and the indefinable firtrrre

are constantly negotiated (Hau'ofa 2000; Mahina and Nabobo-Baba 2004),

whereas, in the West, the future, present, and past are lineally aligned, plac-

ing the luture in front, with the present in the middle, followed by the past,

in an evolutionary mode (Mahina 2004c,2008b).4 The early Moana settlers,

some 3,500-4,000 years ago (Kirch and Green 2001; Mahina1992,1999b; cf.

Hau'ofa 1993), for example, had a clear conceptual and practical understand-

ing of ta and va in their dealings across nature, mind, and society evident in

rn"h h.r-u.r notions and actions as faiva (performing arts); vaa'ihaka (dance

movements); vaa'ita (musical lotes); vaa'ivaka (racing boats); vatatau (equal-

status persons); tavao (bush-clearing); tdpopao (canoe-building); tauho

(umbilical-cord-cutting); and taslpinga (example-setting), spatiotemporally,

substantially formally demarcating their shifting physical, intellectual, and

social relationships with their environment (Ka'ili 2007; also, e'g., Mahina

1992, 1999b).
As obviously demonstrated, in view of the unity of ta and va, fuo and uho

of all things, in nature, mind, and society, these spatiotemporal, substantial-

formal instances are time definers of space, such as the ternpo-marking of
body, sound, umbilical cords, bushes, and social behavior as space-consti-

tuted entities in terms of dance movements, musical notes, birth-giving, land

clearance, and leadership successively (cf., Anderson 2007; Mahina 2008a).

In the aforementioned linguistic and cultural instances, there is a histori-

cal confirmation that the form, content, and function of language are spati-

oternporal in essence. The vehicle of culture is language, which ls, by way of
form and content, made up of commonly shared use rules and human mean-

ings for purposes of communication.5 However, the scientific study of time

und rpu"-" in the West, which conservatively began with the classical Greeks

through the Enlightenment to our own times, is merely a fraction of the long

history of human civilizations.
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All knowledge is knowledge of time and space (see, e.g., Anderson 2007;
Helu 1999; Mdhina 2008a, 2008b). Knowledge comes from the empiricism
of people of their environment across human cultures, experientially yet
methodologically acquired through trial-and-error (i.e., observation, exper-
imentation, and verification). This confirms the historicist view that flaws
in thinking are failings of mind but not of reality.G The institutionalization
or "laboratorization" of education, in the West, is acceptable only as being
technological and instrumental in knowledge production, now thought to be
done methodically in contracted time and space.

In the case of Tonga, for exarnple, there exist different forms of social
activity, linking nature, mind, and society, developed in the context of both
their quality and utility, where generalized and specialized forms of knowl-
edge and skills are produced intellectually and empirically over an extended
time period for both their intrinsic value and practical use.7 However, the
educational distinction over the production of knowledge based on the sci-
entific and formal and the nonscientific and nonformal, as is the difference
flanked by indigenous and scientiflc knowledge in terms of the institutional
and instrumental and the intellectual and cultural between the West and the
Rest is strictly flawed (Mahina 1999a, 2004c).

Although the forrnal, scientific, and the nonscientific, nonformal, differ-
entiation is asserted to be somewhat rnisleading, it is also argued that the
production of knowledge in both the West and the Rest is more intellectual,
empirical, and cultural than has traditionally been viewed to be institutional,
technological, and instrumental. As a case in point, the Moana-led, philo-
sophically based realist, plural and circular conceptualization of ta and v6,
as opposed to their Western-driven, ideologically informed evolutionist, sin-
gular, and linear conception, reveals the faults deeply entrenched in these
highly polemical distinctions, The serious defects in both views, therefore,
warrant their immediate rejection (Mahina 2004c,2008a, 2008b).

Ironically, these defective perspectives are filtered through in existing lit-
erature on ta and va, not to mention their confused usage across the whole
disciplinary spectrum. A number of scholars emphasize td, in comparative
isolation frorn vd (Adam 1990; also see Mitchell2004), while others deal with
vd to the relative exclusion of ta (I{alapua 2000; Leslie 2002; Lilomaiava-
Doktor 2004; Morton 1996; Poltorak 2007; Refiti 2008; Tuagalu 2008; Shore
1982; Wendt 1999). Many scholars propose that t6 and va are of the same
order (i.e., td is vd and va is td with both expressed as vd fFeinberg 2004]).
This view, as it currently stands, is as good as the total removal of ta from
the equation. As a synthesis of the inherited dualism, as well as the mon-
ism, engendered in the separation and fusion of ta and va, several scholars,
in strict philosophical ways, reaffirm the historicism at the bottom of the
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mutually symbiotic coexistence of ta and vd, both of which are indivisible

and zrt times invisible in mind as in rezrlity (Ka'ili 2005,2007; Mahina 1999a,

2002a, 2002b, 2004b, 2008b; Seve-Williarns 2009; also Trasl< 2000; Hau'ofa

2ooo).
A leading proponent of the td-va theory of reality, zrnd a principal sup-

porter of Moana anthropology, Tevita O. Ka'ili (2007), in his doctoral thesis,

makes some critical observations of the problems in the dualist, relativist,

and functionalist treatn'rent of ta and va in the eristing theoretical and ethno-

grzrphical literature on the subject. He points out the problems in the idealist

Jeparation of vd from ta, as well as with those relerting to the undue overem-

phasis on their function rather than zt primary preoccuptrtion with their form

and content, only to be followed by zr consideration of their use secondarily.

Ka'ili mal<es a unique contribution to the field by treating ta and vd in aes-

thetic ways, something that is relatively absent in the theory and ethnogrzrphy

of ta and va.8 More import:rnt though, Kdili continues to nctively zrdvance the

ta-va theory by freely critiquing it. In doing so, he has revealed other in-rpor-

tant dimensions of gretrter practical significance. These, inter alia, include

other kinds of ntAlie (harmony) as opposed to other forrns of tanraki, (dis-

lrarmony), as well as the resultant, convergent feeling of mafarta (warrnth)

as opposed to that of the trngically led emotion of ngalitxtle (absurdity), in

the context of the eternally dynamic but infinitely complex interplay of nmmt

(order) andfelekeu (con{lict), taken to be two permanent sides of o1e and

the same thing.
Both the general ontological and epistemological tenets of the td-vd theory

of reality, followed by tlie more specific tenets, reveal a number of indisput-

able truths reletting to ta and vd as the cornmon medium of existence, in one

level of reality, spatiotemporality or four-sided dimensionality, and all tliings

across nature, mind, and society stand in eternal relations of exchange, giving
rise to order or conflict. One of the tenets says that td and va, like fuo and

uho, of all things across nature, mind, and society are inseparable in mind

as in reality. Another tenet expresses that all things across nature, mind, and

society stand in eternal relations ofexchange, giving rise to order or conflict.
Given the realist ideas that contradictions in thinking are crises of mind

but not of reality, many, if not all, of the polemics in the existing literature

on ta and v6 across the whole disciplinary gamut are directly connected with
either the separation of mind from reality or the failure of mind to compre-

hend conflicts arising frorn the ongoing relations of exchange of all things

in nature, rnind, and society (Mahina 1999a, 2008b)' These intellectual

problems are {'ertile grounds for the cultivation of problemertic structural-
ist, functionalist, structural-functionalist, feminist, postmodernist, and post-

structuralist theories, inforrned by relativism, evolutionism, and rationalisrn.e
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What Is in a Name? A Tongan View of Moana
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The realistic, classical, and aestrretic characteristics connected with the
Moana, used for naming the ocean and the people inrrabiting it,10 wiil be
!lilr:."tty explored in this section (Ka'iri zoo7; vahin a 2007, zolsa,;Harapua
200€). In 

To"go, the Moana is generally classified into Moana o arsaie (incom-
prehensible Moana); i4oana loroto (cieep Moana); Moana tn.'etakere (bot-
torrless Moana), and Moana 'uti'uti (bla&Moana). These td-vd, time-space
descriptions are, on the concrete ]ever, associated witrr botli the fuo ({brni)
a,d uho (content) of the Moana, witli its uho or conte't is connected witrr
the fuo (fo'n) and uho (content) of the Moana, where its uho or content is

}1n :i,*Or,"ss 
ed spatially in ter'rs of lolotohm, ok" gn @"ftii"igt rs, t oto o

{heiglrt) and_nmokttpu/falahi (breadtri). This is mirrored irs the t"raditional
Tongan words for blue color as lanu lnoana (noana coror) and ranu langi (slcy

:?1"?,symbolically 
depicting a sense of both deptrr andheitt t.iirt 

" 
*ora

blue has been Tonganised as puru, now co'rmonry used in the everyday deal-
ings of people, with the uszr.ge of lanu mozlna o,-,i ru.r' rangi apprJpriated in
rnore fornal contexts, as seen in both poetry on,l orntory. " ' ' r -

. By way of two-way]/_olaging, the passage ieparating yet connecting islands
in the vast expanse of Moinals carierr ,;iha (r"ur"np?i. Th; ;";;;'.f varra,
like the classification of Moana, is characterir"d ni ,,:olur. 

folau, (ua or ,roy-
aging);,aaha fonogo (va of journeyin g); oaha manra,o (va of distan ce); aah.
peauo. (v-a of waves); tal'raftirgatciiz (va of hard ship); oah,a rrohu (ua- of ,1""p_
ing); and oaha noa (va of]oneliness). In additio', ih"r" ur" related concepts,
such as oaha'a ntotu (vdbetween islands); aar'ta'a tahi (vabetueen rands); and
o^alm'afonu.a (va between countries). Moreover, moana is often described, in
fornral contexts such as public speaking and preachin g, as Moana koe potu'oe ta'e'iloa 

!U11na 
a place of unLnown) ; Moina koe fotu 

,ou ,r,oru 1Moun,a place ol death); and Moana koe pottt. ,oe 
faingata,a (Moana a place of

hardship).
The Moana-led co'cept oalru'a is tra'sposed onto the forutu (rand, and.

its_people), seen in the ternporal and spatiai organizatio' oi peopre, such as
oaha'a leolo (v-a between villages), oar.r)'a nofo"(va between ;;;;i;i, vaha.a
fonua (vd between countries); oaha'a'a:sti (va betrveen rr"-Jrl,'"J rsar.ra,a
tofi"a (va betwee'noble estates). similarly, vaha'a is, in terms oiia-rra, uttrib-
yted,witl 

"_ 
r:nr". of physicality as in oiha,o tno.ungo (vd between rnoun_

tains): Dalta'a Luo (vd. between holes); oaha'a'a'e (vibetween legs); aaha,a
tu'ungaiku (vd between.buttocks)r aaha,a fn,ifine (vd under o.rr.pi?rj, aaha,a
urna (vE between shoulders); uaha,o ,ritnira between .y.rii uo'in,o tut_
inga (va between the ears); oaha'a f'le (vE between houses); otilta,a loki (vd
between rooms); andoaha'a nwtcqta (va-defining door frames).r2
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Once again, there cannot be an escape of the philosoplrig,al fact connected

with the sense of oneness of ta and t'i, f'-to and uho' of all things' orr both

the abstract and concrete levels, across the physical' intellectual'.and social

;;"i;, "t 
shown by these temporal-mar\ing' spatially co.nstituted one level

of reality, spatiotempornlity o,^fo"'-sided di"mensionality'13 The root word of

,ruhu unf 
"ina'a 

is v'a (space), applied as much to both physicality and men-

#t;; i, is to socialiry, n, ,"""in the social' spatiotemporal.conwrtauhi'

"u Gg, Ka'ili 2005, ZOOZ, l'tatti"a2002a)'-In social' spatiotemporal ways'

;;"il ;; espouses the act of keeping or mediating irreconcilable relations of

"-"ft""t" 
#*een human g,o"p'-th"tottgh a {o-way' 

reciprocal perfo.rmance

"i,fr"iii"ai"i 
dtalfatongi.f,(social obligitions). Depending on the axis of the

-"atn,tor. pro""rr, the &change relati'ons canbe syl1et{cal or,asylnmetri-

;;1, gt"til'rise to a alelei ( good'relatiols ) or o dkooi (bad relations)'

Tlre lamous ancient prinake-torftai (poet-navigator)' Ula-mo-Leka' uses va

ineflicientwaysasaqualitative,epiphoricandassociative,metaphoricliter-

ilJ;;;; "; 
Iied hett okt' ( M ahina zbosu, zooi7, 2005a, 2005b ; cf' c rittenden

2003; Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993), in a well-known poem' "Folau ki Niua"

gVoyug" to Niua"), u, iollo*,''Isa! Ko e od'o'(Jta nto Lalo (Alas! The space

;";J" .uta and LaIo), Kn puna ha \n&rut pea t6 (rf a seabird flies it falls

iJort or reachingl), Ih'kuo na taha,i hoku sino (yet, they are united in my

nerson) (Mahina 1992, 1999b)' The terrns 'Uta and Lalo' short forms for

"#;"1".;;;J r*n"tutoto, are symbols for the kingly Tu i. Tonga andTu'-i,

Kt;"k e"t ,considereJ tolte'e,ki (divine) andhau' (sec'lar)' respectively'

Ula-mo-Lek a, a toutai' himself, was a notable descendant of Ula and Leka'

well-knownnavigatorsofTu.iKanokupoluandTu.iTongl.Althoughthereli-
oious. sociospatial connections betwe6n the two ancient dlmasties are said to

B" r","ify i"io-patibl". Ula-mo-Leka nevertheless d"fl:l 
1he 

o{.as by corn-

lirrlrrg th"* in hi person through his common ancestral links to Knuhala'uta

^nd, 
{ouhololalo, iu' iTonga and Tu'i Kanokupolu'

There are for*, of so;ial activity based on both their utility and qual-

itv. developed hand in hand with tiie Moana. Not only are these types.of

iril;;;'*,y t""a" i. u" 'aonga (useful), 
fh^ey 

are also produced to be malie

or faka'ofo 'of" (bea,rtif,-,1). Th; latter qualifi"' *utty o? these concepts and

pru"at"", ", 
nrt forrr-ir, either faiva (p"'fo'-u""e arts) or tufunga (material

irts). Art (and literature) can, then, be generally defined as asustained ta-va'

fuo-uho transformation of subiect matiers through sustained:IT^-"tty Td
'#;;;;,"1"",ratr"" of 

"iiris 
to a state of stasis (Mahina 2002a,2004b)'

This state of aff'airs is itself beauty. Included in faiva, body-centred arts,la

^r. 7"t** f"t\"Ian (art of voyagingf , faiaa fanifo (art of s:rfing)' fai'oa looa-

r>aka (artof boat-racin g), fi"i ;;oia'alo'(art- of canoe-rowin g), fai'oa kakan

i;;"i ;-ming), fatla ias1':aki (art of rugbyJike' rock-swimm ing)' faioa
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ukuloloto (art of deep-diving) , faioa siu (art of fishing), fai,r:a hf atu (art of
bonito-fishin g) , faiaa pakimangamanga (art of bonito-rel ated fishing), faioa
trm.mfrau (art of line-fishing), fai.t:a makafeke (art of octopus-lurrng), faiaa
tannatu (artofmatuline-fishing), andfaitsano'o'arrga(artofshark-noosing).
In the case of tufunga, non-body-centred arts, there are tufunga fo'uvaka
(art of boat-building), tufungalangauafu (art of wharf-building), andtu,fitnga
Ialaaa (art of kafa-sinnet-lashing), which is appropriated in tufunga fo'uvaka
andtufungalangafale (art of house-building) and other material arts (Mdhina
2002a,2003b, 2005a; also Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993).

There also exist other fpes of expertise directly linked to the moana
phenomenon, such as those who possess expert and specialist knowledge
and skills specifically known as toutaivaka (long-distanance voyagers) and
totttai.ika (deep-sea fisherman). The term toutai is an alteration of the word
tautahi,,literally meaning "warriors-of-the-sea", as in toaaoe as an adaptation
of taaat:e,ts both are variations oftd-vd, pointing to a faster yet shorter succes-
sive points in time (Ka'ili 2007). These knowledgeable and skilful specialists
are collectively called kaioai,,literally meaning "eaters-of-waters", a symbolic
reference to their foremost expertise, which are/zifulau (voyaging) and siu
(fishing) (Mahina 1999b).

The indigenous word ftai has two senses, the first means eat, and the second
the profession a person is best at. This is evident in such popular sayings as

Fielau, he ko 'ene kai (Not surprisingly, it's one's foremost skill), or poetic lines,
for example, Ha'apai, hiu ho'o kaima'a (Ha'apai people, stand on your prirne
line of work). In the second sense, then, the word oai (water), as in kaivai,
stands for the tahi (sea), the space for voyagers and fishermen to temporally
perform what they know and do best. The so-called Lapita social organization
of production is said to have begun withkaitnoana (narine-based economy),
followed by kaifunua (land-based economy) (Mahina 1992, 1999b; cf. Helu
1999; Kirch and Green 2001). In the course ofevents, the social organization
of production later became a dual l<aimoana, kaifonua rnode of economy. The
terms kaimoana and kaifonua espouse both senses of kai.

The words 'ull (black) and oale (ignorance) are shortened for vavale
(vd-gone astray; incomprehensible space) and'uli'uli (black), where 'uli syrn-
bolizes mate (death) and vale a metaphor forfakapo'uli (ignorance). In one
sense, both'uli and vale are a form of incomprehensibillty (Mahma 2008b).
Also, the term fakapo'uli means the physical state of darkness, as opposed
to rnaama, the physical condition of light. The natural conditions fakapo'uli
(darkness) and maama (hght) are used as symbols for the mental states of
ignorance and enlightenment successively. In this same context, 'uli andmate
are used as metaphors for women, in contrast to symbols ku,la (red) andtno'ui
(life) for rnen (Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006).to
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Commonly, men fish in the sea or cultivate crops in the land during the

day, where they are burned by the sun. When asked about what they did,

the answer would often be, they were kula, sunburnt, in the sezr or in the

gerrdens. In fact, the w<lrds tea andhi,na,bothcontractions of tetea andhine-
hina, meaning white, as in the case of 'aoteakta (long-white-clouds) and
'u,hrh,i,rtd (white-hair) are, like the term maama, variations of kula. The sense

of enlightenment affiliated with Maori proverbial sapng, He ku'ra te tongota,

he kura te ullrmtw, (An educated people, an educated generation) points in
this direction. In fact, the Maori word for school is leura, the place where

the humnn intellect is dialectically transfbrmed from vale (ignorance) to 'ilo

(knowledge) topoto (skill),definingbothqualityandutilityofeducationboth
as an intellectual process and a forr[r of social organization (Mahina 2008b;

Mdhina, Mdhina, and Mahina 2007).

The richness inherent in the notions vavale, loloto, ta'etal<ele and'uliuli
is allegorized by both the bre:rdth and depth associated with the Moanzi. This

is mirrored in both forrnal and semiformal contexts. In a Tongan hymn, there

exists a poetical allusion to the love of God equating it with the deep sea:

'Eiki, koe 'ofu'a'rru koe nroar^ra loktto (Lord, thine love is lil<e a deep ocezrn),

Pea ngalo hifu leiai'eku ngaah,i ungahia, (Therein, irnmersed all my wrongdo-

ings). Given many of the mysteries in the bible, requiring robust decoding,

it is commonly referred to as a Moana lobto (deep sen); thus, as the love of
God considered to be 'ofo tmttalcele (bottomless love), which is thought to

run parzrllel to the bottomless moana. Tongans often boast about telling eso-

teric stories, lil<ened to both breadth and depth of the monnzr. In cases where

people fail to conprehend these riddle-laden tales, they are said to be mettr-

phorically drowned, as if actually going under the depth of the great moana'

Time, Space, and Culture: Toward a General Ta-Va Theory of
Moana Anthropology

By critically examining culture in terms of the interplay of temporality and

spatiality, as well as Moana cultures at the interface of ta and va, a philosophi-

cal basis is provided for the formulation of an optional ta-va theory of Moanzr

anthropologr. Culture, like history is a hurnan phenornenon. Culture and his-

tory like culture and language, as well as politics and economics, are insepa-

rable spatioternporal entities. As human phenomena, culture and history are

formally and substantially differentiated by their varying rates of change.

TranslatinglT one culture into another, like translating a language to the

other, involves the mediation of spatiotemporal, substantial-forrnal conflicts

between them but not in the imposition of one over the other' To freely medi-

ate between two cultures and languages, is to simply see them on their own
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terms by independently considering tlieir cotnplementary and opposed rela-

tions of exchange. To forcibly inpose one culture and ltrnguage over another
is to n-rerely see the imposed culture and language in terus of the imposing
culture and language, where the former is displaced by the latter (Hziu'ofa

1983, 1993; Manu'zrtu 2000; Helu-Thaman 2005). Consequently, we witness

the emergence of highly problen'rzrtic theories as postmodernism, poststruc-
turalism, feminisrn, and structural-{unctionerlisrr of the rationalistic, relativis-
tic, zrnd evolutionistic sorts, disfiguring rather than freely presenting the true
nature of Moana cultures (Flau'ofn 1975,2005: Mahina 1999a, 2008b).

As such, this new line of theorizing looks at the clisciplinary practice of
doing Moana anthropology vis-a-vis Mo:rna cultures being drastically treins-

formed from imposition to rlediation, a radical theoretical and practiczrl

movement from a condition of domination to a state of liberation (Hau'ofa

1993; Mahina 2008b). In critically exploring Moana cultures from a ta-va

theory of reality, focusing on their sliifting formal and substantizil relation-
ships, the reality, objectivity and beauty underlying them are theoretically
and practically revealed. The use of the Moanzr zrs a ta-va theory of Moana
anthropology, in respect of the counterpoising social, cultural and theoreti-
cal, intellectual relationships between thern, is based on the realism, objec-
tivism, zrnd aestheticism internally enibedded in Moana cultures.

Evidently, the peoples of the Moana conveniently approached the Moana
on a physical, intellectual and social level. Herein, the Moann was both con-
ceptually and empiricnlly conceptualized as a rich origin of life and an effec-
tive means of communication as it was a lively source of death trnd a definitive
mediurn of miscommunication. Not only was the Moaner :r place of creertion,

it was also a space of destruction. As firmly established, tlie infinitely complex
Moana phenomenon was one of incornprehensibility, immensity, and unpre-
dictability, all of wliich constantly posed challenges to the Moana dwellers
and travelers. In response, the Moana inhabitants, by being equal to the task,

developed a rnodus operandi of hving dangerously, perilously-a way of life
marlced by exceptional audacity, dexterity, and ingenuity (e.g., Hau'ofa 1993,

2000; Mahina 1992; Mdhina et al. 2007).

The debates on Pacific (Moana) anthropology, inter alia, include the inter-
play of anthropolog,, "in" nnd anthropology "of " the Pacific (Moana), in view
of the conflicting formal-substantizrl, ontological-epistemological relation-
ships between anthropologist, anthropologr and culture. Local Tongan liter-
ary anthropologist Epeli Hau'ofa (1975) raises the problem of how Pacific
(Moana) anthropologists distorted the realities of Pacific (Moana) cultures
they studied, driven by subjectivist, evolutionist and idealist views. In
response, foreign political anthropologist Ron Crocombe (1975) dismisses the
unrealistic, problematic sense of absoluteness beneath the insider-outsider
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distinction, arguing against its immutability and rigidity in favor of its volatil-
ity and fluidity. However, local Tongan historical and artistic anthropologist
'Okusitino Mdhina (1999) synthesizes the issue by arguing that, in respect of
the existence of both universals and particulars in all cultures, the matter of
the insider-outsider belongs in the realm of politics, much more so than in
the domain of the intellect (Mahina 1992,2004).

The late Epeli Hau'ofa, who was a gentleman-like man-of-the-people and
true acadernic and artist continues the struggle with greater commitrnent,
refinement, and enlightenment, which popularly peaked in the forrnation
and perfection of his intellectually and politically stimulating and exciting
Oceania Project. In his famous essay, "Our Sea of Islands" (1993), Hau'ofa,
founding director of the Oceania Centre for Arts and Culture, University of
the South Pacific, Fiji, argues a convincing case that, for the peoples of Moana
to truly liberate themselves from the bondage of perpetual, eternal depend-
ency on Western economic, educational and political thought and practice,
they must radically transform their ways of thlnklng and doing things.

The proposed revolutionary ways in which the Moana people think and do
things requires an assertion of the best and permanence that can be found in
Moana cultures, beginning with a shift from thinking about Moana as "islands

in the far seas" to viewing it as "our sea of islands" (i.e., from idealism to real-
ism, from thinking small to thinking big and from dornination to liberation).
By extension, his two much-celebrated {ictions, Tales of th,e Ti.kongs (Hau'ofa
1983) and Kisses in the Nederends (Hau'ofa 1995), provide an excellent and
enlightened reflection on the egocentrism, evolutionism, and evolutionism
underlying Western economic developrnent, which is deeply entrenched
in the already colonized but unexamined minds of the Moana peoples. The
effective use of faioa fakaoli (satire, hunor, comedy)'u as a highly refined
Tongan performance art in the working-out of his subject matters under lit-
erary scrutiny,byway of form, content and use, reveals the ngalivale (absurd-

ity), as opposed to the ngalipofo (normality), at the bottom of Moana life.
Generally speaking, education of Moana peoples in the Moana and

abroad is established to have consistently been lower than average by the
world standard. One of the causes is connected with the fact that much of
the Moana curricular are Western-constituted in form, content, and function
(Mahina 2008b), and the medium of teaching and learning has been carried
out in foreign languages, notably English (Manu'atu 2000; Prescott 2008). In
response, Moana scholars have begun challenging the situation, proposing
that Moana cultures and languages be "freely" integrated in Moana educa-
tional systerns, as well as Moana academic thinhng and practice. Among oth-
ers, Konai Helu-Thaman (2005) and Sltalekl Finau (Finau and Finau 2006),
by respectively promoting the idea in the {ields of education and health,
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call it cultural democracy.le As part of this liberating project, a handful of
Moana scholars have begun the incorporation of the Moana phenomenon in
the disciplines of anthropology (Mahina 1999b; Ka'ili 2005, 2007), education
(Mahina 2007,2008b, 2008c), and theologr (Halapua 2008).

As a consequence of this Moana cultural and linguistic renaissance, mainly
in the fields of anthropology, education, health, development studies, and the-
ology, as well as revivalism of Moana cultures and languages in policy-making
processes, developmental concepts and practices and peace negotiations, we
have witnessed the increasing infestation of so-called Moana models (Mahina
200Sb). Apart from the problems encountered by Moana revivalism, it is still a

welcome idea. Model has been used loosely, interchangeably with methodol-
ogy, epistemolog,r, pedagogr, hypothesis, framework, and paradigm.

Besides the ta-vd theory of reality, there has been a greater influx of mod-
els such as fonofale and fonua in health, kakala and malie-mafana in edu-
cation, coconut and moana in theologr, and talanoa in peace settlements
(Helu-Thaman 2005; Manu'atu 2000). Soft sciences, unlike hard sciences,

as in the case of mathematical, architectural, and engineering studies, are

largely foreign to modeling. In fact, methodology, epistemology and peda-
gogy, like hypothesis, framework, and paradigm, are rnerely pointers to
realitfo (Anderson 1962; Helu 1999; Mahina 1999a). Therein, the formal-
substantial, qualitative-quantitative and communicative connections of fono-
fale and fonua with health or kakala and malie-mafana with education or
coconut and moana with theology are spelled out articulately. Failing to do

so, would be to problematically generate all types of dualisms in the process.

The trouble with much, if not all, of Moana modeling is that, they are largely
confined to dealing with models, often in relative remoteness from the reality
to which they point. That is, that modeling accounts for the pointers themselves

on their own terms, leaving the pointed largely unaccounted for. There is, then,
a dualistic disconnection of mind from reality. Although we may lcnow more
about the model, we remain ignorant of both modeling and the modeled on a
bigger scale. Critically, the focus of modeling, Iike theorizing and hypothesizing,

is to constantly wrestle with the conflicting spatioternporal, substantial-forrnal
connections between the model and the modeled. Neither does rnodeling, nor
theorizing nor hypothesising, precede over and above reality, nor does it exist

outside the confines of human experience. There is, in fact, nothing strange or
awkward about modeling, theorizing or hypothesizing, the formal and substan-

tial conflicts of whlch are none other than the uncertainties, fears, and doubts

in human thinking about reality, now the focus of ongoing critical thinking (i.e.,

thinking in intensified rhythm fMahina 1999a, 1999b,2004b,2008b]).
In Tonga, there exists a niodeling-t1pe notion popularly known asheliaki,zt

an artistic and literary device concerning the exchange ofrelated qualitative
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and quantitative links between objects, events, or states of affairs in poetry
(Mahina 2003b, 2004a: cf. Crittenden 2003; Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993). For
example, ler'a (sun) for tu'i (nonarch) and Cif of Sails for Auckland, where
the heat of the sun, for exarnple, is seen to run parallel to a monarcht power,
and Auckland, by association, symbolized as the City of Sails. In short, heliaki
involves symbolically saying one thing but really meaning another, as in utter-
ing City of Sails yet pointing to Auckland (Mahina 1999a, 2005a,2005b; also
Flelu 1999). On this philosophical basis, the ta-va theory of Moana anthropol-
ogy, a derivative ofthe ta-va theory ofreality, is developed. The characteris-
tics of the Moann as unintelligible, mzrmrnoth, :rnd multif'arious, posing both
destructive and creative tendencies are equally rnatched with daring, vigilant,
ernd resourceful human qualities. Lil<ewise, the ta-va theory of antliropologi
is formulated in respect of reality as infinitely complex, where the Moanzr

zrnthropologist is thought to live freely, fearlessly at the conflicting interface,
across nature, rnincl, ernd society, in which true knowledge is, with innocence
of mind, produced with a sense of originality, creativity, and beauty (Hnu'ofa
2005; Mahina 1999a).

The brand of Pacific (Moana) anthropology has been in existence for
many decades, either as anthropology in or anthropologl of the Pzrcific
(Moana). Although Moana cultures were largely originated in the Moana,
their diverse and constant movement across boundaries, localities, and iden-
tities before, during, and after its initial peopling warrants the disciplinary
practice of doing Moana anthropology to be done both inside and outside of
the Moana, conducted by either foreign or local anthropologists (Crocombe

1975; Hau'ofa 1975; Mdhina 1999a).

As far as the production ofknowledge goes, in the context ofchanging for-
mal and substantial relations of exchange between the knower, knowledge,
and the l<nown generally or Moana anthropologist, Moana anthropologlz
and Moana cultures specifically, the epistemological questions are consid-
ered secondary to the ontological questions (Anderson 2007; Mahina 1999a,
2004c). Given the realist assertion that errors in thinking are problems of
mind but not of reality, as is the flexlbillty and mutability across all human
cultures, the shortcomings reconciled in the thinking of the foreign anthro-
pologist about culture under study are made possible, in the same way that
the local anthropologist is able to mediate one'.s own failings by way of know-
ing onet own culture.

Conclusion: Problems and Implications

The chief concerns of this paper are the raising of problems rather than the
presentation of solutions. It is through the raising of actual problems that
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real solutions are to be found. This paper, then, sets out to investigate the
conflicting formal and substantial relationships between time, space, and
culture, on the general level, and those between td, va ,and Moana cultures,
on the specific level. A further reflection on the spatioten-rporal basis for the
formulation of an alternative ta-vd theory of Moana anthiopology, deriving
from the newlydeveloped ta-va theory of reality, in both general and specifil
contexts, is rrrade.

As such, the paper examines the tensionzrl disciplinary and social con-
nections between Moana anthropology trnd its subject matter of investiga-
tion, Moa'a cultures. Accordingly, the formulation of a novel ta-va theory
of Moana anthropology seeks to explore the form and content of Moana
cultures, examining them on their own terms rather than in terms of their
projection- beyond themselves to some outside purpose. By dealing with
Moana cultures, Moana anthropology will be in consiant clieck with ia ,r,rd
va, thereby^avoiding idealist separation between them and its failure to gmsp
the actual formal and substantizrl conflicts in their affiliations.
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NOTES

1. The nan're Moana is associated with bothloloto (depth) andy';lalr,i (breadth), mirrored

on all levels of changing physical, intellectual, and social relationships be&een people and

their environment, irs opposed to the imposing yet rnisleading labels Paci{ic and Oceania.

The worcl pacifican, foilack of a better word, is now used to mean a Paci{ic person.

2. There are times and spaces when the form, content, and function of things are consid-

ered together and other times and spaces their function only is dealt-with, tlleleby fusing

ancl coifusing the role of science in the process, which prin-rarily focuses on form and

content, only to be followed by a separate consicleration of function'

3. The evolutionary-driven techno-teleological Western treatneDt of tin-re and space is

highly suspect, as inihe Stone Age, Bronze Age, and the Age of IT, inthat it systematically

"*""I.rd", 
tire other equally important variablei such as the intellectual, cultulal, and social

variables from the eq.ratior'r. by using technologr alone, the Rest are placed behind the

West in their evolutionary scale. Horvever, by adopting a realistic approach, based on the

totality ofhuman 
"rlt.,.", 

rathel than a partiality ofit, tells us that all hutnan cultures are,

on thelr own terrns, sirnply clifferent anil not in terrns of treating some cultures as higher

or lower than others (e.g., Huntington 2004).

4. With sensibility and cleverness, the plural, cultural, collective, holistic, and circular

manner in which tle Moana arranges the past, present, and future confirms the classicist

view that, because the past has stood the test oftin-re and space, it must be used as a guid-

ance for people in the present; and given that the futule is yet-to-happen, it rnust always

be b.o,rgiht t6 bear on tiie relined ptrit experience ofpeople. Thus, the past and the future

nr" *lr"o],, rnecliatecl i1 the conflicting, ever-changing Present. By extension, the arrcestral

soul is very much alive, in flont of people in the present.

5. The medium of language, like poetry and music, is sound and its content is human

meanings, Poetry can lL almea as a special language within a language, spoken and

und.rriod by zr select few, orators, poets, traditionalists and critics. Music, unlike lan-

guage and poetry is devoid of l-rurnan meanings'

6. As far as epistemologlz and ontology go, neither are we concerned with how we see

what we see, nor with wli' we see wllat weiee, nor with wl-ren we see what we see' nor with

wher-e we see what rve see; rather the real issue is with what we really see. In thtrt respect,

the epistemological questions are secondary to the ontological questions, with knowledge

application succeeding knowledge production.

7. Therefore, the basic difference between indigenous and scientific knowledge is both

their respective rates of td, tirne, and lengths of va, space, taken for the production of

knowledge, where science is contracted ta-va, tine-space and indigenous knowledge

extendeJta-va, tirne-space. Tlie production of knowledge is done bypeople in an intel-

Iectual context in relati,on to nature, as both a social activity and a disciplinary practice. The

institutionalization of knowledge production or', for that matter', "labolatorization" of it, is

merely a device for the contraction oftd and vd, time and space'
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8. As indicated by the title, as well as the form and content, of his doctoral thesis (2007),
Ka'ili articulates the historical fact of combining of both the utility and quality of things
in all the Moana ways of thinking and doing things. Accordingly, not only things are madl
tobe'aonga (useful), but they are also produced to be beautiful fokrtofo'ofo) In Tonga,
leadership is considered to be an art, tufunga foma, the material art of social engineering.
Lo'au is Tonga's ffrst and foremost tufunga fonua.

9. As far as these problematic theories are concerned, eithel the concept is separated
from reality or things are relegated to a higher or lower order ofbeing beyond the single
level of leality or the function of things is elevated over and above their form and content.
These are all instances of privileging the epistemological over the ontological, giving way
to all sorts ofsubjectivist, relativist, and rationalist thoughts and practices.

10- The preference of Moana over Paci{ic and Oceania raises sirnilar questions relating
to the problematized, foreign-imposed divisions of Moana into Melanesia, pollaresia, and
Micronesia. The enforced naming of the ancestors of Polln-resians as Lapita by pacific
archaeologists and linguists with a sense of arrogance and insensitivity and no respect to
estabiisired Moana oral history falls under the same enigmatic category. In fact, in the
existing oral historical traditions, the Moana ("Polynesian'j people in ihe-west were called
Pulotu, andthose in the east rlaoaiki.Thrs,both Pulotu and Havaiki are names for peoples
and places.

11. I suspect that the choice ofthe blue color for Tupou and Queen Salote Colleges by
Tupou I and Dr Egan Moulton was thought out along the same characteristic lines, sug-
gesting both depth and height in the pursuit of excellence in the educational endeavors of
their students.

12. For example, see Ka'ili (2007) for a comprehensive and detailed list with root words
td and vd. This list demonstrates the historical fact ofthe indivisibility oftd and vd, fuo and
uho, ofall things across nature, mind, and society, in the Tongan way ofthinking and doing.

_ 
13. It must be pointed out that, given the philosophical notion that mind and society both

belong in nature, ta and vd, tirne and space, are, therefore, ontologically constituted in
nature, as in the form and content ofthings, whereas they are epistemologically applied in
their use in both the mental and sociai realms, for example, oaD)anga as a form ofthinkitrg
and tas-rpinga as a type of human action.

14. In Tonga, art, as revealed in our common inquiries into td and vd, time and space
tlreory of reality, can be generally divided into faiva, tufunga, and fakanea'a, peifot-
mance, material, and fine arts, where faiva is found tobetefi,to-he-sino (body-centred),
and tufunga astefito-he-tu'asino (non-body centred) ) (e.g., Mahina Z00Ea,200Eb,2O07a;
Mahina and Mahina-Tuai 2007; Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006). In the context of the ta-va
theory of reality, a td-vd theory of art and literature can be developed (see, e.g., Mdhina
2o02a,2004b).

15. Like fo- as a variation olta, as infakatooaoe as an alteration offakataoaue, meaning
doing things in a hurry fuo is also used as a concrete variation of ta, the abstract form oT
,tho, as infuoloo, long-past. The same applies to words fai andfei, as infaiturw, the act of
cooking, now changed to feitunu.
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16. In our.joint inquiries into te-va, tzrken as energy-like, rlatter-colstituted categolies, we are

able to establisl'r that, an-rong otl-rels, td is variously rnanifest as fuo ({bnl), kula (red), mo'ui

(hfe),'aho (\:ay),la'a (sun), rind tangata (rnale), and, amicl others, vd is differently erpressed as

ulro (content), 'uli (black), m.rte (dearh),2rfuli (night),nnl'trlna (rnoon) ancl fe{ine (female) (see,

e.g., Mahina, Ka'ili, and Kaili 2006). As ontologictil entities, ta and v1 are, in epistemological-

teims, reflected in irll fomrs of human activity, Iinkirg nahrie, mincl and society, as iu the use of

kula alcl'uli colors symbolizing male and femtrle in Moana rntrterial arts. A lezrding proponent

of our td and va theory of reality, Sdmisi F. Potauaine (2005), in his masters architecture thesis,

is pushing the bounclzrries ofkula and'uli, in relation to dre disciplines ofphysics ancl aesdretics.

T]ierein, Potauaine, rvith the suppoft of oul intemationally reuormecl artist friencl, Filipe Toln,

investigates the so-czrlled blackhole phenorrenon, in the context of the ilterplay of kula and'uli.

17. Like the td and vE theory of alt, a td-va theory of tlanslation is under development, both

of which are clerived fi'om the genelal ta-vd theory of reality. Epistemologically speahug,

all languages, like all cultules, are spatiotemporally, substtintially formally and functior-rr:illy

dlffer.eirt. by tlanslating one language to zrnothe4 like transltrting one cultut'e to the other; is

pr.imarily concer.ned witli tlie meclintion rathel than imposition-of ilreconciltrble spzrtiotem-

poral, forntal-substantial and functional relationshps between languages and cultur"es. The

iesser the conflicts, the better it is as a translation. Conversely, the tlore the conflicts, the

worst off it is as a translation. There is no perfect translation, only trpproximate translation.

lB. As tr perfblmance art, faiva fakaoli deals with spatioter-npolnl, substantial-forrnal, and

fulctionai conflicts in human thinking at the interfnce of lgalivale (absurdity) and ngali-

poto (normality),withkatn. (ltiughter) as its outcor-ne. Likewise, the p,elformance arlfai'oa
-frtkanuntnhi, 

handles contradictions in time-space, form-conteut, and function within and

a"ros. lr.,rnnn nrezrnings at the intersectiot ol anga'intrart (animzrlity) iLnd angiitangata
(sociality), resulting infakanta (shame) (see, e.g., Mdhinri 2008b; cf. Piddington 1963).

1g. As obviously shown tirle and again, the conception of such practices as kzrivai, toutai,

faiva, tufur-rga, kakala, tnalie, mdfana, fonua, and talu.noa across the whole human spec-

trun, like the conceptualization ofafto (eclucation), is infonned by a strict sense ofrealisrr,

classicisrn, and aestlieticism, This is much nore so than when they are, f'rom tine to time,

presented in scholarship, often clriven icleologically by a sense of idealisrn, evolutiouism,

irld rationalisrn. In realist, c]assical trncl aestl-retic rvays, ako is theorized as a dialectically

circular trrrnsfonntrtion of the human intellect fron'r vale (ignorance) to 'ilo (knowledge),

and poto (skill). Her.ein, knowledge procluction and knowledge application are combined,

rvitli the lormer taking the lead over the latter.

20. Methodologr, epistemology, and pedagogy, like hypothesis, framervork, and pzrra-

cligrn, share a loiin cornmon rvith mytliolory, Poetry and oratory^(see, €..g., Mahitla 1993,

1gbgc, 2003a, 2004a; Mahlla and'Alatini 2007). classified under formal language, r'n}'thol-

ogy, poetry and oratory are metaphorical representations of leaiity, be they objects, events,

oi.'rtater of affairs, across latule, mind, and society. Symbols, in tlie context olheli'aki,ate
sinrply pointer.s to actual things in renlity, such 

^s 
nmto.ngi (winds) for popzla (opplession)

in nrytliology, kakalu (sweet-scent flowers) for 'ofu.'anga (lover) in poetry and langinu.'a
(clear sly) for fiefia (happiness) in oratory

21. By rleans of the ta and vd theory of reality, new grounds have been broken into with

,"rp""i to heiiah, which can now be classified into two types. The {irst is called the quali-
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tative, epiphoric lieliaki, involving the exchange of qualities of hvo closely related objects,
events or states of affairs and the second the associative, metaphoric heliah, concerning
the exchange ofhistorically and culturally connected things.
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GLOSSARY OF TONGAN AND OTHER TERMS

'aho-day
a/co-education
flnga'inrunu-animality
an ga' it an gat a-s o ciality
'aonga-vse; function
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' aot e al o a-Ion g-white -clouds
' etkt-chief ; chiefly; divine

fai-to do (something)

faifulau-voyaging
faioa-performance art; performance artist

fai.oa faifulau.-voyaging, art of

fai.o a fakamarnahi-tr agedy, art of

faioa fakaoli-comedy, art of
faioa fantfu -sur{ing, 

art of
.faioa hf atu-bonito-fishing, art of

fairsa leakan-swimming, art of

f ai.o a k a s io aki-r o ck ru gby playin g

failsa looa' a' alo-canoe-rowing, art of

fai,oa looaoaka-boat-racing, art of
faioa makafefte-octopus-luring, art of

faio a no' o' anga-shark-noosing, art of
faioa p aki,m&ngamanga-bonito-related {ishing, art of

faioa siu-fishing, art of
faioa tanmata'u-line-fishing, art of

fairsa t au.matu-malu-Iine-fishing, art of

fail:a ukuloloto-deep-diving, art of

fakama-shame
fakamea:a-fine arts

f ak a' ofo' ofo-new wo rd be auty

fakap o'uli-darkness ; i gnorance

fakataorwe-hurry
fakat ooaoe-hurry; corruption of fakatavave

falaht-breadth
fat ongi a-social obligations

fefi,ne-woman; female

fei-to do (something);corruption of fai

feitunu-cooking, act of
felekeu-conllicl
fiefia-happiness
fonua-land and its people; placenta; burial place

fuo-form; symbolic of men

fuoloa-longpast
fuo -uho 

-form-content; 
concrete forms of ta-va

Ha'apai-place name
hau-secular ruler
Haoai,ki,-'name of people and place; east "Polynesia"
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hina-white; variation of red
hinehina-white
'ilo-knowledge
kai,-eat; one's foremost expertise
kaifu nu a-land-based economy
kaimo ana-marine-b ased economy
kaioai-long-distance navigator; deep-sea fisherman
kakala-sweet-scent fl owers
kata-laughter
IQnhalalalo-symbolic name for Tu'i Kanokupolu; Lalo for short
Knthala'uta-symbolic name for Tu'i Tongar Uta for short
kooi-bad
kula-red; sun-burnt; symbol for men
kura-Maori for red; sun-burnt
la'a-sw
langima'a-clear-sky
lanu rno ana-M oana color
loloa-height
loloto-deep Moana
maama-light; variation of red
7167xs-6ylsy
mafana-warmth
mdhina-moon
malle-oldword for beauty; synchrony
maokupu-breadth
ma' olun ge 

-depth/heightmfrangi-wind
mate-die
melie-sweet; variation of mdlie
Moana-pIace name; name of people
Mo ana loloto 

-deep 
Moana

M o ana ta' et akele-bottomless Moana
M o an a' ull' ull 

-black 
M o ana

M o ana oaoale-incomprehensible Moana
mo'ui-life
ngalipoto-normality
ngaliaale-absurdity
'ofo-love
'ofo'anga-lover
' ofo tant akele-bottomless love
poytla-oppression

t29
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poto-sl<tll
po'uli-night
Pulotu-name of people and place; west "Polynesia"

p un ak e - t o ut ai-poet-n avigator
siu-fishing
ta-time; bezrt; r'hythrni pace; rate; symbolic of men

t a' et akel e-without-a-bottom ; bottomless
tahi-sea
talanga-debate
talanoa-critical-yet-harrnonious talking; story; tale

ftntaki-dishzrrrnony
t an got a-rnan ; male ; hurnan
t dp op ao 

-canoe-buildingI
I as tp i t r ga-exa rriple-setti n g

tauhi od-space keeping
t auho 

-umbilical-cord-cuttingtau.tai-oldword for navigator or fisherman

t ant ale el e 
-botto 

rnle s s

t au,thi.-w arriors -of-the-sea
td-rsa-time-space; abstract form of fuo-uho
tdaao-brsh-clearing
teo-while; variation of red
t efit o Jt e - sin o-body-centered
t efit o -he -tur asirlo-non-body centered
taea-white
to-time; corruption of td
toutai-same for tautai
toutaii,ka-deep-sea fisherman
t out ains aleo.-long-distant navigator
tufunga-material art; material artist
tu,fiurga fo'uaalea-boat-building, art of
tufun ga l angafale-house-building, art of
tu,fun ga lan gau afu 

-wharf-building, 
art of

tufun ga lars a-kaf a- sinnetJashing, art of
tu'i-l<ing; monarch
Tu'i lQm,oku.Ttoht-name of kingly line
Tu'i Tonga-nan-re of most ancient kingly line
uhs--corrlsflt; symbolic of women
'u.li-black; symbolic of wornen
fuli'uli-v afiation of 'uli
irluhi,nd-white-hair
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D a-spacq symbol for women
oaa'i.hako-va between dance moverlents
o aa'it a-vd between rnusical notes
aaa'iualfl-va between racing boats
oa,e_foot
aa'h,a-v|, o{ sea

oaha'u-v-a in-between
D (ilx a' a' ap i-v-a between homes
aaha' a fa'ifins-ya unisl arn'ipits
oal'ta'a fule-va between houses
a oh o' a fo nu a-va countries
oaha'a kolo-vd between villages
aaha' a loki-va between rooms
oaha' a hr,o -va between holes
a aha' a nt ata-v a between eyes
,s ah a' a mat op a-v a between doors
D aha' a n1of,'Lt-y-a between islands
aaha' a mo'unga-v a between rnountains
oaha'a rutfu-v-a between peoples
aaha'a tahi-va between islands
oaha'a telinga-vd betr,veen the ears
aaha' a tofi' a-va between noble estates
Daha' a tu'ungaileu,-va between buttoclcs
oaha'a unTa-va between shoulders
aaha'a aa'e-va between legs
oaha faingat a' a-va of hardship
atho folau-va of voyaging
o ah a fo n o n gc-va of j ourneying
uaha nwna'o-va of distance
oaha ntoh,e-vd of sleeping
oaha noa-va of melancholy
aaha peaua-va of waves
DAi_wAter
oalea-boat
oakoai-bad social va
oale-ignorance
aalelei-good social va
o atatan-equal status persons
a aoale-v a-gone astray; incomprehensible va
oo uu nga -c itical thi nking
wlwn au-Maori for children
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Maori Proverb

1. He kura te tangata, he kura te whanau

[Kula'a tangata, kula'a fanau] [Tongan translation]

[An educated people, an educated generation]

Tongan Proverbs

1. Moana koe potu 'oe ta'e'iloa
[Moana a place of unknown]

2. Moana koe potu 'oe mate

lMoana a place of death]
3. Moana koe potu 'oe faingata'a

fMoana a place of hardshipJ
4, Fielau, he ko 'ene kai

[Not surprisingly, it's one's foremost skill]
5. Ha'apai, tu'u ho'o kai mu'a

[Ha'apai people, stand on your prime line of work]

Tongan Hymn Extracts

1. 1. 'Eild, koe 'ofa'a'au koe moana loloto

fl-ord, thine love is like a deep ocean]

2. Pea ngalo hifo hai 'eku ngaahi angahiafTherein, immersed my wrongdoings]

Tongan Poem Extracts

"Folau ki Niua" ["Voyage to Niua"]
Fatu'e Ula-mo-Leka, Punake-Toutai

fComposed by Ula-mo-Leka, Poet-Navigator]
l. 'Isa! Koe vd'o 'Uta mo Lalo

fAlas! The sea space between'Uta and Lalo]
2. Kapuna ha manu pea to

llf a seabird flies it falls (short of reaching)l
3. Ka, kuo na taha'i hoku sino

[Yet, they're united in my person]



TAKOHI: DRAWING IN TONGAN THINKING AND PRACTICE

'Okusitino Mahina (Hufanga)
Moana Unioersity of Technology and

Vatsa'u Academy for Critical lnquiry and Applied Research

This original essay critically examines takohi as drawing in Tongan thinhng and
practice, which is connected with the intersecting or connecting and separiting
kohi (lines) and va (spaces) across the three divisions of Tongan art,-notably
tufunga (material) and nimamea'a (ffne) arts. The word kohi is the older form
of tohi, both of which mean "line." Kohi, like tohi, is an expression of ta (time).
By virtue of the indivisibility of ta (time) and va (space) in reality, as in nature,
mind, and society, takohi (drawing) is equal to ta-va (time-space), with ta (time)
spatially-composed and va (space) as temporally-rnarked. Like kohi, tohi also
means "wdting," that is, "drawing" expressed as intersecting or connecting and
separating kohi (lines) and va (spaces).

ln ffictionate mernory of my dearfriend, teacher, and colleague,
the late Dr. Max Rimoldi, toho played a piootal role in the origi-

nal conception and ongoing d.eoelopment and refinement of the ta-oa
(timn-space) phi,losophy /theory of reality through reflecti.ae teach-

ingof, and critical inquiry into, Moanapolitical economq and Moana
q.rts as cornnon subject matters of close and intense scruti,ny.

fntroduction: Issues and Problems

Tnrs pepnn wILL theoretically and ethnographically examine the Tongan
concept and praxis takohi. (drawing). As a subject of investigation, the theory
and ethnography of takohi will be critiqued in the broader context of the

Pacffic Studies, Vol. 40, Nos. ),/2.-Apr./l,;.ry.2017
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general 1A-DA (ljlne-space) theory of art, a derivative of the general ta-va the-

ory of reality (Mahina 2004b,2008b; Ka'ili 2007; Potzruaine 2010; Williams

2009). The term takohi (teniporal lineal marking of space) is niade up of
tr,vo parts: rd (tine) and kohi (line). The older word for tohi. is kohi (line,

sketching, and writing). The longer terms for tohi and kohi are tohi,tohi and

kohileohi-, both pointing to line producing, sketching, and writing as of social

activity (Mahina 2002b). From a Tongan mathernatical yet tenipospatizrl and

philosoplrical perspective, the tern'rs point, line, and space are called ntata
(eye) or, its symmetry aua (hole), kohi (line), and va (space), respectively. A

mata (eye) or, for that natter, ava (hole), is the intersection (that is, connec-

tion and separation) of two or more kohi (lines), a kohi (line) as a summation

ofrnata (eye) oa for thnt reason, ava (hole), and va (space), a collection ofkohi
(lines). All the mata (eye) or aver (hole), kohi (line), and vzr (space) as spatial

identities are temporally-defined. In variance with takohi aretSrilrutatA (pic-

ture drzrwing), takupesi (design drawing), andtatutcru (symmetry drawing),1

both tenipoially and spatially differentiated as concrete manifestations of
intersecting lines and spaces ('Alatini and Mahina 2009; Mahinzr and'Alatini
2009a,2009b; Mdhina 2002b; Potauaine 2010).

In the following, art can be generally defined as ta-va transforrnation,

where formal, substantial, and functionzrl conflicts in the subject uratters

under production are symmetrically mediated in the creative process. As a

tool ofline-space intersection, takohi will be theorized in terms of its varied

abstract and concrete manifestations, with specific ethnographic examples

drawn from across the three divisions of Tongan att, iz., material, perfor-
mance, and fine arts (Mahina 2008b, 2010a, 2010b; Potauaine and Mahina

2011). For example, architecture as a material art deals with intersecting

lines and spaces, and the perfbrmance and fine arts of poetry ernd mat weav-

ing involve the mediation of forrlal, substantial, and functional interlacing

hnman n-reanings and intersecting lining threads of leaves, respectively.

Takohi and Tatau: Creation and Mediation of Conflict

Aesthetically, this original essay and Semisi Fetokai Potauaine's original essay

"Tatau: Symmetry as Conflict Mediation of Line-Space Intersection" (tliis

volurne) closely inform each other by way of form, content, and function
(Potauaine 2005, 2010; Potauaine and Mahin:r 2011)' While takohi formally,

substantially, and functionally creates intersecting lines and spaces, tatau

mediates formal, substantial, and functional conflicts at their interface. Both

takohi and tatau are constitutive of time and space, demonstrating the philo-

sophical fact that ta and vd are inseparable in rnind as in reality. In both

takohi and tatau, where one is a mirror of the other or both are two sides of
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the same thing, tine is expressed by the term ta, with the words kohi and tau
as spatial expressions of va (Mahina 2008b; Potauaine 2010),

In general, takohi is an artistic device for the ternpo marking of space by
mearls of lines, illustrating both tirne and space as mutually sepaiate ylt inai-
visible ontological and epistemological entities. specifically, lakohi involves
the spatiotemporal production of afa (images) at the line-space intersection
by means of tatau. Like takohi, tatau is an artistic apparatus for tlie mediation
of lineal-spatial conflicts. In short, tnkohi engages the creation of conflicts
at the intersection of lines and spaces, and tatau involves their mediation,g
In both cases, drawing and synimetry use mata (eye) as both creating and
rnediating artistic tools (Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mahina 2011), where
time-space conflicts are created by means of takohi and mediated by way of
tatau through transformation fronfelekeu (crisis) to rnaou (stasis).

Ta and Va: Toward a Time-Space Theory of Reality

The td-va th9ory of realiry is inspired by the philosopliical realism commonly
l<nown as sydney realisrr, associated with Australia's most original and contro-
versial thinker and atheist philosopher, Professor John Anderson. His treatment
of space, time, and the categories is a case in point (Anderson 2007). Realisn
has,inter alia, the following general and specific tenets: all things exist indepen-
dently of mind, all things exist in a single level of reality, there are no hlgh6r or
lower levels of reality other than the one order of being, the issue is logcal, the
dispute is between ways of being eurd ways of knowing, and the epistemological
questions are secondary to the ontological questions (Anderson lg62; also see
Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982; Baker 1g79; Mahina 1992,2008b).

Given that takohi, like tatau, is underpinned by both ta and va, on the
abstract level, andfro (form) anduho (content), on the concrete level, both
spatiotemporal dntities are hereby critically examined in the broader context
of the td-vd theory of reality (Ka'ili 2005, 2007; M6hina2004a,200gb, Z0I0a,
2010b; Potauaine 2010; Williams 2009). The td-va theory is based on the
Tongan philosophical sense of time and space. The time-space, form-con-
tent, and practical conflicts generated by drawing ar" t'redinted by means
of synrmetry. The mediation of these tensions involves ata-vd,,fuo-uho, and
'aonga (functional) movement from a situation of chaos to a condition of
order. Among many of both its general and specific tenets are tlie following:

' Ta and va as ontological entities are the common medium in wliich all
things are in a single level ofreality.

. Td- and va as epistemological entities are organized differently across
cultures.
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. Td and va are the abstract dimensions of fuo and uho, which are, in

turn, the concrete dimensions of ta and va.

. Td and va, like fuo and uho, are inseparable in mind as in reality'

. The inseparability of ta and va, like fuo and uho, renders them four

dimensional rather than three dimensional.
. Reality, spatiotemporality, or four-sided dirnensionality is conveni-

ently divided into nature, mind, and society, with mind and society

in nature.
. All knowledge is knowledge of ta and va.

' Errors in thinking are problems of rnind but not of reality;
. Errors in thinking are caused by separation of nTind from realiry as is

the lack ofunderstanding ofconflicts across cultures.
. AII things, in nature, mind, and society stand in eternal relations of

exchange, giving rise to conflict or order.
. Conflict uttd o.d"t are of the same logical status, where order is a

form of conflict.

Clearly, takohi, like tatau, is both ontologically and epistemologically

informed by the td-va theory of reality. In general, takohi and tatau deal with

both ta andva as abstract expressions ofform and content, and both are con-

cerned specifically with fuo and uho of things as concrete manifestations of
time andspace (Mahina 2010a, 2010b). This is connected with the ta-va the-

oretical asiertion that all things, in reality, stand in exchange relations made

manifest across nature, mind, and society in terms of intersecting lines and

spaces or by way of intertwining human meanings. These line-marking and

uiilitarian spatial tendencies are transforrned from felekeu (chaos) to maau

(order) through tatau (Mahina 2003b, 2005a,2005b).

Philosophically, classical Tongan thinking considers ta and vd to be for-

mally, sub^stantially, and functionally indivisible across nature, mind, and

society. Evidently, this is seen in such instances as oaa'i fa (musical notes),

oaa,i,'uhinga (human meanings), andodlelei (goodsocial relations! with ta,
,uhinga, nid.lulut as formallytime marking of space (Ka'ili 2005, 2007; see also

HelulThaman 2004). Such a mode of thinking, as is the case with the ta-vd

theory of nature, mind, and society, is largely incompatible with the theoriz-

ing of time and space. There are scholars who privilege time over and above

sp"ace (Adam 1ggb, 1995) and others who emphasize space_ to the exch'sion of
tirne (Bernardo 19g6; Helu-Thaman 2004; Lilomaiava-Doktor 2009; Poltorak

2007; Refiti 2005, 2008; Tuagalu 2008; wendt 1996). But there are scholars

who treat both time and spa-e as coexisting, inseparable entities (Anderson

2007; Baker 1979; Giedio" fSOZ; Harvey 1990, 2000a, 2000b; Ka'ili 2007;

Mahina 2004a,2008b; Mitchell2004; Potauaine 2010; Williams 2009)'
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The separation of mind from reality, spatiotemporahty, or four*sided
dimensionality, as well as the failure of mind to comprehend formal, sub-
stantial, and functional conflicts in the transcultural arrangement of time
and space, amount to dualism of the idealist, evolutionist, and relativist sort.
Similarly, the same idealisrn, evolutionism, and relativism lie at the bottom of
the singular, technoteleological, individualistic, analytical, and linear arrange-
ment of time and space in the West, as opposed to the realism, classicism,
and aestheticism beneath the plural, cultural, collective, holistic, and circu-
lar ways in which they are organized in the Moana Pacific (Mahina 2008a,
2010a,2010b).

Ta and Va: Toward a Time-Space Theory of Art

The td-vd theory of art is a derivative of the td-va theory of reality. Frorn
a time-space theory art can generally be defined as a sustained and inten-
sified transformation of time-space, form-content, and functional conflicts
in subject matters under production in the creative process frorn chaos to
order by means of symmetry to create harmony and beauty (Mahina 2002b,
2004b; also see Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982). This is most evident
in the abstract time-space and concrete form-content that underpin mate-
rial, performance, and {ine arts. As abstract entities, time and space formally,
substantially, and functionally exist within and across the physical, psycholog-
ical, and social spheres, as in the case ofintersecting lines in nature, oppos-
ing ideas in thinking, and competing demands in society (Potauaine 2010;
Potauaine and Mahina 2011).

From a realist time-space theoretical angle, art is considered to have both
internal and external qualities. Internal to art are qualities such as tatau,
potupotutatat (harmony), and malie (beauty),3 while those that are exter-
nal to it include m{ana (warmth), oela (fieriness), and tau,elangi, (climaxed
elation) (Mahina 2003b, 2005a,2005b; also see Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993;
Mdhina 2004c). Such a view coincides with the Tongan theory of art as both
a disciplinary practice and a form of social activity, where both its quality and
utility are considered coexistent. Given the coexistence of both quality and
utility of art, the former is always made to precede the latter. Not only were
arts made to be useful, but theywere also produced to be beautiful (see, e.g.,
Hau'ofa 2005).

There is no Tongan word for art, merely translated as'aati,. In general,
Tongan art is divided into tufunga (material), fait:a (performance), and
ni,mnm.ea'a (fine) arts. Whereas tufunga and nimamea'a are both non-body
centered, faiva is body centered. While both tufunga and faiva literally mean
"time marking of space," the word nimamea'a (fine hands) is suggestive of
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a state of tinre-space refinement. Some examples include tufu.nga lalaoa

(kafo-sennit lashing), tufungalangafole (house building), andn'fungatftQ'tan
(taitooing); fai,aa ta'anga (poetry), faioa fakaoll (comedy), and fai'oa f""rfu
(surfing); and nintanredalalanga (mat weaving), nimanwa'a leolea'anga (batk'

cloth making), and ninranwa'a htikokala (flower designing) (Potauaine 2010;

Mdhina 2003a, 2005a, 2005b).

Tufunga, Faiva, and Nimamea'a: Material, Performance,
and Fine Arts

The use of takohi is more pronounced in both material and fine arts. In
tufunga lalava, for example, the interlacing lines and spaces exjst in the form

of intersectin g kafa leu.la (red kafa-sennit) and kafo iili (black kafa-sennit)a

(Mahina 2002b; Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006; Potauaine 2010; Potauaine

and Mahina 2011; also see Berlin and Kay 1991; Campbell 2002)' Herein,

tufunga lalava can be defined as the Tongan material art of lineal-spatial

intersection. Insofar as the centrality of line-space intersection, tufunga

lalava is considered to be the master Tongan art, with material, perfortnance,

and fine arts seen as derivatives. The intertwining of red kafa-sennit and

black kafa-sennit produces an infinite number of kupesi (geometric designs),

where the abstract forms of concrete things are brought from the inside onto

the outside, such as nrarurhra (birds), kauikalilo (fish), and/ata:o-Tu'i'-Ton'ga
(tombs)5 (Mahina 2002b; also see Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina

2011).
As a master art, tufunga lalava enters all arts, be they material, perfor-

mance, or fine arts (Mahina 2002b). Herein, tufunga lalava is separate yet

connected directly with the material arts of tufunga langafale and tufunga

fo'uoaka (boat building). Tufunga lalava is neither a house art nor a boat art

in the same way that neither tufunga tatatau nor fairsa haleat is a body art.

Like the respective material and performance arts of tufunga tatatau, tufunga

Ialava, tufunga fo'uvaka, and faiva haka, the material art of tufunga langafale

is concerned primarily with interconnecting lines and spaces. As a material

art, tufunga langafale formally uses line-space intersection as its content with

wood, stones, steel, and glass as its common medium. In house building,

takohi is performed by means of the sharp-pointed edge of the adze as a col-

lection of mata (eyes), or its symmetry ava (holes), known as ntata'i, toki' (eye

of the adze) as a line-marking device.

The creation of conflicts at the junction of intersecting lines and spaces in

tattooing is, by means of form, content, and function, mediated in the form

of intersectingkitikuta (red skin) andoaitohi, uli, (black ink), The media-

tion oflines and spaces, on the abstract level, and red skin and black ink, on
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the concrete level, is connected with the production of kupesi, such as the
popular tokelrru-Feletoa (fortresses), antoantokofo (healing tools), and r-rei-

ntou, (ordered water flow) (see, e.g., Mdhina 2006; 'Alatini and Maliina 200g;
Mahina and 'Alatini 2009a, 2009b). The material art of tufunga tatatau uses
the body merely as a medium, with its content forrnally defined by lineally
produced, spatially constituted images that are produced spatiotemporally,
substantially, and functionally by red skin and black ink. In tattooing, takohi
is created by means of the sharp-pointed edge of the needle callednrata'ilrui,
(eye ofthe needle).

Not only is takolii applied to tufunga and nirnamea'a, but it can also be
extended to faiva, such as those involving conflicting linearlil<e, spatially con-
stituted human meanings. In poetry tensions in human meanings are created
by the interplay of the sy'-rbolic and the actual, mediated by 

'reans 
of tatau.

Herein, the niediation of conflicting takolii-led, vd-constituted human rnean-
ings is executed by an artistic device specific tota'anga calledhellakiT (inter-
secting, interlrvining, or interfacing) two or more objects, ideas, or events.
There are two types of heliaki: the qualitative (epiphoric) and the associa-
tive ( metaphoric) ( Mahina 2003b, 2004b, 2005a, 2005b, 2007, 2008b, 20 t0a,
2010b). The former involves the exchange of qualities of two related objects,
as in la'a (sun) for hr,'i, (ntonarch), while the latter deals with the exchange
of two associated things, such as 'Otu Motu Anga'ofo (Friendly Islands) for
Tonga.

Likewise, comedf involves the creation of paradoxes in human thinking,
defined at the conflicting formal, substantial, and functional relationships
between ngalirsale (nbsurdity) and ngalipoto (norrnality), the mediation of
which is done through tatau (Mahina 2008a), The outcome of the interplay
of absurdity and normality as rnental states is kata (laughter). The mediation
of spatiotemporal, substantial-formal, and functional conflicts at the inter-
section of ngalivale and ngalipoto involves a transformation from chaos to
order, i.e., a transition from self-ignorance to self-knowledge. The knowledge
acquired is itself a form of beauty. The laughter that is triggered is a celebra-
tion of the fact that oneself is aware of the cornmission of an error in one's
thinking about reality.

As for the performance art of surfing,e lines and spaces are expressed in
terrns of spiral, vortexlike waves, n-rediated by way of tatau. The Tongan per-
fornrance art of surfing is calledfanifu (tooth-like way). It is quite porrible
that this is a reference to the pointed toothlike, hydrodynamic character-
istics of the papa fntllo (sur{board), suited for the mediation of ternporal-
lineal marking or equal- and opposite-moving waves by the surfer thiough
tatau. Such spiral, vortex-like waves as a form of mata kula (red eye) or arsa
kula (redhole) are created at the interface of the nroatTa'ulfull (blackocean)
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and peru fislhi.na (white foamy waves). This is a rnovement from 'ull (black)

to kula (red), which variously manifests itself as hina and tea,both mean-

ing "whits"ro (Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006; Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and

Mahina 2011).

Similarly, fine arts, like material arts, are strictly underpinned by inter-

secting lines and spaces. In nimamea'a lalanga, the production of intersect-

ing lines and spaces by means of takohi is performed by wa'1 of interfacing

r"ddirh and blackish processed, dried pandanus leaves, which are medi-

ated in the form ofkupesi selected from tufunga lalava. The physical, intel-

lectual, and social reasons for the use of red and black in fine art of rnat

weaving (and bark-cloth making) apply to their incorporation in material

arts ofiufunga lalava and tufunga tatatau. A sharp-pointed tin blade called

mata'i, kapatohllalanga (eye of the line-marking tin blade)r1 is used as an

instrument for the creation of intersecting lining threads of dried pandanus

leaves for mat weaving (Mahina 2002b; Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and

Mdhina 20tl).
Likewise, the creation of intersecting lines and spaces in nimarnea'a

koka'anga is carried out by means of interlacing redkoka-painted bark-cloth

and line markingblacktongo-treated ink. The respective hu'akoleakula (red

koka paint) andhu'atongo 'uli (black tongo ink) are made from the sap of the

koka and tongo tree bark (Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006). The production

of a selection of kupesi from tufunga lalava is mediated through intertwin-
ing space-defining red koka paint and line-marking black tongo int. A large

unpainted, white bark-cloth piece is glued together; placed on the long, con-

vex- boardlr; and covered with kupesi stencils, where it is rubbed against with

red koka paint. The resulting kupesi imprints, defined by intersecting_lines

and spacei, are then marked with black tongo ink using a brushlike, sharp-

pointed pandanus fruit known as mata'ifo'i'fa (eye of the pandanus.fruit).^ 
By implication, the fine art of nimamea'a tuikakalajs produced by means

of iniersecting lines and spaces, which are mediated by way of flower rear-

rangements and pierced together in the form of kupesi, such as alam'ea, nusi,,

tuitu'u, fakalala, and 
'se'erse'e 

(Mahina 2002b,2008b; also see Potauaine

2010). These kakala are made up of sweet-scented flowers, together with

sweet-smelling leaves and fruits of trees, plants, and herbs, such as fa, hea,

heilala, andlangakali. Again, these kupesi are drawn from tufunga lalava. In
symmetrical ways, the flowers are rearranged in such a manner that the red

has a dominant presence, mediated by varyngfine black line markings, with

a total effect of great harmony and beauty. The flower lineal-spatial intercon-

necting formations are pierced together by an artistic device called mata'i,

nianii (eye of the coconut stick), made up of a shaqp-pointed coconut stick

tied to a string.
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Takohi, Tatau, Mata, and Ava: Drawing, Symmetry Eye, and Hole

As artistic devices, takohi and tatau always exist side by side, with one as a
mirror of the other, and vice versa. Where there is takohi, there is tatau.13 The
same applies to all arts, be they tufun ga, faiva, or nimamea'a. In architecture,
the kahoki. (rafters) of a Tongan/ale are made from coconut wood, which
are done in both lineal and symmetrical of ways, in the same fashion that, in
poetry the intertwining line-marking, space-producing human meanings are
mediated at the interface of the metaphorical and the historical. As for mat
weaving, the mediation of interlacing lining threads of dried leaves is done
symmetrically to produce harmony and beauty. In all cases, the respective
artistic devices of mata'i toki, heliaki and mata'i kapatohilalanga are used as

means of both intersection and mediation.la
In like manners, mata and at:a (hole) always go together, where both are

two sides of the same thing. Takohi and tatau, on the one hand, and mata
and ava, on the other, are separate entities, yet they are all interconnected in
formal, substantial, and functional ways. The mata or ava is defined as a point
produced by the intersection of kohi or lines so that kohi are made up of a

series of mata or ava, i,e., points. So, both mata and ava are defined by a point
of intersection, such as mata'i hui or aoa'i hul (hole of the needle) and mata'i
peni (eye of the pen) or aoa'i, peni, (hole of the pen) as artistic devices used
in tattooing and sketching or series of points of intersection, as in the artistic
tools of mata'i toki or aoa'i, toki (hole of the adze) and mata1. klll (eye of the
saw) and aoa'i kili (hole of the saw), used in house building and boat building
(Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina 2011; also see Refiti 2005, 2008).

Of general interest are the following: mata'i, afi, (eye of the fire) or aoa'i afi
(hole of the ffre), mata'i la'a (eye of the sun) or aoa'i la'a (hole of the sun),
and mata'i matangi (eye of the winds) or aoa1 matangi (hole of the winds).
Of relevance to art and architecture are the following examples: mata'i tao
(eye of the spear) or aoa.'i tao (hole of the spear), mata'i, hanala (eye of the
hammer) or aoa'i, hamala (hole of the hammer), mata'i tutu'u (eye of the
chisel) or aaa'i tutu'u (hole of the chisel), and mata'i fa'o (eye of the nail) or
aoa'i, fa'o (hole of the nail). Here are some social uses of mata and ava, e.g.,
used to synbolize pure states of ugliness, pig-like behavior, and unkindnessls:
mata'i.palaka (eye of the ugly) or aaa'ipalaka (hole of the ugly),mata1puaka
(eye of the pig) or aaa'ipuaka (hole of the pig), andmata'ita'e'ofa (eye of the
unkind) or aoa'i,ta'e'ofo (hole of the unkind).

As far as mata or ava is concerned, there is a distinction between masila
andpeku as opposed states of affairs, as in matamasila (sharp eye) andmata
peku (blunt eye). The act of shalpening of such tools as adzes, saws, and
spears is calledfaka.mata (malcrng an eye). Really, the act of fakamata, or
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for that rnatter, fakaaaa, is primarily concerned with the mediation of the

intersecting spatioternporal, substantial-formal, and functional relationships

between rnasila and peku. However', the act of opening a hole with the use

of such tools as needles, chisels, and nails is called fakaava (n-iaking a hole).

Indivisibly, mata is a mirror of ava, with both intersected by takohi and rnedi-

ated by tatau. This confirms the philosophical fact that mata is a tatau of ava,

just as takohi is a symmetry of tatau.

As far as Tongan thinking and practice go, mata and ava are classi{ied into
kula and 'uli, i.e., mata kula (red eye) or ava kula (red hole) and mata 'u.li'

(black eye) or aDa'uli (black hole) (Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006; also see

Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina 2011). By the same token, energlz is

divided into kula and 'uli, both of which are equally powerfully transforma-

tive and disintegrative. Flowever, the mediation of conflicts at the interface of
red and black is dependent on the symmetry or asymmetry of their exchange

relations. It can be said that energy is most intense at the point of intersec-

tion, defined by mata or ava. Belonged in rnata kula or:rva kula, with a move-

ment {rom black to red, are tidal waves, surfing waves, anuses,lG volcanic

eruptions, burning fire, and atomic explosions, among others. The Tongan

terln for tidal, seismic sea waves and tsunami is perru lctt'la (red wave). But,
included in mata 'uli or ava 'uli, where there is a movernent of red toward
black, are human eyes,17 eyes of tlie winds, twisters, black holes in outer
space, and many others (Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina 2011; also

see Berlin and Kay 1991; Campbell2002).

Conclusion: Issues and Implications

The problems with respect to takohi, the Tongan thinldng and practice of
drawing, and the issues deriving from them are raised critically. By raising

the problems, a number of significant issues began to surface, especially

when examined in the broader context of the td-vd theory of art, a derivative

of the ta-va theory of reality. In conclusion, implications are drawn from the

ensuing critique, with ernerging issues reflected upon. Frorn a ta-va theory it
is established that takohi, and its mirror imzrge, tatau, are coexistent, with the

former as an artistic device dealing with the intersection of lines and spaces

and the latter as an artistic device concerning their mediation.
Like takohi zrnd tatau, intersection is a mirror image of mediation, and

vice versa, in the same way that, as prescribed by the td-v6 theory conflict
and order are of the same logical status in that order is a form of conflict. In
general, the ta-va theory argues that all things in reality, as in nature, mind,
and society, stand in eternal relations of exchange (that is, intersection or
connection and separation), both lineally/temporally and spatially. The same
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is extended, in both formal and substantial terrns, to the whole gamut of
rraterial, perforrnance, and fine arts. As artistic techniques, takohi and tatau,
on the one hand, and mata and ava, on the other, commonly deal with for-
mal, substantial, and functional conflicts at the intersection of lines and their
mediation in the creative process, both theoretically and practically.

In mathematics, both as a science and as an artform, a point is de{ined by
the intersection of two lines, the nurnerical mediation of wliich syrnbolizes,
in systemic and epistemic ways, the exchange relations of form, content, and
function of things across nature, mind, and socief'. A collection of points con-
stitutes a line, and a collection of lines makes up space. Likewise, in Tongan
thinking and practice, rnata and ava are a tatau of each other. A mata, like
an ava, is produced by the intersection oftwo kohi (a collection of"eyes" or
"holes" that, in their totaliry forms va). Therefore, both mzrthematical and
Tongan thinking and practice point to the inseparable coexistence ofta and
va and of fuo and uho across nature, mind, and society. The spatiotemporal,
formal-substantial, and functional conflicts at the intersection of mata and
ava and their mediation are the chiefconcerns oftakohi and tatau.
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NOTES

1. In addition, the term tiitatau is used for the Tongan rnaterial art oftirttooing. Literally,
the wold tatatiru means ternpo-n-rarhng symmetry variously expressed as tatau (copy),
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tatau (equal), tatau (image), tatau (mirror image), tatau (same), tatau (likeness), and tatau
(shadow). Another word for tatau is 'ata, which applies to all preceding variations (see, e.g.,

Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina 201I).

2. See Potauaine (20f0) for an extended and comprehensive discussion oftatau by rneans

of both intersection and mediation. Also see, e.g., Potauaine and Mahina (2011).

3. Potauaine (2010) rnade an important distinction between two senses of beauty: mdlie

anrlfaka'ofo'ofo, witli the former applied to faiva (perfonnance art) and the Iatter applied

to both tufunga (material) and nimamea'a (fine) ads.

4. There is a predominance of both kula (red) and 'uli (black) in Moana Paciffc arts , such

as tufunga lalava, tu{unga tatatau, and tufunga ngaohikulo (pott"ry making) in n.raterial

arts zrnd nimamea'a koka'anga and nimamea'a lalanga in fine arts. Apart from the gender-

related treatrnent of red and black, where kula is considered nale and 'uli female, there
are in-depth philosophical reasons associated with them across the physical, emotional,

and social spectrum.

5. This is a movement from representation to abstraction.

6. Dance, like tattooing, is concerned with the {brrnal, substnntial, and functional inter-
twining of lines and spaces by way of intersecting bodily movenents.

7. Specific to music and dance are the artistic devices of tu'akada (beat outside but inside

deffned beats) andh,ola (escape), i.e., positioning a move between two de{ined moves. The
term hola is often interchanged with the words kailu'asi. (steai) and hak a-funga-haka (one

move above another). Like tlie heliah device, the devices oftu'akautd and hola involve the
insertion ofan extra beat within delined beats. The successful execution ofsuch an action

with a sense of both symmetry and harmony produces beauty.

8. Compare withfaioafakamamahl (tragedy), in which the mediation of lineally led, spa-

tially driven conflicts in human thinking at the interface of anga'i'nwnu (animality) and

anga'itangata (sociality) is done in terms of tatau. The mediation of such conflicts results

infakatna (shame). This emotional state of affairs is a response to a movement from self-

ignorance to self-knowledge, where self is conscious ofthe fact that an error of moral iudg-
ment in self's behavior has been committed,

9. Byvirtue ofthe great unpredictable nnana (ocean), where waves, culrents, andwinds
are always in a state of flux, the Tongan performance at ol fai'oa faifolau (navigation) has

a lot in common with the Tongan performance art of faiva fanifo. Moreover, both the

sulfboard and boat are spatiotemporally, substantially formally, and functionally related in
hydrodynamic terms. Given the close afffnity between boat and house in Tonga, they are

connected in both hydrodyrarnic and aerodynamic ways.

10. In Tonga, tidal and seismic sea waves and tsunami are called peau kula (red waves),

which are formed by multiple movements of energy or force from the core of Earth to the

seafloor and frorn the seabed to the sea surface and symbolized by a transition from'uli to
kula; hence, the name peau kula. So, a "red wave" is apeou ta'ane or peau' tangata (male

wave, i.e., a male wave with both immense and intense force).
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ll. In the past, the line-marhng blades were made from seashells; they have been
replaced with tin blades.

12. The long, convex board is called pap a koka'anga (board for bark-cloth making).

13. Potauaine (2010), in his Masters of Architecture thesis, reflected creatively on the
Tongan concept and practice oftatau with depth and breath. By examining ali instances of
tatau, such as tatau (wringing), tautau (hanging), tatau (equating), tau (warring), tau (hit-
ting), and tau (arriving), he unraveled its formal, substantial, and functional nature, Com-
mon to all these are both intersection and mediation, where things across nature, mind,
and society rnove in opposite directions when they are mediated by means of symmetry to
produce harmony and beauty (also see Potauaine and Mahina 2011).

14. Like takohi and tatau, on the one hand, and mata and ava, on the other, intersection
and rnediation, connection and separation, or conilict trnd order are two sides ofthe same

coin. They are all instances of tatau, i.e., symmetry copy, image, mirror image, equal, like-
ness, and shadow.

15. The s)rmbolic use of mata or ava to denote such psychological, social, and moral condi-
tions as ugliness, pig-related behavior', and unkindness of some highly intensiffed nature
runs parallel to the asseftion that energy or force is most intense at the point of intersec-
tion, i.e., nata or ava.

16. The Tongan term for anus is ntata 'usi, "biting eye," ot aDa 'asl, "biting hole" (literally
meaning the "eye that bites" or "hole that bites"). The word 'zsi (also for anus) is short for
the term irasi (to bite). The naming of the anus, either as mata'usi or ava'usi, is connected
with its spiral, vortexJike shape, as both an "eye" and a "hole." As a matter ofrelevance, the
alternative terms for mata 'usi or ava 'usi are ntata mai, (eye of the behind) or aaa mui (ho\e
of the behind) , nnta siko (shitting eye) or aoa siko (shitting hole), and mata'i tu'ungaiku
(eye of tlie tail end) or aoa'i tu ungai,ku (hole of the tail end).

17. The pupil of the human eye is called tarna uli or mata'uli (black eye) or ava'uli (black

hole). In comparison, the Tongan word for asshole istafakula or mata kula (red eye) or ava

kula (red hole). Both tamtt and tafa are corruptions of mata, a tatau of ava.
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GLOSSARY

'aati-art
alamea-name of kakala
amo amokofe-name of kupesi
anga'imarut-animality
an ga' i,t an gata-s ociality
<aonga-use

'ata-image, shadow, mirror image, likeness
at:a-hole
aoa kula-red hole
611;& nu.ti-ssshole, anus
aoa siko-asshole, anus
aaa'uli-black hole
aoa'usi-biting hole, asshole, anus
aoa'i afi-hole of the Fire

aoa'ifa'o-hole of the nail
atsa'ihamala-eye of the hammer
arsa'i hui-hole of the needle
arsa'i kili-hole of the saw
aaa'ila'a-hole of the sun
atsa'i matangi-hole of the winds
aoa'i palaku-hole of the ugly
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at:a'i peni-hole of the pen
aoa'i puoka-hole of the pig
aoa'i. ta'e'ofo-hole of the unkind
atsa'i tao-hole of the spear

aoa'i toki,-hole of the adze

arsa'i. tutu'u-hole of the chisel
aoa'i, tu ungaileu-hole of the behind, asshole, anus

fi-pandanus fruit
faifulm, faioa-voyaging, performance art of

faioa-performance art

faio a fakamatnahi-tr agedy, art of

fait:a fakaoli-cornedy, art of

faio a fanifu -surfing, 
art of

fai,oa haka-dance, art of

faioa tcianga-poetry, art of

fakaaoa-make a hole; sharpen (e.g', adze)

f ak aI al a-n ame o f kakala

.foJcatna-shame
fakan"nta-make an eye; shalpen (e.g., adze)

faka'ofo'ofo-beauty
fale-ho:use
fanifu, faiaa-surfing, performance art of

fata-' o -Tu'i-Tortga-name of kupesi

felekeu-chaos
fuo-form
fu. o - uh o -f orm-conte nt
h ak a -fu,n gall ak a - danc e device
hea-name of sweet-scented fruit
hei.lala-name of sweet-scented flower
hellakl-poetic device
hina-white
hola-dance device
hu' a koka lsrl a-r ed koka paint
hu'a tongo 'uli,-blacktongo ink
kafo-kafa-sennit
kafa leula-red kafa-sennit
kafa'ult 

-bIack 
kafa-sennit

kahoki-hottse part
kakala-flower designs

kata-laughter
kauikalilo 

-name 
of kupesi
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kaih a' a s i-dance device
ktlt kula-red s]ron

kohi-line,write
leohlkohl-multiple lines, writing
leoka-name of tree
Ieu,la-red
kupesi.-design
la'a-sun
langakali-name of sweet-scented flower
Ielei-good
tnaau-order, poem
m{ana-warmth
malie-bearLy
manulua-name of kupesi
masila-sharp
mata-eye
mata kula-red eye, asshole
mata ntasila-shaqp eye
ntota ntui,-eye of the behind, asshole, anus
mata peku-blunt eye

mata siko-shitting eye, asshole, anus
mata'uli-black eye, eye pupil
m.ota'usi-biting eye, asshole, anus
rncrta'i afi,-eye of the {ire
mata'ifa'o-eye of the nail
mata'i fo'ifa-eye of the pandanus fruit
mata'i,hanala-eye of the hammer
nmta'i lwi-eye of the needle
mat a' i, kap at oh,il al an ga- ey e of the leaf-lining, mat-making metal tool
n'rata'i klll-eye of the saw
mata'i. la'd-eye of the sun
mata'i matangi.-eye of the winds
nrata'ipalaka-eye of the ugliness (i.e., extremelyugly)
mata'i peni-eye of the pen
mata'i puaka-eye of the pig
mata'i. ta'e'ofo-eye of the unkind
mata'i tao-eye of the spear
mata'i toki-eye of the adze
rnata'i tu'aniu-eye of the coconut stick
mata'i tutu'u-eye of the chisel
ntata'i tu'ungaileu-eye of the anus
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lTnAnA-OCeAfi
m.o an a' uli' uld-black oce an

ngali,poto-normality
ngalioale-absurdity
nitnamea'a-fine art
ni,mamea' a koka' anga-mat weaving, art of
nitname a' a I alan ga-b ark-cloth making, art of
nirnarnea' a tuikakala-flower designing, art of
1:n1 s i-v14111s of kakala
'Otu Motu Anga'ofo-Friendly Islands (i.e., Tonga)

papa fanlfu-sur{board
papa leoka' anga-bark-cloth making board

peau fisihi,na-white foamy waves

peau kula-red wave, tsunami
pean ta'ane-male wave (see tidal wave or peau kula lred wave])

peau. tangata-male wave (see peau ta'ane or rnale wave)

peku-blunt
p o tup otut at au-harm ony
ta-time
ta'anga, faiaa-poetry, performance art of
tafo-cttl open (see operation)
t afak at a a-picture drawin g
tafo kula-red eye, asshole

tama-child
tama'uli-black eye, eye pupil
t ft o.t an, tufun ga-tattooing, p e rform anc e art of
tatau-symmetry copy, mirror image, equal, same, likeness, wring, wringing,

part, parting, conclude
t a)-.war, warring, arrive, arriving, hit, hitting
t auelan gi-literally meaning "reaching-the-slg"' (i. e., climaxed elation )

tctutrru-hang, hanging
td-t:d-time-space
takohi-drawing
ffikup e si,-design drawing
t aoaliDali, tufunga-painting, performance art of
tea-white
tu' akaut a-music device
tufun ga fo'uo aka-b oal building, art of
tufunga ngaohi,kulo-pottery making, art of
tufunga tdata)-tattooing, art of
tui.tu' u 

-name 
of kakala
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tu'i.-l<ng
t okelrn - F elet o a-name of kupesi
tohi-line,wite
t ohit ohi-multlple lines, writing
tufunga-material art
tufunga lalarsa-tattooing, art of
tufun ga I an gafale 

-house 
building, art of

tufun ga t aa alio ali-painting, art of
uho-content
'uhi.nga-meaning
ult-black
'usi-asshole
uusi-bite
od-space
o d lelei.-good sociospatial relations
oaa'i ta-space between two beats
r:aa'i uhi.nga-space between two meanings
oaitohi 'ull-blackink
oe< eDe' e-name of kakala
Dsirnau-name of kupesi
oela-fieriness
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TATAU: SYMMETRYAS CONFLICT MEDIATION OF LINE-
SPACE INTERSECTION

Pacffic Studies, Vol. 40, Nos. l/2-Apl/Ang.2017

Scmisi F. Potauaine

Uniaersi.ty of Auckland, Auckland Uni'oersi'ty of Technology and

Vaaa'u Acad.enry for Critical Inqui,ry and Applled Research

Frorn a Tongan context, tatau (symmetY) also tneans ntirror irnage, image,

copy, likeness, same, and equal, arnong other things., My theoretical inquiry
in6 tatau revolves around the ta-aa (tme-sPace) theory of reality, wlich
basically recognizes the philosopliical fact that all things in reality stand.in

eternal'relatio-ns of exchange, gMng rise to order or conflict. By extension, the

theory also takes into account the historical fact that bectruse of these never-

ending exchange connections, order and conflict are ofthe sarne logical order

in that order is a form of conflict.

Fon rnrNcs ro EXIST, they must do so in time and space, and they are

therefore spatiotemporal. These everlasting relations of exchange between

all things across nature, mind, and society are expressed in terms of ta (time)

and oa (space) as a common medium of existence on the abstract level and by

way of thiirfur; (form) anduho (content) on the concrete level, Furthermore,

such unending exchange relations behveen things, events, or states ofaffairs
exist by -"urlr of intersection, where spatiotemporal, substantial-forrnal,

and functional conflicts, on both the abstract and concrete levels, are sym-

metrically reconciled by means of tatau, thereby transforming them to order.

This state of noa (zero point), i.e., order, is a counterbalance of equal and

opposite forces.
- the ,lr" of tatau as a means of mediation of conflicts at the crossing point

of things applies as much to the colliding objects in nature as it does to the
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opposing ideas in mind and competing demands in society. In abstract ways,
these contradictory tendencies are expressed at the shifting interface ofkohi
(line) and vE, such as the mediation of ooa'i haka (intersecting bodily move-
ments in dance), oaa'ita (interlacing tones in music), andoaa'i'uhinga (con-
flicting human meanings in poetry) on the concrete level. By dealing with the
intersection of kohl and oa, where the mediation of contradictions are done
by means of tatau, my paper will share a common focus with the paper of
Hfrfanga'Okusitino Mdhina on the traditional Tongan thinking and practice
takohi (drawing).

Given the eternality of relations of exchange between all things within
and across nature, mind, and society, it can be concluded that intersection
is fundamental to all things in reality. By the same token, conflict and order
are pennanent dimensions of reality, Art as a form of social activity is no
exception, This is evident in tufunga (rnaterial), fai,ua (performance), and
nintonwa'a (fine arts), where conflicts are mediated by means of tatau to
produce both potupotutatrru (liarrnony) andfaka'"f"'"f. (beauty), By way
of demonstration, I will critically examine specific instances of tatau, such as
tatau (wringing),tautou (hanging),/rzkatatan (role rnodeling), andtatau (say-
ing goodbye), all of which are connected with the mediation of conflicting
tendencies.

Tongan art is divided into faioa (performance), tufunga (rnaterial), and
nintanrca'a (fine arts). Material arts have many examples, which include
turfungalangafole (architecture or house building). Performance arts are sino
(body centered), and rnaterial and fine arts are ht'asino- (non-body centered)
(Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006). A further classification is made between
body-centered performance arts and non-body-centered material and fine
arts. There are also qualities internal or intrinsic and external or extrinsic
to all three arts. The qualities internal to, or inside, all arts are calledtatau
(symmetry), potupotutatau (harmony), and malie or faka'"ft'"f* (excite-
ment) (Ka'ili 2007; Mahina 2008a; cf. Helu tggg; Kaeppler 1993; Moyle
1987, 1991). In addition, the qualities external to, and outside, all of them
are called mffana (warmth), oela (burning), and tmrelangi (excitement). In
this essay, emphasis will be put on the internal qualities of arts, paying atten-
tion to architecture, known in Tonga as the material art of tufunga langafale,
in the wider context of the ta-oa (time-space) theory of art (Harvey 1g90;
Mahina 2004a; Potauaine and Mahina 2011; cf. Ka'ili 2007; Williams 2009).
Specifically, attention will be paid to the Tongan thinking and practice of
tatau, considered an artistic device of conflict mediation created by takohi as
line-spacer intersection.2 In this respect, this essay is linked in formal, sub-
stantial, and functional terms to the essay by Hafanga,Okusitino Mahina on
takohi (drawing) in Tongan thinking and practice (this volurne).
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Quality and Utility of Art

Like epistemological questions that have secondary importance to the ontologi-

cal questions (Anderson 1962,2007;Mahina 2004b, 2008a, 2008b), the exter"nal

qnuliti"r of arts are considered secondary to the intemal qualities (Anderson,

Culum, and Lycos tg32; Mdhina 2004a). Even though the external qualities

are taken to be secondary they will be briefly discussed since they have certain

bearings on this chapter (Potauaine and Mahina 2011). The internal qualities of
arts are connected with their production as a process, and the external qualities

are an outcome. Whereas the process of art is both investigative and transforma-

tive, the outcome of art is both communicative and transformative (Anderson

7962,2007; Mahina 2005b). Therefore, transformation is common to both pro-

cess and outcome of art. As an investigative process, subject matters of art are

intemally transformed through tatau, potupotutatau, and malie or faka'ofo'ofa

from conflict to order and as an outcome of some communicative means of par-

allel but external transformation through the emotional states mafana, vela, and

tauelangi from conflict to order (Mahina 2008a, 2008b; Potauaine and Mahina

2011; alio see Mahina 2004c; Manu'atu 2000), The communicative and trans-

formative aspects make up the use or function of art.

An inquiry into Tongan arts found the word beauty to have two,meanings'

malie and faka.ofo'ofa, which are both fused and confused in the existing

literature on Tongan art (Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993; Mdhina 1992; Moyle

1987). The words malie and faka'ofo'ofa3 both rnean beauty, with mdlie for
faiva and faka.ofo.ofa for tufunga and nimamea'a. The impact of faiva on

both producer and consumer of performance arts is mainly emotional, such

as the movement of the emotional states of warrnth, burning, and excite-

ment. Such emotional feelings are seen infai,aahioa (music) andfaioahaka
(dance) as performance arts. But the impact of tufunga and nimamea'a on

producer und 
"otrrn-"r 

of material and fine arts is largely physical, hence its

material effect on human eyes as physically constituted entities.a The effect

of material and fine arts, as in tufunga moalioali (painting) and nimam.ea'a

lalanga (mat weaving), is confined strictly to faka'ofo'ofa in absence of the

feelings of warmth, burning, and excitement that are normally connected

with performance arts, such as music and dance (Fig. 1). 
-

In both material and fine arts, the internal quality faka'ofo'ofa has the same

effect of beauty on both producer and consumer, in contrast to the external

feelings of mafana, vela, and tauelangi peculiarly connected with performance

arts. So, the term faka'ofo'ofa is internally connected with material and {ine

arts, as well as externally linked to both producer and consumer of both arts,

as in the case of tufunga langafale (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6). In addition to

the preceding distinctions, there are further distinctions of great importance.
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Frcunn r. Kupesi Halafota'ulitaha (Single Black Pallbearer Line De-
sign), 2010. Artist and Photograph: Semisi F. Potauaine. Tufunga
Tatatau.

In Tongan aesthetic thinking and practice, there is an important distinc-
tion between good works of art and bad works of art (Anderson 1962, 2007;
Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982; Mdhina 2004a).In performance arts, the
distinction is between/aiaa malie (good works of art) andfai,oa palaka (bad
works of art), and in material and {ine arts, the distinction is between tufunga
and nimnm.ea' a faka' "ft' "ft 

(good works of art) and tufunga and nim.omea' a
p alaka (bad works of art)s ( M ahina 2003, 200 4a, 2005 a, 2005b ).

While performance arts, on the one hand, and material and fine arts, on
the other, differ in terms of mdlie and faka'ofo'ofa, both meaning beauty, and
they commonly embrace thewordpalaka (badworks of art). The distinction
between good works of art and bad works of art revolves around two opposed
states of affairs relating to their production in the creative process. Good
works of art collectively refer to artworks informed by states of tatau, potupo-
tutatau, and mAlie or faka'ofo'ofa, in opposition to bad works of art inform-
ing artworks commonly led by conditions of tokehekehe (asymmetrical),
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Frcunn z. Falehau Meeting flouse, Tongatapu, 1784. Artist: john
Webber, 1751-93, Plate 80. Refi A-340-055, Alexander Turnbull Li-
brary, Wellington, NZ.

potupotukel"rekehe (disharmonious), and palaku (ugly states of affairs) (Ka'ili
2007; Mahina2O0Sb; Potauaine and Mahina 2011). The main concerns here

are to deal with symmetry and its summation, which amounts to harmony, or
defining beauty as a state of affairs in the creative process. As both specific

and general entities, both symmetry and harmony are tr,vo sides of the same

thing, given that symmetry is equal to harmony.
As an intrinsic quality, symrnetry can be analyzedin terms of the td-va the-

ory of art (Mahina 2004a), a derivative of the td-vd theory of reality (Mahina

2008a, 200Sb). Herein, art can be defined as a sustained ta-va transformation
and fuo-uln (form-content), on both abstract and concrete levels, from a
condition of conflict to a state of order (Mahina 2004a). While the func-
tional aspect is important, it is nevertheless considered to be of a secondary

value. This is situated in the wider context of the time-space theory of reality,

especially several of its general and specific tenets. In general, the theory
states that all thlngs in nature, mind, and society stand in eternal relations

of exchange, giving rise to conflict or order. As a specific tenet, it states that
conflict and order are logically of the same status in that conflict is a form
of order (Ka'ili 2007; Mdhina 2008b; Williams 2009). So, chaos and order
coexist temporally spatially, formally substantially, and functionally across the
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,' ,i..

Frcunn g. Faikaoa Kqr>a Dnnlring, 'Eua, Tonga, 1974. Photograph:
Christopher A. Gist. Source: Tonga Pictorial (Gestle I974t48)

natural, psychological, and social domains. Therefore, symmetry is concerned
with the interplay of chaos and order, variously expressed in terms of conflict
and resolution, intersection and mediation, or connection and separation, as

in architecture, rnusic, and mat weaving (Mahintr 2002b; Rees 2002).

Conflict and Order

In the domain of art and literature, conflict and order are made manifest
within and across perforrnance, material, and fine arts. Like all types of spati-
otemporal, substantial-formal, and functional transformation across nature,
mind, and society, conflicts in subject matters under artistic and literary pro-
duction are transformed by way of ta-va, fuo-uho across the physical, emo-
tional, and hurnan domains. For exarnple, conflict and order are expressed
by way of intersecting'uhi.nga (human meanings), as in the case ol fai,oa
ta'anga (poetry), fai.aa fakaoh (comedy), and faioa fakarnanruhi (tragedy),
and intersecting kohi (lines) and va, such as tufunga langafale, tufunga
tatatau. (tattooing), and faiva haka (Mahina 2008a, 2010). The sustained pro-
duction of symmetry is executed by means of artistic and literary devices
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Frcunr 4, FaIe Alafolau Canoe Hanger, Vava'u, Tonga, 1840. Artist:
Le Breton. Refi PUBL-0028-078, Alexander Turnbull Library Wel-
lington, NZ.

across performance, rnaterial, and fine arts, such asheliaki (i.e., symbolically
sa)ang one thing and meaning another), andhola (i.e., a subdivision of two
bodily movements) separately in poetry and dance, toki (i.e., stone adze) in
both architecture and sculpture, and nge'esifingota (i.e., sharp-bladed sea-

shell) and/o 'i.fa (i.e., sharp-pointed, brush-like pandanus fruit) in mat weav-

ing and bark-cloth making, respectively (Mahina 2002b; Rees 2002). In all
cases, these artistic and literary devices are a form ofintersection, i.e., both
intellectual and physical means for the production symmetry.

Mata (or Its Tatau Symmetry Ava)

All physical shaqp-pointed, cutting-edged devices, such as adzes, seashells,

and brushes, are expressed as a series of intersections or intersection and
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Frcunn 5. First Fonua, First Fa'E Mother, First Fq,le House:
Fonua Mother's Placenta (Birth). Source: http://www.google.com/
imgres ?im gurl = http ://www. coltsneckob gyn. com/images/.

mediation, i.e., an ongoing process of exchange and cycle. These line-space
intersecting devices are described in terms of nmta (eyes), such as n"mta'i

toki, (eye of the adze), nurta'i nge'esifingota (eye of the seashell), andnrctta'i

fa (eye of the pandanus fruit) (Potauaine and Mahina 2011), In ancient
Tonga, however, tufunga langafale made use specifically of mata'i tol<i for
the construction of houses, combining both thinking and practice relating
to line-space intersection. In close connection with the material art tufunga
langafale is hrfunga lalaot, (naterial art of line-space intersection). Besides,

tufunga lalava, which was used for holding together house parts, wherc leafa

leulaleafa 'uli (redkafa-sennlt-black kafa-sennit),kohi-oa (line-space inter-
section) is referred to as nrata'i, kupesi (eye of the design) (Mahina 2002b;
Potauaine and Mahina 2011; Rees 2002) (Fig. 6).

Architecture, or house building for that matter, is a material art that basi-

cally involves a mediation of conflicts at the intersection of ta and va, fuo
and uho, of things through tatau, potupotutatau, and fal<a'ofo'ofa from a

condition of chaos to a state of order (Mahina 2002b, 2004a; Potauaine and

Mdhina 2011). Basically, both fuo and uho of architecture or house building
are made up ofta and vd on the abstract level and kohi and va on the con-
crete level, with wood, stones, steel, and glass as their range of possible oaka
(medla). In contemporary architecture, nwta'i, peni (eye of the pen) is used

principally as an artistic device ofline-space intersection on the abstract level
and such lineal-spatial tools as mata'i leili (eye of the saw), tnata'i hamala
(eye of the hammer), n"nta'ifa'o (eye of the nail), andmata'ilula (eye of the
ruler) for its building on the concrete level. Such architectural devices func-
tion as time-marking tools of spaces, characterized by means of such media as

wood, stones, steel, and glass (Mahina and Potauaine 2011). The use of fale
for human puryoses defines lts'aongct (function).
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Frcuns 6. Mata'Uli Black Eye/ Arsa'Uli Black }Jolet Matq Eye. Source r

http ://www. goo gle.com/im gres ?im gurl = http ://poundingheartbeat.
comJ ... / 2OO8/10/eye jpg.

Tatau: Symmetry

In subsequent discussions, I will examine instances of tatau in spati-
oternporeil, substantial-{brn'ral, and functional terrls and link them to the
natural, psychological, and social realms, with a particular focus on per-
formance, rnaterial, and fine arts (see Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993; Mdhina
2005b). The word tatau refers to a diversity of things, which range spati-
otemporally, substantially forrially, and practically in physical, emotional,
and hun'ran terms from harmony, copying, equality, and opposition; through
fission, fusion, mirror image, and wringing; to warring, juxtaposing, align-
ing, and comparing. By implication, tatau can be de{ined as a process of
mediation of conflicts at the crossing point of things in nature, mind, and
society applying to the colliding and splitting objects, opposing ideas, and
competing demands, respectively. In both theoretic:rl :rnd practical ways,
tntau can be seen in nature, for example, the cycle of tuhl nwntaha (Iow
tide) and tahi hu,'a (high tide) or the circular movement of 'aho (day) and
pa'uli, (night), with both succumbing to the behavior of nature in symme-
try and harmony. In reality, such cyclical, rhythmic processes are points
of conflict, where the entities intersection and rnediation are regulated in
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nature both symmetrically and harmoniously (Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili
2006; Potauaine and Mdhina 2011).

As an intrinsic quality of art, potupotutatau can be said to be a summation,
totaliry, or collection of symmetries. Aesthetically, harmony is the sustained
intensification time and space, and form and content, of things through the
continual succession of symmetries, which begins with tntau through a sum-
mation of symmetries, i.e., potupotutatau to malie or fal<a'ofo'ofzr. For exaru-
ple, in faiva hal<a, each set of symmetry of bodily movements is combined
by means of a continuity to collectively forn'r a whole dance, defined as har-
mony. This state of harmony is what beauty as a state of affairs is all about
(Mahina 2008a, 2008b). Symmetry and harmony, i.e., a series of syrnrnetries
and a summation of them, both of which are the same, is a state of order, bal-
ance, or equilibrium. Such states are made up of equal and opposite tenden-
cies, defined as noa (paradoxically meaning "nothing"). This state of noa also
means the zero point, as in opposing negatively and positively intersecting
a.{es in mathematics, meeting points of equal and opposite forces in physics,
or two intersecting states ofaffairs such astalanoa (talking critically yet har-
rnoniously) in knowledge production and communication. In all instances,
conflicts are transformed by way of both intersection and mediation (Mahina
2008a, 2008b; Potauaine and Mahina 2011).

Opposing the states oftatau and potupotutatau are the conditions oftoke-
hekelie and potupotulcehekehe, with examples seen in the former as dormant
volcanoes, good works ofart, and social stability and in the latter as volcanic
eruptions, bzid works of art, and wars (Potauaine and Mahina 2011). In deal-
ing with conflicts at the interface of intersection and mediation, the former
are a success and the latter are a failure. Other rneanings of tatzru in various
forms include such things as tau. (hang), e.g., tan fo (hanging of washing) and
tautau (hanging as a fonn of capital punishment); tau (war), e.g., tcru fakaf-
onua (civll war) and tau. lau (war of words); and tau (contact), e.g., one thing
in contact with another, such as a car hitting a tree. All these examples, either
as elongations or as abbreviations of tatau, point to a rnultiple, dialectical
rnovement of conflicting tendencies, where intersection and mediation are
involved in a process resulting in either conditions oftatau and potupotuta-
tau or states of tokehekehe and potupotukehekehe (Mahina 2005b, 2008a,
2008b).

Instances of Tatau

The wringing of bounded kaoa (roots) is called tatau or tan ko.tsa, and the
wringing ofgrated coconut flesh and scraped koka (tree bark) is referred to
as tatau or tau niu and tatau or ttw, leokct, respectively (Mahina 2002b; Rees
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2002). Tau kava, tau niu, and tau koka use the wringing toolsfu.tankatta,
pulutaunhr, and fautrrukoka, nade from fibers of hibiscus plants and husks

offruits ofcoconut trees, for the separation ofsap from bounded kava, grated

niu (flesh), and scraped koka. As a process, the wringing of kava, niu, and

koka fluids is unified with the respective wringers of fautaukava, pulutau-
niu, and fautaulcoka and the extraction through separation from roots, flesh,

and bark, respectively. Both the symmetry and the harmony the wringing,
as well as the asymmetry and the disharmony of it, are dependent on equal

or unequal movement of rnutually spiral yet opposite tendencies of the act

of wringing. So, the more equal the wringing is, the better it is as a form of
extraction of liquids at the interface of intersection and mediation. This com-

mon state of affair is called n-tahalelei (goodly empty), meaning the bounded

kava, grated coconut flesh, and scraped koka are fully dried or devoid offluid'
Similarly, in performance art, faioa faifulat' (navigation and voyaging),

when a vaka (boat) is moving close to ataulanga (port), it is called/akatu'-
tcru. By the rh;,thniic act of fakatautau, reference is made to tempo marking
of spaces between and including wharf and boat by rneans of intersection

and mediation. In addition, the word tau, amid others, refers to when a boat

arrives at a port. The term taulanga is an elongation of taula'anga (litet-
ally "place of anchor"), which normally refers to a port of call. The word for
anchor is tanla (arriving sail), where the term la stands for sail. The terms

tukufolat. and tanfolan refer to afolau (voyage) tuku (Ieaing a port) and tau
(arriving at another), a movement from a point of origin to a point of desti-

nation, i,e., frorn separation to connection. Once a boat arrives, or a voyage

reaches its point of destination, then the situation is referred to as tanfonua
(literally "reaching the land") or taufolau (voyage arriving). Therefore, the

spaces between departure and arrival are tetnporally marked through sym-

metry and harmony at the interface of conflict and resolution or intersection

and mediation (Hau'ofa 1993; Helu 1999).

By the same token, the la and the taula are mediated on the fungaoaka
(deck) ofthe vaka. Like a synchronized dance, upon arrival, both the sail and

anchor are dropped, respective processes known as tuku la (drop sail) and

lr tanla or tuku tanla (drop anchor). However, upon departure, the hoisting

of the sail is variously called fusi tau'la (pull anchor), fusi la (pull sail), or fai'
la (set sail). Therefore, the sail mediates propulsion and anchor negotiates

position, both in symmetrically spatioten-rporal and substantial-formal ways,

In both instances, there is a mediation of conflicts between sail and hull, on

the one hand, and anchor and hull, on the other, amounting to an overall

negotiation of sail, hull, and anchor. There is a form of both asymmetry and

disharmony associated with sailing, expressed by the terms toLurw'aoalea, a

reference to a boat losing its bearing with respect to a point of destination,
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andtanntulioalea, refernng to a boat losing bearing in relation to a point of
separation (Fig.  ).

Fale, Kava, and Vaka

The compass of a boat is called oloaaha} symbolic of men, situated mid-
waf inmu'a (front of the vessel). At the nwi (rear or stern), opposite the
mu'a (front or prow), is the foh,e fuli rtdder, symbolizing women. Physically,
the word foka8 applies to a boat running aground; culturally, it is an hon-
orific term for sleeping and death, as in the fa'itoka (restine place) of the
dead. This is evident in the formal Tongan kava ceremony, in which a formal
tatau (mirror image) of a vaka is conducted inside the fale (Figs. 2 and S). In
Tongan thinking and practice, both val<a and fale are symbolically and his-
torically referred to as fefine (woman, female) in the same way that fefine is
linked to vaka and fale in figurative and actual ways (Figs. 2,3, and5). There
are, then, spatiotemporal, substantial-formal, and functional relationships
among kava, vaka, and fale, where formal roles of both men and wornen are
revised and standardized from time to time. In most cases, men are associ-
ated with mu'a of the kava (circle), where olovaha is positioned midway at
the top end, seated by a ruling aristocrat or reigning monarch and flanked
by his two matapule (talking chiefs) (Fig. 3). The chiefs and their respective
matdpule are seated along two sides of the kava, called the 'alofi (rowers)
of boats. At the mui (bottom) end of the circle is positioned thetou'a,kava
mirers, and kava makers, made up of both men and women of close chiefly
affiliations (Fig. 3).

Tatau: Heliaki as an Intersecting Poetical Device

In Tongan faiva ta'anga performance art poetry heliakie (symbolically say-
ing one thing and meaning another) (Kaeppler 1gg3; Moyle 1g87; Wood-
Ellem 2004) is used as an artistic and literary tool for mediating human
meanings. By reconciling conflicting human meanings, the poet engages in
producing tatau, potupotutatau, and rnalie through epiphoric, q.,a1itatirr",
and metaphoric associative exchange between closely connected quali-
ties or attributes of things in the creative process (Mahina 2005b, 2008a,
2008b). As a form of mediation, the poet negotiates time-space, form-
content, and functional conflicts at the intersection of two oaa,i ,uhinga

(human meanings). At this point, my discussion reflects on abeautilulhiia
kakala love songr0 titled Fio Tooola ("Urge to Ask"), composed by a famous
Tongan contemporary poet Siosaia Mataele in 1930 (Velt 2000, 45). An
approximate translation of this love song into English was recently made
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by Mahina (2009). Of great relevance is the poet's effective production of
tatau and potupotutatau, where individual syrnmetries within and across

the verses nnd cho..tr are unified, rhythmically definlng the total harmony

of the poem. By extension, Mataele is able to mediate a n-rultiplicity of
tensioni at the interfaces of slcy and earth, land and sea, and nature and

nurture, which are further negotiated at the intersection of sail, hull, and

anchor.

Fio Tooola Urge to Ask

I. Fi,o tooola pe 'e tolona rtai 'afa? 1. Urge to ask, will it ever corne

to pass?

Uisa he nau& e ntoan(I oaoal| Crashing waves of the bottomless
ocean

Lonrckina leita'e lrc'ofo nwnwdt) Drowned am I by unselfish love

Ko si,'ete taufomta nai 'afe? When will I ever reach the land?

2. Lose si'i ngoue taleafi'a 'e he laiond 2. A rose in the garden roamed by
lions

Mcmule'o puhrsila 'o e ngaahi h'osit€ Guarding-animals as weapons of
hosts

'E toki ngofua toli 'e he ma'u paasi
pe

Allowed for plucking only by pass

holders

Thlt kl he fat2 tu u tuli topu. tafod Keep to the mark, never to retreat

3. To 'e loto13 hilei,la si'ete fi,ehwi 3. Heart-strickened, my sails are

set to sail

Siu e martusiu.fanga 'enahe

hou.fonu,ti

Sea-birds hovering over land-
caused swells

Hoholo e la fietuku si'oto tauld Sails are put down, ready to
anchor

Ka e tala 'e hai, 'e ngofua lm ht.'u ki
'tttti

Yet, there's no permit to set foot
on land

Taura Chorus

'Antana.lei tala 'e he fua nraild Hope measured in nautical niles

Sio fcttu,ngaloa 'ene lauiafd Seeing storm-clouds by the
thousands

Folcrua tonu, 'e he fua kl he losd Sailing head-on towards the rose

Ko si'ete taufonu,a nai 'afa? When will I ever reach the land?
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As a great work of art and literature, Mataele effectively deals with the
subject matter of his creation, i.e., 'ofo nro.lllze (unselfish love), on two lev-
els. On the general level, he wrestles with conflicts underlying his topic as

events or occurrences that are freely presented in nature with a high degree
of uncertainty beyond human control. On the specific level, he handles his
topic of poetic creation with inevitable obstacles in the way. In response,
Mataele rnedizrtes these two sets of distinct but related conflicts through
effective heliaki, rliythmically transforming them from felekeu (chaos) to
ntaou (order), defined by tatau and potupotutatau. For example, he presents
his enormous state of uncertainty by setting it in opposition to the immensity
of the moana Daaale (bottomless ocean). This is made to equal the depth of
his unfathomable 'ofa mamae, in which he is symbolically yet emotionally
lomekina (drowned). He is not sure he will ever taufonua (set foot) on land,
i.e., succeed in seeing his lover. AII htpu (verses) and tau (chorus) of the
poem are made up of a circular, sustained series of conflict and resolution,
separation and connection, or intersection and mediation reconciled through
tatau and potupotutatau.

Mataele begins by displaying his emotional state of longing, i.e., unselfish
love, which urged hirn to ask a question about his sense of uncertainty (verse
1, line 1). Given the inevitabihty of the situation, Mataele recognizes the
enormity of the obstacles he faces (verse 1, lines 2 and 3), resolving to the
uncertainty thus presented (verse 1, line 4). As a $.pical tectonic, metaphoric,
or figurative technique, he again tal<es into account the imrnensity of the
situation, likening it to laione (lions) closely guarding the target of his uncon-
ditional love, symbolized by the losa (rose) (verse 2, lines I and 2), In the face
of adversity, the poet is determined to relentlessly strive for tlie rose, even
witliout the necessary qualifications (verse 2, lines 3 and 4). With basically
the same thought, in stanza three, he is rlore than firmed to set sail, know-
ing he is up against the unpredictable houforru.a (winds and currents) (verse
3, lines 1 and 2) and, worst still, without a ngofua ke tu'u ki 'uta (permit to
land) (verse 3, lines 3 and 4). In the chorus, the poet rhythmically continues
with the same thinking, accepting his 'antanaki (hope) positioned in direct
opposition to the mind-boggling, impending, and powerfulfatungaloa (storm
clouds) (chorus, lines 1 and 2) and deciding instead to conquer all barriers,
including death, so that he meets his beloved rose (chorus, lines 3 and 4).

Tatau: Hola as an Intersecting Dance Device

Besides the artistic and literary devices hola,kai.ha'asi,, or haka-fitnga-haka,
conducted byway of the insertion of an additional bodily movement between
two specified vaa'i haka, there are variations such as helepasi, the insertion
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of an extrapasi (hand clap)between two designaledoaa'ipasi' (hand glaps).

The word hete (knife) points to pasi as a dance device for the mediation

of intersecting hand claps through conflict and resolution, separation and

connection, or intersection and mediation. The wordhele 'i stands for split-

ting something by cutting it into halves. When the act of hele is repeated,

tlren we lrave what is called fakatahele or fakatohele, which also varies as

fakatahala or fakatohala, engaging further repetition of drumbeats between

existing defined drumbeats. Although the aesthetically organizedhaka are

already at a state of tatau, it is intensified by the insertion of an extra haka,

thereby maintaining a state of potupotutatau as a progeny of malie. As a

form of heliaki, the trvo pasi as time markers, including the space between

them, are further demarcated at the interface of symmetry resulting in the

reconstitution of both time and space as a form of harmony.

Tatau: Tuoakautii as an Intersecting Musical Device

Like heliaki and hola, lcaiha'asi, or haka-funga-haka, as both poetic and

dance devices in faiva ta'anga and faiva haka, respectively, the musical device

tu'akauta is used in faiva hiva as a means of mediating an extra musical note

between two designated notes, such as the insertion of half a musical tone

above and below, following the rules of octaves, rninors, and majors.ls The

terms heliaki, hola, kaiha'asi or haka-funga-haka, and tu'akauta are associ-

ated with poetry music, and dance and seem to be paradoxical in outlook,

yet their functions as devices are strictly defined. For instance, the word heli-

aki functions at the point of intersection of two objects, and the terms hola,

kaiha.asi, or haka-funga-haka undertake the location of an extra dance move-

ment away from designated bodily moments. Likewise, the word tu'akautd

suggests positioning of an additional musical beat outside yet inside (between)

two specifled musical notes. These poetic, musical, and dance devices are

appropriated as means for the production of internally led aesthetic qualitie_s

tatau, potupotutatau, and malie or faka'ofo'ofa, which commonly affect both

producers and ,.iewers in terms of the externally driven emotional qualities

mafana, vela,16 and tauelangilT (Mahina 2003,2004c,2005b; Manu'atu 2000;

Potauaine and Mahina 2011).

Material, Per{ormance, and Fine Arts

All art forms are spatiotemporally, substantially formally, and functionally

related across nature, mind, and society, be they performance, material,

and fine arts. The same logic applies to both tufunga lalava of kohi and va

intersection and tufunga tatatau. Both art forms are connected by means
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of time-space, form-content, and function, linking the physical, psychologi-
cal, and social realms. Both of the m use kula (red) and 'uli (black) as tempo
makers of space, with tufunga lalava using kafa kula and kafa 'uli and tufunga
tatatau .usingkili. kula (red skin) and oaitohi 'uln (blackink). The production
of 'ata (images) by means of intersecting kili kula and vaitohi .uli is derived
from kupesi (designs) produced by tufunga lalava, considered the master
art (Mahina 2008a, 2009; Potauaine and Mahina 2011). By far, the only art
form that uses the word tatau is tufunga tatatau (literally "material art of
symmetry-producing," i.e., tattooing) (Fig. 1). Most art forms use both ta and
oa, variously expressed as faioa tffangufangu (nose-flute playing), tufunga
tftongi,tongi (sculpture), and nimamea'a lalanga.

Like faiva haka, tufunga tdtatau uses the body as a vaka, with intersecting
lines and spaces in the form of red skin and black ink as its content (Fig.  ).
To ta (beat) is to kohi, and to tatau is to wring the flesh by means mata'i,hui
trtatun as a time-marking device, allowing the body to bleed, i.e., a fonn of
conflict. As spelled out earlier, the word tatau refers to many things, which
include copy, mirror image, and equal. There are two $pes of exchange tak-
ing place in tattooing: one in which red skin and blacl< ink are intersected,
and one that involves the intersection of red blood and black lnk. The inser-
tion of the black ink into the red shn is compensated by red blood through
bleeding, A process of equal and opposite movement of things by way of
connection and separation, where the insertion black ink into, or connection
with, red skin allows for bleeding or separating of the blood from the body.
This complex process is conducted by way of tatau. The sequences in this
complex process allow the oscillation between the inner and the outer spaces
of the body. The body acts merely as a medium for the activities connected
with the production of kupesil8 and its complex, elaborate, and beautiful geo-
metric designs, defined as a form of abstraction by way of arrangement and
formation. From a classical angle, the inner space points to the ancestral
origin of a person in physical terms and the outer space points to the future,
with both past and future mediated in the present (Refiti 2008, 104). Such a
movement takes place on the skin, i.e., surface, in time and space as in tatau
as a copy ofthe origin, now transferred from father to son, i.e., from body to
body and from one generation to the next (Refiti 2008: gg-102; Wendt 1996)
(Flg. 1).

The various applications of symmetry-such as bilateral, rotation and
reflection, cylindrical, chiral, similarity, spiral or helical, and transitionalle-
are only applied to the exteriority and materiality of fale architecture. For
instance, bilateral symmetry in a Tongan tattoo is comparable to that used
on the columns of the Parthenon, where the left-hand side merely func-
tions as the mirror image of the right-hand side (Fig. 1). As evident from
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the preceding discussions, the intrinsic qualities of the Tongan concept and

p.n"ti"" of tatau are constituted as a series of symmetries that are multidi-
iectional and multidimensional in nature, as are those relating to the move-

ment of intersecting tendencies between inside and outside surfaces such

as the interchange between blacl< ink and red skin, black inl< and red blood,

and black inl< and black blood. These forms of intersection or qT)es of inter-

changes are mediated by such simple devices as toki and htr,i (needles), where

their points of intersection are referred to as mata'i toki and mata'i lrui' (eye

of the needle), respectively (Fig. 6),

Conclusion

Demonstrated are sorne fundamentals of tatau in the mediation of the spa-

tiotemporal, substantial-formal, and functional conflicts at the interface of
tliings, events, or states ofaffairs across the natural, psychological, and social

rp""ttu. This philosophical fact is confirmed by the new general td-va theory

o? reahty, which advances a view that all things in nature, rrind, and society

stand in everlasting relations of exchange, amounting to conflict or order,

and that conflict and order are of the sarne logical makeup in that order is a

form of conflict. As a derivative of the time-space theory the ta-vd theory of
art involves the transformation of spatiotemporal, substantial-ternporal, and

functional conflicts through symmetry harmony, and beauty from a condi-

tion ofchaos to a state oforder.

NOTES

1. Kohi-vd intersection parallels tin-re-space intersection, where kohi is a forr.t-t of ta as

advanced by the td-vd theory of reality, with td and vd as the comrnon rnedium in which all

things exist in realiry as in natute, mind, and society,

2, A brief version of tltis essay was plesented at the l3th Tongan Research Associtrtion

Conference "Siu'alaimoanzr: Voyaging through the Oceans olTongan Tlleories and Pr:rc-

tices," University of California, Berkeley, Decernber 3-6, 2009.

3. The root word for faka,ofo,ofa (literally "in the rvty of ]ove") is 'ola (love). The wold
,ofn has several meanings, such as orrgo (ernotional feelings) ofattachrnent between a per'

so1 and his or her sweetheart, a person and his or her god, or a mother and her child. All
these instances of 'ofa expless tt process of two-way exchange relzrtions, defined by a state

of hannony, balance, ol equilibriurn that generzites feelings of excitetnent, aweJ or alnaze-

ment. In tiiis way, faka'ofo'ofa is spatiotemporally, substantially folmally, and functionally

equal to nalie.

4. The en-rotional and the pliysical ale, respectively, emotive and instinctive, associated

withongolndongo anga(pliysicalsenses),Tliephysicalsensesareconsideredor-rgo'angzr
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(doonvays) thlough which knorviedge is chtrnneled to 'atan'ni. (nind), fttkakaukou., ancl
ongo (feelings) (see, e.g., Helu 1999; Mahina 2002a).

5. The telm palak[ can be literally translated as pala (rotten) and k; (unpleasant odor).
It mearns unplezrsant ol intolerable, defined as the lack of symmetry harmony, and beauty,

6. A classical seafaring tenn, it refers to olovaha, where the telm o/o means to cajole or to
rab andoal'ra rneans the space behveen lands or actual setr passage (Adam 1gg0).

7. In classical Tonga, botli the tauru a (prow) and the taunuti, (stern) encls ol canoes or
boats, e.g., Ttopao,tongiaki,tafo'anga., andko.Iia, were used to nerrn either end. Another
valiatiot.t oftaurnui isttunntli. The front end ofthe vessel upon zrrrival can be used as the
rear end upon clepartule. In comparison to r.nodern design, the vessels htrve zr {ixed lront
and a ffxecl rear', aicled with polt designs and technological, mechanical rneans (Fig.  ).

B. The narne given to the beams of the fale (Fig. 2).

9. Fol clefinitions of heliah, see, e.g., Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993; Moyle 1987. Of all the
deffnitions, the one offered by Mdhina (see, e.g., 2004b, 2008b, 2009) gives a fuller picture
of the cornplex behaviol of heliaki.

10, Tlie tenn hiva kakala (song of srveet scent {lowers) symbolizes love as a noble human
feeling.

11. 'Ofa n-rama6 (unselfish love) is a Tongan poetic phrtrse used cornmonly by poets.
Although no Tongan dictionary conttiins the phrase, it also rneans unconditional love.

12. In Tonga, many flowels have been classiffed into kakala 'eiki (chiefly flowers) and
kakala oale (cornrnoner'{lowers), with sweet-scentedfi pandanus fruits considered chiefly
(Helu-Thaman 2005).

13. The phrase to'e loto rcfers to interntrlly caused anguish frorn a love-stricken heaft.

14. The Tongan word for chorus is tau, which designates its role as a verse in taking
the emotional feeling of tauelangi (literally "renching the slry") to tau (reach) its clirrax,
acquired through the production oftatau and potupotutatau (Malina 2003,2004c,2005b;
Mtrnu'trtu 2000).

15. Tongan harnony fairly siniple and monotonous yet cornpounded by a nurnber offun-
darnental clranges, sucli as lilirlasi (melody), Lili,u.le'olal'ti (volume), li,liu ta (tenpo), and
lilht, ta (key change). These make Tongan music a beautiful work of art.

16. Led by tatau, the states of n.rdfana (warrnth) andntontoko (cold) as equal and opposite
tendencies are reconciled thlougli a movement of shifting ener.gr-like, fferyJed luman
enrotions towald a condition of noa that is neutralized by opposing wanr-r and cold states.

17. Tlie terrn tauelangi is closely linked to the tau, performed as a means of lifting up
the emotional states, viz., wtrrrnth, fferiness, ancl excitement. Both taueltrngi and tau are
directly connected with tatau and potupotutatau, where time-space, fonn-content, and
functional conflicts at the interface of sepalation and connection erre reconciled in the
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creative process. In addition, the term langiis deified as the sky, pyrafrid, face, and ter-

raced tombs of ancient Tu'i Tonga dynasty.

lB. Kupesi is also used in the Tonga context as an expression relating two people as sib-

ling, offspring, or just relatives in both nuclear and extended farnily contexts as a means to
"make connection."
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GLOSSARY

'aho-day
'alofi-rowing
'anwnaki-hope
'aonga-fitnction, use
' ata-imagq shadow; picture
' atamai.-mind, intellect, intelligence, reason
aua-hole; see mata (eye)

fai.ld-set sail

fa'itoka-cemetery; grave; burial place

faiaafaifulu,-art of navigation or voyaging

fai,o a fakamam.ahi-art of tragedy

faioa fakaoli-art of couredy

faioa haka-art of dancing

faiaa hilsa-art of music making and singing

fai,aa malie-good works of performance art

faioa palaka-bad works of performing art

faioata'anga-art of word making, poetry

faiaa t ffangufangu-art of nose-flute plapng

fai.o a-per formance arts

fakakaukat-thinking
faka'ofo'ofo-beauty
fak at ah al a -f or m of fakat oh al a

fakat ah el e -f or m of fakat oh al a

fakatatau-compare, eqlualize, realign, juxtapose, counterpoise

fakat an t an 
-ship 

approaching port

fakatohala-beat within beats

fakat oh el e -f or m of fak at oh al a

fale-house, building
fatun galo a-storm clouds

faut cru,kao a-wringer of kaa a

fautau.koka-wringer of koka tree bark

fefi.ne-woman, female

felekeu-chaos
fio tot:ola-urge to ask (Fijian)

fohe tuli-ruddea literally "black oar"
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fo' i,f a-p andanus fruit
folan-voyage, journey

funga-swface- 
funfar: ak a 

-cano 
e de ck

fuo-form
fuo-uho-{orm-content
fusi,la-put up sail

fusi taula-pull anchor
haka-dance as bodily movements
h aka-dance; bodily movement
haka-funga-haka-intersecting dance device, literally "a move upon another,"

seehola andkaiha'asi.
hele'i-cut by a knife
hele-knife
helepasi-form of halca-funga-haka, hola or kai.ha'asi

hellaki-intersecting poetry device

hioa kakala-love song

hola-see haka-funga-haka and kai.ha 'asi

houforw,a-qpe of rough waves

hui-needle,bone
kafa kula-kafo'uli-red kafa-sennit-black kafo-sennit
k afa kul a-r e d k af a - s ennit
kafr'uli-black leafa - s ennit
kafa-kafo-sennit
kai,ha' asi-see haka-funga-haka and hola
k ak al a' eil ei - chiefly fl owe rs.

k akala o ale 
-common 

fl owers

k aln a- dotble -hulled c anoe

kao a 
-kav 

a plant ( P ip e r methy sti, curn), als o m e ans b eard
kllikula-red skin, male skin
kohi,kohl-drawing; scribing; cf. tohitohl (new form of kohikohi)
kohi-line, abbreviation for kohlkohl
leohi-oa-line-space
k ok a-pIant ( B i sh o o i a j ao ani, c a )
kula-red
kula- tuli,-red-black
kup esi-intersecting device for images, design
kupu-verse
Iaione-lion
langi-sl<y, honorific for face of the king, royal tombs of ancient Tu'i Tonga

dynasty
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la-sail
lrtuula-drop anchor; see hrleu taala
ltlta fas i-melody change
hln le' olahi-volume change

liliu ta-tempo change
hha ta-key change
Iornekina-a form of drowning
Iose-rose
maau-order; another term for poem
mafana-warm, warmth
mnha lelei-absolute empty
m ali e -b e auty ; s e e fak a' "ft' "f ,mata-eye or face, i.e., eye-lining device; see (wa

mata'ifa-literally "eye of the pandanus fruit," i.e., eye-liningfi fruit
mata'ifab-literally "eye of the nail"
mat a' i h amala-7iter ally " ey e of the ham mer"
mata'i,hui-literally "eye of the needle"
mnta'i,klll-hterally "eye of the saw'
mata'i kupesi-literally "eye of the design"
mata'i lula-Iiterally "eye of the ruler"
mata'i nge'esffingota-literally "eye of the seashell"
mata 'i peni-Iiterally " eye of the pen"
mata'i toki-literally "eye of the axe or adze"
mata'i,hui tftatau-literally "eye of the tattooing needle"
mat dp ul e 

-talkin 
g chief

mo o.na o ats ale 
-tnfalhomable 

ocean
momako-cold
ma'a-front side, prow
mui-back side, stern
nge'esffingota-sharp-bladed, line-making seashell
ngofua ke tu'u ki. uta-permit to land
nimam.ea'a faka'ofo 'ofu-god works of fine art
nimamea' a lalanga-art of mat weaving
ni,mamea'apalaka-bad works of fine art
ni,mamea'a-fine art
ni,u-cocontt
noa-zero point, state of symmetry harmony, balance, or proportion
'ofa mamae-unselfish love, shared love
'ofo-love
olo-calole or rub
olorsaha-form of compass for navigation and voyaging
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ongo 'anga-doorway, physical senses, literally "place of feeling"
ongo-sound, emotion or feeling
palakt-bad, ugly, lack of beauty
palaka-tgly; opposite of beauty
pasi-cl:apping, basic form of dance movement
popao-oulrigger canoe

p ott t p otuk elt ek eh e - disharm ony
p o'uli-night (literally "black niglit")
pulutouniu-coconut fl esh wringer
sirlo-body
tafa' anga-type of doublehulled canoe

talil hu 'a-higli tide
tahi manralta-low tide
taleoh.i-drawing
t alano a-story, story,telling, talking critically yet harrnoniously
tatmt-sytnmetry copy, mirror image, likeness, sameness, equal
fa-time
t au, faleafonua-civil war
t au, fa -hanging 

of washing
tau. kaoa-wringing of pounded kaoo
tau koka-wringing of scraped kofta tree bark
76111 16111_1arar of words
trru niu-wtinging of grated coconut flesh
f6q1-avvivs, chorus, contact, hang, hit, war
tmtelan gi-excitement, clirnaxed elation
taufokru-arrival of a voyagei see taufonua
taufonua-arrival of a voyage,literally "reaching the land," see tanfolat
trrula-anchor, literally "arriving sail"
tanla'anga-literally "place of anchor," port of call; see tcntlanga

t cut lan ga-port, harbor, anchorage ; s ee t mt la' anga

taunut'a-prow
tauttut,'aaalea-off course in relation to destination
t aunrui-slern; see tau,nruli

t awrutli,-slern; see t rrunuti
taunwlil:aleu-off course in relation to point of origin
t mft au-hang, hanging, elongation o{ t ou
ta-aa-lime-space
to'e loto-aching desire; internal pain
tolea-fale cross beams, boat running aground, honorific term for sleeping
and death
tokelwleehe-asymmetry
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tolei-axe or adze
t on gialei.-type of canoe
tou'a-kaoa mixers andkaaa makers
hr'akauta-form of time marker, i.e., outside yet inside of defined beats
ttt.'asino-nonbodied; outside of the body
tufungalalaaa-artof kafo-sennit lashing, i.e., art of line-space intersection
tu,fun ga lan gafole 

-art 
of house building, i. e., architecture

tufunga tatatcnt-art of tattooing, literally "art of symmetry making"
tufu.nga t aton gi,tongi-art of image making, i. e., sculpture
tufun ga t aaalio oli-art of painting
tu,funga-material art, material artist
tuku la-drop sail
hr,ku. t mt la-drop anchor
t u kufol n t t 

-voyage 
I eavin g

tuku-leawng
'uhinga-meaning
uho-conhent, flesh, umbilical cord
uli-dirt, black, black colors

o aa' i lr aka-two spatiotemporally de{ined bodily rnovements
oaa'i pasi-two spatiotemporally defined hand claps
oaa'i'uhinga-two spatiotemporally defined hurnan meanings
oaa'ita-two spatiotemporally deffned tones
aaa'i.Tthinga-intersecting or connecting and separating; meaning
in-between
oaha-ocean space
aaitohi uli-black ink
oaka-boal, vessel, mediurn
,tra-spzrce

aela-bwning, fieriness



READING REALITIES THROUGH TA-VA

Nuhisifa Seve-Williams
New Zealand Tertiary College

This essay is taken from my PhD dissertation and discusses how I was able to
make sense of the theory ffi-Da theorctlcally and appiy it as an analytical tool
in "reading" the stories of the Paciffc students in my study, in particular of two
Paciffc students in my study.

I Hen BECoME more interested in the theory of ft-Da during my PhD
study as I sought to make sense of characteristics or dispositions that
Pacific students tended to share. For example, my examination of the lit-
erature identified certain characteristics that have come to be associated
with Pacific students-they are known to congregate in the back rows'

Using the lecture hall as an analogy,l I wanted to understand the space

that separated Pacific students at the back rows from non-Pacific students
in the front rows and vice versa. Given that the back row is a space that
is self-imposed, that is, Pacific students choose to sit there, I rational-
ized that understanding the nature of that space might help explain how
Pacific students mediated their world and the non-Pacific world, repre-
sented in my study as the University of Auckland (UA), and the education
system.

I felt that an exploration of the Pacific concepts and practices of ffi-oa
appeared to hold far greater explanatory potential. For this reason, I believed

that such an understanding would provide a crucial analytical tool in "read-

ing" the stories of the Pacific students in my study.
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Context

181

My study was developed within a qualitative framework and consisted of
three research questions that drove the way the study was conducted. The
decision to use the qualitative paradigm was based on my search for meaning,
understood as socially constructed and derived from social interactions. In
particular, I wanted to understand the meanings that the Pacific participants
attached to the concept ofequality ofeducational opportunity.

The first two research questions2 are outside the scope of this essay; how-
ever, the final question, "How do Paci{ic students understand the notion of
equality ofeducational opportunity as expressed through their experiences of
intervention strategies in one particular institutional site?," focused on how
these programs have been experienced and understood by Pacific students as
one ofthe target groups. They were addressed by drawing on the indigenous
Pacific-based new general ta-oa translated into English as time and space
(Mahina 2004, 2007; see also Ka'ili 2005, 2008) theory of reality and were
presented as an integrated holistic piece,

Methods

The stories of the participants' experiences in my study were gathered
through unstructured interviews using a Pacific approach to dialogue called
talanoa. Talanoahas been practiced in the Pacific prior to and since E.trup"urt
contact. It has been and remains a crucial rreans of transmitting knowledge
of histories, customs, and traditions. Moreover, talanoa has been ,tsed as a
medium for Pacific peoples to tell and retell stories; to inteqpret their worlds
and their understanding of the world they live in; to resolve conflicts and
tensions; to advance understanding and knowledge about "social identities,"
values, and beliefs that strengthen kinship and familial ties; and to engage
and relate with one another at a personal level (Halapua 2005).

At the commencement of my fieldwork, I had originally anticipated that
the total number of participants would be 40. However, as the study devel-
oped, I decided that a smaller sample was needed, as I wanted to gain a
deeper rrnderstanding of the experiences. Hence, I focused on six pirtici-
pants who had been involved in my talanoa group and one-to-one sessions
and who had attended the UA from 1995 to 2008.

The Analy'tical Tool Td-Vd

In 20O1,'Okusitino Mdhina, a well-known Tongan/Pacific scholar, discussed
ta-tsa at a Tongan history conference held in the united States. As a student
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who had been mentored by hirn, I had from time to time been prir,y to con-

versations where Mahina discussed tArA. Althat tin-re, I had not paid much

attention to its possibilities as a theoretical frameworl<, as I had found it dlf-

ficult to understand. I knew the words ta andoa in Niue:rn as fa, "to beat,"

and oa or oaha (Niuean term), as "space," but beyond that, I was unable to

make sense of the two terms as they have been brought together "in theory."

This was due largely to my Niuean understanding of botli time and space

as aaha. For example, oaha loto (literally, "inner space") lrreans "relation-

ship," and Dalm ntikaltli (literally, "cold space") means "winter" but also has

the connotation of "the cold time." When Niueans refer to the past, they say

oalta ku,a nwle. F<>r exan-rple, I have often heard my mother in discussion

with her siblings say kua oaha kua ntole a ea in reference to their bringing up

past issues thai are seen to be irrelevzrnt to the discussion at hand.

This meant that the notion of oa, as space, was a sirnpler concept for me to

grasp than the notion of tA, as time, and this complicated my being able to see

ih"* or a unified theoretical concept. In order to make sense of the theory,

I found it useful to first establish a clear understanding of the concepts as

independent terms.

TA

According to Ka'ili (2003), fa in the temporal sense, to Tongans, is a marker

of time and indicates time through beats, markings, or social acts. For exam-

pIe, ta nafa ("beat the drun'i") is a process of marking time through dmm-

Leats. Similarly, Mahina (2004,92) contends lhattd acts as a form of tirne and

signifies time ihrough the beating of space. This reflects my understanding of
ta in Niuean, "to beat" or "to hit." f a kofi, rreaning "to play the band" or "to

play the rlusic," literally rrleans "bent the instrurnent."- 
Using art as a mediurn in which to illustrate ta-oa, M-ahina (2005, 92)

explainithat art forms such as poetry dance, and music can be "defined as

the symmetrical beating of language, sound and body, all with a comlnon

purpose of producing harmony and beauty"' A good song, f9r example, is

Lasically prJduced thiough the symmetrical beating of body, language, and

sound in-rpo"". In order for symrnetry to occuq everyone involved in the

production of the song-the musicians and the singers-have slmchronized

ihelr beating of languige and sound. Likewise, a bad song is produced when

the beating of bodf lang,tage, and sound is asymmetrical, brought about by

either the iir-rg"rr or the musicians being off-key or out of beat when beating

language and sound.
tttahitto goes on to say that understanding time in Pacific cultures is really

important b.-ecause it clarifies the basis on which the world is understood and
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future possibilities are defined. As he explains, pacific peoples "locate the
past as time in front, the present as time in the middle and the future as the
time that comes after or behind" (Mahina, 2007,226). Because the past is
in front of them and the future behind the'r, Pacific peoples "walk forward
into the past and backwards to the future." They see the past not in terms of
events that have passed but rather in terms ofevents that have happened and
are therefore "real" and in front of them. The future, however, 6eing yet to
happen, re'rains in the realms of the "unreal." The future lies "beliind the
past" (Mahin a 2007, 226).

Va

As explained by wendt (1999), recognizing the relational aspect of the space
means that "oa is conceived of as the space between, not empty space that
separates, but social space that relates." The concept of oai.saway of thinking
about space specifically in terms of social space. Va in samoan episternology
'is a highly complex phenomenon influencing interactions in everyday hG
Ithat sanctions and guides] individuals and family behaviour." Lilomaiava-
Doktor (2004) adds that the concept of r-ra is a way of thinking about space
specifically in terms of social space. As she notes, oa in sarnoan epistemology
'is a hlghly complex phenomenon influencing interactio's in everyday life
Ithat sanctions and guides] individuals and farnily behaviour" (cited in ka'ili
2008,28).

Tlre notion of od,Ka'ih (2008, 16) points out, denotes "a relational space
between two time-markers . . , beats, things or people." Further, oa relatis to
the nature ofthe space that is created through these relationsliips and relates
also to the nature of those relationships. Accordingly, r:a signifies

the nature of the relationship that is vamamao . . , a distant space
between things and vao{i a close space between things. In social con-
texts then vd is a space that is formed through the mutual relations
between persons or groups and it is :rlso an indicator of the quality of
the relationship . . . vdlelei refers to harmonious and beautiful social
space between people and vdtamaki signifies a disharmonious social
space between people. (Ka'ili 2008, 16)

Mdhina (2007) also considers the impact of the nutual performance of
certain actions to create beautiful social spaces, or, conversely, oa can also
become unpleasant social spaces through the lack of rnutual performances of
actions. Ontologically, at one level, he explains, td andodare common mech-
anisms for understanding the way things are in reality. Epistemologically, ta
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andoa are socially constructed and vary across cultures. Furthermore, the

nature of relationships in all things is necessarily shaped by both conflict and/

or order. Thus, he notes, the theory has a number oftenets:

that ontologically td and vd, time and space are the common medium

in which all things are, in a single level of reality; that epistemo-

logically td and va, time and space are social constructs, concern-

ing their varying social arrangements across cultures is conflicting in
.u:trrr"; that all things, in nature, mind and society, stand in eternal

relations ofexchange to one another, giving rise to conflict or order;

that conflict and oider are permanent features of all things within
and across nature, mind and society' (Mahina 2007,225)

Niuean notions of oa similarly relate to social spaces and the quality

of those spaces and is defined by the relationships. It is at this-point that

Mdhinas linklng of tA-oA holds sorne familiarity for me. Vaha loto, noted

above as meaning "inner space," also has a positive connotation, a space

where affection emanates. bonflict in relationships is referred to as oaha

loto kelei,a,literally meaning "bad inner spaces." The Niuean sayngLet,eki

e oahaloto he tat mngafaoa ("look after the family relationships") shows the

importance of the concept of oaha loto in terms of maintaining harmony in

the family.

Ta-Va in Education

In education, td-r:a can be understood as a process that requires the medi-

ation of social and intellectual spaces in order to create harmony. Mehina
(2007) argues that education is an intellectual process that_first andforemost

involves tle development of critical thlnking. Criticism is developed through

knowledge acquisition, which in turn replaces ignorance. Citing-Tongan

educatioi n, ur 
"*u-ple, 

Mahina (2007, 229) claims that knowledge pro-

duction through education reflects a spatiotemporal transformation in the

human intellect, incorporating form and substance. This begins with oale

(ignorance) and develops through ilo (knowledge) to poto (skill) and takes

pLce in real time and space. The tangible aspects of education in its internal
^r"nr" 

"r" the fuo (form) anduho (content) of things, which, Mdhina (2007)

explains, are the concrete dimensions of the abstract ta-od across nature,

mind, and society. Education as knowledge production is ata-tsd, time-space,

fuo-uho, form-content movement-"a movement in human thinking aborrt

realiry a movement from subjectivityto objectivity'' (Mahina 2007,229).The
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more one studies one's subject of choice, the more objective knowledge one
has about it.

However, Mdhina (2007) states that education also needs to be under-
stood as a social organization and as such is connected with the provision of
material and human 1e5su1ss5-with utilizing or applying knowledge pro-
duced for its own sake in meeting the needs and aspirations of society and
people. This is the external quality of education.

Also external to education are the social, economic, and political barriers
to knowledge production and its application. Like the intellectual process of
education, the social organization of education is also ta-tsa in orientation and
incolporates the applicationo[thefuo (form) anduho (content)of things for
human use. For example, in order for one to become a mathematics teacher
or an engineer, one has to have certain knowledge about mathematics in
order to use it professionally in one's chosen {ield of work.

In summary Mdhina (2008) suggests that, in ideal terms, in the intel-
lectual process of education, a td-oa transformation occurs, enabling a shift
fromoale to i/o. Within this process, symmetry harmony, and beauty mediate
points of conflict through critical thinking. Likewise, the social organization
of education is subjected to a similar process of transformation through such
things as policy development, whereby deficiencies are mediated through
symmetry harmony, and beauty to achieve sufficiency. As Mdhina elucidates,

The intellectual process of education is made to undergo a spatio-
temporal, substantial-formal transformation from a state of chaos
(ignorance) to a condition of order (knowledge), where conflicts
in thinking are mediated by means of symmetry harmony and,
above all, beauty through the development of criticism and so on.3
Similarly, the social organisation of education is made to undergo
a spatio-temporal, substantial-formal and functional transformation
from a condition of chaos (a form of deficiency, i.e,, lack of social,
economic and political resources) to a state of order (a form of suf-
ficiency, i.e., provision of social, economic and political resources),
where conflicts (i.e., between deficiency and sufficiency in resource
provision) are negotiated by means of symmetry harmony and
beauty through effective policy implementation and so forth. (pers.
comm.,2008)

That is, in formal, substantial, and functional terms, the intellectual pro-
cess ofeducation and its social organization are separate but continuous states
of affairs. Although both types of problems are fundamental to education, the
"real" concerns with the intellectual process will always precede those of its
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social organization. While the intellectual process has to do with the internal

qualities of education, connected with seeing things as they positively are in

a single level of reality, those of its social organization are concerned with its
external qualities, associated with their imagining as we wish thern to be, in
terrns of their usea (Mahina2007,2008).

Knowledge Production throwgh Ta-Va

As education is a spatiotemporal, forrnal-substantial transforn'ration of the

human intellect from oale through i'lo to ytoto, this theory is well suited to

an examination of student experiences of education both as an intellectual

process and as a form of social organization. Furthermore, as this theoreti-

cal model rests on Pacific epistemological and ontological frameworks, it is

well suited to an analytical reading of Pacific students' expressions of their
understandings of the ideological foundations of equity programsss institu-

tionalized to support their learning and of their experiences as participants

in those programs.
Overall, the accounts of the participants in my study reflected two impor-

tant and distinct yet related senses of education on which Mdhina's theory

is developed. The first relates to education as an intellectual process involv-

ing the development of criticism and the second to education as a form of
social organizalion and its practical function in providing human and material

resources.
If education is a social phenomenon, Mahina (2008) argues, it is important

to recognize the social, political, and economic barriers that stand in its way

or define its possibilities. Of particular significance, Mdhina (2008) adds, is

the way in which the students experience the economics and politics of edu-

cation, especially issues relating to the control over its production, distribu-

tion, and consumption.

The Narratives

While time and space do not permit a full discussion of the narratives pre-

sented in my study, sumrnarily the accounts of the slx participants showed that

primarily dissonance was dominant in their socialta-oa and that this impacted

iheir it t"llectualffi-oa, Cornmon to all were the familial tensions either prior
to entry or during the course of their studies. How they mediated their famil-

iil,ta-aa tensions impacted how they negotiated their intellectual tensions. Of
the six participants, the most intense familial ta-oa tensions surfaced for two

participants-Sina and Tangaroa-prior to entry. Excerpts of their experiences

below will illustrate how I applied the theory of ffi-oa in my data analysis.
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Sina had not wanted to attend the university like her older siblings; rather,
she wanted to go into the nar,y. However, her parents expected her to attend
the university. As Sina states,

To be perfectly honest, although I have always had a dream to
becorne a teacher since I was little, however during my seventh
form year I was really contemplating on joining the Nar,y, I think
this came about from what I saw on TV, trnd just having information
given to us at school through our careers class. However tliis obvi-
ously was not ideal for my parents, but being the person that I was,
very determined I would have still gone for it. But knowing my older
siblings had gone through to University, the pressure to follow was a

lot tougher to resist, so it was just easier to give in.

In the end, Sina mediated her familial ta-oa tensions by conceding with
her parents' wishes in the hope that if she followed their wishes and com-
pleted her degree, she would still have time later to go into the nar,y.

Conversely, Tangaroa always wanted to attend the university. She had
begun to prepare for the university by giving up her sports aspirations. Like
Sina, she was head girl at her school. Despite her efforts in her seventh year,
Tangaroa did not receive the coveted government scholarship, but she did
gain UE entrance. Bitterly disappointed, Tangaroa's parents urged her to
repeat her seventh forn in the hope that she would gain a scholarship:

What had happened was at the end of seventh form year based on
your marks students received scholarships from the governrnent and
I did not mal<e the cut which meant that I did not quahfy to receive
a government scholarship. One of rny parents insisted I repeat sev-
enth form to irnprove rny marks so that I can get a scholarship. I
kind of understand what they were going through because one of
my parents had lost their job due to the big political transition of
thousands of government workers. My parents couldn't really afford
to send me away.

As farnilial ta-aa tensions surfaced, Tangaroa refused to concede to her
parents'wishes, as she knew that a stigma was attached to returning seventh
formers. Moreover, there were no guarantees that she would get a scholar-
ship. Although Tangaroa continued her plans to enroll online, she knew that
she needed ffnancial assistance for airfare to NZ, Thus, she began to mediate
her familial ta-aa tensions with one parent. While that parent paid her air-
fare, Tangaroa left her island at a period that she recalls was very sad:
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To be honest I did not have full support when I decided to come

to university. It was a tricky situation and a sad time for me. I felt
unsupported in my decisions, . However, I managed to get one

of my parents on side and they paid for my fare to NZ. . . . I left the

[islands] with the issue unresolved . . . mayb" it was a rebellious

phase for me an) vay two months later the issue[not obeying

her parents'wishes to return to 7 form in order to apply again for a
scholarshipl was kinda resolved . . . in an unspoken way,

Although Sina and Tangaroa entered the university at different periods-
Sina in the late 1990s and Tangaroa in early 2000-both experienced their
first year at the university differently.

Tangaroa's only expectation of the university was that it would be like the

Fellcity program she used to watch on TV As she recalls,

I knew nothing about the University of Auckland prior to coming.

I did not know where the programme I enrolled in would take me,

thinking that uni would direct me. . I also thought that the UA
was like the movies I had seen about universities in the US . . ' cheer

leaders, football teams and friendly people. . . . I also read that the

UA was multi ethnic, however what I read and envisaged was very
different from the realities that I encountered. For example multi
ethnic was in reality white and Asian students.

In spite of the familial tensions between Tangaroa and her parents prior
to her leaving her home island, she misses her parents. However, despite her
loneliness, Tangaroa also begins to feel a sense of freedom. Away from paren-

tal control, she begins to relish in her freedom and her choices:

I really enjoyed my first year of uni. Freedom from rules, frorn judg-
ment, commitment, ffrom] family obligations . . . being in control
and having some control of my life . . . and although I had freedom, I
remained focused on my study, I did not fail any papers as I felt that
it was important that I didn t fail papers. I felt a sense of obligation
to my parents not to fail.

Tangaroa also begins to search for the familiar at the university. She joins a
club on campus where she meets others like her-others with the same cul'
tural background and others with whom she can form familiar relationships'

In her discipline, she notices that she is one ofvery few brown faces' In her

tutorials, Tangaroa is not quiet; rather, she speaks and asks questions, as she
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felt that she had to speak for all the quiet Paciffc students in her tutorial even
if she knew that her comments at times were "stretched."6 She wanted to be
visible, not invisible:

I felt that I had to be vocal in the tuts because I felt that I had to
represent the Pacific students in class that were not saying anything.

She recalls that after the tutorial, she would often reflect on her speaking
and questioning powers during the tutorial and conclude that there were
times her remarks were questionable:

At times I would be so vocal and then feel after that I really didn't
knowwhat I was talhng about . . . but that didn't stop me . . . I ques-
tioned not only to understand, but to be visible , . . I loved doing
class presentations because I had some experience of public speak-
ing in the islands and was comfortable with it.

Sina's first-year experiences, on the other hand, differed markedly. As she

was passionate about a subject at which she had excelled in high school, she

decided that she would major in the same subject at the university. However,
she soon found that the subject differed from the same subject in high school,
In high school, textbooks were the mainstay, whereas at the university, Sina
did not know that she had readings to do for class and that essays consisted of
reading a number of books. She struggled in class, disappointed, lonely, iso-
lated, and lost. In her tutorials, she remained quiet, unsure of herself, scared
to voice an opinion in case it was wrong, scared to ask questions:

I did not like to miss tutorials so I guess I was proactive physically,
but mentally I hated tutorials. I did not like the thought of students
having to initiate discussion, even if I had done the reading and
understood what the students were discussing I still felt embarrassed
and shy to speak out. I would always get frustrated with myself if the
tutor would ask a question and I would be thinking the answer but
too "shame" to say out loud in case I gave the impression that I was
stupid. So then another student answers exactly what I was thinking
and so I got annoyed at my mentality. There are many times that I
understood what is being discussed and would love to contribute,
but I actually feel really frightened to do so as I felt like what I
might say is not at the academic level. I guess this is because, when
I sit and listen to some of the students, I too judge thern accord-
ingly. For example I would sit and think that these students are far
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too intelligent or man, that was a stupid question, So I judge them
silently and therefore silently struggle.

While this was to be her experience for a number of years, she persists with
her major. The turning point for Sina came when she enrolled in a Pacific
Islands tutorialT that was offered in one of her other subjects. In that tutorial,
she began to feel safe, as she was in familiar circumstances, with others like
her. Sina felt sa{'e to ask questions and did not feel that her questions would
be seen as silly, Additionally, as her undergraduate years progressed, Sina

joined various Pacific clubs and formed relationships with others like her,

At the end of her undergraduate studies, a more confident Sina eventually
ernerged, and she was able to enroll in her rnaster's degree and complete it.

Reading the Realities through Ta-Va

Both Sina and Tangaroa excelled in high school, academically and socially.

They had entered the university from high school-one from a high school

in the islands and one from a liigh school in New Zealand. Both negotiate
their familial ta-oa prior to entry-one mediates hers and concedes to her
parents'wishes, and one does not concede to her parents'wishes but rather
mediates her td-oa with one in order to get to New Zealand. Both Sina and
Tangaroa have minimal expectations of the university and different coping
mechanisms. One rnediates her socialta-oa tensions more quickly than the
other and as such positively impacts her intellectual ffi-oa. The other takes

longer to mediate her social td-oa and struggles intellectually for a number
of years but eventually reconciles her social ta-oa tensions. The reconcilia-
tion of her socialta-oa positively irnpacts her intellectualta-aa. The familial
ta-od for Sina and Tangaroa are essentially td-oa conflicts witliin the social

organization of education.
Although the levels of enthusiasm to attend the university differed

between Sina and Tangaroa, comrlon to them was their isolation brought
about by the social and intellectual ffi-oa of the university. Moreover, their
knowledge and expectations of the university and university education prior
to enrollment were minimal. Sina expected to find the subject she chose at

the university similar to what she had experienced in high school. Tangaroa's

rornantic image of the university and university life had been shaped through
Holllwood rnovies, TV programs, and what she had read in course books.

While their accounts indicate that their lack of knowledge of the univer-
sity environment may have shaped their responses in the classroom, it also

implies that they entered straight from high school and were intellectually
and socially unprepared for the td-od of the university. This would suggest
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that there is a social and intellecttal ta-aa asyrnmetry between high school
education and university education. Sinas experien""i t"ll us that p"art of lier
intellectual ta-oa struggles were related to her lacl< of preparedness to do
university readings. That is, in her high school oa, she had spent her fa read-
ing textbooks and as such was unprepared for the oa of the university, where
she was expected to spend her /a doing a certain amount of subject readings.
Ironically, on the theoretical level, she should have had one of the snoothest
ta-aa transitions from high school to the university. A model student for the
majority of her time in high school, accepted as having something important
to contribute, her intellectual and socialta-oa was syrnmetrical.

Despite this syrnmetry Sina was unable to transfer her social and intellec-
tualffi-aa from high school to the university. Why? Part of her struggles may
stem fron-r the fact that she did not want to attend the university and did so

only to appease her parents. Once inside the institution, the subject she had
chosen as her rnajor dlffered from her expectations.

Her intellectual ffi-aa asymmetry coupled with her reluctance to attend
UA, rray have impacted her motivationalta-oa. While she was aware that she

could contain some of her intellectual tensions by doing the readings, she
chose not to, citing laziness on her part and allowing family obligations to
take precedence. In order for Sina to negotiate Iter td-t:d conflicts to allow a
transformation from a state of aale to ilo to poto, she would have to reconcile
her social ta-Da to free up more time in her intelle ctualffi-t:,a in order to read
more. This derlonstrates some of the sources of conflict, many of thern cul-
tural, in the social and intellectualffi-oa.

Tangaroa, like Sina, was a rnodel student in high school and became the
head girl, Their responses to university study and therefore the way they
experienced it were distinctly different. Eliminating potential conflicts in
her educational career was less of a challenge for Tangaroa, who had always

wanted to attend a university. Despite her ta-t:a struggles in the social
domain, she was, from the outset, able to arbitrate her social and intellectual
ta-aa crossroads successfully, thereby minimizing her social ta-oa conflicts.
Why was Tangaroa able to achieve this symmetrical beating rnore readily
than Sina? The answer may lie in her motivation and desire for a university
education.

Effectively, the two accounts reveal varied ta-oa experiences of Sina and
Tangaroa socially and intellectually and show that when the social organi-
zation of education-which reflects the impact of cultural and political
asymmetry in the form and content of the institution-and the intellectual
organization of education intersect, td-oa asymmetry occurs. Notably, find-
ing the farriliar and forming o aha loto (good relationships) with others within
the td-tsa of the university were critical in helping tliem find td-r:a symmetry.
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Concluding Comments

Drawing from Sina's and Tangaroa's experiences, the theory of ta-oa not
only provides an understanding of the space that separates Pacific students

at the back rows from non-Paci{ic students in the front rows but also helps

us understand how Paci{ic students mediate their world and the non-Pacific

world. Given that Pacific students choose to sit there, we can ascertain from
Sina's and Tangaroa's experiences that the back row of a lecture hall is the

familiar ta-od. Many Paci{ic students sit there because that is the space in the

lecture hall where they ffnd other Pacific students in their class. Many may

not know each other, but they sit there because the back row represents the

familiar. It is where they feel the strongest bonds of commonality (harmony)

with other, similar students.

The front row, on the other hand, where many non-Pacific students sit,

represents the unfamiliar and disharmony. It is space where students who

do not share commonality sit. What is important to remember from Sina's

and Tangaroa's narratives is not the location of the space but rather where

Pacific students congregate in that location. Their presence is what creates

the familiarity that acts to help Pacific students mediate their social ta-r:a,

which in turn helps them mediate their intellechla,ltd-oa.

NOTES

1. As an analogr, the lecture hall space appeared to me to be a physical manifestation of
the multifarious ideological spaces that shaped the students' worlds within the Palangi

institution. Thus, if the space were indeed self-imposed in a physical sense, it appeared to
me that the ideological underpinnings ofthat decision needed to be explored.

2. What are state and institutional understandings ofthe notion ofequality ofeducational
opportunity in New Zealand? How have these understandings informed the development
and implementation of intervention strategies aimed at irnproving educational outcomes

for Paciffc students?

3. An example of beauty through the development of criticism is the movement from
recognizing that there is flaw in an argument or design (ilo) to recognizing that there is

flaw in an argument or design and afticulating what the flaw is and how to resolve it (poto).

4. For example, the intellectual process is that students who want to be medical doctors

pass exams a, b, c, and d, whereas the social organization ofeducation is that doctors pass

exams a, b, c, and d and, in the case ofTongans doctors, be able to speak Tongan in order
to communicate with Tongans in their own language.

5. Ideological foundations of equity programs are based on the notion of equity- remedies

or resources that seek to redress historic injustices.
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6. Inflated

7. A Pacilic Islands tutorial is a tutorial that is specific to Paciffc students in classes where

there are a large number of Paciffc students.
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SAMOAN CULTURAL PERCEPTIONS OF TA-VA
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Anthropologq in Ocea.nia - ASAO (retired)

NorroNs oF TIME AND spACE, orta andaa in traditional Samoan society, are
clearly marked and understood and correspond very closely to similar ideas
entertained in other Pol)mesian societies, such as arnong the Tongans, Maoris,
and Hawaiians. This is not just a matter of coincidence, for it is also very much
due to the common origins of all tliese societies in a proto-Po\nesian empire
that covered the so-called Polynesian Triangle of Fi;i, Tonga, and Samoa.

Initially, it is hypothesized that the people we now call the Pol)mesians
formed a subgroup of people who rnigrated from Melanesia into Fiji approxi-
mately 1250 BC according to reconstructions by archaeologists and linguists
(Bellwood 1978; Jennings 1979; Green 1979; Kirch 1984; Irwin 1992). These
people spoke a common language and shared a corrmon material culture and
plants (e.g., such as kava), food (e.g., taro, yarns, and bananas), and animals
(e,g,, pigs and chickens). They brought with them an aristocratic form of soci-
ety that was characterized by the rule of men (or women) with abiliry such as

those who proved their prowess in war or who were successful in obtaining
mana (dMne power) from their gods (spiritual ancestors),

While the form of this aristocratic society will take many forms in subse-
quent migrations to the East, the existence of chiefs (ariki, ali:i) and sharnans
(tatla ai,tu) was already evident in this early empire, which, according to tra-
dition, was controlled mainly from centers in Samoa and Tonga (cf. Pritchard
1866; Murray 1876; Turner 1884; Stair 1897; Brown 1910; Mailo 1972; Le
Tagaloa 1991; Krarner 1994).
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The earliest of these leaders were Fitiaurnua, preeminent chief of Manu'a,
who is said to have conquered parts of botli Tonga and Fili, and Tui Tonga
Ahoeaitu, reputed to be the first Tui Tonga. The latter is also said to have

formed the first Tongan empire in Samoa.

Notions of time, or fA, and those of space, Da, are crucial to an understand-
ing of major aspects of Samoan culture, and they are essential in the lives and
worldview of commoner Samoans and those of aristocratic heritage alike. ?a
enables a continuity of comrnunication with the ancestors in terms of tirne,
and oa enables the ordering of social space. That is, il ta enables contact with
tlre ancestors in the spiritual world (Pulotu), that is, with the past, then oa
determines social relations in terms of the present. This essay addresses the
essential role of notions of ta and aa in Samoan epistemology and hlghlights
the interhvined nature of traditional religion, material relations, the experi-
ence of the passing of time (a day, a month, a year), and the quality of rela-
tionships between chiefs and those who serve them.

Ta Deffned

The word fa in Samoan means "to beat" or "to strike." Thus, it can mean to
strike a gong for religious services in the evening or to ring a bell to sumrnon
worshippers to the cathedral, and it can also refer to beating rhythrn on a mat,
especiallywhere songs and chants are involved. In one Samoan war dance, the
perforrners tilt their spears while yelling out to strike one's opponent, to strike
him dead. The two significant rneanings of the word are therefore to strike
out at something and to provide rhythm. Both are physical acts but different
applications, In this essay, I am more concerned witli fa as a rhythmic act.

The simplest example of ta relates to dance movements. For example,

traditional Samoan chants and songs, especially those that deal with the
achievernents of the ancestors both past and present, are accompanied by
rhythmic beats of a stick or a specially prepared piece of wood on a mzrt or
hollow bamboo. Then, of course, Samoan dances are invariably accornpanied
by set rhythms, such as the taualuga, where the dancers also use their hands
and more particularly the feet to maintain rliythm, Thus, in lhetauahtga,lhe
main dancer, that is, the tanpott., or ceremonial vlrgin, rrroves the lower feet
back and forth to maintain a rhythmic pattern while the hands "tell the story"
for Samoan dancing is preeminently a form of mirnetic dancing, one that tells
a story. Hence, Samoan dancing is both rhythm and meaning. But rhlthrn is

also a cornplex phenomenon within a broader cultural context.
This stems from the fact that the life of a Samoan is full of natural rhl,thrns

beginning at birth. If a Samoan child's mind were fully developed at birth,
he or she would be wondering why there is so much hustle and bustle during
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the first hours of life in his or her new family. Unknown to him or her, his or
her birth is a significant event for that family, for it marks the arrival of a new
heir, with all the rights and privileges attached thereto. The birth is not only
the result of a biological act on the part of his mother but also preeminently
a cause c6lbbre that involves the families and dlnasties of both his mother
and his father. In fact, the hustle and bustle are meant to make the postnatal
transition comfortable for the mother and for the representatives of the two
families to meet, comfort each other, and exchange the required traditional
gifts. Socialization of the child will be shared by both families because he or
she will be the flag carrier for the family in the future: he as a renowned war-
rior and she as a virgin bride who will be given away to a high chief, thereby
securing her familys future material welfare and high status. That is why
when cutting the umbilical cord of children, those of males are cut with a war
club to make them brave, and those of females are cut with the instrurnents
for making tapa to make them productive. Yes, even before their offspring
are born, Samoan parents entertain ambitious dreams for them.

While gift exchanges involving children begin before birth, these continue
between the families of the two parents after birth to celebrate the various

phases in the child's development, such as when the child begins to crawl, to
stand up, and to walk (Tirrner 1884). The families also combine to celebrate the
other phases of the chlld's life, such as the rite of passage. If a boy, this means

that the young man must undergo the tatrru operation, which is a costly one, as

it requires pay.rnent of food, fine mats, and cash lo the tufuga (artist). If a girl,
this means that she must make a substantial gift of the same to the aualama,the
village organization for unmarried women (Mailo 1972; Grattan 1985; Kramer
1994). Then one must also reckon major events, such as marriages (faar,por.poga)

and title bestowals (saofai.), which also require substantial financial expendi-
tures, most of whlch are borne by family members (Sunia 1997). Finally, when
one dies, the funerary ites (falelanasiga) are perhaps the most expensive of
all. How then, does rhythm apply to all thls? (Sunia 1997, 118), It is precisely
because here we are talhng about the rhythms of life, the major landmarks that
individuals cross when living their lives: these are predictable, they fall into a
pattem, and they are rhythrnic. In short, the life cycle constitutes a rhythm.

Rhythmic Cycle of Religion

Edward Tyloa the father of English anthropologr, described Samoan religon
as animistic, which translates into abelief in spirits (T/or 1899). While that may
be true in a general sense, it does not properly describe the emotional and spir-
itual attachments that Samoans gave to their gods. These gods were certainly
spirits who inhabited material phenomena, such as stars, moon, sun, rocks,
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animals, fishes, birds, and insects (Turner 1884; Stair 1897; Murray 1876). The

inhabited phenomena were called ata, pictures or visible representations that

the gods had elected to appear in, and while much respected, the real object

of the Samoans'religious worship lay, resided, and centered in the spirit beings

that occupied the ata. Their prayers were thus addressed to these spirits and

nolto the ata per se. The question, then, is, if there is a rhythm to this religious

cycle, how does it occur compared to the life cycle just mentioned?
The rhythmic cycle of Samoan traditional religion begins at birth. The

rituals of birth involve the husband or father of the mother reciting a litany
of the family's gods during the birthing process. The name that he utters at

the precise moment the newborn enters into the human world becomes the

personal god of that child for life. Immediately, there is a connection estab-

lished between the newborn baby and that god. Of course, since Samoans

had gods galore, the child will also subsequently give his or her allegiance

to other gods, such as the family god, the village god, the district war god,

and national gods, such as Tagaloalagi. But this is assumed, of course. What
is not assumed is the rhythm associated with the worship of these gods, for
Samoans fervently believe that any success in their lives is due to the assis-

tance of their gods. Thus, it was imperative to develop good relations with
their gods. How to do this?

Worship of the gods consisted of personal and family prayers, usually in
the evenings; group prayers at the village and district levels in preparing for
war; offerings to the gods in the form of mati,ni, or to the shamans, the priests
of the gods; and festivals of the gods, such as those to Le Fe'e (Octopus)

or to Tupua-le-Gase, or Tupua, who never dies (Turner 1884; Stair 1897).

The ancient prayers of the Samoans closely resemble today's family prayers

with the exception that in the old prayers, it was permissible to curse one's

enemies and to wish them harm. Today, of course, Samoans are taught by
their Christian mentors to forgive and bless their enemies. In their reli-
gious worship, therefore, the beliefs and practices of pre-Christian Samoans

resembled those of modern Christianity in terms of individual and communal

prayers, offerings, and religious festivals.

But that is not all, for Samoans also believed in immortality. At the time
of death, the spirits (agaga) of the chiefs went to Pulotu, the Moanan equiva-
lent of the Christian Heaven. Those of the untitled people went to Sa-le-Fe'e
(Place of Bondage), the equivalent of the Christian Hell. This appears to be

a continuation of the hierarchical world of the living. In Puloht', the chiefs
serve as "posts," a metaphor for service, of the god of Pulotu, Saaeasi"uleo.

Presumably, they can have everything they want there, but they can also help
their living relatives if summoned from Pulotu. Thus, a famous chief named
Taii was distressed because his enemies forced him to climb a coconut tree
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upside down. He called on help fronPulohr,, and none other than Saoeasi'uleo
sent his daughter, Nafanua, to help Taii,The result was a war fought and won
by Nafonua. That was about 800 years ago. When the London Missionary
Society agents arrived in tgSO to bring Christianity to Samoa, Nafaruta was
the leading god of the country. Christians say she foretold her own demise
as a goddess, but I doubt it. Her end came about largely because Samoans
desired Western education, goods, and medicine, which they could possess

only by converting to Christianity (lh.t.Iotu) (cf. Williams 1984).
Wherein, then, is the rhythrir in traditional Sarloan religion? I maintain

that this rhythm lies primarily in the personal cycle of onet religious life.
Samoans are born and raised in a religious environrrent, however different
in terms of denomination. Today, this cycle means for Christians baptism,
holy comn-runion, formal membership in a congregation, regular attendance
at religious serwices, and funerary services at tirle of death. In addition, one
also has social and financial commitments to one's church. When all these are
put together, one can identify a certain regularity in religious behavior. This
regularity can also be referred to as religious rhythm. It is also a hallmark of
Samoan cultural identity.

One can also discuss cycles of economic and political rhythms, but these
are ilrore complicated because of the wide disparities in income and political
power. These disparities have led to class divisions, so any rhythmic cycles
would be more appropriate for particular classes than for general ones.
Therefore, I will not deal with these. But one can still talk about rhythms in
the natural world.

Samoan Perceptions of Time: Day and Night

The introduction of telecommunications in the {brm of radio, television, tel-
ephones, watches, clocks, the Internet, and so on have drastically affected
the way Samoans perceive time, but we can still feel (and observe to a certain
degree) the effects of pre-Christian beliefs and practices. Most prominent
among these is the measurement of time in which various natural phenom-
ena are used. The hours ofthe day, for example, were counted according to
the position of the sun in the sky, while the hours of the night were identi-
fied through the crowing of the cocks (L. F. Va'a, unpublished data). As for
the lunar cycle, Samoans used the position of the moon in the slcy to reckon
its phases, such as waxing and waning rroons, new and full moons, and so

on (Penisimani 1860). As for the yearly cycle, there were also markers that
identified particular rnonths according to the special characteristics of cer-
tain types of winds, such as oai.to'elatt, the monsoon or hurricane season,

and according to the appearance of certain kinds of sea foods, such as the
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aai.palolo season, narled after the palolo, a kind of edible worm spawned
by the coral (Turner 1884). These markers were in turn supported by the
evidence of other natural phenomena, such as the blooming of certain bush
fl owers, easily recogn izable by their particular fragrances.

Samoan reckoning of the time during a twenty-four-hour period was based
on the observation of the senses, that of sight during the day and of hearing
during the night (Aiono 1996). During the day, time was measured in terms
of the sun's position in the sly, and at night, it was measured according to the
cockk crowing. Thus, time measurement was a practical affair and accessible
to all, just as knowledge of the winds and currents was based on the collective
wisdom of generations of observers. There was nothing mystical or magical
about it, just a matter of a sin-rple but practical science. Using European time
as a model, the following is an example of the various phases of time over a
twenty-four-hour period. I say "example" because Samoans may differ over
some aspects of names of corresponding times, but the essential point is that
there is substantial agreement (L. F. Va'a, unpublished data):

12 a.m. Tulua o le po ma le ao. Tirne when ghosts roam the land.
2 a.m, Vivini muamua o moa. First crowing of the cocks.
3 a.m. Vivini faalua o rnoa. Second crowing of cocks.
4 a.m. Vivini faalausoso'o rnoa. Repetitious crowing of cocks.
5 a.m. Gasu o le taeao. Early morning dew.
6 a.m. Teaeo sesegi. Dawn approaches.
7 a.m. Oso le la. Sun rises,
8 a.m. Totogo le la. Sun gets hotter.
9 a.m. Fana'e lupe le la. Time to feed the pigeons.
10 a.m. Taupaletu le la. Sun prominent in sky.

11 a.m. Faaitula, Time before noon.
12 p.m. Soliata,/Tutonu le la. Standing on own shadow; noon.
I p.*. Faliu le la. Sun rnoves to the side.
2 p.*. Pale le la. Sun is crowned.
3 p.-. Malu afiafi. Temperature cools, evening nears.
4 p.n-r. Taulaumea. Leaves fall.
5 p.-. Pupula a la goto. Sun prepares to set.
6 p.-. Goto le la. Sun sets.

7 p,*. Tagi alisi. Crickets chirp in the evening.
8 p.-. Ula a{i o faamalama. Fires lighted for evening prayers.
I p.rn. Fofola fala. Mats laid out for sleeping.
10 p.rn. Tofa. Sleep.
11 p.m. Vivini faaoso malaga. False alarm by cocks crowing.
(cf. Aiono 1996, 90; Simanu 2002, 59S)
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Since Samoans did not have watches or clocks as they do now, these were

the expressions that they used to refer to periods of the day, not so much

specifically to time but rather to time in a general sense. Thus, as a period of
the day,fana'e lupe le Ia, or the time for feeding the pet pigeons, which most

families had, could be either 8 or 9 a.m, Andula afl' o faarnalama may occvr

at 7 p.m, instead of 8 p.m. as in the above model. This method of labeling

time was sufficient for Samoans' needs in the precontact period and for a

long time even after contact with the West, But today, most Samoans use

palagi time as measured in hours, minutes, and seconds. Some traditional
expressions are still popular, however (L. F. Va'a, unpublished data). These

include the following:

Oso le la
Tutorru le la
Goto le la
Tagi Alisi,
Faiga lotu

sunrise
midday
sunset
chirping of crickets
evening prayers

Samoan Perceptions of Time: Lunar Months

As the London Missionary Society missionary George Turner explained, the

moon was the timekeeper of the year (Turner 1384, 203), not merely in terms

of weeks, as Samoans understood these, but also in terms of the year.

The Samoan lunar month consisted of thlrty days, dlvided into two parts,

the moon as it appears on the inland side (uta) and as it appears on the sea-

ward side (tal).When it first appears on the inland side, it hovers over the

horizon. When the seas are low, it can be seen clearly; when high, it is hard to

see. That is why it is called malupeaua (Penisimani 1860) because the moon

at that phase is, as it were, protected by the seas.

When it first appears as the new moon, Samoans started counting the days

from one to ten. When that is achieved, only five days remain for the moon

on the inland side, and those days were called punifuga, tafoleu, fe'i'tetele,
atoa, andle'ale'a. That is one-half of the moon period.

The moon now moves over to the seaward side of the island, and again

the days are counted from one to ten. When that is reached, only five days

remain, and these are called sauaeleata, lotoatai, alu ae ua tafatetele ata,

petumai, ando mnlelapoo lefanoloa. Then the moon disappears for a time,
until it rises again from the other side as the maluopeana.

According to Rev. George Turner (f SB4, 203 ff.), the year was divided lnto

twelve months, and each month was known by a name in common use all

over the group. To this there were some local exceptions and a month named
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after the god, who on that month was specially worshipped. Generally, these

months were called as follows:

L Utu Va Mua (January). So called because it represents the first digging

of wild yams before the cultivated ones were ripe. It was also called Aitu

Tele, "great god," from the principal worship of the month, or Tagaloa

Tele, ai another place for the same reason (Turner 1884, 204).

2. Toe Utu Va (February). Continuation of digging wild yams or Aitu Iti,
small gods, from the worship of inferior household gods in that month

(Turner 1884, 205).

3. Fa'aafu (March). Word meaning "withering of the yam vine," a sign the

yams have matured and are ready to be consumed (Simanu 2002, 599)'

bther names for this month are Ta'afarru'a, a god noted for his wandering

habits, and Aitu Iti, the small gods who were specially implored to bless

the family for the year "with strength to overcome in quarrels and in bat-

tle" (Turner 1884, 205).

4. Lo (April). So called because the little flsh lo (or pi.nelo) is_particularly

plentiful at this time of year. The month is also named after the Manu'an

hero Le Fanoga,

5. Aurrunu (M"r. It means "crushed or pulverized state of the stem of the

yam" atthat time. Also named after a goddess, Sina' According to Turner
(tSS+, 206), Samoans regarded this month as unstable with many vicious

demons about and the flsh particularly savage. It is the time of transition

from the wet to the dry season, and hence crushing sickness and supersti-

tious vagaries were prevalent.
6. Oloarruiru. (June). Sound made by a pigeon and other birds when- they

are happy because of a plentiful supply of their favorite buds and ber-

rier. T'hii occurs about this time. Literally, "warbling (olo) of the birds
(manu);'

7. Palolo Mua (!dy). This is the first month of the half year, called the Palolo

season, in contrast to the other half, called the Tradewind season (Turner

1884,206).
8. Palolo Muli (August). The palolo is an edible seaworm that is released

from the coral twice a year, usually October and November. It is a delicacy

with most samoans. Palolo Muli, perhaps suggests final preparations in

anticipation of receiving the palolo . These include the making of special

nets.
L Mutifu (September). Means "end of the taro stem." This month is "unusu-

ally iry and parching, the scorching rays of the sun left little of the talo

stem but u .*uU piece at the end" (Turner 1884,207). That is, the sun's

rays have literally sucked the moisture from taro plants.
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I0.Lotuaga (October). According to Turner (1884,207), this month is so
called because Sarnoans often prayed for rain. A time of drought. In Aiono
(1996), the word should be Lotoaga, but she does not explain its metrning.

Il.Trru,mnfannra (November). First of plenty because {ish and other food
were plentiful, followed by palolo and fly-hook feats (Turner 1884, 208).

12.Toetanntafa (Deceniber). End of the feasting, food being less plentiful
because ofgales and cyclones (Turner 1884,208).

And then the annual cycle begins again.
Two things stand out in the Samoan system of narning their months. The

first is that the names record the main activities of each month. For example,
the first three months-January February and March-involve the seaich
for wild yams zrnd other foods fron the forests because it is a time of heary
rains and hurricanes, which have the tendency to destroy traditional {bod
crops, such as taro, bananas, and breadfruit. Hence, it is also coexistent with
famines, especially if plantations have been wiped out by strong winds. April
is the month for catching the {isli lo; June is the month for catching biids,
such as pigeons, because they are then at their fattest; July and August are the
nronths to prepare for the palolo season; October is the drought period and a
time for conserving the water supply and taking extra care for the prevention
of bushfires; and November and December are times of plenty, when the
growth of food crops are at their peak (L. F. Va'a, unpublished data),

The second factor that stands out is the close association that samoans
riaintained between their earthly activities and their relationsliips with
their gods, thus the naming of many months after their gods, In jutrroty,
the Ai.trt. Tele and Tagaloa Tele arc honored; in February the Aitu lti; in
March, Ta'afatua; in April Le Fanoga; in May, Sina the goddess; and so on.
It shows quite clearly that the ancient samoans held a high regard for their
gods and that they relied on their gods to sustain them in the dfficult periods
of the year. Human efforts were not enough; the intervention of the gods in
human affairs was also assiduously sought. There is thus this spiritual aspect
of Samoans' perception of their environment, and this is continued today
under the form of the new Christian religion in its ideology and idiom. For
just as_ the pre-Christian Samoans prayed to their aitu (gods) for rain, so they
do today to their new Christian god-and with the same results (L. F. Va'a,
unpublished data).

In all these exarnples-the measurement of time according to the hours of
the day and night, the lunar cycle, and the yearly cycle of twelve months-one
sees the operation of this natural rhythm, lheta. The foundations of these
cycles are scientific and hence reliable and can be counted on by humans
to plan their activities, There is a rhythm in the manifestations of the day,
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month, and year, perhaps not in a sense of that derived frotn a simple dancing

mode but most certainly in the sense of an overriding cosmic beat, one that

the pre-Christian Satnoans took to heart and lived by. Today, of course, this

rhythm has been partially lost through the influences generated by modern

technology and its attendant problerns generated by changes in lifesqrles.

And to that extent, the power, or mal1a, of the ancient rhythm has been weak-

ened. But it continues to throb under the surface of social and cultural life,

especially in the context of the rural areas where the fa'a-Sanwa holds sway'

TheVa Defined

If ,a is the defining beat of Samoan traditional society, then oa defines

Samoan cultural knowledge, for it is oa thal tells us how to live and relate

to others according to the norms and values established by society (Mailo

1972; Sunia 1997,2000; Simanu 2002). Orators have different expressions to

refer to the same phenomenon, but basically it says that Samoa is a land that

has been apportioned with regard to its rights and privileges (o Samoa o le

ahnutu uoiiro ona tofi) and that none can be added or removed (e le mafai'

ona toe faaoooTto i ai, pe toesea ona paia nta ntatnahr.). This is confirmation

that rights and privileges within society are ascribed rather than prescribed

or inherited rather than achieved. This is, of course, axiomatic in terms of
such a conservative traditional society as Samoa, but it does not rule out

exceptions, particularly in the case of war heroes and outstanding individu-

als. Feople ho*"u"t do not talk about these as a rule, but lrore on the doxa

or set beliefs (Bourdieu 1977).
'Ihe od, or human relationships, are symbolizedby spatial relationships.

Another way ofexpressing this is that physical space represents social space.

A simple example is that of height: in Samoa, this symbolizes position in a

powei hierarchy-the higher the position occupied by a person or house,

th" high"r the power of that particular person and those people who live in
a particular house. That is why in Samoa, the highest chiefs, such as the Tui

Manu'a (king of Manu'a), were manually carried on specially constnrcted

carriages, higher than everybody else. And when such a carriage passed a

group of people, they were required to kneel and bow their heads. They can-

not walk again on the ground traversed by the carriage because such has been

affected by the mana of the chief and therefore rendered tapu, or sacred.

This means the tapu has to be removed, usually by the act of sprinkling coco-

nutjuice on the affected ground, before it can be used again. As to houses or

,r*oto, no villager can build a house higher than that of his or her chief, and

normally this is the case in most villages in Samoa. Moreover, this is one of
the chiefly rights that is still upheld by the Land and Titles Court.
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Extensive social networks perrneate Samoan society, each with its own
rules and practices. These networks do not occur at random, for they are
often predictable and have at their base kinship relations. These in turn are
already determined, or given, according to cultural standards. Since the typi-
cal Samoan has many relations, not only with his or her own relatives but
also with other people unrelated to him or her, such as other village or dis-
trict chiefs, he or she is involved in a web of relationships, the conduct of
which pertain to certain rules. The persona in Samoa then is often of the
tlpe described by Maurice Leenhardt (1979) as one who occupies the center
of a series of social relationships but one moreover who is also experiencing
the pangs of social change, as new lifestyles affect those relationships. The
persona, therefore, is potentially in a state of flux. Still certain patterns of
behavior are predictable, and I shall here provide only a few examples of the
oa involved in these networks, such as relations between siblings, between
brother and sister, and between chiefs and their tautua (serving men or
women).

The brother/sister relationship in Samoa, called feagaiga, is one of the
most important relationships in Samoan culture (fa'a-Samoa) because it
determines questions of rights and privileges pertaining to land, titles, and
other treasured possessions (mea sina) of a family (Gllson 1g70; Schoeffel
1979; Shore 1982). It is similar to the custom of oasu in Fiji and fahu in
Tonga. The oa determines the kind of work brothers and sisters do: the
brothers perform the difficult chores, and those considered "dirty" and far
from home. The sisters do the easy ones, those regarded as "clean" and
in or near the home. The brothers are supposed to support, in a material
sense, and protect, in a physical sense, their sisters in return for their moral
and spiritual support (cf. Va'a 2001). Within the family and indeed Samoan
society, the sister enjoys a higher status than her brother (compare a simi-
lar custom in Tonga), and that is why she is often given the honor of serv-
ing the chief as taupou (ceremonial maiden). As such, she leads the family
on ceremonial occasions, such as a ta'alolo (presentation of food to visiting
dignitaries), where the taupou is dressed up in the traditional manner and
dances usinganifu ofi (ceremonial war club). She also plays important func-
tions in 'aoa ceremonies and funerary rituals. As ilamutu, or eldest of the
female children, she occupies a central role in the spiritual life of the fam-
ily as chief adviser to her brother chief, oracle and priestess of the family
gods. The position, therefore, is equated with supernatural powers. Thus,
the family is characterizedby a dual structure: one where the brothers are
responsible for safeguarding the lands and titles of a family and one where
the sisters safeguard the moral and spiritual side of a family. Both functions
are regarded as complementary,
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In Samoan custom, the brothers are obliged to respect the roles of their
sisters and vice versa. Fortunate are the brothers who listen to the advice of
their sisters, for this is based on the moral and spiritual values of society, and

to go against such advice is regarded as dangerous. This is because in ancient

times, sisters had the power to curse their wayward brothers, usually in the

form that they would be childless. Brothers, on the other hand, can be vindic-

tive against their sisters if they besmirched the family honor, such as getting
involved in secret sexual encounters. This model, therefore, does not support

the claim of sexual permissiveness among Samoan adolescent girls (cf. Mead

1961; Freeman 1983), but it has served as the foundation for other institu-

tions in Samoan society, such as the relationship between a high chief and hls

orator and between a church pastor and his congregation, the orator and the

pastor occupying the place ofthe sister and the high chiefand congregation

ih"t of th" brother. The high chief and congregation must show respect and

provide material support lor their feagai,ga.These in turn rnust provide their
moral and spiritual support for their counteqparts (high chief and congrega-

tion), which is meant to spell success in their social endeavors.

Social relationships between siblings also follow certain well-de{ined path-

ways charact erized by, besides the feagaiga system already referred to, other
kinds of rights, such as those of the firstborn and seniority. The firstborn male

in any Samoan family is given the prestigious title of ali'i' o 'aiga (literally,
"chief of the famill'). This is because as ali'i o'ai'ga, he has the right to suc-

ceed his father to lhe matai (chiefly) title of the family, and so, long before

his father dies, he is groorned for this pu{pose. Other family members show

hirrr deference due to his position. The counterpart of the all'l o 'ai'ga among

the female children is the i'lamutu. As the eldest daughter, she has first place

to the family honors reserved for the female gender, but as i'lanrufu, she is

often regarded with awe due to the supposedly spiritual powers she pos-

sesses, for she is healer (tanlasea), oracle (oaoalo), peacemaker (pae ma le

rntli), and miracle maker (fai. oat:ega) among her many assigned functions.

The prominent roles that these oldest siblings enjoyed through the accident

of their birth order entitled them to the respect, obedience, and service of
their younger siblings.

Seniority, based on age, is a hallmark not only of Samoan society but also

of Moana society in general. Wherever Samoans are gathered, other things

being equal, age alone determines who will be leader of a group. It applies

also to siblings, both males and females. If the oldest male or female dies, then

the next oldest takes over the role of ali'i o 'aiga or i'Io'mutu.It is quite obvious

that the principles of succession to leadership roles within a family group are

already entrenched in the beliefs already mentioned. There is a predictabllity
about the social order that bodes well for the establishment of a stable society.
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According to Mailo (1972), the earliest form of Sarnoan society was based on
a seniority system; that is, only the elderly were members of the Sa Tagaloa
Ruling Council, todays equivalent of the Village Fono. There were no chiefs
then, only the elderly Tagaloas, wlio differed from each only through the dif-
ferent suffixes to their names, hence Tagaloa-ui, Tagaloaleniu, and Tagaloa-
lefau. Seniors were similarly treated with reverence and respect.

Tautuq asVa

We come now to the concept of tautua, the principle affecting the relation-
ships between a chief and his retainers. As other anthropologists have noted,
Polyresian chiefdoms can be divided into the rigid hierarchies of Eastern
Pollmesia, represented by Hawai'i, and the more open societies of Western
Polynesia, represented by Samoa (cI. Sahlins 1958). In Eastern Po\mesia,
blood is everything in determining rights to title and land; in Western
Pollnesia, even cornnoners and unrelated persons can succeed to a chie{ly
title provided that they gave sewice or excelled in some act of bravery in
either war- or peacetime, which resulting in the saving of the life of a high
chief. Thus, in Samoa, it is said, "O le ala i,le pule o le tautua" ("The path to
authority lies in service"). Having blood is not enough; providing service is.
It is regarded as a sine qua non of being elected to a title (cf. Davidson 1967;
Meleisea 1987),

Much has been written about the nature of tmttua (cf. Simanu 2002;
Sunia 1997, 2000; Mailo 1972). Briefly, these authors have identified two
rnain kinds of rendering service to a chief. One may be considered as falling
within the class of positive examples of tautua, the other within the class of
negative types. Some examples of positive tauhta include tantuatuaoae and
tau.tu& nmtaaela. For negative tautua, exarnples are tmdua pa'o and tmttua

fia nro.tai.

Tautua tuaDae is where the tautua is known to use his or her feet and
hands to do chores for the chief (from ftra, meaning "behind," andoae, mean-
ing "feet"). Tautua tuaoae therefore are supposed to occupy a place behind
their chiefs so that they can carry out instantly their wishes. Motooela means
"burnt eyes," from mato,"eyes," andoela, "burnt" or "cooked." It refers to
the tau,tua whose eyes are "burnt" by the heat given off by the hot stone oven
that he uses daily to prepare the chlef's food. Closely related to this form of
t(ruhta is matapalapala, from mata,"eyes," andpalapalo, "soaked with sweat"
and therefore dirty. The sweat in turn is due to other hard work this person
accornplishes for his matai..

Tantua pa'o mearrs making a lot of noise while serving a chief because
the tmthr,a is angry with his chief for some reason or other. He then displays
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his displeasure by causing unnecessary noise and doing unpleasant things
that cause the chief discomfort. Closely related to this form of tautua is
talfiua gutua, one who constantly contradicts the orders of his chief, thereby
committing the cardinal sin of chief/taututa relationships, one of disrespect
toward the chief. Another instance of negative serwice is tantua fia ntatai.. It
refers to a person who performs services for his chief not out of Iove for his
chief and family but out of a selfish desire to succeed to a nmtai title, hence,
tau.tua fia matai, or serving with the desire to become a chief. Incidentally,
becoming a chief is/was a legitimate arnbition of every Samoan male. But
other factors are also at play here; a tauh& sliould also be qualified to hold
the title due to his or her deep knowledge of Samoan custom and tradition,
various genealogies, and village honorifics as well as the means to fulfill the
social obligations required of the title. Pedigree, of course, is all important.

The oa in Samoa is not only physical space or social space alone but
also the two combined. Hierarchy, for example, is symbolized by height, as

rlentioned earlier: equality by lateral distance and commonality (being of tlie
lower classes) by lower distance, Thus, typically in Samoa, the chiefs live on
the tops of the mountains; hence, the creator god's family, Sa Tagaloa, was
said to live on the mountains, and the created beings, such as the family of
Lu, Iived at sea level, From the lower level, Lub supporters attacked those
of Sa Tagaloa on the upper levels and ahnost conquered them but for the
intercession of the god himself (see Krarner 1994).

Having established the significance of physical and social space (i.e., they
stand for each other), the question naturally arises, What is the function of
space in human relationships? Space, as I see it, is a second-order language,
a means of talking about the social order, the values, practices, and beliefs of
a people (e.g., the Samoans about themselves and their own society). Like
culture, it is a human-made creation and, therefore, like culture, is subject
to contestation. Such difference is itself the product of new perspectives on
lif'e gained through education and through the spread of global culture. Any
changes in the traditional perspectives of the fa and oa, however, will be
gradual and take much longer to consolidate. They will not happen all at
once. Therefore, the past will continue to linger in importance in our social
and cultural configurations. The ta and oa, as Moana concepts relative to
time and space, turns neutral concepts into cultural ones and transforms
chaos to order (Mahina 2004, 2009).

Conclusion

In Samoan sociebr, the notion of ta refers to time as understood not by
Europeans but rather by Samoans in a historical context. This means that
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the ancestors are not really dead, even though the traditional ceremonials

mark the end of life of the ancestors. They have merely passed on to another

level of existence, to the land of Pulotu, where the sun sets in the west, or to
Heaven, which is above us, to use a Christian metaphor. The traditional idea

of death, therefore, approximates that of transition because the dead live on

in a spiritual sense, in a spiritual world, whence they emerge to assist the liv-
ing in whatever enteqprise they are engaged in. Therefore, the death of an

ancestor signifying the past transposes into that ofthe living ancestor, signi-

fying the present, This enables constant communication with the ancestors.

Prayers, in the form of tapuai.ga, and social rituals, such as atsa rituals, were
the usual means of relating to the ancestors and other nature spirits.

The notion of oa is more prominent because spatial patterns of behavior
signify our current social positions in life. Hence, the spatial metaphors ofzfa
(inland), tai. (seaward),luga (above), lalo (below), sisi/o (west), sasae (east),

tala ane (besides), and so on are signi{icant markers of Samoan social identity
(faasinomaga). For example, higher positions symbolize power, and lower
positions mean the reverse. In real life, Samoan social etiquette reflect these

realities of geographical space.

Modern Samoan society still follows the customs that ta and oa have

imposed on the society, especially in the villages. But the inroads of Western

civilization introduced by the liberal ideas of equality for all, chiefs and non-
chiefs, men and women, and third genders, have complicated the nature of
social relationships. This is now characterized by the emergence of a class

structure that has no respect for the niceties of traditional social etiquette,
We are now possibly heading into an era where consensus is no longer the
order of the day but one where contestation of ideas is. The full effect of
these changes, however, remains a long time and distance away, and the past

in the form of traditional knowledge and know-how will continue to affect us.
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SAMOAN TA-VA (TIME-SPACE) CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES IN
LANGUAGE, SOCIETY, AND ARCHITECTURE

Fepulea'i Micah Van der Ryn
American Samoa Comnatnity College

This essay gives new insights into indigenous Samoan spatial, tem-
poral, and social concepts as distinctive aspects of Samoan culture,
expressed linguistically, socially, and architecturally in a changing
contemporary Samoan context. Four Samoan concepts are exam-

ined: (1) mnta (the eye and a point of convergence and emanation),
(2) fa (strike and a point in time), (3) oa (the interval and relation
between points in space or time and society), and (4) tua'oi (neighbor

and boundary). The general ta+a theory of reality (Mahina 2008a,

2008b; Ka'ili 2008) informs the analysis augmented by the theory of
point-field spatiality as discussed by Lehman and Herdrich (2002).

The analysis develops an understanding of how Samoan language,

architecture, and socio-spatial and temporal practices express a cul-
tural system through which a sense of order (or harmony) and con-
flict are produced and addressed in Samoan society.

Ix e wonr-n undergoing rapid globalization, indigenous peoples everywhere,
including those of Oceania or Moana (a Polynesian term for "ocean"), are

finding ways to both decolonize and re-represent themselves on the global

scene, Developing and asserting an identity free from Western cultural
domination engages a dif{icult disentanglement. Part of the effort is being
brought forth through indigenous scholars of the Moana. Anthropologlr has

long been touted as the social science that offers an intellectual vehicle for
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crossing into other cultural realms of thought and lifeways, yet underlying
this scholarship, often embedded in the undelpinning theoretical frame-
works, lie Western-based precepts, ideas, concepts, and aims, predisposing a
certain type ofcultural analysis and ethnographic representation. Increasing
the cultural diversity of concepts, precepts, and ideas by which social sci-
ence theory is produced is yet another part of the important decolonizing,
cultural-reclaiming process that is occurring-another necessary lifeline for
cultural survival in today's world.

Like the other essays ofthis issue, this essay applies and builds on the gen-
eral ta<;a theory of reality. an indigenour ftffu"u theory initially pioneered
and developed byTongan scholar Hiifanga Dr. 'Okusitino Mahina (2008b). It
also slmthesizes and bridges this theory to the theory of point-field spatialit'y
(Lehman and Herdrich 2002). Key concepts of Samoan culture such as oa
(the space between), fa (temporal marks), mata (the eye and point of conver-
gence or emanation), and tua'oi (boundary and neighbor) are treated both
as subjects and as tools of analysis. This essay describes indigenous Samoan
spatial, temporal, and social concepts as distinctive aspects of Samoan cul-
ture, expressed linguistically, socially, and architecturally, in a changing con-
temporary Samoan context.

My underlying premise is that architecture and the built environment are
integral to spatiavtemporal concepts and practices, which are both cultur-
ally and linguistically conditioned and structured. As such, built forms and
spaces are examined as constituting more than physical shelter and aesthetic
form or as indicators of cultural traditions; they become a key framework or
cultural modus operandi by which society addresses the need to produce
and maintain social order and reduce conflict through spatial and temporal
organization. Through this perspective, my analytical framework aims to con-
nect architectural forms and spaces to the sociocultural life and practices that
they encompass (see Stasch 2009).

The four Samoan terms-rnata , td,vd, and tua'oi-are examined in their var-
ious linguistic contexts to illuminate distinctive samoan cultural ways of expe-
riencing spatial and temporal relationships. I research their expression through
Samoan sociospatial practices and architectural forms and spaces as phenom-
enological modus operandi by which these concepts are experienced and glven
deffnition. In other words, I examine Samoan built spaces (both within and
behveen structures) as an instrumental part (and reflection) of samoan ways of
cognitively (perceiving) and socially constructing time and space. In examining
these terms and their meanings and manifestations in samoan culture and the
built environment, I also draw on the illuminating work of Lakoff and Johnson
(2008) on how conceptual metaphors built into language work to influence
worldviews (cognition and ways of thinhng). They state,
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We have found . . . that metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not

just in language, but also in thought and action. Our ordinary con-

teptual tyit"*, in tertr-is of which we both think and act, is funda-

mentally metaphorical in nature, (3)

I show how Samoan social and physical constructions are based on under-

lying linguistically expressed Sarnoan conceptual metaphors about the con-

rtitnliorl and production of space and time. These concepts and meanings

are embedded itr lurlgnug", in architecture, and in sociospatial and temporal

practices. The essay also addresses how these concepts and cultural construc-

iions (both physical and conceptual) are integrally related to culturalsystems

for deahng with conflict and developing and rnaintaining social order. The

issue ofconflict and the need to produce order in the society are seeu to be

central to understanding architecture, built {brms, spaces, and sociospatial

practices over time.

Background

The past six decades has brought about the development of a globalized

Samoan community together with an increasing importance of a cash econ-

omy, out-migration, and dependence on remittances, and globalization (Anae

fSdA; I-ilomaiva-Doktor 2009; Macherson 1992; Van der Ryn 1991, 2012b).

Such trends have helped accelerate architectural and sociocultural change in

Samoan villages. The change is not uniforn-r but varies across villages, islands,

and the pohtical division of the Samoan archipelago. The tradjtional look of
Sarnoanillage architecture-the layout of villages and family compounds

and individual structures-has been increasingly impacted to different

degrees in different parts of the archipelago, politically dividg{ since 1900

into the unincolporated U.S. territory of American Samoa and the indepen-

dent nation of Samoa.

Across the diverse affects and varying levels of modernizing appearances,

indigenous Samoan spatial and temporal concepts still resonate, though in

*odifi"d form. This *",rtr because indigenous Samoan spatial and temporal

concepts, which are clearly more embedded and articulated in more traditional

Samoan architectural forms, have generative power. They translate into under-

lying principles that help guide processes of change and that then become

reflecied in new [pes of architectural forms and spaces. These unconscious

generative dirn"trrlo.rs of culture offer resilience and adaptability, evidenced

ihrough the interactive process oflanguage, architectural forms, and sociospa-

tial pictices. The changes, nonetheless, may also result in tensions that have

becon e an ongoing aspect of contemporary Samoan life and its negotiations.
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The ethnographic and linguistic rnaterial presented in this essay draws
from four years (2003-2007) of fieldwork research in villages of both the
independent state of Samoa (otherwise known simply as Samoa) and the
unincorporated u.s. territory of American samoa. Despite the political
and economic differences created through their colonial division itr tsoo,
the islands continue to share a common language, set of cultural traditions,
and history that forn the basis for a conmon identity and heritage, though
regional variations in custom and language do exist, and the infusion of
the market economy and western ideas is more prevalent in the Arnerican
Sarnoan community.

Theoretical Perspectives: T6-Vit Theory and point-Field

This study employs and synthesizes two theoretical areas from the scholar-

$ip. fle pl1Tnry one is the general td-vd theory of reality, the connecting
,]r"ory for all the esszrp of this issue. The second and augmenting theory ii
the point-field (as opposed to container) theory ofspace,
I first learned about ta-vd theory directly through the intellectual nentorship
of its pioreering architect, Hufanga Dr. 'Okusitino Mahina, wliile he was my
principal superwisor for my PhD study at Auckland university, I was focused
on the_sociocultural dlmamics and implications of change in samoan society
from changing village architecture over the last lialf century. Maahina, whl
was working on developing td-va theory at that time, encouraged me to exam-
ine the spatial and temporal dimensions of my topic. The spatial dimension,
througli the concept of va, was more straightforward and obvious; after all,
a moniker for architecture is "the art of spatial construction." Mahina, how-
ever, challenged me to dig deeper to discover the temporal dimensions of my
topic, especially through the concept ofta.

This I was eventually able to do, investigating tlie temporal dimensions of
the relationships involved in getting a build"ing riade, theiemporal and social
bracketing of a building's physical construction, and the temporal dimensions
of a building's human uses in terms of activities perforrned in and around
the structure over time. But it was not until I was in the write-up stage of
the thesis in 2008, when published works articulating the theory and various
applications began to emerge (e.g., Ka'ili 2008; Mahina 2008a,2008b), that
I began to get a deeper understanding ofta-va theory and its applications to
my ethnographic material.

The first two tenets of the general td-vd theory of reality (Mahina 2008a,
2008b; Ka'ili 2008) are (1) that "ontologically ta and va, time and space, are
the common medium in which all things are in a single level of reality, spatio-
temporality or four sided dimensionality," and (2) that "epistemologically ta
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and va, time and space, are social products, involving their varyirrg social

arrangements across cultures." The theory espouses that the conceptlraliza-

tion alnd organization of time/space dimensions, the common medium of all

existence, iia cultural phenomenon. Furthermore, the study of these dimen-

sions bears central importance on understanding issues of conflict, order,

harmony, and beauty in various realms of sociocultural,,artistic, and spiritual

life, paiticula.ly -iihin Polynesian societies_. I frame the discussion of this

essay in these aspects of the td-va theoretical formulation.

Augmenting my application of ta-va theory are the perspectives of point-

field qpatiality, whicti my colleague, David Herdrich, first introduced to me

in Arnerican samoa in about t99B while conducting research on the rele-

vance of point-field theory in Samoa (Lehman and Herdrich 2002). Later, in

doing my PhD research on Samoan architecture, I found useful application

of polnt-field and a positive slmthesis with the td-vd theory
^Significant 

to point-field theory is the assertion that there are only two

porri6l" ways to cognitively perceive (a1{ thereby cognitively construct)

space; these are container and point-field. Both these modes are cogni-

tively available and possible in any culture, but one will tend to dominate.

Language may be examined as an indicator and facilitator of which way 9f
thinf,inf aborri rpu"" predominates. For example, in English, there are such

"o.rr*o"n 
phrasei heaid in America as "Give me some space" or "He needs

,o*" ,pu6"" (in reference to a person thought to need time alone)'

The guiding conceptual metaphor in such expressions is that of a con-

tainer. Space ii viewed as containable, quantifiable, and something you can

possess ind o*tt. This way of perceiving fits with a cultural worldview that

imphasizes the singular identity of entities, including lndividual people, as

aut^onomous beings-whose identity remains independent of the sets of rela-

tionships to which the individual is also connected. The principle of con-

tainer ipace models is that boundaries predetermine space. Boundhries are

drawn, and rpace is what is on the inside of those boundaries. Western archi-

tectural concepts and practices are based on container models of space, as

evidenced with cubic forms and formulas that described building areas (con-

tained space) in terms of square feet or meters.

Poini-ffeld spatiality offe;s a strong contrast with that of the container model.

Rather than beginning with a boundary to define a quanti{iable space that it
contains, point-field begins with points (they may be people of the social land-

scape or slgnificant cultural points in the landscapg). Ery\ point generates its

own field (ipace) that interacts with other {ields. Those fields constitdte space

(physical, roclal, and spiritual) that necessarily interacts with the fields of other

poi"tr. Boundaries 
"*"rg" 

ur tr"gotiations of the relationship between adjace_nt

ii"ldr. thnr, in contrasito 
"ottiui.t"t 

space, where boundaries axiomatically
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precede a notion of space, point-ffeld space is diametrically the opposite-
boundaries emerge only as an outcome of space (space that is immediately
relational and not quanti{iable). Lehman and Herdrich (2002) describe the two
epistemologies of space in the following way:

Point-field views space as the topological neighborhood of a given
point, and boundaries are derived as the adjacency of the closures
of pair-wise distinct point fields. [As such], boundaries, instead of
being axiomatic, as in the container view of space, are derived theo-
rems on the point-field view. (181)

I illustrate the conceptual difference between point-field spatiality and con-
tainer-modeled spatiality in the schematic diagram of Figure 1,

Examining Samoan linguistic and ethnographic evidence, Lehman and
Herdrich demonstrate the predominance of point-{ield spatiality in Samoan
culture. In addition to mata and va, the other Samoan terms and ideas that
Lehman and Herdrich investigate include moa (center point), maga (the
intersecting point) and 'atse (ray, tentacle, arm). They have a section on
boundaries but never include the Samoan term tua'oi, which may be glossed
in English as "boundary" or as "neighbor."

POINT-FIELD SPACE CONTAINER SPACE

Frcune r. Left: Schematic diagram of point-field model of space.
Space (va) begins with points (represented by stars) that radiate ftelds
(represented by vectors) outward. Boundaries (dotted lines) forrn be-
tween adjacent fields as derived theorems and become s),/non),anous
with the concept of a relation. In contrast, the container spatial mod-
el (right) begins axiomatically with established fixed boundaries (the
rectangle). Space then is de{ined and measured as the area inside
those boundaries (adapted from Lehman and Herdrich2OO2,82),
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Regarding boundaries, they state that "land boundaries in Samoa are fre-

quently found to be overlapping and are almost constantly disputed. The

boundaries derived from relationships that are agreed to are seen as tempo-

rary and likely to change relative to the changing relationship" (Lehman and

Herdrich 2002, LB7). The predominant lack of fences on land boundaries,

particularly within the village, and an ethos against it are given as evidence

of point-field spatiality.-My 
work here both confirms and extends their analysis of-the relevance

of point-field spatiality in Samoa. I also explore horv point-field spatiality in

Sairoa extends to a point-field temporality, an effort that incorporates the

Samoan term ta, and a sprthesis with the ta-vd theory of reality. I also draw

into the discussion rnore of the indigenous Samoan scholarship and my own

fieldwork on Samoan concepts of vd and tu6'oi as well as associated concepts

of feagaiga (covenant). In particular, I explore the application 
-of 

my dgvelop

ing undeistanding of a ta-va framework (together with that of point-field) to

an explication of Samoan architecture and built space.

e third irnportant contributor to my analysis derives from the writings

of Samoa's head of state, His Highness Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese (2008a). I
initially met Tui Atua in Auckland in 2004 and subsequently both heard him

give talks and read some of his essays on Samoan cultural themes that he

develops from a herrneneutic rnethod of investigating the deeper meaning

of Sanioan words, proverbs, and customs in an effort to restore their signifi-

cance and relevance to contemporary life, both in and out of Sarnoa.

This search is what is being referred to as the indigenous Samoan refer-

ence and involves a search that uncovers and reconnects Samoans to the rich

meanings of the culture, which remain as relevant and important today as

ever. Tui Atua (2008a) states,

In the Samoan indigenous religion the unity and harmony between

the temporal and the divine, between tirre and space and all living

things is God. Man's pulpose in life is to search for that unity and

harmony, to search for God. (112)

This quote helpfully introduces a Samoan cultural reference for delving into

understandings about the constitution of order and harmony in a Samoan

cultural worldview. How order or harmony, which Tui Atua translat es as lagi,-

malie (agreeable or pleasant skies), is created and maintained and how con-

flict is addressed is 6oth a theoretically and a socially salient topic to further

explore ethnographically.
Through the analysis, new understandings emerge about how spatial and

temporal-organization articulates with sociocultural order and conflict and
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how these perspectives are expressed and reciprocally reinforced in lan-
guage, social customs, and architecture of the built environrnent.

Samoan Cultural Concepts of Va, Tu6'oi, Mata, and Ta

Td-va theory initially suggests that the Pol)mesian term vd kpa in Maori and
in Hawaiian) is the Moana term for space, while td is the Moana equivalent
to tirne (Mahina 2008b, 7B); thus, va = space; ta = time. Ka'ili (2008) slightly
revised the concept, explaining ta as a term that signifies poi.nts in tinte, in
which va can be understood as the space between these points, that is, ten-
poral space. Samoan words, such as oaiaso (week), demonstrates this use:
vaiaso = oa-i-aso (an interval ofdays).

My integration of point-field analysis stimulated my development of
revised equations for defining space and time concepts in Samoa and other
parts of the Moana using these terms but incorporating the term mata. These
equations are as follows:

Synchronic (geographical) space (i.e., spatiality)= vd + mata.

Diachronic (temporaVsocial) space (i.e., time) = va + td.

Through these equations, vd is de{ined as intervals (or relations) between
points, which are mata (in synchronic space) and ta (in temporal space). This
{ramework now more properly shows vd to be the common denominator for
both space and time. In addition, when we recognize that vd denotes social,
spiritual, and ideational space as well as geographical space, then the social-
ity and spirituality of spatiality becomes evident. The same may be said for
temporality; that is, temporality is directly tied to sociality and spirituality.
While these notions receive further explication as the article proceeds, my
{irst step is to briefly examine each of these terms (va, mata, td, and tud'oi)
and how they rnay be generally understood to {it into a web of Samoan cul-
tural meanings.

Va: lntensals and Binding Relations Between Entities

Va denotes "between-ness," or the interval between beings or entities that
both binds and separates them together in various ways. Many writers, espe-
cially Samoan ones, have noted its cultural significance in Samoa (e,g., Le
Tagaloa 2003; Lilomaiva-Doktor 2009; Refiti 2007; Tuagalu 2008; Wendt
1999). Albert Wendt (1999) states that important to the Samoan view of real-
ity is the concept ofvd:
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Vd is the space between, the between-ness, not empty space, not

space that separates but space that relates, that holds separate, enti-

ti,es and things together in the Unity-that-is-All, the space that is

context, giving meaning to things.

Lealiifano Albert Refiti (2007) poetically elaborates va as

the radiating force that shifts and rolls like the surface ofthe sea . ' '

an opening, a space or in-between place that dislocates and discon-

necfpeople and things, not in a negative way but as a reality that

provides a way to bond them "positively." (34)

Le Tagaloa (2003) had this to say about va:

Va governs all things and holds all things together. . . . Va is rela-

tionship, connection, affiliation, boundaries, difference, separation,

space, distance, responsibility, obligation, state of being, position,

standing, and so much more. (9)

One informant in my fieldwork described to me {ive tlpes of va: (l) the

spatial va, (2) the temporal va, (3) the social va (between people and other

people), (4) the va between people and their environment, and (5) the vd

Letween people and the Creator. Those varied categories for understanding

va are found frequently expressed in everyday conversation and speech. Va is

an emphasized theme in Samoan everyday and ceremonial life.

,tllbf these Samoan explanations help signify the salient Samoan efirpha-

sis on viewing the relations and context of things as opposed to focusing on

objects, entities, or people in and of themselves (tlpically a more Western

cuitural pattern). Anthropologist Bradd Shore (1982) made similar observa-

tions in his earlier Samoan ethnography, stating,

Lacking any epistemological bias that would lead them to focus

on "things in themselves" or the essential qualities of experience,

Samoans instead focus on things in their relationship, and the con-

textual grounding of experience. (136)

In the va of people, things, and entities, harmony (and/or conflict) is cre-

ated and rnanaged. This helps explain the Samoan attention to spatiality and

temporality ofiocial practices, especially at formal ceremonial exchanges,

,rr"h 
"r 

at funerals, weddings, chieftain bestowals, church, and guesthouse

dedications, when sociopolitical stakes and potential for conflict are high.
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Such events sewe as a framework for negotiating, building on, and repro-
ducing historical and genealogically-derived va between kin-based groups,

This point underscores the importance Samoans give to such Samoan
social practices of teu Ie oa (adorn the relationship) and tansi Ie oa (tend to
and care for the relationship over time) in Samoan life. It also underscores
irnportance of other Samoan social practices, such astapua'i (andtapua'i,ga),
a Samoan practice and concept of worship and social support for others'
endeavors, and feagaiga (covenant and agreement), a term that also refers to
the binding nature of certain tlpes of complementary relationships, such as

between brother and sister, between tuldfale and ali 'i, or between a minister
and his congregation. Similarly, va is also used to discuss spiritual relation-
ships, such as the vd between God and people, always involced in Samoan
Christian prayers. In sum, the existence and identity of things becomes nec-
essarily perceived through the context of relationships and interactions, or
what I call "relationality."

M at a : " Entanatin g/ C oms ergenc e P o int" o r " Ey e"

Mata is the Samoan (and Po\mesian) term for "eye," "face," "point," or
"edge" (Milner 2003, 134). Mata, as eye(s), is the principal sensory organ
for perceiving relational space, that is, vd (in the sprchronic frame). Mata,
as eyes, represent a point in which light rays converge and intersect to form
irnages of the world in our mind from which the relational coexistence of
objects, beings, and significant points in the physical and social landscape
are cognitively discerned. Anything that can be construed as a focal point can
be a mata, such as o Ie matq o le afa (the eye of the hurricane). Here, clearly
English also takes on similar double uses of the word "eye" (e.g., the eye of
the needle or the eye ofthe potato).

One finds mata as the pre{ix morpheme of a number of compound words.
Some examples include m atduai (freshwaler spring), matatalo (the crown of a
taro),mattuti.la (an electric lightbulb; ui,Ia means "electricity" or "lightning"),
and, as Lehman and Herdrich (2002,184) point out, mntagaluega (govern-
ment section or department).r Across these examples, mata stands out as a
point source of intersection from which something (water, light, the growth
of the taro, or work) emanates, Such a meaning seems less embodied in tlie
English words. For example, as Lehman and Herdrich (2002, LB4) point out,
in English a government department is viewed as a bounded space in which
certain work gets done, whereas a matagaluega is a point from which work
emanates.

Mata also encompasses the English concept of an edge; for example,
the mata of a knife is its sharp edge, and a matafaga (beach) literally nreans
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"edge of bay." Here, I would propose that the same theme of intersection and

source from which something emanates manifests in the meaning. The beach

represents the intersection of the sea and the land, a point at which harvests

from the sea came to land, but also visitors from other islands would land,

opening up possibilities for new relationships and exchange.

Mata is also preffx in compound words to denote important societal posi-

tions. For example, ntatafale refers to the holder and caretaker of a title as well
as a roof gable. The term is used today in Samoan contexts mainly to refer to

the social units, traditionally formed around a nmtai (a titled person, some-

times glossed in English as "chief') through which church contributions are

made, Mata'aisa refers to the extended family household with a natai residing

in it. The word matai itself consists mainly of mata. The matai position can be

conceptualized as the eye, authority, and source of family solidarity. That rnata

also means "eye" or "face" only gives these associations more signi{icance.

Mata offers a concept of point of intersection and source of power that
makes mata (as person, landscape, or architectural feature) culturally signifi-
cant, something lbr our mata (as eyes) to discern and measure in relation to
other mata, including each owner of a pair of eyes in the vd of existence. In
sum, mata may be a person (of position) in the social landscape or a culturally
valued fixed point of the built environment. Va (social and spatial relation-
ships) are principally perceived (and thereby constructed) through the eye

(mata) and viewed as the interval space or relation between points/edges in
the inhabited conceptual, social, symbolic, and physical world.

Ta: "Strtke," Material lntersections Marki,ng "Points in Time"

It is of sorne interest that the Samoan word for "ear" is tali'ga (or taliga,
depending on which dictionary one is using). If space is perceived through
the eyes (mata), the taliga (ears) are the primary sensory organ I suggest by
which time it is sensed. Through the ears (and through the sense of touch),

our bodies listen to the beats that make up time.
When one looks up the word ta in either a Tongan-English or a Samoan-

English dictionary the English gloss given (in both cases) is "to strike"; noth-
ing about "time" is given as a gloss. If you look for the Samoan word for
"time" in the English-Samoan section, the word given is tailni, a translit-
eration of the English word "time." Clearly, Europeans introduced the word
taimi together with the clock and the use of quantiffcation of time, which also

refers to a Western container concept of time that I see as parallel with the

container model of space.

Such English expressions often heard in American "culture" as "Do

you have enough time to do this?" or "Thank you for giving me some of
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your time" are rarely heard in Samoan cultural contexts, nor are they eas-
ily expressed in the language without use of the transliterated word taimi.
Such phrases immediately signify specifically paTtAlagi (foreign) ideologies
and values embedded in the rnodern Western industrial concept of time as a
quantifiable and containable commodity.

But certainly, Samoans had and have a sense of time rooted to their lan-
guage and pre-European contact culture. The idea of past, present, and
future is represented grammatically in Samoan language. Sarroan also has a
well-specified indigenous (pre-European contact) way of telling "tirnes" of
day using theworditiula (literalLy, the side or position of the sun [in the skyj).
Months and years were also all specified and had speci{ic meanings (see also
Unasa in this volume).

I propose that the sense of tin're conveyed in Samoan language is, like its
spatial counterpart, modeled as point-field (not container). Mahina (2008a,
2008b) generally uses the word t6 as a shorthand reference for a Moana sense
and concept of time. Ka'ili (200S) describes how he first had trouble identify-
ing td in Tongan as "time" (given the dictionary de{initions) until he realized
how ta as "tempo, beat, pace, rhythm, and frequency'' (15), was the core fea-
ture of a Tongan sense of time. It is from this perspective that I arrived at the
equation time = ta + va; that is, tirne is composed of beats that mark "tirne"
plus the vd (or intervals between each beat), giving rise to a temporal sense, a
rhythm. In this temporal framework, vd signifies the intervals between points
(ra) in the temporal frame.

The temporality associated with the word td that I worked on identifying
in Samoan expressions and thought. Here, a few exarnples I found included
ta ta le fatu (the continued beating of the heart), which is also a euphemistic
way of referencing "I'm still alive, and time/life goes on, In the well-ordered
Samoan village, there is the sd (the curfew time), which is marked at its begin-
ning and end by the ta le sa (literally, striking of the curfew) involving the
striking (ta) of a bell or wooden drum (Iali,).In such examples, time is being
marked, a tempo is set, and the markers (ta) plus the intervals between (vd)
constitute the complete point-field tirne equation. The connection between
strike (ta) and time is not completely foreign to European language and
thought. Just consider the phrase "The clock struck {ive o'clock." In Samoan,
one does not ask, "O le a le tai.me?" ("What time is it?") but rather "Ua td se

fla?" (literally, "How much has been struck?").
The connection between the physical act of strike (ta) and time is also

reflected in the Solo o le Va creation myth, a significant Samoan creation
myth that early missionaries recorded in both narrative and chanted forms
in the Manu'a Islands (Fraser 1397). The narrative describes the creation of
the earth, its oceans and islands, and the heavens through the progenerative
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and creative powers of Tagaloalagi, who near the beginning roams hither

and thither in the oanimoni.ma (the illimitable void) until coming to the

primordial rocl< named Tagaloa-Fa'atutupunu'u (Tagaloa, to cause places).

Tagaloalagi strikes (ta) the rock, dividing it into two halves. The result created

by this first td is the ffrst measurable and lirnitable va, the space now existing

between the two halves of the rock that used to be one'

That moment of the first great mythological td is thus really the begin-

ning of both space and time creation in Samoa cosmology. The rest of the

nariative continues along the same themes to describe the full construction

of space and time in Samoan indigenous mythological thought' This vd signi-

fies separation but also connection (through time and space). Va denotes the

tr"""rtity of.elationship through separation and connection as paft ofconsti-

tuting harmony and unity. Td is continually found as the marker of time and

thereby space and relationships and vice versa. (For additional analysis of the

Solo o le Va m'1th for understanding Samoan architecture and spatiality, see

Allen 1993; Van der Ryn 2012a)

Further investigating the concept of ta in relationship to time or a sense

of time reveals a number of words or phrases that incorporate ta and that do

not always denote physical striking of an object but rather more abstractly the

denotation or marhng of points in time. These are the following:

(I) Taeao: morning, tomorrow, historical era.

(2) Tapena: to tidy up, in preparation for a new activity, event, etc.

(3) Ta ape: to disperse in different directions, such as after a social event is

finished.
(4) Tale gafo:literally,to strike the genealogr; refers to the conjugal relation-

ship resulting in children. The phrase can be applied whether or not the

conjugal relationship lasts.

The connecting idea in all these applications is that of a temporal intersec-

tion and a temporal bracketing of events; for example, taeao (ta-e-ao), hter-

ally, the strihng of daytime, means both "tomorrow" and "morning-" Taeao,

as morning, represents the point of intersection between night (darkness)

and day (light) and a way ofbracketing the start ofeach new day. Taeao is also

used metaphorically in Samoan to refer to a "new era" or "new beginning"'

The establishment of christianity in Samoa involved a new intersection in
history offfcially referred to as a taeao. The day of a bestowal of chiefly title
may be referred to as taeao foz (new day).z

The nuanced rneanings reflected by the word ta as not only "strike"

but also a momentary intersection of materials marking points in time are

reflected in tapena (to tidy up, get a physical space ready for a new social
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event) and ta'ape (to disperse in different directions, i.e., after a social event
is finished). The two activities suggest external activities engaged to bracket
important socially significant events where social va will be worked on or
constructed. Td le gafa (literally, striking of genealogies) is a phrase used to
refer to a conjugal pairing resulting in offspring. The td in this case is the
point ofintersection oftwo different genealogies (gafa) that occurs through
male-female coupling. That ta le gafa indicates a "rnark in time" within the
genealogical sequences of two different descent groups. Similarly, talepe (to
break or smash) andtama'i. (awar or calamity, to be destroyed) also resonate
with those same nuances of meaning. Pratt's Gratrunar and Dlctlonary of the
Sarnoan Language (Pratt1977,39) describes the use ofta as a preffx added to
some Samoan nouns and verbs. He describes how as a preffx added to nouns,
for example, lll (fan) andfale (house), the noun is turned into an active verb
with repeated action.'Ihus,tadli denotes the repeated action offanning, and
tafale means going to house to house. Adding ta to verbs denotes a further
extent and multiplicity of an action. Thus,fana (to shoot) becornes tafana (to
shoot a lot), and moht, (to be broken off) becomes tdtlrotuina ([used in the
passivel to cut off limb by limb).

Tu a' oi : B oundari.es /N eighb or

A crucial dimension of the definition of any vd is that the boundary ernerges
as part of that va (the between). In terms of social v5, there exists a particular
va between husbands and wives, between a matai and those that serve him
or her, between ali'i and tulafale (the two complementary classes of matai),
between ministers and their congregations, and so on. Each of these va rela-
tionships has its own set of mutual responsibilities, obligations, and bounda-
ries that are conceived as an essential part of that relationship. As point-field
theory predicts, the boundaries emerge as theorems from that relationship, a

point independently confirmed by Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese (2008a):

In the harmony between fellow men Samoans find that there exist
special relationships between people . . . called feagaiga [a particular
t1pe of vd involving complementary opposites). As a result of these
tapu and/or feagaiga, boundaries or tua'oi emerge. (108)

This view matches perfectly with the understanding that point-{ield spatiality
begins with the perception of mata, then the vd between them. Space rela-
tionships therebyprecede the construction ofboundaries; boundaries are the
outcomes of the relationships, not the other way around. Once those rela-
tionships are understood, the mutual boundary in that relationship ernerges
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from it. This cognitive process resulting from a specific sociocultural dymamic

contrasts with the container way of perceiving and creating space, in which
space and relationships therein become understandable only through the

existence of boundaries in advance. That the tua'oi ernerges as a result of the

relationship is equivalent to it being a "derived theorem." Further evidence

of the point-field rnodel is fbund in the fact that the Samoan word for "neigh-

bor" is also tua'oi. After all, a boundary is made in the va between neighbors

in the landscape; point-field spatiality makes the concept of va almost syr-
onymous with tua'oi. They imply each other.

Temporal space (whether container or point field) is often metaphori-
cally structured through the more tangible concrete experience of space

(Borodotsly 2000; Casasanto and Bordotslcy 2008). A good example is a com-

mon Sarnoan way an orator may begin a speech with the Samoan proverb
se'i to le ni,u i. le tud'oi, (plant the coconut tree on the boundary). The use

of the proverb politely acknowledges the previous speaker (if the latter is a

high chief or an orator of rank) (Schultz 1980, 31). Such polite statements

help facilitate harmony in these social situations by showing clear order and

respect for boundaries as they emerge in relationships.
In addition to demonstrating the metaphoric structuring of a temporal

boundary through the metaphor of a spatial boundary the example rein-
forces the view of space and time as part of a common medium of existence

represented in the term vd. The relationship to a neighbor is defined through
the dynamics of the boundary a point that clearly hlghlights the strong rela-

tional dimension of a point-{ield/mata-va time-space culture in Samoa.

Lagimalie and.Yeoesil Harmony and Conflict in Samoan Thought
and Practice

The discussion so far has been illustrating the ta-va theory tenet that "space

and time are ontologically the common medium of existence, though epis-

ternologically they are social constructs" (Mahina 2008b, 78). My discussion

progresses now to illurninate how "conflict and order lconstituted through
the arrangement of space and time] are of the same logical status, in that,

order is itself an expression of conflict; and the syrnmetrical arrangement of
td-va gives risetomal;ie (beauty) while the asymmetrical con{iguration of ta-va

leads to tamaki. (disharrnony)" (Mahina 2008b, 78). In reference to Samoan

terms as the cultural realm in which I am working, I choose Tui Atua's term
for harmony, lagimalie (literally, agreeable heavens), not the rnore common

Samoan term for "peace" (filana). The forrner denotes an active balancing

of elements, while the latter, a rnore passive absence of problems or dishar-

monies. Here I draw on my Samoan {ieldwork to build on the ethnographic
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examples of Lehrnan and Herdrich (2002) and the cultural insights of Tui
Atua (2008a) to illuminate underlying cultural issues and themes of harmony
and conflict in Samoa.

In full alignment with the td-va theory Samoa's head of state, Tui Atua
(2008a), states that "conflicts arise when the tua'oi or boundaries within are
transgressed or misunderstood. Conflicts are products and reflections of dis-
harrnony" (109). Lehman and Herdrich (2002) and Shore (1932) relate con-
siderable ethnographic evidence to show the salient Samoan cultural theme
by which boundaries (particularly land boundaries) are often hotly contested
in Samoa in part because they are deliberately often not well marked. They
argue that they are not well marked because it is implicitly understood that
the boundary rnay change and be adjusted as a response to the changing
nature of the relationship. Samoans thus like to have flexibility in the deter-
rnination of the boundary,

This interpretation may sornetimes be given as the direct explanation, but
the rlore frequent response Samoans gave me is that a fence or wall signifies
distrust and lack of mutual understanding. Harmony is understood as the
result of the mutual understanding and respect about the boundary. This
point, however, only reinforces Tui Atua's point that conflict erupts when
boundaries are transgressed, which the political dlmarnic of point-field might
and would eventually predict. This very point illustrates how and why conflict
and order are of the same logical status. It is only by the constant balancing
of relationships that an equilibrium that can be understood as harmony is
developed while the boundary continues to get tested, shifted, or reaffirmed.

Harmony is not simply the absence of conflict but rather is actively con-
structed to counter the potentials for conflict, This basic understanding is
integral to Samoan social ethos and the social activities. Four basic common
social practices can be mentioned here to illuminate. They are teu le ad, tausi.
oa, tauhta, tansi.ga. The concepts in all these terms address ways of fostering
relationships in a Samoan social order that will ideally foster positive social
outcomes. Teu le vd (usually glossed as "adorn or tend to the relationship")
has been highlighted the rnost in the literature. The phrase refers to actions
or relationships that will harmonize them (especially if there was some dis-
harmony that had occurred), restoring warm and beautiful feelings about
the relationship, Certain distributions of wealth also are referred to using
the word teu. (adorn or {ix), such as teule 'aiga (family), which is when reci-
procityis given to supporters of an event (such as title investiture, a funeral,
a wedding, or a building dedication) after the cornpletion of the event. The
redistribution of wealth given away to those participating contributors is ref-
erenced as teu, in contrast to other types of distributions during the event,
wliich may be referenced asfa'aaloalo (respect).
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Tausi le vd is similar to teu le vd. The difference is that teu le vd refers to

individual acts, but tausi le va refers to the longer-term repeated actions that

support the relationship over time. The Tongan cognate of tausi le vdis tanhi

oa, which Ka'ili (2008) explains as the "Tongan art of creating and main-

taining beautiful socio-spatial relations through the mutual performance

of duties" (3). He demonstrates tauhi va in Tonga as the art of producing

social space through symmetrical socioeconomic reciprocifz. Ka'ili shows

how tauhi va functions to produce symmetry as a necessary attribute of cre-

ating harmonious and beautiful relationships. Note that the English,gloss

for malie in Tongan is "beauty," but in Samoan, malie means "agreeable" or
"pleasant." Clearly, across these glosses, we can see a definition of beauty as

ti-olding qualities of order and harmony. While Tongan and Samoan cultural

and social orders and customs have distinctive differences,tmtsi vd in Samoa

has similar qualities to tauhi va in Tonga. The bacl<-and-forth giving of food

and engaging in friendly conversation on a regular basis between neighbors

exemplifies trrusiva in Samoa.

While teu and tausi va signify the tending of relationships between more

or less equal ranks, tautua (service) and tausiga (care and protection) sig-

nify the social tending of unequal relationships across Samoan hierarchy.

tn the case of Samoa, untitled people perform tauhta to their matai (titled

family head) who stand in a higher position within the social hierarchy. In
return, the matai provide trrusiga to those providing tautua (i.e., the matai

are responsible for their welfare). If a chief performs poorly inhis tutsiga
and does not uphold his side of the relationship, people performing tautua

reserve the option of moving residence and performingtautua elsewhere

to someone else, typically another to whom they hold genealogical or mar-

riage ties.3 Thus, there exist numerous checks and balances in the system

that help ensure mutuality, which can be considered to hold symmetry.a

There is also a strong traditional behef that one receives matwia (bless-

ings) from serving chiefs as well as elders. Through exchange of tantua and

trrusi.ga, symmetry is managed within an unequally graded social hierarchy.s

Ako,lhe performance of tau,tua is one of the most important criteria consid-

ered when the descent group meets together to choose the next successor to

a matai title, hence, the common Samoan expression "O le ala o le pule o le

trrutua" ("The way to authority is through service")'

Td-vd theory suggests that potential conflict (realized or not) underlies

social actions whose prescribed aim and ethos are to produce and main-

tain beauty and harmony in society. Harmony directly reflects the ordering

of spatial and temporal arrangements in particular ways that will reduce

the possibilities of conflict. It is thus not surprising that mornents of dis-

order and conflict arise within these social situations whose express aim
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is to produce harmony in the vd. This insight corresponds with the ta-va
theoretical tenet "that all things, in nature, mind and society, stand in eter-
nal process ofrelations ofcycle and exchange to one another, giving rise to
conflict or order."

The Td-Yd Applications to Samoan Architecture and Built
Environments

Td-vd theory has also been applied to the cultural arena of art. Examining
Samoan oratory music, dance, building traditions, tattooing, and other
material arts, one finds that these activities, like other areas of social life,
are governed by the same principles for creating harmony and beauty. As
Mdhina (2009) states, this aspect of culture affects a space/time transforma-
tion "where conflicts in the form (fuo) and content (uho) of thinss are sym-
metrically arbitrated in the creative process" (1).

Conventionally, social behavior is usually judged in terms of ethics (e.g.
this behaviorwas good or bad, harmonious or divisive, etc.). Art is more often
evaluated in terms of "aesthetics" (e.g. this painting, object, or music is beau-
tiful). Ta-va theory illuminates how both ethics and aesthetics are two sides
of the same coin. Both are associated with ideas and feelings of harmony and
beauty. Because art expresses the transformation and arrangement of space
and time in various ways, the td-vd analysis of art necessarily analyzes the
localized concepts of va, mata, ta, and tua'oi as applied principles.

I apply td-va theory to the rich ground of Samoan architecture and built
environments. It is rich ground because architecture is the three-dimensional
art form that physically structures the spaces of human lives and social inter-
actions over time in ways that reflect and reinforce cultural values and ideas.

In Samoan tradition, architecture or, more precisely, house building,
exists as one of three main tuf"g (master material artist) trades-tufugo
taoa'a (boatbuilders), tufugafaufola (rnaster architecVcarpenters), andtuf-
age tatatau (master tattoo artists)-that historically had formed prestigious
guilds of specialists who plied their trade throughout the islands.

Before moving to an explication of va, ta, and mata concepts within the
architecture of Samoan built environments, it is helpful to first make an
application of these concepts to a different simpler art form: tatau (tattoo-
ing). I say "simpler" because whereas architecture involves space-time trans-
formations in four dimensions (three dimensions of space plus time), tatau
art involves only the two-dimensional surface of a person's skin (plus tiure).

The tufuga intently uses his mata (eyes) to discern and measure the space
of the skin he will be covering in his designs. He uses no stencil (and to do so
would be forbidden by the tradition) but rather projects the design through
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his rnind's eye onto the skin. He begins the tatau by making several small

marks (rnata) on the central back as a starting point from which the tattooing

of the design proceeds. He then dips the points (mata) of the tattooing comb

(an) inblack lnk and places those points slightly above the skin. He begins to

rapidly tap (ta, ta, ta) the mallet against handle of the au. '-In 
concert with the tapping rhythm, the iufuga moves the au along over

the surface of the skin, using his discerning mata (eye) to measure the vd

between rnarks in space (on the skin) in coordination with the va (tempo-

ral space) between lhe ta, ta (rhythmic striking) of the au with the mallet.

Time-space transformation occurs in the coordination between time, in the

tma (tipping, a temporal vd), mata (the eyes) focused on the mata (points)

where ih" u" enteri the skin, and the vd (spatial intervals) on the skin

between design markings, created as the tattoo master lloves the instrument

leaving gaps between marks. Suf{ice to say that while this work of beauty on

the person's skin represents a time-space transformation, it also,represents

a transformation of the person from one status to another-for the Samoan

man gains the importani social status of a soga'imi,ti, (a traditionally tattooed

male) once the entire painful tatau process is complete'

Ta, Mata, andVa in the Buildi'ngProcess

Traditional Sarnoan house building follows similar principles to that of tra-

ditional Samoan tattooing. For example, to predraw (e.g., blueprints) or to

produce a model of the envisioned building in advance lies outside Samoan

iradition and in fact goes against it (see Re{iti 2009). The entire design in

all its intricate, interconnected parts is stored as knowledge in the master

builder's mind. Traditional builders explained to me, and I observed, that

traditional Samoan stmctures were not only built without predrawn plans,

but also without levels, tape measures, or squares, Such tools were deemed

useless; the discerning and measuring master's eye was the essential tool.

For the building of a traditional faletele (or meetinghouse), the tufuga

startsbyplacingthecentralpoint of thefale(house)wherethecentralpost(s)
will be planted and raised. Those central one, two, or three posts will hold up

the entire dome-shaped roof. The tufuga faufale has already asked the com-

missioning chief ho* many so'a (crossbeams) the house should have (Buck

1930), Th; answer tells him not only how many crossbeams to expect to build

but also how hlgh the central posts will be and, by proportion, what the diam-

eter of the struJture will be, determining then the number of outer posts that

will be needed.
The planting in the earth of the central posts marks the first temporal

point inlhe construction process (this is not counting the contractual events
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between tufuga faufale and the comrnissioning chief to form the relationship
to make the building). The tufuga faufale :uses'afa (coconut husk twine) t-o

draw a radius outward from the central posts to form the perimeter where
the outer posts of the round ends of the structure will be placed at six-foot
intervals. Note how this building process perfectly illustrates the point-{ield
spatial model at work. The central point is marked {irst, then a radius is
drawn outward to define the outer limits of the house. contrast this with the
Western building process, whereby the perimeter of a building's space where
exterior walls will be built is measured and staked out on the ground first, a
perfect reflection of the container model.

Th" next step is to construct the i.tu (or middle straiglit section supported
by the central posts), which arches from the structure's front to back sides.
once the middle section is built, each of the two round ends (tala) is built,
attached to each side of the itti. while the central posts and the itD are the
main supports of the structure, the outer perimeter of posts, which will be
the sitting posts, add important stability. Once they are added, the rock foun-
dation is built up to the level that has already been deterrnined to a height
that is eyed to be appropriate to the village ranking ofthe structure's associ-
ated chief. For exarnple, it should not be higher than any higher-ranking
chief or lower than any lower-ranking chief in the village.

Phy sical Structure Sy nfu olizing S o cial Stru,cture

Looking up into the roof structure of the "round" faletele, one finds a rras-
terfully crafted reflection of the culture that created it (Fig. 2). Notably, the
structure has a twofold symmetry (Refiti 2007, 3S); front and back are sym-
metrical, as are the two round tala. The structure of the roof (and the floor
space under it) thereby has a tripartite structure, consisting of the straight
middle itii, the front side of which faces to the malae (open central ceremo-
nial village green) and the two semicircular tala attached to each of its sides.

The outstanding feature of the rounded tala are the oaega fau (arch-
ing purlins), which are fashioned from joined pieces of carved breadfruit
and are highly bound with 'afa lashing. Each end of the lower half of the
arching vaega fau descend to the fau lalo, which performs the role of an
eave plate. The ends of the each of fau of the upper half of vaega fau
ends at the itii, The visual and structural results beautifully reflect the
samoan duality between the sacred and instrumental powers associated
respectively with the two types of matai: ali'i and tulafale. The sacred ali'i,
whose authority is associated with the lagi (heavens), sit in the sacred
space of the structure's round tala. The tulafale (sometimes referred to
as administrative chiefs) who speak on behalf of the ali'i and mediate the
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Frcunn z. Leftt Interior roof of a round faletele, showing how the
arching purlins ofthe vaega fau from each round tala converge to-

w""d th" middle itu section. Right: Sarnoanfaleafolau-the arching
purlins of the vaega fau are visible at both the top 1nd- 

the trottom'
ih. itU of the fal&fohu is greatly lengthened, while the itrr of the
faletele is made very short, thereby accentuating the round tala'

ceremonially constructed va of the event, sit at the front posts of the itU,

the back side of which sit the preparers of the 'atsa (ceremonial drink).

The itti is the instrumental and mediating part of the structure; it sits

between and supports the two large rounded tala, just as tulafale act as

the agents of irxlrurnental (or administrative, not sacred) power in the

structure of the culture.
Ta-va theory would predict that the architectonics of the trdditional

Samoan house's form-its two fold symmetry rounded ends, gently convex

sloping roof, arching purlins, and so on-produces a harmonious aesthetic

efflct that helps manifests a cultural vision of order and unity within and

between gro,tpl. My fieldwork findings support the validity of this claim. As

such, theidenbf "oid"t" (as function) and "harmony or beauty" (as aesthetic)

unite and become s)monymous. As Mdhina (pers. comm' 2008) suggests, a

focus on "the function of things necessarily follows after a reflection on both

their form and content have been established in the first place, where the

former is based on the use of art, and the latter, on art, in itself."

Building form and spatial dimensions, as well as the social and techni-

cal procesiof construction, contribute towards that signiffcance. Traditional

Samoan architecture has no facades or ceilings to hide the structural ele-

ments that hold the building together. The clear view of the structural form is
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central to its aesthetics, so function and aesthetics are one and the same, and
the various building parts take on symbolic importance in how Samoans use
their language to describe social parts and dynamics in their society (van der
Ryn 2012a: 107-108; Schultz 1980: 32-33; Tui Atua 2008b, 95). Examples
are also found in Samoan terms. Tulafale (short for tulagafale), which llter-
ally means "the place the house stands," signifies one of the two main types
of chiefs or matai. Tulafale are the orator chiefs (also glossed in English as

"talking chief' or simply "orator"). Taualuga (the top peak of the house) also
refers to the climactic dance performed by the taupou (the titled daughter of
the high chiefl that concludes a dance entertainment. These examples high-
light how the Samoan house serves as a meaningful, tangible metaphor, and
mnemonic tool - a kind of model for society and the system of relations and
principles that form its structure. This point brings the aesthetic dimensions
of architecture into alignment with the intricacies of Samoan social organiza-
tion and its constituent values (Van der R1n 2012).

Sociospatial Practices in the House

It [vd] means space and it means we are always negotiating the truth
at that moment. Nothing is absolute. A Samoan house is a good
example of this concept. Itt open, there's no privacy; you have to
negotiate how you exist in that. A Western house has closed doors,
so it's easy. (Lemi Ponifasio in M. Amery "A Dancer AIone," Sunday
Star Tim,es, July 16, 2000)

Samoan choreographer Lemi Ponifasio's comment on the connection
between the Samoan concept of va and the open Samoanfale opens my dis-
cussion of Sarnoan sociospatial practices. His comment immediately high-
lights the /a/e's openness, which requires people to negotiate and manage
their identity. The traditional samoan/ale provides clues within its design for
the culturally in-tune person of how to negotiate that space and their identity.
In turn, one's identity in this openness is defined through one's negotiation,
which always has cultural prescriptions.

The sides of the structure consists of posts rather than walls, each post
conceived and perceived as a point that will signify specific ranks and rela-
tionships in the society when a person sits at that post in a formal meet-
ing. The open space (vd) between each pair of posts is calledfaitoto'a (door
or doorway). Technically, anyone could enter the house through any of the
many faitoto'a, but where and how one enters is defined largely by one's
social status, position, and role within the specifics of the event, Generally,
lower-ranking people of a group enter and erit only from the back as well as
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Frcunu 3. A village meeting in session in the village meetinghouse.
The open walls provide the ability for additional, lower-ranked peo-

ple to observe and listen to the meeting from the lower-ranking ex-

terior space.

sit on the back, and also, generally, one also enters from the side where one

plans to sit so as not to have to stand and walk in front of people already sit-

ting, an action that is considered rude.

thns, froto which side one enters the structure, how one moves within the

stmcture, and where one sits are all telling indicators to others of that person's

sense of their own position and relationships in relation to others in the sur-

rounding environ. This process involves being constantly conscious of one's

v6 (social and spatial) with others and behaving with respect to that vd. How

people negotiate space shapes others'responses and interactions. Thispoint is

certainly true in all cultures, but in open space without the physical channels

of doors, chairs, and sofas, I propose that a different and heightened sense is

produced of "being in the world," creating or maintaining relations with others.

The wall-less fbature accentuates the use of posts to support the large

domelike roof. The visibility of the posts frorn both the structure's interior

and its exterior makes them stand out as mata (points) defining interior space

without confining and enclosing it with walls. The va between interior and

exterior is thereby facilitated and mediated by the posts, a vd that walls would

serve to block. Those mata (points) of the posts become even more accentu-

ated as points in the social landscape when people gather in the structure for
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a formal meeting. Each matai sits at his or her appropriate socially ranked
post in the structure (Flg. 3).

In fornral meeting of the matai, the tulafale sit and orate from the ituhnna
(front side) posts of the meetinghouse's straight middle section. The central
post of this row of posts is reserved for the highest-ranking tulafale. The
ali'i sit at the posts of the curving tala (which may also now sometimes be
straight). The nwtuftala (the central post at the apex of the curve) in the tala
is the highest-ranking post of the tala, reserved for the highest-ranking ali'i
(or sornetirnes the church minister). Lower-ranking matai without posts are
called just that: matai od i pou ("between the posts chiefs"). If the meeting
is of the association of tansi (wives of tulafale) and faletura (wives of ali'i),
a similar arrangement is followed whereby the wives take the same spatial
positions that would be occupied by their husbands. The sarne parallels occur
for nreetings of the twnoga (association of untitled men) or auahtrna (:unmar
ried natal women of the village).

The absence of walls removes a hindrance to more than just the cooling
trade winds needed in the warn-r tropical clinate. Importantly, observers on
the outside of the structure nray easily know who is sitting where. They n'ray

also sit on the house platforrn outside the perimeter of sitting posts to listen
and observe the meeting. This situation promotes sociopolitical transparency
as well as education of the culture in general and the particulars of that spe-
cific village, a dynamic that is hindered if the house has walls.

The open Samoan house (as well as the absence of fences) also facilitates
Samoan practices, such as the sharing of food between neighbors, calling to
passersby to come and eat (Fig.  ), and ritualized exchanges of fine mats,
food, and money between and across exterior and interior house spaces-all
activities engaging the productive development of v6. Openness also serves
the purpose of giving household heads and elders the ability to direct and
supervise household activities. Matai or elders sitting inside afale, perhaps
weaving the rnats or braiding the 'afa for the building of the next structure,
have a clear view ofthe other activities occurring in both the interior and the
exterior spaces of the family compound and may signal or call people more
easily as needed.

The open sides also help conceptualize the difference between dividlng a

single house up into different rooms to create different interior spaces and
the traditional Samoan way of building multiple open houses for the lodg-
ing of various parts of an extended family household. In the first instance,
walls are used to create and separate the different spaces (rooms) of a single
structure. In the second instance, it is va between each structure that both
connects and separates those different structures and their individual spaces.
Thus, the individual structures and their spaces are rnore clearly understood
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Frcunr 4. Illustration of a "difference walls make." Top: Openfale-a
meal is being served, and a passerby is called to come and eat. Bot-
tom: Man having a meal at a table in enclosed house. The walls cut
him offfrom the passerby outside, and no interaction occurs.

as part of a larger interconnected space. When houses are open, people stay

much more aware not only of what is going on outside the structure they

are in but also of other structures, who is in them, what people are doing in
them, and what their own relationship ls to them and the activities occur-

ring in them. The spatial and social va becotnes highly accentuated through

this open architecture in a way that walls most definitely irnpede (for more

detailed account of all aspects that open house architecture facilitates, see

Van der Ryn 2012a: 172-76).

Socios'patial Practi.ces in, the Broacler Spatiality of Sarnoan Villages

I now examine how open Samoan architecture fits into the broader general

landscape forms and practices of Samoan villages and how point-field spati-

ality/temporality is also reflected in these practices. Examining Samoan vil-
lage layouts one can see that traditional Samoan villages originally developed,

centered on a village malae (the sacred central village ceremonial green used
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FIcunn 5. Schematic diagrams of Samoan village layouts. The radial
or point-field spatiality of the village layout is visible by which the
malae forms the central point from which space radiates outward. In
the top layout, the village is farther from the sea, so the structures
make a complete circle. In the lower half, the sea offers an extension
of the malae space, so the village does not make a full circle of struc-
tures around its malae. The road is not included in the diagram but
typically is made to run through some part of the malae.

for village ceremonies and sporting events). The malae gave and still gives a

spatial orientation of front and center for the rest of the settlement, which
is now complicated by newer orientations to modern roadways (Van der Ryn
2008, 20L2,2016; Neich 1985) (Fig. 5).

Each malae is conceived to have a center eye (mata) (Lehman and
Herdrich 2002, 784). As such, the mata of the malae corresponds with a

starting temporal point (ta) in the founding events of the village as a Samoan
polity in the larger Samoan sociopolitical structure. Each malae has a name,
which often gives clues to specific events of the past that signify the founda-
tion of the village within larger sociopolitical and historical processes. It is

custom for tulafale to honor the malae in name at the beginning of their
speeches (American Samoa Community College 1999).

o
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The high spatial ranking of front and center in Samoan space usually aligns

to the malae, the initial basis for village identity and prestige. The prestigious
guesthouses associated with the titles of founding village chiefs and the most

prominent village churches form the malae's perin'reter. Modern roads have

been accornmodated into this spatiality with only varying degrees of success

in not creating disharmony in this spatiality.
Until recently, Samoan villages were characterized by a lack of fences or

walls witliin or between households. This feature, plus the open wall-less
houses, was considered to be integral to ":r well ordered village" where "life

is ntaopooyto (well-ordered), and the lives of its residents are puipui (pro-
tected or literally'walled in') by customary institutions" (Shore 1982, 118).

As I investigated the Szrmoan ethos against construction of fences and walls
at land boundaries, I got interesting responses relating to the need to respect
and trust others. Infornants explained that constructing strong boundary
markers signi{ies a lack of n'rutual understanding and trust in relationships.
Unmarked boundaries suggest a good relationship with con-rmon under-
standing about where the boundaries lie and must be respected.

Lehman and Herdrich also point out that tliis system allows for flexibil-
ity in the boundary; it is easier for it to be shifted to reflect any possible
changes in the relationship from which that boundary emerges. As Lehman
and Herdrich (2002,187) point out, "Relationships between people (con-

ceived as points) are, if not well tended, subject to potential change. Hence,

boundaries in Samoa have a built-in and recognized potential to shift rel-
atively frequently." One also finds, especially now, that land boundaries in
Samoa are often overlapping and in dispute. The Lands and Title Court of
Independent Samoa and the High Court of American Samoa see a continu-
ous strearn of cases disputing communal family land boundaries. Other land
boundary issues are worked out outside the courts. Trees planted as bound-
ary markers by one neighbor are sornetimes cut down by the adjacent neigh-

bor. A neighbor may plant crops across the "boundary line," even though they
have enough spare land on their side.

Disharmonious relationships thus get expressed through land bound-
ary conflicts, signaling the need to restore the harmony in those relation-
ships with a possible reconfirmation of where the "boundary' actually lies.

The traditional cultural ethos could be stated as "one does or should not
need to have strong physical boundary markers in order to have respected

boundaries because boundaries are based on the harmony produced in the va

between neighbors." I found this type of explanation more prevalent among
informants than explanations about a need for flexible land boundaries. One
could argue that such disputes present an opportunity for proper relational
perspectives to be enacted, taught, and remembered.
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An important and liighly significant "conmonsense" daily lzrndscape prac-
tice in Samoan villages is to physically teu Ie v6, that is, tend the spaces of
the grounds between house structures and households. Every rnorning, a

common household chore, often given to children, is to collect all the leaves

that have fallen on the family compound during the night. Later, often in the
late afternoon, other farnily members (usually older women) spend hours
meticulously weeding patches of ground, particularly areas of the compound
that are meant to be plant free, for example, covered in a layer of srnooth
river pebbles or lava rock. Often, neighbors rnight come to weed on their side
of the invisible boundary while they engage in sociable conversation, thereby
sharing the worVduty of physically engaging in teu le va (adorn or tend to the
vd). As evidence of the social meaning of this practice, consider the Samoan

proverb "O le flll aa i fale" ("tlie enemy between the houses"). The proverb
is used to signify petty quarrels between families that do not threaten the
peace of the cornmunity but nonetheless rnake lives less harmonious (Schultz

1980,31).
The social significance of this landscape practice has been illuminated in

various ways. For example, an American friend living with her Samoan hus-
band and faniily in American Samoa one time comnented to me how when
the household members spend Saturday doing household chores and clean
up, they focus mostly on the outside grounds, wherein community vd with
others is constructed and experienced, Hardly anyone other than herself,
she said, focuses much on the house interior, in particular the bathroom. In
another exarnple, I rerlernber arriving together with a Samoan family in a

village of Savai'i. One of the family mernbers immediately commented on
the continuous, seamless, well-kept weedless grounds between households.
This feature, he stated, signi{ied that this was a harmonious, unified village.

Conclusion

I have analyzed Sarnoan built spaces (both within and between) as an instru-
mental part (and re{lection of) Samoan ways of cognitively perceiving and
socially constructing time and space. This instrumental part has been viewed
as a dynamic dimension of cultural experience with both ontological and
episternological bases. This essay has also addressed how these concepts and
cultural constructions (both physical and conceptual) are integrally related
to cultural systems for addressing conflict and developing and rnaintaining
social order, a point that further supports the second two tenets ofta-va the-
ory: (1) that all things, in nature, mind, and society, stand in an eternal pro-
cess of relations of cycle and exchange to one another, giving rise to conflict
or order, and (2) that the symmetrical arrangement of ta-va gives rise to mdlie
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(beauty), while the asymmetrical configuration of ta-va leads totamakftamnki
(disharmony).

Clearly, architecture and the built environment in general can be exam-

ined as integral to spatial and temporal practices. Buildings serve aims far
beyond the simple necessity of offering shelter frorn the physical elements.
The arrangement of space and time through built forms and spatiotemporal
practices in architectural spaces also addresses issues of potential conflicts
and the need to produce order in society. This essay, like the others in this
volume, has begun to conceptualize this integration.

An important thrust of the essay has been to demonstrate how t6-vd theory
helps extend point-field modeling of space to the fourth dimension of time.
Simultaneously, the theory of the point-field versus container model of space

has given further insight into the strong relational dpamic of Moana space-

time. Further, Tui Atua and other Samoan authors' discussion of boundaries,
conflict, harmony, and vd illuminate two things: a coalescence between point-
field model of space and ta-va theory and the contrasts between Samoan and

Western cultural epistemologies of space/time and boundaries construction.
The cultural aspect of the temporal and spatial dimensions of constructing

order and harmony in Samoan family and community life has been described
in terms of both indigenous language terms and indigenous Samoan built
forms and spatial arrangements. Samoan spatial and temporal concepts and
practices, as expressed in terms of mata, td, and vd, are embedded in the
principles of traditional Sarnoan architectural designs and building processes

as well as in human uses of the final structures and their spaces.

The essay has examined architecture and built space as being more than
an artistic form of shelter, a marker of territory in the landscape, and a

signifier of social advancements. It has been examined also as a cultural
instrument of "order" or "harrnony" in the society. The house remains a

cultural tool for harmonizing social relationships through various forms
of social interaction involving teu le va, tausi va, tautua, and tausiga.
The harmonizing beauty, functional attributes, and symbolism of tradi-
tional Samoan architecture persists as an icon of culture in the minds of
Sarnoans, as something valuable worth retaining, even as these traditional
forms and their associated ideas continue to fade from the actual Samoan

village landscapes.
Today, in both American Samoa and Independent Samoa, rnany other

tlpes of architectural forms and spatial practices have become part of the
built environment, reflecting the influence of foreign, mostly Western, spa-

tial, temporal, and social concepts into the culture. Much of that influence
comes through Samoan experiences overseas, though interaction with foreign
governments (which may be providing {inancial assistance) or companies, as
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well as non-Samoan visitors to the islands. Samoan returnees tend to prefer
to have houses with walls as well as to have well-defined land boundaries
so as to avoid as much of the constant sense of having to negotiate their vd

with others with whom they now may feel greater difference and separation.
Thus, the walls and fences go up.

Regardless of changes in culture and built environrnent, the underlying
Samoan framework for the cultural construction of space and tirne that I
have described persists, though in continually adjusting form. The under-
lying structure of the culture epistemologies is discernable, expressed, and
reproduced through the use of indigenous language. This latent cultural
dynamic supports the necessary flexibility and spontaneity by which Sarnoans

adapt and adjust their practices to accommodate change without loss of cul-
tural identity.

NOTES

1. The macron over the "a" in these examples represents an elision, substituting for an

sxfls "2"-f6. exanple, rnatdgaluega = nmta-a-gahrcga,literally, point of work.

2. Pratt (1960) always uses a macron, which calls for ernphasis in the pronunciation, over
the "a" in the rnorpheme "td" in all these examples (e.g., fieao). Milner uses the macron
only when, without the macron, the word would not be pronounced colrectly. So without
the rnacron, the sound is the sarne, and the rnorpheme in all these words is /d.

3. Suaali'i-Sauni (2007,54) also refers to the traditional Sarroan belief that a descent
group can put a curse (rnala'aiga) when the tausiga of the chiefs is "not truly just."

4. Shore ( 1982) goes into ethnographic depth on symrnetrical versus complernentary social
relationships in Samoan social structure (e.g., two high chiefs hold slnrirnetrical lelation-
ships, while a high chief and his talhng chief hold complementary relationships). Shore

argues that slanmetrical relationships are inherently competitive and less stable than corn-
plementary ones. Discussion of these ffner points are outside the scope of this essay but
suggest more work that may be done in tE-vE theory to discuss the differences ofthese types.

5. The idea of reciprocity between tau.tua and tausiga .ras gleaned from Tamasa'ilau
Suaali'i-Sauni (2007,54) discussing information provicled her by His Highness Tui Atua
Tupua Tamasese.
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TATAU: SYMMETRY, IIARMONY, AND BEAUTY IN THE ART OF
SEMISI FETOKAI POTAUAINE

Kolokesa Uafa Mahina-Tuai
Vaoa'u Academg for Critical Inqui,ry and Applted Research andTamaki

Paenga Hira AucklandWar Memorial Museum

Tatau: Symmetry Harmony, and Beauty in the Art of Sernisi Fetokai Potauaine
is generally informed by the ta-oa (time-space) tireory of art and Tongan
ethnography. This paper will look speciffcally at the body of works created by
Potauaine for his exhibition Tatau.: Fenapasi, 'oe Fepaki / Tatau: Synunetry,
Harmony, and Beanty held at the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology,
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, from July to October 2010. This
exhibition and its associated catalog of which I was cocurator and coeditor,
respectively, included ten multimedia works ranging from nrfunga fikupesi
(graphic designing),tufungafttongitongi (sculpture), andnrfungatakohikupesi
(sculptural drawings). Potauaine's creative process involves the mediation of
kohi,--aa (line-space) intersections. This process is a result of using the concept
and practice of tatan (symmetry) as an artistic device-creating works of art that
possesses potupotutatan (harmony) and faka' ofo' ofa (beauty).

Introduction

Threu: Svruvrnrnv, Henrrlor.lv, AND BEAUTy rN THE Anr op SErr.lrsr

Fnrorar Porauerun (see Fig. l) is informed by the ta-oa (time-space) the-
ory of art and Tongan ethnography. Potauaine is a Tongan born Aotearoa
New Zealand-based multimedia artist with a background and training in
architecture. In 2009, Potauaine was awarded the coveted Comrnonwealth
Connections International Residency. He carried out his residency for
three months, from the end of April to the end of July 2010, at the Museum
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Frcunn r. Scmisi Fetokai Potauaine.

of Archaeologr and Anthropology (MAA), University of Carnbridge in
Cambridge UK. The residency provided Potauaine with an opportunity to
engage with the MAA and its collections and to develop and produce a new

body of work, which cuhninated in an exhibition of these works titled Tatau:

Fenapasi, 'oe Fepaki / Tatcut: Synunetry, Hannony, ancl Beanty. Potauaine's

creative process in the production of works for this exhibition is a result of
using the concept and practice of tatmt' (symmetry) as an artistic device,
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producing works of art which possesses potltpotutatan (harmony), and

faka'ofo'ofo (beauty). This paper will focus on the Tatrru: Fendpasi 'oe Fepalci,

/ Tatau: Synunetry, Hannony and Beau.ty exhibition and the significance of
Potauaine's artistic practice being informed by his knowledge and practice of
classical elerlents of Tongan philosophy and art. This, in turn, has provided
Potauaine with the ability to produce innovative and unique works that are
very rnuch rooted in the td-va theory of art and Tongan ethnography.

My involvenent with Potauaine formally started in November 2003
when he was one of ten artists of Tongan heritage included in an exhibi-
tion of en-rerging Tongan artists that I cocurated titled Niunutir translated
as the "precociousness of a young coconut" (Brown-Moa and Mahina 2003).
Potauaine and I worked together witli a team that coedited the bool< titled
Veintcnt; Matru, nto Potutatcru Kae Fepakitu'u mo Fihituu / Ord.er and
Hannony Yet Conflicting and Cornplex (Maliina et al. 2007). This book was
published for the opening in 2007 of the Tutoatasi Studyhall and Vava'u
Academy for Critical Inquiry and Applied Research (VACIAR) in Vava'u,
Tonga. Potauaine designed the front and bacl< covers and also donated three
paintings to VACIAR. In 2008, Potauaine and I were brought together as the
two illustrators for a team working on a new Moana book series on children's
stories. This led to the establishment of the team as Kula-'Uli Publishing
(NZ) just prior to the launch of our first three books in August 2009 where
Potauaine was the lead illustrator and artist for the three book covers (see Fig.
2a-c; 'Alatini and Mahina 2009; Mdliina and'Alatini 2009a, 2009b). In 2009,
I was involved in Potauaine's Tatmt,: Fenaltasi'oe Fepaki / Tatau: Sytrunetnl,
Hamtony and Beau.ty exhibition and its associated catalog (see Fig. 2d) of
which I was cocurator and coeditor, respectively. The exhibition included
ten multimedia works ranging from tufunga takupesi (graphlc designing),
tufungatdtongitongi (sculpture), andnfungatakohi,kupesi (sculptural draw-
ings) (Mahina, Dudding, and Mahina-Tuai 2010). In 2011, I was involved
as the project manager and one of the artists in the Auckland-based Tonga
women's arts collective, Kulupu Falehanga 'i Teleiloa, that collaborated with
Potauaine on an art commission of a ngatu ta'uli (black-marked barkcloth)
by Queensland Art Gallery (QAG) / Callery of Modern Art (GOMA), (see
Mahina-Tuai and Mahina 20LIa,2012), Potauaine provided the designs and
their layout on the surface of the ngatu ta'uli (see Fig. 3). In 2012, I was
involved in two projects with Potauine. One of them was the exhibition Home
AKL: Artists of Pacifi.c Heritage in Auckland held at Auckland Art Gallery
Toi o Tamaki where I was involved as an associate curator (Mahina-Tuai
20L2a,b). Potauaine again collaborated with two women, Kolokesa Kul-rkefu
and Hulita Tupou, from Kulupu Falehanga 'i Teleiloa by providing a design
for an embroidery work (see Figs. 4a, b, 5). The second project involved a
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Frcunn z. (a) Fonu'iloa ko Sangon6 / Sangone the Legendary Tur-
tle. (b) Kalia Lahi Fakatoukatea ko e Lomipeari / Lomipeau the Gi-
ant Double-Hulled Canoe. (c) Ko e Tupu'anga'o e 'Akau ko e Kava
mo e T6 / The Origin of the Kava and Sugarcane Plants. (d) Tataur

Fenflpasi'oe Fepaki / Tatau: Symmetry Harmony and Beauty.
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Frcunn 3- Kulupu Falehanga'i Teleiloa collective in front of the nga-
tu ta'uli featuring the design layout by Scmisi Fetokai Potauaine that
was commissioned by the Queensland Art Gallery / Gallery of Modern
Art in 2011. Back row from left: Talafungani Finau, Hikule.o Mahina,
Manu€sina Mahina, Lusi Tupou, Hnlita Ttrpou,'Ana Tupou, Laukau
Tupou. Front row from left: Kolokesa U. Mnhina-Tuai, Leilani Vunga,
Tu'utanga Mahina, Melaia Tupou, Sepi Lokotui, Manu€sina Tonata,
Monika Tupou, Kolokesa Kulrkefu.

book of which I was involved as a coeditor and contributor, about a commis-
sion of two public sculptures (see Fig. 6a, b) by Potauaine in Tonga as part of
the National Public Art Programme to promote Tonga as a unique tourism
attraction (Mahina and Mahina-Tuai 2012).

T6-va Theory of Art

Semisi Fetokai Potauaine's art practice is informed by the ta-vd theory of
art, which derives from the td-va theory of reality. The td-vd theory of reality
was developed in the late 1990s by Htrfanga Professor'Okusitino Mdhina,
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Frcurrl; 4. (a) Scrnisih design f<rr \/eirnaau Matala (Blooming Chcck-
er). (b) Veimaau N{atala (Blooming Checker), 2012. An embroi-
dery work using red and black wool on a black c()tton background.

@:r""..-

Frcunn 5. Left to right Tongan fine artists Hnlita Tupou and Kolokesa
Kulrkefu who carried out nimamea'a tuikulasi or the art of wool em-

broiderf irr lhis work.
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Frcunn 6. (a) Hinavakamea (Hina-the-iron-boat) made from corten
steel, Vuna Wharf, Nuku'alofa, Tongatapu, Tonga 20f2. ft) Tuna-
vakamea (Tuna-the-iron-boat) made from corten steel, Vuna Wharf,
Nuku'alofa, Tongatapu, Tonga 2O12.

with Maui-Tdva-He-Ako Dr Tcvita'O. Ka'ili as the leading proponent, and
is based on the Tongan concepts and practices of tirne and space (See Ka'ili
2008). This general theory of reality is applicable to all disciplines, and it is
currently used as a school of thought by academics in the {ields of history
anthropology, education, architecture, and art. Some of the tenets of this
td-vd theory of reality are listed in other essays in this volume. Frorn the td-va
theory of reality derives Mahina's td-vd theory of art, which includes the ideas
that:

all arts be they tufunga (material) faiva (performance) and nimamea'a
(fine) arts are based on ta (time) vd (space), fuo (form) and uho (con-
tent) of all things in nature, mind and society;
art is socially organised formally, substantially and functionally in dif-
ferent ways across cultures;
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' all arts are based on the mediation of conflicts in ta (time) va (space)

fuo (form) and uho (content) of all things across nature, mind and

society;
. all arts are concerned with the mediation of conflicts in ta (time) and

vd (space) and fuo (form) and uho (content) at the interface of inter-

secting kohi (lines) and va (spaces) across material, performance and

{ine arts;
. all arts are concerned with the transformation of the spatial-tempo-

ral, substantial-formal and functional conflicts from a condition of
chaos to a state of order through sustained symmetry harmony and

beauty.3 (Mahina 2007: 16-17; see also Mdhina 2004a).

By having the ta-vd theory of art as the foundation of his art practice,

Potauaine's investigation and creativity reaches a depth that is both philo-
sophical and culturally specific to Tonga yet offering an appeal and unique-
neis to the rest of the world. The ta-vd theory of reality and, in turn, the

ta-v6 theory of art provides Potauaine with the theoretical and practical tools

to creatively and critically explore, develop, and produce his works of art.

The theoretical tools in terms of the knowledge source that Potauaine draws

from provide the foundation and depth that is evident in his art practice.

A key element of the general ta-vd theory of art is the philosophical notion

that at the heart of all arts is points of intersection or conflict (Mahina 2008:

32-33). The conflict that takes place at these points of intersection is what

produces tatau or symmetry harmony, and beauty in the art works. It is at

lhese points of intersection or conflict that the work is at its pinnacle or most

refined state.

Tongan Arts

Potauaine's artpractice and art forms belong in the Tonga art genre of tufunga.

Tongan arts is generally classified into three genres-tufunga (material),fai'oa

(performance), and nimamea'a (fine) arts (Mahina 2008, 2008a, 2010, 2010a;

Mdhina and Potauaine 2010; Mdhina, Dudding, and Mahina-Tuai 2010,

Potauaine and MShina 2011). Tufunga includes tufungataoalioali (painting),

tufunga lalaoa (kafa-sennit-lashin g), tufunga langafale (house-building), and

tufunga tfratau (tattooing). Faiva includes faioa ta'anga (poetry), faioa hioa

(music), andfaioahaka (dance) (see Mahina 2004b, 2005, 2007,2009,201lb;
Mdhina and Mahina-Tuai 2007). Nimamea'a includes ni,mamea'a lalanga
(mat weaving), nimamea' a koka' anga (barkcloth making), and ni,mn'mea' a tui-
kakala (flower designing) (see Mdhina-Tuai and Mahina 201la,b,c; Mahina-

Tuai 20l2a,b,; 2013, 2015).
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The three divisions of art are further connected to the "gender" divisions
of functions between men and women in Tonga where tufunga and faiva are
predominantly male dominated and nimamea'a is predorninantly the dornain
of women. There is a Tongan proverb that makes reference to the Tongan
gender division of functions that goes, "'Oku tokanga 'a tangata pea 'oku

manga ka e falehanga 'a fafine pea 'oku hanga," which translates into English
as "Men possess the garden measured by the feet and women possess the
house rneasured by the hands." This proverb is closely tied to the division
of arts such as the genre of nimamea'a where Tongan women rneasure their
work with their hands. For example, in measuring ngatu orbarkcloth, women
use two full stretches of one palm with thumb and middle finger outward,
which is referred to as one hanga. And one hanga can also be referred to as

one toka or one langanga.a So when you see ngatu tahina (white-marked
barkcloth) with lines and usually numbered along the borders, they each
represent one hanga, langanga, or toka, which is usually the equivalent of
one foot (Mdhina-Tuai and Mahina 2011c). The gender divisions are also
reflected in the two key colors ofTongan arts red and black, which represent
men and women, respectively (see PJtauaine and Mahina 2011). For e"am-
ple, the proverbs "Kula 'i Moana" (red in the ocean) and "Kula'i t6kanga"
(red in the gardens) are in reference to being "red" or burnt by the sun while
deep-sea fishing or crop cultivation, respectively. For women, the term'uli,
(black) features predominantly in social activities that are specific to women
suchmauli (midwife) andmoauli, (matchmaker), a term for matchmahng of
a Tongan woman to a male. However, there are examples where these gender
divisions can overlap such as women artists involved in faiva, as well as being
involved in nimamea'a.

The three genres ofTongan arts are also classified in relation to the body
(see Mdhina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili. 2006; Mahina2007; Potauaine 2010: 16-17).
Tufunga and nirnamea'a are teflto-he-tu'a-sino or non-body-centered mean-
ing that the production of arts are situated outside of body, where the body
is simply used as an instrument. Faiva on the other hand are tefito-he-sino or
body-centered meaning that the production of art are made by the body and
centered on the body, where the body is the medium with the mind critically
engaged in the process of production. The refined knowledge and skills asso-
ciated with these three art genres were hereditary professions and practiced
as specialized forms of social activity.

All three genres vary in terms of their fuo, uho, andoaka orhalaa (medium)
and have multiple functions (Mahina 2008, 37). In classical Tongan arts, the
quality and utility of art were combined to produce both beautiful and use-
ful works, and quality is always given priority over utility (Mahina 2008a,b).

Quality is comprised of what is internal or intrinsic to art and is connected
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to the process of producing of art, such as tatau, potupotutatau, and mali'e

(beauty) or faka'ofo'ofa. Utility, on the other hand, is cornprised of what is

external or extrinsic to all arts and is connected to the outcorne and, in turn,
the use or function ofart.

A Tongan Worldview

The Tongan classification of art is highly sophisticated in terms of its circular
and inclusive nature. Hence, over time and space, the three genres remain

the same despite the use of new materials and advances in technology. That
is because the particular knowledge and skills pertinent to each of the three

genres remain the same; yet the ways in which they are appliecl, by whom,

where, and in what on-the-ground contexts they are applied changes as peo-

ple acquire new skills and new materials, collaborate with new partners, and

migrate to new places (see Mahina-Tuai :rnd Mahina 2011). Using terms such

as "traditional," "heritage," "contemporary" and "rnodern" to classify Tongan

art today (and art of the Moana Pacific for that matter) is highly problematic
(Mahina-Tuai, K. 20I2a, 20I2b, 2013, 2014). For example, Potauaine draws

on ideas from the past such as the Tongan master art of tufunga lalava5 while

constructing and creating with new material (and forms) from the present

such as vinyl and aluminium (see Mahina 2000). Froni a Western arts per-

spective his works would be regarded as contemporary or modern and worrld

be distinguislied from tufunga lalava, which would be regarded as traditionzrl

or heritage. From a Tongan worldview, Potauaine's creations go into the same

pool of works by master artists who have gone before hlm, all under the

genre of tufunga. Imposing a foreign and Western concept to define Tongan

arts results in the compartmentalizing of art forms, which often leads to igno-

rance, rnisunderstanding, and riisinterpretation. This is attributable to the

severance of the natural cyclical flow of the Tongan worldview of art, which

is aligned with the circular and holistic arrangement of ta and va in Tonga

and inclusive in approach as a opposed to a more individualistic and exclusive

Western worldview of art.

Working within the genre of tufunga, Potauainet art practice uses the

concept and practice of tatau as an artistic device (see Mahina-Tuai 2010)'

Tatau is comprised of intrinsic qualities of art that produce potupotutatau
and, in turn, {'aka'ofo'ofa in works of art. On the other hand, potupotutatau is

made up of a collection of individual tatau, all of which can be taken as defin-
ers of faka'ofo'ofa. The production of tatau is made by rneans of the device of
mata (eye) and aoa (hole). The concept of mata, rneaning eye, face, or point,
and ava is a device commonly used in tufunga (see Potauaine and Mdhina
2010; Potauaine 2010). In Tongan thinking, mata and ava are two sides of
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the same coin where the former is a tatau or mirror image of the latter and
vice versa. For example, if you hammer a nail through a piece of timber and
pull it out, you will have created a hole that is a tatau or mirror image of the
(cross-section of the) nail itself. The rnata and ava can be blunt or sha1p, but
the shalper the mata the more fine and intense the outcome. Hence, the
shalper the point of the nail the more fine and precise the hole or the eye will
be. Both mata and ava are a form of intersection. The point of intersection is
a mata that, in turn, creates the ava, its rnirror image. Physical instruments
used by tufunga are: tnata1 polosi, (eye of the brush) with tufunga tavalivali
(painting), mata'i peni (eye of the pen), mata'i kili (eye-of-the-saw), nrata'i

fa'o (eye of the nail), andnrata1hanwla (eye of the hammer) used in tufunga
langafale and tufunga tatongitongi.

Tufunga: Tongan Material Arts

'Ihe Tatan: Fenapasi,'oe Fepaki / Tatm,: Synntetry, Hannontl, and Beauty
exhibition featured ten multimedia works by Potauaine, which included
tufunga takupesi, tufunga tatongitongi, and tufunga takohikupesi. All of
these works specifically investigate the notions of tatau, mata, ava, kula (red),
and 'uli as opposite tendencies of artistic importance. As already discussed,
mata is the rnirror image of ava, and the terms are, in turn, opposites. Kula
and 'uli are also opposite tendencies in that, apart from being the two key
colors of Tongan arts, in Tongan epistemology, the former is representative
of male and the latter of female.

Semisi's tufunga takupesi include two works f'eatured in the exhibition cat-
alog and a trio of vinyl round works. The two works in the exhibition catalog
are Konokula (Redawake) (see cover ofFig. 2d) featured on the front cover
and Kono uli (Blackawake) (see Fig. 7) included inside on page 20 (Maliina,
Dudding, and Mahina-Tuai 2010). These two works were inspired by one
of the pooai (clubs) in the Tongan Collection at the MAA. The kupesi (geo-
metric designs) engraved and decorating the club includes fauna and flora as

well as people. This shows the inextricable link and conflicting relationship
between people and the environment as expressed in the classical Tongan
concept and practice of forua defined by the cycle of birth, Iife, and death.
The names Konokula andKono'uli were taken from the famous povai named
Mohekonokono (Sleep-yet-Awake) of the great warrior-chief Vaha'i of Fo'ui,
Hihifo, Tongatapu. The use of opposite tendencies is evident in the name
Mohekonokono and also in Potauaine's title for both works where Konokula
is a tatau or mirror of Kono'uli and vice versa. Both these works illustrate
the intersection of line and space together with the interplay of kula and 'uli
creating depth and projection of the kupesi (geometric designs).
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FrcunB 7. Kono'uli (BlackAwake), Tufunga takupesi (Graphic design)
2010.

The three tufunga tdkupesi vinyl works are titled Ar:akula (Redhole),

Aoa'uli (BlacLhole) and Aaanoa (Zerohole) (see Figs. Sa-c, 9). These works

are an artistic investigation of ta time and vd space, which is manifested by
means of line and spaces in the forms of colors. This is similar to the scien-

ti{ic investigation that is made in terms of aoa kula (red hole) and aaa uli
(black hole) (see Potauaine and Mahina 2011: 206-09). Ar:akula depicts an

unequal movement from 'uli to kula involving the multidirectional movement

of matter by means of energy. Some examples of ava kula or mata kula include

peaukula (redwave, i.e., tidalwaves),mnanm (enlightenment), and ako (edu-

cation). Aaa'uli is the exact opposite where it illustrates an unequal move-

ment from kula to 'uli. Some examples of ava'uli or mrtta'uli include matangi,

(wtnds), fakapo'uli, (ignorance) and moauli, (matchmaker). Aoanoa portrays

the mata or point of intersection of Aoakula and Aoauli where the opposition

between them are at a state of noa or zero point or a state of equilibrium, bal-

ance, or harmony. Some examples of aoa noa (zero hole) or mnta noa (zero

eye) include oahanoa (peaceful ocean), nuttanoa (peaceful countenance), and

talanoa (peaceful talk), all demonstrating a state of equilibrium or balance.

As a matter of mathematical and aesthetic interest, mata is produced by the
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FrcunB 8. (a) Avakula (Redhole) 2010. (b) Ava'uli (Blackhole) 2010. (c)

Avanoa (Zerohole) 2010.

point of intersection of two lines; kohi is a collection of mata; and va comprises
a summation of kohi, all marked temporally in various formal and substantial
ways (see Mdhina and Potauaine 2010; Potauaine 2010a,b).

The sculpture Lei'atrrua (Bitwinshadows) is made of wood and painted
red and black. The name means twin images. However, there are also added
meanings when the name is broken down into parts;lei can mean tr,vo, as in
mahangalei (twins of opposite sex or pairs of opposite sex) and whale'teeth,
as intufungafonolei, (jewelry making); 'ata means shadow; andua is two. The
multiple meanings of the title are a reflection of the reading of the work.
Lei'ataua deals with variations of symmetries, multidirnensional forms, the
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Frcuns g. Image inside the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropol-
ogy gallery that S€misi's tufunga takupesi vinyl works were displayed
as window treatments during his T&tq,u: Fendpasi'oe Fepaki / Tatau:
Sgmmetrg, Harmony and Beautg exhibition in July 2Ot0 and are still
currently on display in 2016.

interplay of kula and'uli, and the center of gravity of which is all underpinned
by means of intersecting lines and spaces rnediated through tatzru to produce
potupotutatau and faka'ofo'ofa

The tufunga takohikupesi works are produced using'alrnnir"lirlnte (aIun'in-

ium metal).The works ar e F at aniutne ( Alumdeathomenbird) P ekep elean'iume

(Alurnswallowbird), Peleapekenir"lrne (Alumswallowbird), and Matani.ume
(Alumeye). The word niume in the title of the four works is short for 'ala-

miniume and is translated to alurn, which is Latin for aluminium.
'thewordfatainFataniume is the name of a bird of omen for death, which

usually flies and sings at night. Fata also refers to the pallbearers and, hence

,the name of the kupesi fata-'o-Tu'i-Tonga, which is an abstraction of the btu
langi (royal tombs) of the Tu'i Tonga. The'otu langi are like the Egrptian
pyramids both the burial places of kings/pharaohs. The word fata also resem-

bles the wordfatafata rneaning chest.
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The word peleepeka is a small swallow-lil<e bird. goth Pekepekrnhtnte and
Pekapeleeniunrc lil<e Fatru dunte and Mataniunre are tatau of each other where
one is the opposite of the other. The four artworks are multidimensional and
multidirectional, showing tlie interplay of shadows and light, or black and
red, and the time-space movetrent from representation to abstraction. All of
this is informed by the intersecting lines and spaces, mediated through tatau
or symrnetry to produce harmony and beauty.

Conclusion

Tlre collection of works by Potauaine featured inTatru: Fenapasi'oe Fepaki
/ Tatau: Symmetry, Harmony, utcl Beauty exliibition is indicative of the
depth and breadth of his art practice and art forn'rs. This is a tribute to
the pursuit of excellence in his art practice and his knowledge and prac-
tice of the ta-va theory of art and Tongan ethnography. These works have
been true to the definition of art as "a ia-ua (ti*J-rfa"") tron.formation of
fuo-uho (form-content) conflicts in the subject matters under the produc-
tive process from a condition of felekeu, (chaos) to a state of ntaau (order)
through sustained tatau and potupotutatau to create faka'ofo'ofa." (Mahina
and Potauaine 2010, 16)

Potauaine has developed artistically and intellectually since our first for-
mal encounter in 2003 with the Niunwi exhibition. AndNiunuti, was the first
exhibition in New Zealand of artists of Tongan heritage and of the ten artists
fe:rtured Potauaine is one of only a handful of artists thzrt are still actively
practicing today. A key factor for this, I believe, is through grounding hin'rself
in the knowledge and practice ofthe td,va theory ofart and Tongan ethnog-
raphy. Receiving the prestigious Commonwealth Connections Internationzrl
Residency in 2009 is a testarnent to his passion and drive and also his con-
tinual pursuit of knowledge and excellence of his artistic practice. It is also a
testament that there are forward-tliinking Western organizations, such as the
Commonwealth Connections Foundation. In selecting Potnuaine, they have
not based it on the fact that he is an unknown and emerging artist (ln both
Tonga and Aotearoa New Zealand) but rather on his knowledge and practice
as an artist and the quality and uniqueness of his art works. As a Tongan
citizen, Potauaine was the second Tongan to have received the award. As an
Aotearoa New Zealand resident, he is only the second artist from Aotearo
New Zealand although the first artist of Pacific heritage to receive the award.
The key to Potauaine's achievements to date is through the foundation that
he is building by ernbracing and informing his art practice with the knowl-
edge and practice of the td-vd theory of art and Tongan ethnography. This,
I believe, will continue to provide Potauaine with an edge and an erbility to
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always stay innovative and unique in his art practice, which was evident in

the most recent projects I was involved in with Potauaine in 20ll and2012.
The Tongan classi{ication of art acknowledges the circular tendency of

nature, mind, and society where we adapt, change, and evolve while at the

same time hold on to the essence of what makes our works of art unique.

Potauaine's art practice and, in turn his art works, capture the best of both

worlds by combining what he draws from the past with the present to pro-
duce works of great refinement and sophistication. This coincides with the

plural, circular, holistic, and inclusive nature of Tongan thinking and practice,

in which people are thought to walk forward into the past and walk baclcward

into the future, where the past and the future are permanently mediated in
the changing present.

NOTES

1. Tlre title "Niumui" comes from the Tongan proverb Potopoto 'a niu nnti', which liter'-

ally rneans "the precociousness of a young coconut" and alludes to the younger generation

striving for the best in what tliey do. Sometimes such attempts might fall short of the

expectations of elders and the proverb justiffes the actions of the younger generation by

the sirnple reasoning that they are still growing, maturing, and {inding their way in life.

2. Women from the village of Tatakamotonga in Tonga provided the natural red koka

plant pigment and wide strips of plain barkcloth, and Kulupu Falehanga 'i Teleiloa pro-

duced the 22 x 4m ngatu ta'uli in Auckland, New Zealand.

3. This was written in the Tongan language and the translation was provided by the author

Hiifanga'Okusitino Mdhina for the purpose of this paper.

4. Hal,a is another Tongan word for mediurn as in "T6volo hala he sikota" (the devil

appears in the mediurn of a sikota bird) ('O. T, Ka'ili, pers. comm., January f3, 2011.)

5. As the Tongan Master Art, tufunga lalava contains infinite designs and is the sotrlce of
all abstract motifs featured in the various artforms under tufunga and nimamea'a such as

tufunga tdtatau (tatooing) and nimamea'a koka'anga (bark-cloth making).
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faio a-p erformance arts

faka'ofo'ofo-beatq,
fakapo'uli-ignorance
fata -pall-bearer
fatafata-chest
F at aniumn 

-Alumdeathomenbird
fat a-' o - Tu' i - To n ga-p allbe are r of th e Tu' i Ton ga

felekeu-chaos
fenapasi,-mediate
fepalei.-intersect
fonolei, tufunga-jewelry making, art of

fi,hi,tu'u-complex
fuo-form
haka, faioa-dance, art of
hala-mediun
hanga-ameasurement unit where women use two full stretches of one palm

with thumb and middle finger outward which is referred to as one hanga,

hi,oa, faitsa-music, art of
kae-yet
kakala-designed fl owers

leohi-lines
kohl-'oa-line space

koka' anga, ni1n11rnsa<a-barkcloth making, art of
Konokula 

-RedawakeKono'uli. 
-Blackawakekrrla-red

kup e si-geometric design

lalanga, n'imolnso' o-mat-weaving, art of
lalaoa, tufunga-kafa-sennit lashing, art of
lan gafale, tufun ga-,hous e-building, art of
larfinga-^eaiuring units which can also be based on half the width of a

paka koka'anga or rubbing table
lan gi,, otu-royal tombs
lei, -,two 

or necklace

Lei,' at au a 
-Bitwinshadows

I n a &rna- enli ghten m e nt
maau-order
mahangalei 

-twins 
of opposite sex or pairs of opposite sex

malie-beauty
mata-eye
mata'i,fa'o-eye of the nail
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mata1 hcmwla-eye of the hammer
mata'i, hui-eye of the needle
mata'ikili-eye of the saw
nwta'i peni-eye of the pen
nwta'i, polosi-eye of the brush
matokula-red eye
tnata nTatangi-wind, eye of the wind
ntataniunte 

-alumeyentata noa 
-zeto 

eye
nrat arn a 

-peaceful 
countenance

ntata'uli-black eye

ma'uli-midwife
n7o_and
ntoa'uli-matchmaker
M ohekonokono 

-Sleep 
-yet-Awake

ngatu,-barkcloth
n gatu t alt i.na-white-marked barl<cloth
ngatu ta'uli-blacl<-marked barkcloth
ni,rname ct' o-fi ne arts
niunu,i-young coconut, the cleverness of a young coconut
pear, kula-red wave, tidal wave
P ekap ekeni,unre 

-Alumswallowbird
P ekep ekan iunre 

-Alumswallowbirdpeku-blunt
potopoto'anin,nuti.-Tongan proverb that literally means 'the clevemess of a
young coconut'.
p o tup otukel t ek eh e - disharm ony
p o tup o tut at az-harm ony
po'ult-ntght
pooai, 

-chrb/sta-tir"ne
ta'anga, faioa-poetry art of
ta<etatan-asymmetry
t akohikup esi, tufunga-sculptural drawing, art of
takupesi, tufunga-graphic designing, art of
talanoa-peaceful talk
tdAtuu, h{u.nga-lattooing, art of
tatrru-symmetry
t atongitongi, tufunga-sculpture, art of
ta-r:a-time-space
taoaliaali, iltfunga 

-painting, 
art of
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t efi,t o -he- si,no 
-body-centered

t efito-he-tu' a- si,no 
-non-body-centeredtoka-measuring units which can also be based on half the width of a paka

koka'anga or rubbing table
tufunga-material arts

tuikakala, ni,mamea' a-flower-designing, art of
ua-fNo
uho-content
'uli-black
o ak a-medium ; boat; canoe

o ah ano a 
-peaceful 

ocean

oela-fieriness



HOW T}JF. TA-VA THEORY OF REALITY CONSTRUCTS A
SPATIAL EXPOSITION OF SAMOAN ARCHITECTURE

Albert L. Refiti
Auckland Unioersity of Technology

This essay deals with a spatial exposition of Hufanga 'Okusitino Mdhina theory
of fi-oa il rvhich I argue that traditional Paciffc concepts ar.e recharged and
extended by Mehina to create a new branch in Paciffc Thought. I show that
there is a consistency in the td-vd theory of reality if one were to diagrarn its
main tenets ancl, by-doing so, enabies tle exposiiion of parts that sk&ch-out
an overall form oftheory. I also argue tliat cioing theory is irnportant to paciffc

Thought because it allorvs for traditions and customs to be coiled-up into
concepts allowing then to be carried in a "tool box" as theory, then unpack,
operate, and perform witl-r them when requir.ed. In this way, Paciffc concepts
andideas ale important as tools to be used in newplaces and situations allowing
our lived traditions to produce new ideas and concepts.

THrs pepnn sETS our to provide a nulnber of things: first is a summary
of the main tenets of the ta-aa theory of reality that deals with the creative
arts (faioa) to show that certain notions of technicity'l are at work in Hlfanga
'Okusitino Mdhina's concept of the tufunga; second, to isolate elements of
the td-va theory of reahty that connect with Samoan thought linking td-va
with Samoan concepts of va and teu as exposition of affects and effects in
the systern of actions and behaviors that produces subjects and objects in a
Samoan social-cultural schema; third, a spatial exposition of Samoan archi-
tecture that shows the material manifestation of the td-vd theory in action,
with the work of the tufugafalfale and Sarnoan architecture.
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The approach taken here is abricolagez of borrowed concepts and ideas from

diverse diiciplines and philosophical traditions to highlight the productive and

synthetic ,.ai.r." of the ta-va theory of reality. Although barely ten years old,

the ta-vd theory of reality has been vital to the work of producing concepts in
pacific Thought. Therefore rather than honing down the theory to a doctrine,

this paper aims to broaden and highlight the manifold nature of the theoly.

fhe final aim of the paper is to come to terms with Pacific concepts in

their spatial topological structuring by returning to Claude L6vi-Strauss for-

malism in an atten-rpt to construct a n'rachinery to understand how Satrloan

social-cultural concepts can revolve again as exchange of {1ows of power and

value through the lens of the ta-va theory of reality. Somewhere in here is

buried the tufuga who like L6vi-Strauss's bricolour is trying to operate a

machinery with ;'elements collected and retained on the principle that 'they

may always come in handy"' (L6vi-Strauss 1966, 18).

Ta -Va: Becoming One

What is that uhich aht;ays is and has no becoming, and what is that u;hich

becornes but never is?

Plato Tinmeu,s

Htrfanga 'Okusitino Mahina proposes that the td-va theory of reality is a pro-

ductive concept unifying three things: nzrture, mind, and reality, a process of
becoming in which "all things . . . stand in a process of eternal exchange rela-

tions andcycle" (Mahina 2010).3 Central to this process of eternal exchange

is the role time and space plays in the mutual attraction and repulsion in

enabling a continual dance of change where "all things, in nature, rnind and

society, stand in an eternal process of relations of cycle and exchange, gMng

rise to conflict or order (Mahina, 2010)." Mahina's work on the td-va the-

ory of reality has given us perhaps the first real attempt at creating a new

and comprehensive branch of Pacific Thought derived from Tongan and
po\mesian concepts. Paci{ic Thought has becone a loose umbrella to catego-

rize the thinking and writings of Tui Atua, Aiono Fanaafi, and Albert Wendt

in Samoa; Futa Helu, Epeli Hau'ofa, Konai Thaman-Helu, and Mahina in

Tonga; Mason Durie, Witi Ihimaea, Ngahuia Te Awakotuku, and Charles

noyal ln Aotearoa New Zealand; |ohn Pule in Niue; and Vilisoni Hereniko

in Rotuma (Refiti 2010,37I).4 Mdhina more thau most has instigated and

advanced a lrore coherent theory that aspires to become a school of philoso-

phy with the ta-va theory of reality, which has been in circulation since the

iate 1990s, and has been refined and added to by others in the last ten years.s
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Mdhina arrived at the main tenets of the theory to explain Tongan arts
as fai,oa (perforniance art or "doing-time-in-space"), ar,funga (material arts
or "beating-the-surface") , and ninrantea'a (fine arts or "fine hands"). He
advances the idea that the active characteristics of the arts, especially per-
formance art, produces ta-va-transformative action created by "beating"
(ta) or predetermined gestures plus the "silence" or absence of actions and
gestures in their intervals (va). Ta and va are the active and inactive forces
combined, which equals "volcanic power" coiled up within objects. A tufunga
via the skill of performance becomes the agent of transformation by releasing
volcanic power in things by effecting td-vd:

fThe] beatin g of aa, defining art as a form of social activity, in itself
a kind of transformation. . . . a ta-aa conversion from a situation
of chaos to a state of order. As a unified state of being, order is
closely associated here with beauty. . . . In this aesthetic context, art
can be generally defined as the rhythmic intensification of ,a that
is, in strict terms, connected with the syrnmetrical configuration of
od, lhereby transforming ta-oa from a state of flux to a si,tuation
(emphasis added) of harn'rony and beauty (Mahina 2004: 88-89).

The crux of the theory suggests that the material world is perpetually
under transformation by ta (time and action) and va (space and content),
like diametric structures (L6vi-Strauss 1963) that strives for stability and
order, which when achieved, becomes transformed again toward chaos and
disorder and vice versa-an eternal exchange of forces. The key for ta-va,
though, is the transformation "from a state of flux to a situation of harrnony
and beauty" (Mahina 2010).

There is more than a hint of a Heraclitian view of the world in the the-
ory.6 For Heraclitus, being is continuous change, in a state of perpetual flux
where "One cannot step in the same river twice nor can one grasp any mortal
substance in a stable condition, but it scatters and again gathers; it forms
and dissolves, and approaches and departs" (Kavanaugh 2007,77). Flux and
chaos when aligned come together to form wholes and then return to chaos:
"Couples are things whole and things not whole, what is drawn together and
what is drawn asunder', the hannonious and the discordant. The one is made
up of things, and all things issue from the one" (Kavanaugh2007,71). Plato
later installed a divine artisan craftsman, the Demiurge at the center of this
transformative world of change. Thus, the Demiurge's role mirrors that of
the tufunga as transformer and creator of the visible world from the chaotic
"disorderly motions" prior to the artisan's intervention.T Mahina irnagines the
same forces being transforrned and molded by the artisan-actor who inputs
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skill and timing to ground the primordial forces in a material, cultural, and

technological context. The tufunga in this sense is a mediator at the interface

between thought and action.
The theory presupposes that the tufunga as agent niust "will and pull

together" an orderly crafting of parts to forrr and shape cohesive wholes in
the fabric of tlie world.B Like Plato's Demiurge, the tufunga is of primordial
origin. Mdhina, for instance, plnces Tangaloa Tufunga in the Tongan cos-

mogony as the grandchild of the Tongan progenitors Vahanoa and Pulotu
(Mahina 1992, fig 2.1). Similarly for Samoa, the tufugaewere kin of the
progenitor Tagaloa-alagi who gave them the divine tool bag the tufugaga
(Kriimer 1994:54344).

Mahina lays out the theory of ta-va with all its constituent parr.s-fuo/uho
(form/content), order/chao s,kula/'u,li, (red/black), male/female, intrinsic/extrin-
sic-as kohi or points and lines. They are pre-given coordinates that stand in
"eternal opposition" to one another (Mahina 2004, 2010). The structure of the

primordial world (va) is, therefbre, made up of kohi lines that are continually
in tension within a stn-rcture allows thern to swirl and coil up to produce forces

that are ready to explode from generation to generation. Va is the potentiality
of space-content coiled up within the chaotic swirls of these primordial forces.

The tufunga puts into motion all the constituents parts by ta-the beating/
manipulating and folding/unfolding of va and l<ohi Iines . L tu.funga lalaoa, for
instance, activates and puts the parts into motion by performingfaiaa (Ilter-
ally "to make va") where the parts are apprehended in the forms of lcohi, lines

or traces (predicates), which the tufunga puts into play by unfolding com-

plex sets of leupesi in the patterned motion in dance or repetition in design

and sculpture. Kupesi is the underlying structure of a complex process of
affects and effects and orderliness that is expressed or impressed into the
material of the world. The tufunga does tliis by skillfully guiding, repeating,

and manipulating forces in time and space, or the outlzry of patterns stem-

ming from a dance, or the traces on a pattern board of a tapa cloth (Mahina

and Potauaine, 2010, 6). The end product produces a type of equilibrium
that is felt by the viewer as nralie (beauty), nrffana (pleasure), tatan (sym-

nretry), or fctka'"f"'"ft (beautiful). In discussing the performing of heliaki
poetry Mdhina suggested that the "transformative effects the state of ntalie

has equally on performers and audience alike, are ones of mffanQ warmth,
oela, burning and tauelangi, reaching the slcy . . an orgasmic effect. While
ntalie is internal to good works of art, mffana, aela, andtau,elagi are extrinsic

to them" (Mahina, 2005,I72).
In summary the ta-va theory of reality requires an eternal exchange of

relations between td and v5, which is rnolded by a tufunga to produce rndlie

or the internal desired effect of equilibrium felt by the receiver. One way to
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reformulate this is that ta-vA operates on a virtual plane producing affects
toward a condition of malie.

Figure 1 is a diagram offorces and actions in the td-vd theory ofreality, in
whlch I have adopted Henri Bergsons (1991, 152) diagrarnmatic analysis of
the work of memory and matter to describe Mdhina's concept, In Bergson's
schema, the cone represents the realm of predicates in which virtual thought
and memory move up and down the cone to be eventually funneled to a point
K where it meets the plane of the actual and materiality N. In this adaptation,
the virtual realm in the form ofan inverted cone contains

(1) kohi lines and traces (k1, k2, k3) ofcoiled up prirnordial energy,
(2)va or planes of potentiality (V1, V2, V3) that continually fold and unfold

kohi lines and traces
(3) ta the downward spiral movement forcing kohi and va toward actualiza-

tion (K)

V3

v2

{
T

v1

w

Frcunn r. Diagram of the relations of forces operating in the tE-vfl
theory of reality.
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The diagram provides a picture of the machinery of thought-action (vir-

tual) and matter-order (actual), the motto being causality works laterally or
horizontally (m1, m2), from object to object, whereas the virtual works verti-
cally (V1, V2,V3, kl, k2, k3) from folding (interior) to unfolding (exterior).10

For the ta-vd theory of realiry ta (T) is always spiraling down forcing va (V1,

V2, V3 on separate planes), to exit as kupesi (point K). Ta (T) and va (V) are

forced to produce malie and mdfana effects (ml, m2) that radiate outward
to noa (free-moving) world at large (N). Predestined lines and geornetry of
energy or kohi (k1, k2, k3), exist between the va planes.

The diagram is a thouglit machinery that describes how ta forces va and

l<ohi to be folded together into substances, which are then forced through
the kupesi scribing point (K), which the tufunga possesses in the form of
ata (repetitions or doublings) that capture and picture the world of shadow

and hght in the prose-work that is impressed onto the world. The kupesi is

a result of an orderly process where errant forces are moulded to produce

a thing of beauty or malie resulting in mafana or comfort to be consun-ied

or make noa-freed up. In philosophy, Mahina's ta-va theory of reality is an

ontological monism that proposes there is a single unified substance called

ta-va that is broken down into discrete entities via the process of actualiza-

tion. The attractive aspect of the theory that makes it appealing to Pacific art
is that it requires a mediator in the form of the tufunga to make this happen.

Ta-Va in Samoan Thought

Samoan Thought and Tongan Thought are two spheres that orbit each other
around a monadic horne Pulotu ruled by Saveasi'uleo (Samoa) or Havea

Hikule'o (Tonga),ll revolving dyads of unruly bodies of thought of actuaVvir-

tual, solid/liquid, man/woman, stasis/motion (lil<e Saveasi'uleo himself who is

thought to be half man and half eel). Like Tongan Thought, Samoan Thought
insists on a moment of equilibrium as the aim of all relations as va, what
Mahina calls malie. For Samoa, it is teu, the refining and ordering of all rela-

tions and the ethical commitment between a community and its members,

that must be upheld at all times. Teu is the refinement and orderliness at the

heart of Samoan space where a "rift" violently inhabits the center.r2

Vd is not harrnony, or malie, or"'negotiated space" that recent scholarship

has suggested (Anae 2010; Wendt 1996; Ka'ili 2005, 2008). Va is an equa-

tion of things bifurcating, forces rnoving and pulling apart toward asymrnet-

rical transformations, chaotic opposing forces within ta-va (Mahina 2010).

It "dwells" outside the desires of the cornmunity but, at the same time, is
located at the center of attention. This is the paradox regarding va relations

in Samoan Thought-the undesirable and "what threatens to pull relations
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apart" are kept at the central focal point of the community, where ntata or
the cornmunal gaze fixes it "in-place," stabilizing it with tapu, (sacred and
imrnovable). Ia teu Ie oa- means to order, stabilize, ogle and cajole the va,

which is how Samoans behave toward a sacred and bifurcating vital force.13

The Samoan world is oriented toward it. For the politics of living, oa is an

encounter, a space-event enacted in the circle of fa'anwtui-the gathering of
family chiefs in the circle of the fono council.la The ring around the circle is
alofl sa, "sacred ring" or sanctultl. Inside is the dangerous play of forces in
which the pa'ia or divine power consecrated by the ali'i paramount chief, and

the manulu or will and influence prescribed to the ilrlctfula who becorne the
instrument of power of this divine gathering-the fono of nratai. Within the
sanctum is the ancestral power and prestige (ntana) molded by demiurges
(niatai) via oratory (craft) and made productive by laws and rdes (pule).

Ernanating from within this circle and radiating outward to the periphery of
the village are the rules, protocols, and code ofideal behavior to which every
family member, every sector of the community, must conform-a "panoptic

habitus" no less (Refiti 2009b, f0).
The proper description of the va is "co-openness," rather than what Albert

Wendt portrayed as "betweeness."r5 The reason being that when Samoan

chiefs encounter each other in the fono council they don't think strategically
about their va as a something "in-between." When you are "in" the circle
of fa'amatai, there is no in-between, your knees touch your neighbors to
form an unbroken ring; all participants are seized and immersed in some-

thing more than simple relations between things. In the ring, you are opened
toward something beyond the rnomentary concerns of everyday life; there-
fore, a being-Samoan is already opened to it, There is no gap. Those who take
a place in the circle become something more than a single person can hold.
This "something" is the ancestor via the narne, like the infamous names that
have stood for generations over Samoa as "Name-of-the-Father"16 Tiri Atua,
Tui A'ana, Malietoa, etc. They take up residence within San'ioan identity like
an overbearing swell in what the psychoanalytic philosopher Jacques Lacan
described as the objects of affection and "symptom" of things that are "in you
more than you" (Lacan 1981, 263). This is what is meant by co-openness.r7

When you take a place in the ring that forms the circle of fa'amatai, you are

opened up to encompass the time and space of the ancestors; you belong to
the time of others. The time of the world ceases to be in the ring. This con-
forms to the Po\mesia concept of time, which suggests that we move toward
a future by orienting our being to a collective opening that continues with us.

Some call it the past, but I suggest that for Polynesians the past is not static or
remote location of something that was but is an ever-noving duration, always

already woven within us, and it endures in our becoming. This constellation
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is commonly explained by the metaphor of walking with our backs to the
future as we face the past (Whiteford and Barns 2002,274 Salmond 1978,

10; Metge f976,70).
This conception of time places tin-re in the serwice of ancestral-becom-

ing. We mark (kohi), fold (va) and rnal<e (ta) time, causing life to revolve as

duration. Duration opens and contracts relative to our engagement with the
ancestors via law and order of vd relations. This is shown by the relations
described in Figure 2 with the relationship between the cone of duration (tal
valkohi) and plane of the present moment (N). Duration can be described by
the workings of the Polynesian notion of time-tau, the contraction of events

within duration drawing together ta, I<ohi, and va to produce 11611sn15-
tatau-in the cycle of life and becoming. Outside the cone (or ring), time
becomes ta as action and mechanical movements made by the body and
tools; inside the cone is anchored moment-tau.

There is a reason why the Pol)mesian word for settlement is signaled by
the inrage of an anchor or tatla because of the necessity for an open and

Duration
(ta/valkohi folding

together producing
ancestral time or

tau)

Noa
plane of

the present
taula
anchor -.-.

Frcune z. Duration and time schema.
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cleared space that is anchored to a point connected to the founding ances-

tor, and extending to encompass a ring of co-belonging and co-openness as

taulaga, Therefore, in every village or rtr1t'n, is a circle of ancestral-becoming,
every circle is a ring of co-belonging. Every corlmunity is made up of land-
owners, strangers, and kin alike, gathered in a shared space establishing a

neighborhood of ancestral-becoming within greeting distance of each other.
Together they make a duration by weaving time together in a co-openness-
this is the meaning of tau, to be together in "being-there" and counting the
moments as tirne revolves (presencing). This is the customary character of
a Sarnoan order of the world (Mahina would say malie) in an ideal schema,

which obliterates the notion of an individual and promotes co-openness to
each other. Every gathering, every sociality in Samoa is structured to reflect
this configuration. Every village has its own circle of co-openness; each dis-
trict in Samoa has conformed to the same arrangernent for the last 500 or
more years (Meleisea 1987: 28-32).18

Bradd Shore showed that a Samoan cultural-topographic space operates
in a concentric dualisrl that gradually intensifies in power and mana as you
nrove from the bush or sea at the periphery of toward the malae at the center
of the village, The malae, Shore suggested, contains "a radiant source of dig-
nity and power" (1996, 270), which can transform people and objects into
a veritable "nuseum exhibit" (168). The surrounding area is drawn into a

vortex of increasing forrnality inhabiting the center. An attempt will be made
here to create a spatial exposition by expanding Shore's schema to incor-
porate a more complex set of forces and values that are in play to form a

cultural-topographic space that includes architecture and prestige objects .

The diagrarn in Figure 3 is an attempt to present the vd ideal schema
by utilizing two overlapping systen-rs in operation spatially in the Samoan.
First, I have adopted Claude L6vi-Strauss's concentric dualism structurele
to denote the move from a center to a periphery frorn the zone of elites
to those of the workers, and retaining L6vi-Strauss's dualism in the sys-

tem regarding the unequal distribution of power at work at every level
(L6vi-Strauss 1963, 152). The second is a stepping conical clan structure
borrowed from Friedrnan (Freidman 1998, 131) to describe the upward-
stepping character of prestige, the higher the individual or goods go up
the ladder the more saturated and embodied they are with a becoming-
ancestor or mana where they are less able to move about. The inner ring is
occupied by the ali'i elites with their "circle of fa'amatai," a sacred "prayer
circle" (oatapua'i) that issue commands, but they remained immobile sign-
aling their sacred stature-more rnana equals less mobility. When goods
and material productions reach completion, they are brought into the circle
to be displayed and begin their function as adorned or teu objects, which
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Frcune 3, Schema showing spatial diagram of oa neighborhood and
conffguration of Samoan world.

are made sacred by the praises and songs of the chiefs and cornmunity who
witness their transformation from rnere objects to become prestige goods

and gifts to be exchanged and redistributed in an endless circulation of
prestige.

A secondary ring envelops the first and occupied by the tulafale the ora-
tor, the instructor who orders, delegates, and rnal<es possible the commands
issued in the elite circle. The tulafale practices a vd feagai ethic that allows

thern to be feagai, (facing together) or companions of the chiefs; their func-
tion is to assist and sewe (tansi) the elites of the first circle. They are invested
with a villagewide policing function (a state arm) allowing them to issue

law and punishment and also with the task to reallocate wealth. The ring
around them delimits a zone where prestige goods can also be captured and
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tribution.

rediverted giving the tulafzrle a privilege and powerful position in the Samoan
political system.

The third and final ring encloses the other two and contains the atr.nmga/
aualunra young able-bodied population who provide the labor force, and
where the raw materials are prepared, cooked, reworked, and refined. The
occupzrnts of this zone are the most mobile, the young men go deep into
the forest to plant, gather, and farm, whereas young women clean, cook,
and transform domestic goods into fineries. This zone is the engine roorl
that serve (trrunta) evely settlement. They operate from the edge (tua) in a
"wasteland" (L6vi-stlauss 1963, 152) as opposed to the cleared center ofthe
first circle because it is the location where raw materials are transformed or,
as I propose, t6. This is a production zone where tools operate, the exe, adze,
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and machete rule here, and body gestures become more active and physical.

This third ring carries out the function of ta in Samoan thinking, in which

materials are transformed by action-motive power. The reciprocal action to

the n-rotive power of ta is teu.
Production and circulation of goods requires the movement from ta to

teu, from periphery to center. In summary the Samoan schema illustrate

that "things" (goods, wives, husbands, strangers, building a house)2O are pro-
duced within the wasteland where the brutal rnachinery of physical action

is in operation. Once transformed, things are preseuted before the cleared

circle, where they are aired or teu, opened out and paraded in front of the

elites to acquire their value as prestige. Things, therefore, move from a pro-
duction zone where ta operates to teu, from periphery to center where value

is determined. Once its value as prestige goods has been established, the

thing passes back in a return flow to the periphery as possible goods in kin-

ship exchanges (fa'alaoelaoa) or goods carried inmalaga trading missions.

The separation between each ringed zone is marked "knot threshold"
to denote the points where debts are accumulated when goods and serwice

passes from one zone to another. Debts are accumulated at these points as

tausi or serwice rendered, and over time they become a considerable amount,

which allows one to scale up to the next level until finally one is able to sit and

participate in the central ring of power.

Ta-Va and Technical Life

A spatial exposition of Samoan technical life in light of the production and

distribution schema above will show how td and va is integral to the study

of cultural technologr. Technologies are the material expression of crrltural

activity (Lemonnier 1992,2) and can be observed in the techniques that the

body and tools uses to transform the material world. It echoes Mahina's notion

offaioa, the gestural operation carried out by a tufunga specialist that fuses

his body to the practice at hand in transforrning the world. The tufunga does

this by imparting kupesi or bodily knowledge embedded with techniques that

his practice uses to transform raw material into shaped and refined prestige

objects. The Samoan faletele ancestor house2r is a good example of how this

was carried out.
A tlpical Samoan settlement contains a tnalae, ceremonial cleared ground

located at the heart of the rru'u where founding families maintain lheit pae-

pae foundations on which a faletele (great house) orfaletali'malo (guesthouse)

are sited. The faletele is a prestige object in Samoan material culture, whose

primary function is to mark and embellish (in the manner of teu) a familys
loundation within the nu'u. Families incur considerable amount of expense
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and debt when building one. It takes years in planning in which a family
would have to accumulate fine mats and the planting of breadfruit trees used
as the rnain materials for the house. The fono a ntatai (council of chiefs) is

held under its roof, and it is fron'r here where ali'i chief and tulafale orator
preside over teu activities-receiving, exchanging, and distributing prestige
goods. A faletele is, therefore, a visible and concrete platform housing the
most important sociaVritual machinery in Samoan society. Within its bounda-
ries the elites receive, evaluate, distribute, and circulate prestige goods. The
tufrtga fau,fale are the architects and builders of the faletele ever since the
first house; the FaIe'ula,was built for Tagaloalagi (Refiti 2009b)."

A close study ofthe operation sequences ofthe tufuga work on the faletele
(Fig. 5) reveals how the cornplex sets and subsets of action when mapped out
unfolds a schema showing how raw materials are transforrned as it flows from
the bush to the center of the village, a transformation from rough to smooth,
a movement from periphery to center from ta to teu, In their work, the tuf-
uga actions and gestures are welded to techniques that transform materials.
Adzes, axes, scrappers, sennit blndlng, and the human body become tools in
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this operation. Mapping the actions required in this transformation (Fig. 6)

against the villages' topography shows a leveling out of gestures frotl intense

physical action to more refined movements that tends toward teu or orderli-
ness. Ta or "hard action" tzikes place inland (gtuta); teu "refined action" is
carried out within and around the malae.

Tin-rber eire felled with to 'i zxes inland by membres of tlie faniily and vil-
lagers and transprlrted to the construction site next to the malae where the

tufuger witli their tools and scrappers craft the requisite ptrrts in their worl<-

shop ffoleta). Materials are brol<en down to smaller bits trnd pieces and then

passed to tlre tufuga orthefatanuirzr scaffold to be {itted and bound together

in the {brning and shaping of the house. The flow of action from rough to
smooth run in parallel with the transformation of materials, fron'r whole and

raw to being broken down and turned into refined and exact components of
the finished product. The faletele is an exact object of processecl and assem-

bled parts.
Figure 6 shows the topological serluence of gestures2'r produced by the

tu{uga in mnking the fzrletele. Gestures {i'om less ftrrmal-to-formal are

m:rpped against the constructicn sequences. Labor is divided into the head

tufuga (H), tufuga assistances (T), and family (F).
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The operational sequence tracking the stages ofthe work against the ges-
tures and actions required for each process is shown above (Fig. 5). The
head tufuga (Matua fai.oa) work rate is less frequent but involves the two
most important aspects of the construction; he marks the formal termination
of each stage of process (installing the 'an 'au, lashing the talitali, and trim-
ming the thatch) and key moments when the building needs to be measured
(f"") by sight or by string (tatan). The Matua faiva gives verbal commands
throughout the building process and measures the building shape by sight
(Buck 1930, 33) and would rarely physically carry out any of the work. His
labor epitomizes the gestures considered dignified and refined. In the village
fono, he is Matua faiva (expert), also Matai tufuga (chief architect), which
affords him the status ofthe highest ranked tufuga, and as Shore observed,
those who have the most rnana are "prisoners of status" always bound and
confined to stillness (Shore f996,272).

The tufuga assistants can number as few as four, and as many as terr carry
out the rest of the work. Family members and villagers are involved in gath-
ering raw and binding materials (sennit and fau-strips used for temporary
ties). They carry out most of the digging and transporting materials to and
from the site, erecting the fatomarut scaffold, and constructing the paepae
platform after the house is built. The Tufuga's role in the activities recorded
above shows that the builders' actions and gestures are closely tied to the
tools required for construction.

Conclusion: A Su'ifefiloi

I propose here to bring together the pieces of the bricolage above to stitch
them together in a su'ifefiloi% to provide a multifaceted fabric by overlaying
the diagram of the td-vd theory of reahty (Fig. 1) and the schema describ-
ing Samoan zones of production and distribution (Fig. 4) to produce a new
diagram of relations (Fig. 7) and a spatial exposition of samoan architecture
as prestige object. It shows that it is possible to diagram the forces at work in
the ta-vd theory of realiry which will allow it to produce concepts that could
then be applied to other situations and systems. What I have shown here is
that it could be applied to Samoan architecture to create a spatial exposi-
tion of forces to reveal how a site of production and distribution becomes
centralized, making all materials, actions, skills, and affects flow in a lateral
direction toward a central space. It shows that ta is a causal force that works
laterally or horizontally from object to object in a flow toward a point where
td is transformed into teu. vd is the realm of imagination and predestination,
acting vertically to bestow value and prestige at work in symbolic identi{ica-
tion and valuation.
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The schemzr in Figure 7 illustrate that the Matua faiv:r or the head tuf-

uga-point MT-controls the production process by m,eans of minimal ges-

tures commanding a well-orchestrated workforce or tufuga assistants. From

his position he conducts the form and shape of the house on the malae with

u "-uu" of a stick" or the folding of strings indicating their ureasured parts

(Buck 1930, 32). The tufuga epitomizes the position of those in high rank, the

ltlore rlallrl the more refined the gestures, the less actions required. Workers

rent their bodies to hard actions or td movenents chopping and tearing raw

materials apart eind breaking them down into sn'raller cotlponents.'They are

carried or-,f *ithil-r the confines of the village periphery the wasteland sep-

arating the virgin b:ush (gau,ta) and settlement leind. The tufuga nssisteints

"onu"it 
the broken components into fitted units, starting the process of teu,

which refine the parts by fisi,fisi (to plane), tipi.ti.pi, (trimrning) 'and 'oloolo

TE/VE
thread

7(
MalierMafana
re) distribution

of affects

TA TA

gauta wasteland
virgin land

ra
MT

ntalaeteLt teu
TA TA

prest/ge goods

{------ {-
processed unrefined

goods raw malerials

Frcunn 7. Schema showing the spatial exposition of Samoan archi-
tecture as prestige object.
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(sanding and smoothing). Tlie final act is the drawing together of the parts,
fitting, and lashing to form a whole. Fafan (to Iash,lalaaa in Tongan) like
lalaga (weaing) are the most refined of manual gestures that requires the
ffne motor skills of nimble and trained fingers. It is this link with fine motor
sl<ills of the body in performing, weaving, and dancing, etc., that mark out the
usefulness of the td-va theory of reality in conceptualizing meaningful and
unique activities achieved by Samoan and Tongan material culture.

I hope to have shown with this spatial exposition that a particular gpe of
thought is being developed in the Pacific by Hufanga'Okusitino Mahina and oth-
ers% in which traditional concepts can be recharged, extended, and multiply to
give it an afterlife. If we car no longer practice our traditions in our hornelands,
then surely we are able to make them mobile by coiling them into concepts , cLlry-
ing them in a tool box of theory then unpacking, operating, turd per{onning with
them when required. Pacific concepts and ideas are important here because they
me the tools to be used in new places and situations crllowing our lived traditions to
produce new ideas and concepts. Thus, my task here has been to try to cut a new
tributary frorn Mahina's branch of thought and join it to the reseryoir of Samoan
concepts and customs by using Westem philosophical tools to archive t]ris.

NOTES

1. I use Leroi-Gourhan's notion that all hun-ran actions and gestures produces graphisn-r,
which consists of lines of action centered on the body ancl ale, therefole, technicity or ges-
tures that we nake hand-in-hand with our capacity to produce ianguage. spoken, dla:wn,
ancl rvritten (1993: 210-12).

2. I refel here to Claucle L6vi-Strauss's (1966) concept ofreusing rernains and debris of
other events by fftting, stitching. and cobbling togethei "fossilized evidence ofhisto{'to
form a set. I would go further and suggest that such a process creates a tliinking rnachine
tlrat creates chtrnge like the Pol)mesian notion of szi or frli-to transforn-in this way,
bricolage is to sew and construct with many things/rnaterials/ideas.

3. Unless other"wise stated, I will refer to Hiifanga 'Okusitino Mahinat 2010 ptrper.

4. All these writers and thinkers are first speakers ofa Pacific
and tr:rditionnl Paciffc ideas to write for an Englisli-speaking

5. See the papers in this publication, etc.

6. Mahina was a student of Futa Helu who had introduced the work of Heraclitus and
other classical Greek philosophers to his students in Atenisi University, Tonga (Canpbell
trnd Coxon 2005:7).

7. See Platot Thnaeus: "The god wanted every,thing to be goocl and nothing to be bad so
far as that was possible, and so he took over all that was visible-not at rest but in discord-

ltrnguage wiro use customary
audience.
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ant and disorderly motion-and brought it from a state of disorder to one of order, because

he believed that order was in every way better than disorder" (Plato 1977, 1236).

B. See Mahina and Potauaine discussion ofTzlunga Lalaoa as being concerned with "fela-

Iavai (intersection), of kohi (lines), and vd (spaces), where kohi are an expression of td
(time), so that the word lalava is itself a form of ta-ve (time-space)" (Mahina and Poutauine

2010, 6).

9. I use the Samoan spelhng of tufuga without the n before the g when I am referring to

the Samoan case.

10. This is the case in Giles Deleuze's adaptation of Bergson concePt of actuavvirtual
(Bryant 201r, 102).

11. The Samoan saveasi,uleo had a body of a man from the waist up and a lower pisca-

torial halfthat stretched away to sea. He tended his fono assembly house "supported by

the erect bodies ofchiefs who had been ofhigh rank on earth, and who, before they died,

anticipated with pride the high pre-eminence of being pillars in the temple of the king of
pulotu" (Turner iSSa, ZfS-OO). The Tongan Havea Hikule'o was a blind woman who ruled
pulotu andwho had a royal house that the Tu'i Tonga desired to possess (Gifford 1924, 19).

12. I use Lemi Ponifasio's explanation ofvd as "a conscious and responsible state ofbeing"
and "the most dangerous part ofthe ocean" (Ponifasio 2010)'

13. Allesandro Duranti reported that he {irst heard teu being spoken in afono council

meeting where an argument took place and chiefs were imploring each other to put the vd

back in order (Duranti 1981: 29-30). Teu here means to "put-in-store" and control a vital

and violent force that threatens to destroy relations.

14. For writings on the vd, see Wendt (1996), Mageo (1998, Bl), and Tuagalu (2008,

107-26).

15. "Va is the space between, the betweenness" (Wendt 1996).

16. The laws and restrictions that control both ones desire and the rules ofcommunica-
tion, according to Jacques Lacan in which he proposes that The Name-of-the-Father is

bound up with the superego, the Phallus, the symbolic order and the Oedipus complex
(Lacan 2b01, 165; for a further explanation of this link between Samoan Thought and

psychoanalysis, see also Reffti 2009a).

17. I align this with Thomas sheehan rehabilitation of Martin Heidegger's notions of
Dasein aid ffnitude as "co-openness," or that which is "co-extensive with ffnitude," the
"ffrst gift which makes it possible and necessary to take-as and to understand'is' . . . the

basis ior all forms ofinterpersonal togetherness, the eyeball-to-eyeball ofpohtical struggle,

theface-to-faceofmoralobligation...whatletsusliveaco-history,..livingandworking
together and mahng communal decisions" (Sheehan 2001, 200).

18. See, for instance, the honorific for all Samoa since the time of Salamasina in Meleisea

(re87).
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19. Bradd Shore adapted the same schema to describe Samoan social space (1996 and
1982).

20. Sacredtaupou women are included in this rationale as prestige objects,

21. It is generally understood that the faletele is indigenous to Samoa. The faleafolau
the other tlpe used was thought to have originated in Tonga and only appeared in Samoa
with the missionaries (Green and Barnes 2008). But like Micah van der Ryn (2012), I
believe the faleafolau was in Samoa well before the missionaries arrived and gained promi-
nence because it was easily adapted for use as a chapel. 'the Fale'ula ancestor house, which
Tagaloa-a-lagi brought from Lagi was in the shape of the faletele (Kr?imer (f 994, 528).

22.'lhe Samoan origin of the name tufuga came from Tagaloalagi the Samoan progenitor
who gifted the tufugaga sacred tool bag to the architects who built his Fale'ula house in
Lagi. They came to be known by the name ofthis tool bag shortened to tufuga.

23. I am using paleoanthropologist And6 Leroi-Gourhant notion of chaines opdratoires
(1993, 233) to record and map a series of operations, which brings a primary material from
its natural state to a fabricated state; the term "operational sequence" is used from here on
to refer to the procedure.

24. A Samoan technique of stringing together heterogenous materials to form a richly tex-
tured outcome particularly in the composing of songs for performances or making garland
decorations (Ellis 1998; Reffti 2015).

25. I include here the work of Tevita Ka'ili, Nuhisifa Neve-Williams, Karlo Mila, Semisi
Potauaine, and Bruce Moa.
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CONCEPTS OF TA-VA (TIME-SPACE) IN THE ART PRACTICE
OF SAMOA-AOTEAROA ARTIST SHIGEYUKI KIHARA

Pamela Rosi
lndependent Scholar

The meaningandkaupapabehlndmg workis derioatioe of an ancient Moana
philosophy and bellefs and that's what makes it an art from the Moana . . .

Art from the Moana is all about celebrating the com.mrunity. . . . Shigeyuki
Kihara,2005.

My paper considers concepts of fi-oa (time-space theory of reality) in the
interdisciplinary art practice of Paciffc Islander Shigeyuki Kihara, whose art
is internationally acclaimed for its beauty, social criticism, and Moana identity
linked to ties of communif. With creative examples, I explore how Kihara's
constructions ofta-va (a) reclaim Sarnoan histories and identities by subverting
western fantasies of "dusky maidens" and a timeless South Seas Paradise;
(b) challenge westem binary norms of heterosexuaiity and gender from the
traditional space (oa) she occupies as a fa'afafine; and (c) embody Samoan
deities to honor Moana spirituality and epistemologies. I further discuss
ways Kihara positions her vd as fa'afaffne to maintain positive relations to her
Sarnoan community and her international circle of artist colleagues through
the Moana-Samoan practice of teu le od-meaning caring for or beautifying
social spaces now threatened by global forces commoditizing the arts and
cultures of Oceania.

Introduction

Iu nIs soox The lnterpretation of Cultures, anthropologist Clifford Geertz
(1973) theorized that "man is an animal suspended in webs of significance
which he himself has spun" (5). For anthropologists (including myselfl who

Pacific Stud,ies, Vol. 40, Nos. l/2-Apr./Ang.2017
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have been influenced by Geertz's ideas, cultural analysis is an interpretive
endeavor seeking to understzrnd the meanings of symbols, social relations,

and connections to nature, which people conceptualize to structure their
cosmologies and behavior. Althougli, as Geertz and others have noted, all

cultures ontologically have ideas of time and space thzit enable people to con-

ceptualize things diachronically and synchronically, these ideas are framed by
indigenous epistemologies and their dynamics.

In Oceania, which the late Tongan anthropologist, writer, and poet
Epeli Hau'ofa has called "Our Sea of Islands" (Hau'ofa 1993), Pacific
Island societies have since the eighteenth century been severely impncted
by western colonialisn-r through forces of missionization, capitalism, insti-
tutional education, and militarism. Recent migration, urbanization, and

globalism have brought further changes and conflicts to Pacific Island
Societies. At the same time, societies and cultures of Oceanier are resil-
ient. Confronting western cultural hegemony, Pacific people have contin-
ued to honor and revitalize their traditions in their home islands as well
as in new urban rnigrant communities in New Zealand, North America,
and Europe.

Beginning in the 1960s, as a growing body of scholarship has documented,

indigenous Pacific artists, writers, and scholars have contributed to a Moana
(Oceania) cultural renaissance (see Adsett, Wliiting, and Ihimaera 2001;

Chiu 2004; Cochrane 2001; Cochrane Simons and Stevenson 1990; Hereniko
and Wilson 1999; Herle et al. 2002; Kiichler and Were 2005; Mallon 2002;

Mallon and Pereira 1997,2002; Mason 2004; Stevenson 2008; Vercoe 2004).

Collectively, their work engages ideas and practices of Pacific indigenous

knowledge and spirituality, as well as distinctive concepts of identity to chal-

lenge dorninant Western values-such as egocentrism and utilitarianism.
Collaborating with several of his colleagues and former students, anthro-

pologist-historian and accomplished poet Okusitino Mdhina has recently
contributed a new philosophical ta-va (time-space) theory of reality to the

understanding of Po\mesian culture and art (Thomas 2010)' Applied across

nature, mind, and society, td-vd theory holds that all thlngs stand in eter-

nal relations of exchange to one another, giving rise to order (symmetry) or
conflict (asyrnmetry), depending on how mutual transactions are mediated

or transformed (Mahina 2002,2004,2005; Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili2005;
Mdhina and Potauaine 2010).

In contrast to general Western ideas of time and space, which are con-

ceptualized as singular, individualistic, analytic, and linear, Pacific concepts

of ta (time) and va (space) are plural, collectivistic, circular, and aesthetic
(Mahina and Potauaine 2010). As Mdhina and other Oceania scholars have

noted, peoples of the Moana believe "the past lies ahead of the future and
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people walk forward into the past and backwards into the future" (also
Hau'o{'a 1993; Trask 1993; Wendt 1999). In the present, where the past
and future engage dialectically, there is continuous conflict seeking media-
tion to create balance. Unlil<e Western epistemologies that render reality
in three dimensions, the t6-va theory of reality is four dimensional, since
time and space intersect in indigenous thought and practice. Also, unlike
Western ideas where space is considered a void, vd references relational
space that rnaintains mutual social relations between persons or groups.
As Tevita Ka'ili (2007) has richly described, caring for and nurturing social
relations of vd-termed teu le vd or tausi le oa in Samoan culture (see
Refiti 12009] and Van der Ryn [this issue] for their spatial distinctions)-is
guided by a code ofconduct to "beautify" the social space. Teu le var is then
a productive social and artistic process where aesthetic qualities and utility
coexist (Ka'ili 2007: 1-39; Mahina and Potauaine 2010, 1g). But whether
creating artistic productions (tufunga, "rnaterial arts";faioa, "performance
arts"; or fine arts, known in Tonga as "Nitnanteo'4"-lneaning "fine hands"
in western discourse), or maintaining social relations, Pncific Islanders
organize td and va in patterned ways designed to produce harrnony in situ-
ations prone to conflict and,/or asymn.retry From this ta-va perspective,
art is a productive process where conditions of chaos or asymmetry are
transformed into a state of order and beauty (Mahina 2002; Mdhina and
Potauaine 2010). As Mahina argues, the symmetrical intersection of time in
space gives rise to beautiful artistic creations and harmonious social spaces
(Mahina 2004; Ka'ili 2005, 5).

Given the critical role of Pacific arts today in revitalizing Moana cul-
tures at the dynarnic intersection of local and globalizing art worlds-
including reasserting indigenous concepts of time and space-my paper
focuses on the multimedia and performance art practice of Pacific
Islander artist Shigeyuki Kihara, who resides in Auckland, Aotearoa-
New Zealand. I have selected Kiharat multimedia and performance art
because it has received international acclaim for its beauty, nuanced
social criticism, and assertion of Moana identity and heritage. In 2003,
Kihara was the winner of Creative Arts New Zealand's Emerging Pacific
Artist Award; in 2008, she became the first Pacific artist to have a solo
exhibition, entitled Lit:ingPhotographs, at the Metropolitan Museurn in
New York; in 2009, she received Creative New Zealand Pacific Innovation
and Excellence award. In 2012, she received two further honors: the
New Generation Award frour Arts Foundation New Zealand, and the
Paramount Award from the Wallace Art Awards. The latter was for her
video work entitled "Galau afi: Warses of Fire"-a lament inspired by the
2009 tsunami in Samoa.
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Selecting examples from her fashion work (Grffiti Dress, Adorn to
Excess);her mixed media prints (Black Sunday); her photographic series

(F al e ai.tu : H ou s e of S p i ri't s, V ao au : Tal e s fr o m An ci e nt S am o a, F a' af afin e :

In a Manner of aWoman), and her performance art (Taualuga: The Last
Dance and Talanoa: WaIk the TaIk) ,I explore how Kihara's constructions

of ta (time) and va (space) direct her to (a) reclaim Samoan histories and

creation stories by subverting hegemonic western fantasies of "dusky

maidens" and a timeless South Seas Paradise that denies change and

agency to Pacific Islanders; (b) challenge western binary norms of het-
eioseruality and gender from the vd (social space) she occupies in her

community as a fa'afafine-broadly describing those who are Samoan

and "queer," which in Kihara's case identifies her as a male to female

transgender and in New Zealand is categorized as deviant; (c) pose as

Samoan male and female deities to honor Moana spirituality and gene-

alogies, including the principle that in Moana societies the past lies in
front of the present and the future; (d) create works o{ beauty marked

by the aesthetics of not only symmetry and balance, but also dramatic
light. Because items (a) to (c) are all concerned with "intersecting"_or
"conflicting" tendencies at the interface of the subject matters trnder

the produclive process-as in the art works above that form the sub-

stance of artistic and literary commentaries of the author-they coin-
cide with both the general and specific (epistemological) tenets of the
ta-va theory.

In her wider art practice as an art activist and curator, Kihara further

positions her transgender space (va) to maintain good social relatiorrs (teu

le vA and/or tausi le va) with her Samoan community in New Zealand and at

home in the Islands. As a curator, she has also extended concepts of teu le

va to establish relations of community with Third Gender Pacific Islander

artists living in Australia and the Pacific. In 2009-10, her work with estab-

lishing good "o-*rnity 
relations has come through organizing a series of

cross-cultural art performances entitled Talanoa: Walk the TaIk, commis-

sioned by the Fourth Aucldand Triennial (NZ), Auckland City Council
(NZ), Campbelltown Arts Centre (Australia), 4a Center for Contemporary

Asian Art, ind other organizations in Australia interested in multicrrltural

exchanges to create community dialogue and good will.
To eitablish a context for interpreting Kihara's art, I begin with a short

description of her life. I then discuss her work chronologically to point out

that, despite changes in its media, form, or content, common themes that

reclaim Moana concepts of time-space, Moana histories and spirituality, and

indigenous concepts of her va as fa'afafine resurface throughout her work.

In addition, conflicts in the personal life ofthe artist are projected onto the
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artist's works, which are then dealt with as conflicts that are internal to them
and mediated in the creative process,

Shigeyuki Kihara-A Short Biography

The late Cook Islander-Maori artist and curator Jim Vivieaere has sug-
gested that Kihara's propensity to cross borders in her life and art to create
liminal social spaces-the space in between-stems from her childhood
experiences (Vivieaere 2005). Her parents are of different ethnic heri-
tage-her father is Japanese and her mother is Samoan-and she mediated
between the values of both cultures. In childhood, she also moved regu-
larly when her father's job sent the family to live in Japan, Indonesia, and
Samoa. Early in life, she also became aware of her liminal gender. When
she returned to live in Samoa as a teenager, her va as a fa'afafine was pub-
licly recognized in high school, when she was assigned traditional female
tasks (Kihara, pers. comm.).

In 1989, Kihara made another transition when she was sent to an all
boys boarding school in New Zealand. After graduation, because she was
always creative and interested in expressing gender and cultural identity
through clothing, she enrolled to study fashion at Wellington Polytechnic
(now amalgamated with Massey University). Here, in the national capi-
tal, she was exposed to a young urbanized Pacific Islander street cul-
ture, which stimulated her interest in the semiotics of style. Urban Pacific
culture-referring to the experience of Pacific Islander migrants-was
attracted by two things: melding the boundaries between art and fash-
ion and promoting Pacific pride and heritage to challenge New Zealand's
white establishment and its dominant values. As Urban Pacific culture
caught on in the late 1980s, a few cutting-edge fashion magazines began
to feature new "Pasifika" fashion, drawing attention to its aesthetics and
fashion activism. After graduating from Massey, Kihara began to produce
and art direct fashion editorials for these publications. In doing this, she
acquired technical expertise for staging high fashion shoots (dramatic
lighting, elaborate costuming), which later became aesthetic components
of her own photographic work. Doing research for fashion features also
stimulated Kihara'.s interest in studying nineteenth century photographs
of Pacific Islanders, whose poses seemingly mirrored the ideas western
photographers had of native peoples and their society. Resistance to this
exotic timeless "gaze" became, as discussed next, a focus in all her art that
she wished to redress.

Kihara's flair for aesthetically powerful innovative imagery linking tradi-
tional and contemporary motifs has drawn wide recognition for her creative
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talents as a Pacific artist. Her student "Graffiti Dress" and the T-shirts of her

first exhibition Teuanoa'i: Adorn to Access were acquired in 2000 by New

Zealand's National Museum Te Papa Tongarewa. In 2003, she was the recipi-

ent of Creative New Zealand's Arts Council's Emergent Young Artist Award;

she was the recipient of Creative New Zealand's Arts Council's Contemporary
pacific Artist aware in 2009; and, in 2008, she became the first Pacific Artist

to have a retrospective exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New
york). It included inages I now discuss regarding concepts of tirne and space

in her work.

Early Fashion Images: Grffiti Dress, Ailorn to Access, Pulp
Magazine

Kihara's e:rrliest fashion work (Grffitl Dress, Aclornto Access, and features in

Pu,lp Magazine) reflect the dislocation, humor, and frustration felt by young
pacific Islander migrants who arrived in New Zealand and had to negotiate

between the socio-cultural traditions of their islands and the urban Pacific

subculture they encountered in Wellington or Auckland (Colchester 2003,

167-190). Kihara entitled the "Graffiti Dress," which she made during her

time as a fashion student, Bombacific 1995. The dress is now in the collection

of New Zealand's National Museum Te Papa Tongarewa, and it mediates this

important space of cultural negotiation in a design pattern, comlining solid

colors, geometric shapes, curwing and intersecting lines, and graffiti imagery

A description of the garment is posted at Arts Online Te Hapori O Nga Toi
(courtesy of the Museum of NZ Te Papa Tongarewa No FED01056I):

This is a long tight-fitting dress rnade from Dupont Lycra. It hzrs a

green yoke, long red sleeves and a hlgh backed rolled collar. The rest

of the bodice is black with a grill-like effect, created by joining geo-

metric shapes with silver overlocked seams, At the waist is a broad

silver band with black horizontal lines. The skirt has three horizontal

bands of white, covered in black graffiti, which are separated by two

sloping (curving) black bands (2).

As recorded by Te Papa on inforrnation provided by Kihara, the design of
the garment represents the social space of a younger generation of Pacific

Islanders living ln New Zealand and negotiating between two worlds-
their traditional islands and their new contemporary urban environ-

msnl-and how to relate to them both. Stylistically, the dress emulates a

traditional ntu'uttufu which, as Kihara has discussed, was introduced by

colonial missionaries to cover the "savage" native female body (Leota-Ete,
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Kihara, and Raymond 2002).In the islands, the mu'umu'u or puletasi (a
tighter fitting mu'umu'u) was made of natural cotton. Kihara has, how-
ever, created her dress in lycra (an industrial stretch fabric) and deco-
rated it with graffiti rnotifs and areas of transparency to show the body
underneath. The skirt, with its black bands curving round the body and
patchwork of colored shapes, including vibrant red sleeves, signifies the
mixing and blending of cultures of Pacific Islands people in New Zealand's
urban spaces; the graffiti (an American influence) signal overtones of
rebelliousness. The transparent patches in mid-section of the dress refer-
ence the precolonial body and, as noted by Kihara, signal that colonialism
has not succeeded in repressing Pacific women's sexuality or ideals of
beauty through covering the body and conceptualizing it as something to
be feared (Kihara, pers. comm.; Leota-Ete, Kihara, and Raymond2002,
91). In the conflicting tensions of the present, "Graffiti Dress" reasserts
traditional ideas of the body beautiful while at the sarne time referencing
that a Pacific aesthetic has never been static but adapts and transforms in
time and space.

In her gallery exhibition installation Teu.ar-toa'i: Aclom to Excess (2000),
Kihara again uses the semiotics of clothing to reference Pacific urban
street culture and to show how young Pacific Islanders are expressing
their ethnic identities by wearing western styled garments, but modrfied
to express indigenous meanings relevant to contemporary pacific lives. In
this case, 28 T-shirts were stamped with bastardized corporate logos of
international and local companies. For example, Kentucky Fried Chicken
was parodied to KKK; FAB detergent became FOB; and The Warehouse
morphed to The Whorehouse. For the exhibition, the T-shirts, dyed in
traditional colors of black or red, were hung syrnmetrically spaced in two
rows along three gallery walls. In the center of the back wall, other T-shirts
were packed into a frozen case, intended to simulate supermarket con-
sumption and the exploitation of Third World Labor (NZ Herald 2001;
Colchester 2003, 136).

Because of infringement of copyright laws, the exhibition caused an
uproar, and three T-shirts were withdrawn as the corlpanies threatened liti-
gation. But, as Kihara commented, she achieved her message with the design
and display of the worl<:

. . . The re-appropriated logos subvert the system of power, which
governs the lives of indigenous Pacific Peoples today. The work
also reflects the pride, angst, and frustration amongst Pacific Island
youth living in an urban environment, which is what I was when I
first started thern bacl< in 1996 (Kihara, pers. comrn.).
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In voicing pride in Pacific values of community being undermined
by exploiiative consumerism and labor practic,es, young people are

informed by wearing these T-shirts to look to the past to guide them

into an uncertain fulure. In this respect Tuanoa'i speaks to traditional
Moana concepts of time and space while at the same time protesting the

asymmetricaliocial relations which Pacific Islanders experience in urban

New Zealand.

P ulp }'4'agazine-S ao age N obilitY

To promote her art and Pacific design, Kihara began working fo1 Pulp and

other avant- garde magazines, which in the late 1990s were making waves

in the growi"g pop culture of young urban Maori and Pacific Islanders. At
pulp, she designed fashion features that parodied and subverted western

stereot;pes of Pacific Islanders and the enduring popular fantasies of the

South Seas as "paradise" (Taouma 2005). A striking example is an eight-page

fashion spread entitled Saoage Nobllity, where Kihara appears in the style of
a living tableau labeled A High chief and His subjects (see Fig. 1). Shot in

black and white, the figures are posed motionless against a blank backdrop:

the chief and his attendants wear a mix of western and traditional clothing,

while Kihara is dressed in a high necked black victorian dress. This mixture

of attire symbolizes the changes colonial rule has brought to Pacific Societies

but which are erased by its romantic exotic fantasies of Pacific people liv-

ing outside of history or being stuck in time and, thus, being, themselves,

unchanging.
It is theie histories and their cosmic depth in time and space that Kihara

wants to reclaim through her art. The dress she is wearing is a black mourn-

ing dress and is intended to link the inherent tensions in Pacific color sym-

bolism. Black symbolizes the many sorrows and deaths that Pacific People

have suffered from Colonial rule. But when Kihara re-presents these suf-

ferings, she empowers them and highlights her own resistance to western

hegemony. As Fotauaine and Mahina (2011) have critically examined, in

another Moana society, Tonga, the colors kula (red) and'uli (black) oppose

one another and are'conceptualized across physical, psychological, and

social realms, including gender. In Moana thinking and practice, 'uli (black)

is associated with the night, moon, darkness, death, ignorance, and being

female. However'uli also references the earth and symbolizes attachments

to the land rnaintained by the ancient order of chiefly titles and sacred

genealogies. Black/blackness is therefore a multivocal symbol associated

rvittr Uoih positive and negative concepts, which Kihara harnesses for her

own nuanced layered meanings.
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Frcunn r. A High Chief and His Subjects. Pulp Magazine Fashion
Editorial, 2001. Photographer Duncan Cole and Shigeyuki and Chris
Lorimer Fashion Stylists.

Black Sunday

In 2001, Kihara presented her second solo exhibition, Black Su,nday, which
is a series of collaged prints reworked from ethnographic nineteenth cen-
tury photographs and postcards of Pacific Islanders. Playing again with the
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Frcuna z. Gossip Session. Black Sunday Series. Mixed Media, C-print,
2001.

semiotics of the clothed/unclothed body, she adorns these noble natives with
conterlporary consulrer goods (colored T-shirts, sunglasses, and bright lip-

stick) to intersect the past with the present in a style that is eye-catching and

witty. Again, the intent is to reclaim Pacific history and pride in Moana values

and heritage.
In Gosil.p Session: See No Eai,l, selected for Kihara's retrospective exhi-

bition at the Metropolitan Museum in NewYork (see Fig.2), three bare-

breasted village girls work beating tapa in rhlthmic beats which measure

time in rpu"" (Kutlli 2008). Collaged to wear bright colored T-shirts, the girls

are redressed to represent the continuing value of wornen's work in commu-

nity wellbeing and caring for social relationships
The regal *orrrutt photographed in Tasl ai' afe: One in a mi'llion (also dis-

played at the Metropohtun exhibition) wears the ceremonial headdress of a

i aup ou-thevirgin daughter of a S amoan High Chief ( see Fig. 3 ). Traditionally,

as today, the v6 ofthe taupou represents the honor ofher village and her fam-

ily; her status and dutiful behavior epitomize the beauty of harmonious social

t"lutiotrr. Her portrait is, however, slashed by a series of bars. These vertical

spaces symboliie the "immobilizinggaze of the colonial photographer," which

Iilhu.u reclaims in rephotographing her image and infusing it with the vitality

of color (Metropolitan Museum, press release,2008).

But beyond ieclamation, Kihara's image is also an example of indigenous

photography as cultural resistance to the subjugating colorrial gaze, which

"i-"d to convince Europeans of their superiority and duty to "civilize"
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FIcunn 3. Tasi Ai Afe: One in a Million. Black Sunday Series. Mixed
Media, C-print,2O0l.

primitive peoples. Cokrnial photography and resistance to its theoretical
constructs are also the recent fbcus of analysis by Maxwell (2000) and Pinney
and Peterson (2003), where, as Pinney eirgues, "photography has becon're a

space for the inversion and critique of authorized Western lnodels of travel,
Iandscape, and selfhood" (13).

Another striking image from this series is the portrait of a young girl
entitled Distressecl Maicl,en (see Fig. 4). She wears a gnrland of flowers on
her head r,rnd holds flowers zrgainst her breasts, while glancing warily at the
camera.

As Kihara corlmented in an intewiew ribout her wolk selected {br the
Metropolitan exhibition, the Blaclc Su,nday prints were intended to rarise

issues about the nuthenticity, representation, and historicity ofethnographic
coloni:il photography of Samozin people. More than reclressing history these
issues were personal, since some of her decensed older relatives appear
in these studio photographs of "dusky miiidens." As Kihara comrnents in
Federico (2009):

By the time photography arrived in Samoa, Sanoan people were
already heavily indoctrinated into Christianity and, as a result, corn-
{brtable with the idea of wearing clothes, However, when San'roans

went into the photography studio, the Western photographers asked
people to take off their clothes and pose nude because it didn't fit
into the photographers' fictitious idea of what a Strmoan person
should look like. . . . This raises issues about control and authclrity
begging the question, "Who decides what is authentic?" (35).
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Frcunn 4. Distressed Maiden. Black Sunday Series. Mixed Media, C-
print,2OOl.

In addition to reclaiming Samoan history in time and space, the Black Sunday

series also challenges western stereotypes of Paci{ic Islanders and addresses

social relationships with settler whites. As Kihara's statement above suggests,

Paci{ic Islanders perceive the latter as asymmetrical and as having failed to
establish harmonious exchanges integral to practicing the Moana art of teu

le vd. Despite their critical content as images of resistance, the prints are,

however, artistically composed, using principles of balance and symmetry and

a palate of complementary colors. There is thus a degree of tension displayed

between the composition of the image and its subject-the distressed maiden.

Moana Concepts of Time and Space and Spirituality

In her next exhibitions, Faleai.tu: House of Spirits,2003 andYaoan: Tales from
Anci,ent Samoa,2004, Kihara focuses her photographic self-portrait images

on Moana concepts of time (ta) and space (va), where she poses as portraits
of Samoan Gods and Goddesses and important characters from sacred crea-

tion histories. With their dramatic lighting showing figures emerging from
darkness, these images emulate the voluptuous sryle of the "Dusky Maiden"
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genre of velvet paintings, made famous in New Zealandby Charles McPhee
in the 1950s and 1960s. At the same time, as Kihara has noted, although
these images use contemporary media and technology, their subjects are
Moana cosmologies and legends of mythic time-space, where darkness sym-
bolizes prirnal blackness, the earth, and Pulotu, the ancestral homeland and
afterworld of Western Polynesia (Kihara, pers. comrn.)

Faleaitu: House of Spi.ri.ts

Faleai,tu is inspired by traditional Samoan comedic theater where men-pos-
sessed by spirits-performed male, female, and transvestite roles to parody
high status people or satire the vagaries ofsocial life (Sinavaiana 1992a, 1992b;
Mageo 2010). As a performance art form that engages humor, Faleaitu deals
with conflicts in human thinking at the interface of normality and absurdity
(Mahina 2008; Mahina, n.d.). Today, as traditionally, Faleaitu is attributed to
a dMne source and is intended to evoke laughter rather than convey public
disrespect or anger. The gender bending associated with Faleaitu is hinted
at in Kihara's dramatic portrait of Sina, entitled Sina rna Tuna-Sina andher
Eel (see Fig.5).

Here, she poses as Sina holding up the severed head of Tigilau, her ill
fated loved lover, who has been transformed into an eel by her angry father.
To remain together, Tigilau has instructed the grief-stricken Sina to cut off
his head so he can return to life as the first coconut, This transformation
mediates the relationship between life and death in a cyclic Moana con-
cept of ta-va (time-space), where life and death are dialectical aspects of
the same reality, With blood dripping from her hand, Sina further negates
all western fantasies of "dusky maidens" depicted in the velvet portraits of
Charles McPhee.2 An earlier humorous critique of McPheet "Dusky Pacific
Belle" painting was made by Sima Urale in her film Veloet Dreams (1997).

As Kihara has noted, this {ilm influenced her decision to redress McPhee's
voluptuous imagery of young Pacific women by reappropriating his exoticiz-
inggaze (pers. comm.)

A second portrait from the Faleaitu series explicitly represents Moana
concepts of ta-va (time-space) as a four-sided concept of reality, recently
theorized by }lofanga Okusitino Mdhina and other Moana scholars, This
portrait, entitled Lalaoa Taupou: Ceremonial Maiden (see Fig. 6), represents
Nafanua, the Samoan Goddess of war.

Dramatically looming from the darkness, her head is shown adorned with
an elaborate headdress made of sennit rope, twisted into a four pronged
object whose sides are constructed from geometric relief designs formed
by intersecting lines. Named kupesi in Tonga, these four-sided designs are
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Frcuns 5. Sina Ma Tirna: Sina and Her Eel. Faleaitu: House of Spirits
Series, 2003. Mixed Media, C-print. Photographer Sean Coyle.

fbund throughout Polynesia, where they are printed on tapa cloth, incised

on sacred objects-such as cereuonial clubs-or tapped onto the human

body as tattoos. The headdress worn by Nafanua in Kihara's portrait is the

creation of internationally recognized and esteen-red Tongan multimedia art-

ist and sculptor Filipe Tohi. Trained as a master of the ancient Tongan art

of tufunga lalaoa (sennit lashing), Tohi applies its mathematical formulae to

produce worl< in wood, stone, or line which, as Okusitino has described, "can
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Frcunn 6. Lalava Taupou: Ceremonial Maiden. Faleaitu: Ilouse of
Spirits Series,2O03. Mixed Media, C-print. Photographer Sean Coyle.

be critically appreciated in the Tong:in conception ancl praxis of ta eind va"-
tlrat is, a fbur-sided pliilosophical concept of time-space (Mahina 2002,5).3

In Samoan history, Nafanua is a legendary figure of great importance.
Called as a young woman frorn Pulotu, the spirit wclrld where she resided,
she disguised herself As ir man to lead her people to fight their enen.ries.

After winning ei great btrttle that fi"eed her village {rom bondage, Nafanua
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established herself as powerful political leader and is reputed to have insti-
tuted the fa'amatai chiefly system that governs Samoa today. She also intro-
duced the protocols of the fono, which include the ceremonial presentation of
kaaa sewedby the ceremonial maiden. In naming Nafanua's portrait Lalcwa
Taupou, Kihara is representing the importance of genealogy in Moana epis-

temology. Furthermore, Nafanua is a transformative ffgure. Under her rule
the chaos of war was transformed into a state of peace, supported by the bal-
anced structure of the fa'amatai chiefly system (see Refiti 2009 for further
discussion). After Nafanua's death she was deified as goddess but, with the
imposition of Christianity, her worship was officially overturned. However,
as Kihara's portrait serves to remind, in a Moana conception of history the
past is a beacon for the future. In the taupou's sacred role of serving kava

at ceremonial exchanges, initiated by Nafanua, she embodies the balanced
hierarchy of social relations that maintain Satnoan society in time and space.

Vooau: Tales From Ancient Samoa

Kihara's portraits inVat:au are inspired by Samoanfagono (crealion stories),

where, in elaborate costumes technically manipulated, she poses as male and

female deities whose actions have created features of the Samoan landscape

and customs of Samoan life. Similar to her earlier Faleaitu series, {igures
again emerge from darkness in a dramatic use of chiaroscuro (light and dark
shading). Transformation, the importance of exchange, and Moana concepts

of gender relations are concepts symbolized in the iconography of these

portraits.
Maui-named for one of the portraits in the Vaaut, series entilled Mani,

Ti,'eti'e Talaga: How Maui Obtai.ned Sanroa's First Fire-is a demigod and
trickster who is the subject of numerous Pacific legends. He is said to have

hooked up the South Island of New Zealard, to have slowed down the jour-
ney of the sun, and, as imaged by Kihara (see Fig. 7), stolen fire frorn the
underworld after fighting with Mafui'e, the God of fire, to obtain it. Kihara
shows Maui at the moment when he grasps a smoldering wooden stick whose

light illuminates his face and torso. Bringing fire into the world allowed
men to warm thernselves and to transform raw produce into cooked food.
However, fire is also a force of destruction and, in bringing it to the world,
Maui disobeyed his father's command to keep its powerful forces contained
deep underground,

Two other portraits from theVaoau series entitledLe Loimate o Aptrula-
Tears of Apaula (see Fig. 8) and Taema ma Ti,lafoiga-Goddesses of Tatau
(see Fig. 9) encode the importance of transformation in td-vd relationships
linking humans to nature, or marking complementary gender relations and
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FrcunB 7. Maui Ti'eti'e Taluga: Maui and the First Fire of Samoa.
Vqnau: Tales from Ancient Samoa Series, 2004. Mixed Media, C-
print. Photographer Sean Coyle.
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FIcune 8, Le Loimate o Apaula: Tears of Apaula. Vavau: Tales from
Ancient Samoa Series, 2004. Mixed Media, C-print. Photographer
Sean Coyle.

transitions in the human life cycle. Apaula, who is imaged in Le Loimate o
Apaula, is the legend of a beautiful young Samoan maiden in love with the

giant Vaea. Forbidden by her family to rnarry hirn, she was sent away to Fiji.
Broken hearted, Vaea fell asleep while waiting and was transformed into a

mountain. When Apaula returned to Samoa to search for her lover, she was

unable to find him and began to grieve. Her sorrow{ul tears followed pro-
fusely and formed a stream which, today, still flows through the village of
Mount Vaea (Kihara, pers. comm.).
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FIcunB 9. Taema Ma Tilafaiga: Goddesses of Tatau. Vavau: Tales from
Ancient Samoa, 2004. Mixed Media, C-print. Photographer Sean
Coyle.

Depicting Apaula at the moment of her deep grief, Kihara's mournful por-
trait symbolizes the spiritual links existing between humans and f'eatures of
the natural landscape where geography is rnarked by human attachments,
sentiments, and historical events. As 'Okusitino Mahina has pointed out, the
ta-va Moana theory of reality applies across nature, mind, and sociely. The
Tears of Apanla references this idea within a Samoan epistemological context.

The origins of tattoo, referenced in Kihara's portrait of the Goddesses of
Tatau, is the subject of many legends dispersed across the Pacific. In Samoa
and Tonga, it is associated with the myth of the twin sisters Tilafaiga and
Taema. According to this narrative, the sisters swam with a basket of tools
from Fiji to Samoa, singing along the way that women were the ones to
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be tattooed. But after being diverted by a large clam, they mixed up the
song words and, instead, chanted that tattoos be given to men (see Dianna
Georgina's paper in this issue for a variant of this myth).

As Mdhina has noted, the word tatau is related to the rhythmic movement
and sound of strihng. Tatau also means rightness of balance as Samoan tattoo
designs (pe'a for men and nutlu for women) are s)rmmetrical with patterns of
intersecting straight lines and larger blocks of black for men. The tatau process

of obtaining the pe'a is very painful and traditionally was given to youths as a

rite of passage marhng the transition to manhood. At the same time, because

knowledge of pe'a was passed by women to men, this transference of knowl-
edge syrnbolizes the separate but complementary spheres of gender relations
existing between men and women in Samoan society (Kihara, pers. comm.).

Kihara's portrait of the Goddesses of Tatau innovates the traditional ico-
nography of mythology where the sisters are depicted as young women, sepa-

rated by a floating log while swimrning. Kihara does not, however, depict the
sisters with separated bodies but-in a veiled reference to her own sexual

identity-images them as Siamese twins joined at the shoulder. Fusing their
bodies here permits the sisters to turn their heads and see one another while
chanting on their journey. As Kihara explained in discussing the portrait:

In order to find harmony and balance in the world, there must be a
balance of male and female forces-and I have been looking for a

visual metaphor or reference to understand this . . , how male and

female can be found together in one body. . . . The new metaphor
I have come up with to understand the balance of cosmology is the
idea of Siamese twins where male and female energy is represented
bytwo heads and one body. One bodyhead is male the other female.
Because they are Siamese twins and have two sets of thinking (male

and female) they must work together. . . . They must have a conver-

sation with one another. In the case of dominance each must be gen-

erous to the other, and they must balance whatever they do together.
I found this twin metaphor with the Goddesses of Tatau where I
pose showing them as Siatnese twins. They are both fernale but, ide-
ally, there must be male and female in one body for balance, but this
does not necessarily mean to champion a heterosexual dynamic over
others (Kihara, taped interview 2006).4

This veiled reference to male and female forces melding in Moana t6-va con-
cepts of gender is the focus of Kihara's next major body of work entitled
Fa'afafine: In a Manner of aWoman, to be discussed next.
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Fa'afafine: In a Manner of aWomam: Melding Male-Female in the
Space in Between

In her series Fa'afafi,ne: In a Manner of a Woman, Kihara revisits themes of
reclaiming histories for Pacific Islanders and subverting colonial voyeurism
and exploitation of the Polynesian female body (Kihara 2005; Rosi 2007b).
Her main focus in these haunting sepia-toned prints is, however, on challeng-
ing-western assumptions that all gendered experience occurs within a binary
of being male or female (vivieaere 2005). The series comprises four indi
vidual photographs and a triptych. with the help of her technical team (all
Kihara's photographic art is collaborative), several photographs have been
manipulated, enabling her to pose as a man, a woman, a couple, and as a
fa'afafine.

- In contemporary Samoan society, fa'afa{ine is a term used to broadly
describe those who are Samoan and "queer"-i.e., transgender, gay, inter-
sexed, and lesbian persons, Traditionally, the term referenced born males
who enacted a ferninized identitybybehaving like women, performingwom-
en's tasks, and, in contemporary life, often cross-dressing. Fa'afafine have
been part of Samoan society since precolonial times. Although christianity
has complicated moral and social attitudes toward their lifesryles and sexuai-
ity, they have remained an integral aspect of samoan ]ife and artistic expres-
sion (Schmidt 2001, 2003). Like all other Samoan men and women, fa'afafine
are expected to support their families and communities by contributing to
social obligations and harmonious social relations. In her public statements,
Kihara insists that her art is part of her community and this is what differenti-
ates her from western artists:

. . . In a Western global art world, it s all about celebration of the
individual, while art from the Moana is all about celebrating the
community. What I think a lot of historians/anthropologists/sociolo-
gists fail to acknowledge is that the community also embraces what I
do as well. So it's no use for me making artwork about the Moana and
about Samoan culture if I don't talk about my community because
that's what makes me different from another white artist. . . . In the
Pacific, our house building, our canoe building, our song and dance,
our club-{ighting-every,thing we do is an art form basically. . . . In
Samoan we have atermfaioa: fai meaning to make or create, oa-its
space . . . failsa meaning to create space. Now in order to celebrate
and make things deep and meaningful in our lives, we must first
acknowledge fai,tsa .. . creating deep and meaningful spaces in our
lives (taped interview, 2005).
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Kihara's statement coincides with ta-va theory as the meaning of faiva in

Tongan is also underpinned temporally and spatially (Mahina, pers' comm')'

foday, when the npp"nto.t"" of fa'afafine has become increasingly flam-

boyant with the popularity of beauty pageants and foreign tourism seek-

ing the exotic, they are the subject of teasing and social criticism (Mageo

20b1; also Besnier 2002,2004 for criticism in Tonga). However, in Samoa

as depicted in the film Paraclise Bent (Fi,lnnnakers Librarylggg), fa'afafine

do not experience the liomophobia that they encounter after migration to

New Zealand or North America (Schmidt 2005). In her Fa'afafi.ne Series,

Kihara directs her imagery to protest Western gender discrimination and,

simultaneously, to express pride in her Moana identity through her va as a

fa'afafine-the space in between (Rosi 2007a).

In Ugalfi Satnoa: Santoan Couple (see Fig. 10), Kihara poses as a young

Samoan" man and wollan whose solemn demeanor, elaborate traditional

adornments, and bare torso and breasts ernbody "savage nobility"-but also

gender duality. As evident by the decor, the photograph is taken in a studio.

ih" 
"o.rple 

do not, howeve! meet the photographer's gaze, but stare dis-

tantly away as if they were statues ftozen in time.
This same quality of perfect remoteness is present in her porttalt My

Satnoan GlrI, iho is posed sitting on a Victorian chair, and in her single por-

traits of a young Samoan man and a woman. Exhibition press_releases aurV

or critical'comments made by western art reviewers about these portraits

described them as "beautiful" because oftheir balanced cornposition, careful

detail, and physical attractiveness or pathos oftheir subjects,5 Yet the photos

are also artlficlal and surreal because the photography is contrived to meet

western tastes.6

But beyoncl Kihara's intention to redress the western gaze that has denied

or manipulated Samoan history something more provocative is occurring

in the triptych photographs, entitled Fa'a'fafi,ne: In a Manner of a Wotn'an,

where rh" por"i as a reclining "south seas Belle." In the first image (see Fig,

11), she 
"pp"u.r 

with bare breasts and wearing a grass skirt; in the second,

the skirt rl--ot ed, she appears to be a young nude female; in the third, a

penis is revealed.
Three subtexts about gender intersect here: one plays on the shocked sur-

prise felt bywestern sailors when dusky maidens, whose charms had attracted

ihem, turned out to be "lads"7; the second is the challenge Kihara's vd as

fa'afafine poses to binary division of western models of gendered sexuality,

particularly the homophobia she confronts living in New-Zealand o^r visiting

iVestern countries; the third-seldom noted-is to differentiate fa'a{'afine

sexuality from homosexuality, because in the West it is labeled in the same

category and treated with the same attitudes of disrespect or derision.
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Frcunn rc. Ugali'i Samoaz Samoan Couple. Fa'afaftne: In a Manner
of a Woman Series, 2005. Mixed Media, C-print. Photographer Sean
Coyl".

TE and VE in Kihara's performancet Tauqluga: The Last Dq,nce

Kihara has commented that her performance art complements her visual
art. working first with the cooperative Pasifika Divas, whose vibrant pro-
gram was selected to open the 2000 Asia-Pacific Triennial in Brisbane, she
collaborated with them to showcase fa'afafine styles from flamboyant drag
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FIcunB rr. Fa'afaffne: In a Manner of a Woman Series; Triptych 1,

2005. Mixed Media, C-print. Photographer Sean Coyle.

to measured expressive choreography. Since leaving the group, because she

wanted to worli as a solo performer, Kihara has focused on developing her

innovative interpretation of Tauahtga (Last Dance), fine tuning its cho-

reography to reflect different venues and rneanings. In 2006, her perfor-
n'rui"J*nr created as a video work. Taualuga is a graceful measured dance

led in traditionnl Samoa by the ceremonial village rnaiden (taupou), dis-

cussed enrlier. Her slow dignified tnovements symbolize the San-ioan ideals

of respect and harmonious social order. In traditional performances, the

taupoir sternds in a central position, moving with grace as her hand move-

meirts tell the story of her dance. On the periphery male dancers perform

with rapicl boisterous movements and gestures which contrast with the

taupou'.i serenity. From the outside to the inside, the td-va of the dance

represents er moveruent from chaos to order (see Georgina's paper in this

issue fbr further analysis).

Kihara is inspired by the movements of the dance but reinterprets

thenr to convey sadness, not celebration. She performs in a black crin-

oline Victorian gown, often in front of a screen that displays colonial

images of Samoan life to record the impact of colonial rule. A beam of
lighi, prolected from below, then casts a moving shadow over her dancing
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Frcunn rz. Taualuga: The Last Dance. Photograph Courtesy of Shi-
geyuki Kihara.

form as it changes pace and rhythms. This gives the illusion of two danc-
ers moving together in time and space (see Fig. 12). The poignant beauty
of Kihara's choreography alludes to key themes of her work: acknowl-
edgement of the suffering of Samoans under colonialism to redress west-
ern notions of a people having no history; expressing Moana spirituality
and cosmology as her performance is, as she had stated, based on a jour-
ney through Pulotu (the ancestral homeland and underworld), where
she visits the future enshrouded in the past; and asserting her va of a
fa'afafine as a mediating transgendered space in the dynamic fabric of
Samoan society with its strong commitment to upholding good relations
of community.

. . . I depict how the past informs the present and by doing this
will make the future right. This is different from the western
idea of the past influencing the future. . . . If you relive experi-
ence then the group (Pacific Islanders) can navigate across La
Vasa (the Ocean of life). Dancing in this costume is difficult.
It's restrictive and hard to move. It's a challenge to do. But I
wanted to convey this concept of restrictedness so that our his-
tory is acknowledged . . . then we can move on (Kihara 2007,
taped conversation).8
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Kihara's Art Practice as Teu Le Vii

As noted in an earlier statement by Kihara, artists in modern society are val-

ued for their inspired individual creativity, creating art for its own sake. By

contrast, artists in Moana societies are members of their communities, where

their work contributes to maintaining valued social relationships. As TEvita

Ka'ili has discussed for Tongans, the concept of caring for social relations is

named taLrui aa and is based in genealogl with spatial connections-though
it can also be extended more generally to friends or members of a church.

Moreover, as he states, tahui vd is an art form because it decorates and beau-

tifies the space ofsocial relations.
In Kihaia's art practice where she works as a social activist and curator and

lives the space of a fa'afafine, the concept of nurturing socio-spatial ties-pop-
ularly referred to as teu le vd in Samoan (see earlier reference for differences

between teu Ie vA and tausi le vd)-is equally important, since caring for social

relationships helps her establish and maintain ties of community with Pacific

artists living in New Zetrland and others living in diaspora communities in the

United States or the United Kingdom. These caring social relations are main-

tained by both formal and informal networks with Pacific artists of diverse

heritage. For Kihara, the most important social institution encouraging teu

le va for Pacific artists in New Zealand is Tautai Contemporary Pacific Arts

Trust, since its mission is to support relations among contemporary Pacific

artists. Kihara has been very active in this organization, engaging extensively

in its prornotional activities and art events. For example, Tautai artists attend

each other's exhibition openings and sponsor auctions of their work to raise

funds to support a variety of causes-particularly for artists travelling abroad

to attend exhibltions of their art. These activities also go on informally and

mutually between artists who are friends. They may live together, share a

studio with other artists, and depend on artist friends for hospitality to offer
lodging and food. In London, the Maori Club Ngati Ranana invites visiting

Pacifio artists to attend club rneetings and aids them in other ways during
their stay. Visits abroad are expensive, and Kihara draws on nurturing rela-

tionships with friends and colleagues to host her whenever the opportunity
arises.

When she was a member of Pasifika Divas and, presently, in her role as

a curatot Kihara works to create supportive caring relations with the wider

Third Gender Pacific community. For example, Pasifika Divas donated

performance money to support organizations working to prevent AIDS

ind others seeking to legislate the rights of Third Gendered people facing

discrimination in New Zealand. Of great importance here is the difficulty
transgender people confront in finding employrnent, which leads many to
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prostitution. In her role as a curator organizing exhibitions ofartists identify-
ing as "Gender minorities of Pacific Origin" (Measina Fa'afafine (2007) and
Hand in Hand (2008)), Kihara has initiated caring social relationships with
indigenous third gender and gay artists in Australia and the communities that
support them. However, as a Samoan artist recently informed me, teu le va
is a_complex process which is "a matter of everyone being in the right place
at the right time, and this is complicated by hierarchical relations, particu-
lar situations, and events" (see also Reffti 2009). Tcvlta Ka'ili (2008,2007)
has also indicated that, for Tongans, practicing tahui va is not seamless but
induces conflicts when those involved perceive that relations have not been
cared for appropriately.

- Beginning in 2009, Kihara extended her curatorial practice to explore
the relationship of interethnic community through ongoing art p6rfor-
mances she has entitled Talanoo: Walk the Talk. As described on her
webpage (shigeyukikihara.com), talanoa is a concept found in many indig-
enous cultures of the Pacific, but specifically in the islands of 

-samoa,

w^he1e it refers to a process of "finding mutual ground based on exchange
of ideas." Commissioned by sponsors of art events in New Zealand aid
Australian cities with large multicultural populations, Kihara has recon-
ceptualized the ancient samoan concept of talanoa to bring diverse eth-
nic and religious grassroots communities together in an intercultural
dialogue created through collaborative street performances of music and
dance (www.pacificarts.org). For Talanoa:Walk the Talk I and 11, Kihara
engaged Aucklands diverse ethic communities. She organized a collabora-
tive performance between the chinese Dragon Dancers and the Scottish
Highland Pipe Band; another between the Brazilian samba Band and the
Cook Island Drumming Group.

Talanoa: Walk the Talk Ill /: /V took place in Sydney, sponsored by the
campbelltown Arts center. These performances involved four communities
paired into two groups: the Mukti Gupteshwar Mandir Society joined with
the samoa congregational church Minto; the RSL club of campbelltown
community Pipes and Drums performed with wuruniri Music and Dance
troop (see Fig- 13) (Pacificarts.org). However, before any of these perfor-
mances took place, Kihara met with leaders of each community to establish
good social relations by discussing and mediating matters of mutual social
and cultural importance. Talanoa, as the process ofexchanging ideas to find
common ground, is thus an aspect of teu le vd, which works to nurture rela-
tional spaces linhng persons or cornmunities together. The performances
of Talanoa: walk the Talk are also filmed so that the work is documented
and lives on. Kihara also uses the films to discuss the issues and outcomes
they present for creating art that activates and serves to promote positive
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Frcunu rg. Talanoa: Walkthe Talk lV (2OOg) Public Performance Fea-

turing Ingleburn RSL., Campbelltown Community Pipes and Drums,
wuruniniri Music and Dance and shigeyuki Kihara. commissioned
by Campbelltown Arts Centre, Sydney. Photographer Suzannah

Wimberley.

cross-cultural relations in multicultural communities fractured by mutual

suspicion; religious intolerance; and race, gender, and cultural discrimination.

in -utty performance groups, younger members were born in New

Zealand oi .{ustralia. Learning traditional dancing and music from their

older relatives therefore helped them appreciate the preservation of tradi-

tional values and keeping their culture alive. Talanoa took the additional step

of providing a platform for sharing cultural traditions with others'

In Pacific societies that have experienced colonialism and the hegemony

of western values now intensified by globalization, Kihara's art and art activ-

ism are raising public awareness about redirecting concepts of traditional

Moana knowledge, including concepts of time and space, for the well-being

of modern socielies. Talanoa, the art of talking to seek harmonious agree-

ment, is an ancient Moana practice that Kihara hopes her recent and ongoing

work will encourage others to follow. As she stated in a 2010 interview on

ABC, Sydney (Kihara 2010), Talanoa brings cultures together using music

and art:
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. . . The word talanoa in Samoan culture is used to describe a

process of dialogue between two conflicting groups, where they
come together in dialogue in order to find mutual ground based
on love, respect, peace, and harmony. And I think in the world
today there is not enough talanoa between cultures, between
genders, between sexualities, between religions, between coun-
tries, and between various geographical regions . . . So I sought to
stage Talanoa as a possible microcosm to see how various religious
and ethnic groups can come together to have a dialogue and flnd
mutual ground manifested through performance and through art.
. . . In the'Ialanoa performances I have staged so far, the groups
stand and perform together . . . For many, this is the first time
they've stepped outside of their own community and actually
engaged with a performance group from another culture. That's
where the true dialogue comes in the process of collaboration (22

January 2010).

377

Nevertheless, despite the critical acclaim that Kihara has received in direct-
ing Talanoa performances to bring ethnic urban communities together
through music and art, she continues to develop other community proj-
ects to raise public consciousness about the hegemonic political and eco-
nomic forces still eroding the cultural and spiritual values of Pacific arts
sustained by practices of teu le v5. Her more recent work-commissioned
by the Campbell Arts Center and 4a Center for Contemporary Asian Art
for Sydney Festival 2012 and to commemorate the fiftieth year of Samoan
Independengs-i5 a performance and video installation entitled Culture for
Sale. Managed collaboratively with the Samoan community in Sydney, the
work raises questions about the relationship between performance, iden-
tity, and money in the commercialization of Samoan culture. To stage this
concept, four Samoan dancers were instructed to remain motionless at the
performance venue until people walhng by dropped money into bowls as

payment or inserted coins into slot machines to trigger short videos of each
dancer performing (see Fig. 14).

As described on the artist's webpage (shigeluhkihara,com), Culture for
Sala (subtitled a"Post-ColonialVrilkerschau") is informed by a popular form
of late twentieth century German theatrical entertainment where natives
from German colonies-including groups of Samoan men, women, and chil-
dren-traveled to Germany where they were exhiblted in zoos as the "exotic"
other.e But in the wake of the {iftieth Anniversary of Samoa's Declaration of
Independence, Culture for Sale (performance and documentary {ilm) also
raises questions about whether or not Samoa-as an increasingly popular
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Frcunn :r4. Culture for Sale (2012) Public Performance Commis-
sioned by Campbelltown Arts Centre and 4a Centre for Contem-
porary Asian Art for Sydney Festival 2012. Photographer Susannah
Wimberley.

exotic tourist destination-is not now becoming a postcolonial volkerschau

where, as Kihara's webpage states "culture is for sale, and where notions of
'the other' continue to resonate in the lives of Samoan people in the so-called
'post-colonial' era." As internationally recognized contemporary Pacific

Artist Michael Tuffery comments in the short Culture for Scla docurnentary
directed by Kihara:

. . . I see the perspective of where she (Kihara) is coming from . . .

of trying to buy a culture. . . , As a Pacific Islander, I do understand
that when tourists come they want an "Island" experience before

going back to their ordinary lives being factory workers or account-

ants. . . " (Kihara2012)

Today, as Samoa seeks to expand its tourist industry Samoan arts and cul-

ture confront the danger of becoming consumer products to satisfy western

tastes for the exotic. This is an idea that resonates through all Kiliara's art

practice as a powerful theme of cultural resistance and assertion of Moana

identity and knowledge.
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Conclusions

Given the critical role of Pacific arts today in revitalizing indigenous cul-
tures and epistenologies at the dynamic intersection of local and globalizing
art worlds, this paper has critically reviewed the internationally recognized
art practice of Shigeyuki Kihara, who identifies herself as a Moana artist of
Samoan-]apanese heritage living in Aotearoa-New Zealand. Selecting exam-
ples from her material and performance art and recent curatorial practice,
discussion focuses on how her work rnay be intelpreted and informed by
general and specific tenets of the recently developed t6-vd theory of reality
working across nature, mind, and society. Given this agenda, the first section
of the paper makes three arguments: first, by expressing indigenous concepts
of ta-va (time-space as a four-sided reality), Kihara opposes western ideas of
time and space to reclaim Samoan history and subvert Western fantasies of
"dusly Pacific rnaidens" and the South Seas as "paradise"; second, in assert-
ing her traditional va (social space) as a Samoan fa'afafine, she challenges
western homophobia and binary norms of heterosexuality and affirms the
role of third gender within the traditional fabric of Samoan society; third, in
creating visual art and dance inspired by traditional creation stories and ritual
perforrnances, she honors ancient Moana spirituality and indigenous episte-
rnologies, which conceptualize the ancestral past to lie ahead of the future in
a cyclic unfolding of reality. Western art critics have described Kihara's art as

hauntingly beautiful, noting its syrnrnetry harmony, and pathos. But Kihara's
work also draws on traditions of Samoan comedic theater (feleai.tu), urban
pop culture, and velvet kitsch painting, giving it a suggestion ofparody and
over coding-traits associated wlth the persona of fa'afafine performances.
As conceptu alizedby the ta-vd theory of reality, the present (where past and
future intersect) is a zone fraught with conflicts. In consequence, Kihara's
contemporary art achieves aesthetic power when it successfully transforms
chaotic conflict into the symmetry of balanced tensions.

The second half of the paper exarnines Kihara's practice of the Samoan
concept of teu le va-meaning nurturing and beautifying the space of social
relations. As discussed, she does this in two contexts: to secure mutually sup-
portive relations of community with other Pacific artists and, in her recent
curatorial project Talanoa: Walk the Talk, to facilitate relations of respect
and cooperation in divided ethnic urban communities in New Zealand and
Australia through dialogue and collaborative art performance. But as her lat-
est community project, Culture for Sale, also communicates, Pacific arts and
culture are increasingly threatened by hegemonic political and economic
forces where they become little more than consumer products valued for
money. This suggests that, today, contemporary Pacific artists, writers, and
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performers are not only revitalizing ancient Moana concepts and practices

but recycling/redirecting them into new productive arenas of action.lo

NOTES

1. The spatial distinctions ofteu le vd and tausi le vd, as discussed by Reffti (2009), are

related to the circle of fa'amatai (the gathering of family chiefs in the circle of the fono

council). These historical distinctions are elided by other authors, including Albert Wendt
(1999) and Lilomaiava-Dokor (2009), who use teu le vd as a general concept for nurturing,

decorating, and beautifying social spaces. I follow this general meaning in discussing teu le

vd as it relates to aspects of Shigeyuht art practice in this paper

2. Australian born Charles McPhee moved to Sarnoa in 1939. Shortly after, he went to

live in Tahiti, where he learned the techniques of painting in oils on velvet from Edgar

Leeteg-well known for his lush portraits of young Pacific women. McPhee also became

successful, and his work was sold internationally. In the 1950s, other painters began to

imitate and popularize McPhee's style, and velvet paintings came to be labeled kitsch or
..Tiki art." McPhee died at aged 92in2002. His work continues to be prized by collectors.

3. Okusitino Mdhina has worked collaboratively with Filipe Tohi and afffrms that Tohit
work with tufunga lalava has been inspirational in developing the t6-vd four-sided theory of
reality dlvided into nature, n'rind, and society (Mahina2002), (See also Kolokesa Mahina-

Tuait paper in this issue for additional discussion of ta-va phiiosophical concepts in Tohi's

work.)

4. For further discussion of the use of the term fa'afa{ine, including another statement

by Kihara see wolf (2010:23-24). The taped interview with Kihara was conducted at the

opening of Le Yasa: Sea Change at the LGBT Community Center in San Francisco, where

she exhibited paintings from the Vavau Series and performed Taualuga: Last Dance (Rosi

2OO7c).

5. Virginia Webb, former research curator of the Art of African, Oceania, and North
American at the Metropolitan Museum, New York, and curator o/ Shlgeyukl Kihara: Li'a'

ing Portrai.ts (2008), describes the portraits as beautiful; Italian art critic Celeste Federico,

writing in Aesthetica (2009:32-35), also refers to the images as "haunting and bearrtiful."

In 2004, Bartley Ness Galleryt press release for Kihara's exhibition Yaoau: Tales from
Ancient Samaa similarlv calls the Portraits "dark and hauntingly beautiful."

6. For further discussion of how Kihara's photographs incorporate several worhng prac-

tices of ethnographic photographers from the nineteenth and early twentieth century see

Wolf (2010).

7. Besnier (1996, 292) cites incidents. See also Murray (2002) and Wallace (2003) on early

western accounts of sexual encounters with Pacific Islanders and observations recorded

about sexual relations occurring between Paciffc rnales.

8. Taualugaa: The Last Dance has been performed in venues that include: The Haus der

Kulteren Der Welt, Berlin, Germany; the Musee du Quai Branly, Paris, France; the Met-
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ropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Kihara's most recent performance was on February
22,20L2, for the opening of the Te Papa Tongarewa art exhibition Collecting Contem.po-

rary. As noted by Te Papa, both Kihara's performance and video "respond to a series of his-
torical photographs taken by New Zealand photographers including John Alfred Tatersall,
Thomas Andrew and the Burton Brothers during the colonial administration of Samoa by
New Zealand between 1914 tili 1962." Furthermore, many ofthe photographs referenced
by the artist are held in Te Papat photography collection.

9. In 2011, Kihara travelled to Germany supported by the visitor's fund of the Goethe
Institute, where she researched museum archives related to the German adrninistration of
Samoa from 1900 to 1914, This research included records and photographs pertaining to
"V<ilkerschau" (hurnan zoos).

10. In writing this paper, I thank Professors 'Okusitino MEhina, Tcvite Ka'ili, and Ping-
Ann Addo for their helpful criticisms and suggestions for clarifying my observations about
t6-vd theory and Moana sacred histories. I am also very grateful to Shigeyuki Kihara (now

Yuki Kihara) for tahng time from her busy schedule to read the text and to give me permis-
sion to reproduce images of her multimedia and performance art work. Since I {irst met
Kihara at the Association for Social Anthropologists in Oceania (ASAO) symposium "New

Voyagers: Paciffc Arts in a Global Art World" in Hawai'i in 2005, I have reviewed several

exhibitions ofher photographic images and attended four performan ces of Td-ualuga: Tlrc
Ltnt Dance.
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